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1                   P R O C E E D I N G S

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Good morning.  I apologize

3      for the delay.  We had to make sure we had enough

4      seats for everybody in the house, which I think

5      we've accomplished it.

6           It is 9:16, May 2nd, and I want to welcome

7      you to the Pilotage Review Committee Hearing for

8      the Port of Tampa Bay.

9           I want to ask Mollie -- pardon me, Mandie for

10      the roll call.

11           MS. ACKERMANN:  Captain Ben -- I'm sorry.

12      Commissioner Benson?

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Here.

14           MS. ACKERMANN:  Commissioner Seuter?

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Here.

16           MS. ACKERMANN:  Commissioner Jaccoma?

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Here.

18           MS. ACKERMANN:  Commissioner Assal.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Here.

20           MS. ACKERMANN:  Commissioner Hodge?

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Here.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, thank you.

23           My opening comments are going to be very

24      brief.  Basically it's a couple of administrative

25      items.
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1           I'd ask everybody to turn their cell phones

2      off or on vibrate.  And if you have to have any

3      discussions, calls, what have you, I ask that you

4      step out of the room with respect to the speakers

5      and the presentations.

6           We do not have any planned time break in

7      terms of when we're going to -- you know, trying

8      to plan something to get on the phone with

9      somebody else, we just don't know.  We watch the

10      flow of the presenters and whatever, and when it

11      seems like everybody's getting a little tired or

12      whatever, we'll have a planned break and go from

13      there.

14           In advance of their presentations, I want to

15      thank a few people.  First, to my left, Donna

16      McNulty and Marlene Stern for all their support in

17      terms of guidance from a legal perspective and

18      what keeps us on the straight and narrow in terms

19      of what we can and can't do, and procedurally.

20      And Donna is going to go through that in a minute,

21      Richard Law and Tom Bushy in terms of the

22      consultative work they did taking a huge amount of

23      data and putting it in a format that we could

24      digest, as well as the Tampa Bay Pilots.  I know

25      this process is huge, takes a lot of effort to put
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1      everything together and we want to salute you for

2      everything you've done up to this point in time.

3      And I know you still have some heavy lifting going

4      forward in terms of this presentation and

5      everything else.

6           You know, I'd like this to be a very smooth

7      process.  We're going to keep, you know, again, if

8      there's any distractions or what have you in the

9      audience, we'll stop it to make sure that

10      everybody can hear what the speakers have to say.

11           And with that, I'm going to toss it over to

12      Donna McNulty who is going to go over some

13      procedural items.

14           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you, Commissioner Benson.

15      Can everybody hear me okay?

16           So, good morning.  As you know, this is a

17      hearing before the Pilotage Rate Review Committee,

18      to address the Tampa Bay Pilots Association's

19      Petition for Modification of the rate of pilotage

20      for the ports of Tampa Bay, which includes the

21      Ports of -- Port Tampa Bay, Seaport Manatee, Port

22      of St. Petersburg and private berths within.

23           Commissioners are to consider all materials

24      presented and determine if the rate of pilotage in

25      the Ports of Tampa Bay should be modified either
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1      up or down.  And upon making such a determination,

2      state on the record the reasoning for such a

3      decision based upon the evidence presented.  Your

4      decision should be based solely upon the record

5      before you and not upon any independent knowledge

6      or personal bias.

7           As you know, in determining whether the

8      requested rate change will result in fair, just

9      and reasonable rates, the committee is required to

10      give primary consideration to the public interest

11      in promoting and maintaining efficient, reliable

12      and safe piloting services.

13           Section 310.151, Subsection 5, Florida

14      Statutes, sets forth a number of factors for the

15      committee to consider, which include basically the

16      following:  The average net income of pilots,

17      reasonable operating expenses of pilots, pilotage

18      rates in other ports, amount of time spent

19      piloting, prevailing compensation available to

20      individuals in other maritime services, the impact

21      the rate change may have on an individual pilot

22      compensation, and whether such change will lead to

23      a shortage of licensed pilots, projected traffic,

24      cost of retirement, physical risk inherent in

25      piloting, special characteristics of the port, any
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1      other factors the committee deems relevant, CPI or

2      other comparable economic indicators may be used,

3      but they may not be the sole factor in fixing

4      rates.

5           Subsection 6 of that same statute provides

6      the basic outline of vessel characteristics you

7      can consider:  Length, beam, net tonnage, gross

8      tonnage or dead weight tonnage, freeboard or

9      height above the waterline, draft or molded depth

10      or any combination of these or relevant

11      characteristics.

12           Generally speaking, basically after the

13      committee's decision and determination in this

14      matter, we will draft an Order for this committee

15      to review.  So there will be a subsequent meeting

16      after your decision is made for you to review the

17      Order.

18           Then, at that point the committee will review

19      and approve or modify the Draft Notice of Intent,

20      which will properly reflect your decision in this

21      matter.  And then, any substantially affected

22      person will have an opportunity to challenge that

23      notice.

24           This is a simple reminder also to keep in

25      mind that you need to find competent, substantial
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1      evidence to support whatever decision you make.

2           And that concludes my remarks at this time.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.  Okay, with

4      that, let's go to the presentation of findings of

5      the Investigative Committee.

6           Gentlemen?

7           MR. LAW:  Thank you very much, and good

8      morning.  Mr. Bushy and I will present our

9      Investigative Report.  He will focus primarily on

10      Sections 4, 5 and 7 of our -- the main body of our

11      report, and as an accountant, I'll be focusing

12      more on the financial aspects of the application

13      and things like that.

14           If you would turn to the Table of Contents

15      right after our transmittal letter, I'll just run

16      through the outline of our report and what we will

17      be presenting.

18           We'll start with the Executive Summary, which

19      covers pages 2 through 9.  And then there's a

20      required part of our report as a Certification of

21      Information, and that's where we present some

22      errors or inconsistencies that we found in the

23      application.

24           And then the Analysis of Data is really the

25      body of the report, and that's where we focus on
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1      all of the 12 required elements in Chapter 310

2      that Ms. McNulty just outlined for you.

3           And then there are a number of exhibits that

4      we've attached, and we will be referring to those

5      as we go through the presentation.  One in

6      particular is the Requested Rates.  I pulled that

7      directly out of their application, so come forward

8      into our report, so that you could see the full

9      context of their requested rates.

10           And then we submitted what you see typed

11      there to the Department, and ask the Department to

12      attach the application, which was quite lengthy,

13      and all the letters in opposition, which were

14      about 138 pages of that.  So they attached that

15      electronically to whatever you have.  It's not

16      part of the body of our report.

17           So I'll -- I'd like to point out that the

18      pilots' application was very lengthy and

19      comprehensive and contained all the required

20      elements required by the statute.  Also, the

21      pilots were very cooperative and forthcoming

22      during our investigation.  They responded to our

23      questions and inquiries with honest and fair

24      answers to everything.  So I'd like to compliment

25      them on their efforts in dealing with us.
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1           Moving on to the Executive Summary, starting

2      on page 2 of our report, I know a lot of this is

3      written before you, but I just want to hit the

4      highlights here so we kind of focus on what's

5      really important.  It's all important.

6           Of course, the -- this is the longest port in

7      Florida, seven-and-a-half hour handle.  And as you

8      saw in the tour of the port yesterday, the Bay is

9      very large and it has an average depth of 11 feet.

10      But when you go through the buoys, which are about

11      500 feet wide, you're -- you see that that's the

12      channel, which is about 40-plus feet.  But outside

13      that channel, from our perspective of the boat,

14      all you see is water; you don't see -- you don't

15      see that it's 11 feet outside that channel.  But

16      that's what really makes this quite a challenging

17      port to start with.

18           So other -- other parts of this application

19      have to do with the logistics of this port that we

20      point out.  The cottages on -- the requirement to

21      have cottages on Egmont Key, and now that they're

22      losing their ability to refuel there is going --

23      that's going to become obsolete, or they're having

24      to address a new pilot station there.  That's a

25      big factor.  And the change in the requirement to
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1      refuel at a longer distance had a big effect on

2      their -- on their costs this year as well.  But

3      we'll get into that more a little bit later in the

4      presentation.  That's just a general comment.

5           But the last rate increase was February of

6      2010.  Before that rate increase, the revenue --

7      pilotage revenues were 10.5 million.  After the

8      rate increase, they were 11.2 million.  It didn't

9      really go up dramatically with that rate increase.

10           By 2018, on almost 4,700 handles, handles

11      went up, revenues at 3.7 million.  But in 2021,

12      they came back down to about 11 -- 11.5 million.

13      So really the revenue in 2021 was about the same

14      as the revenue in 2012.

15           So typically we see what we call organic

16      growth in the size of the vessels, and that

17      usually brings increased revenue.  And based on

18      those revenue factors, the port didn't really

19      benefit that much, or the pilots didn't benefit

20      that much in pilotage revenue by just size alone.

21      Of course, going down 400 handles from 2018 to '21

22      have a big effect on that, too.  So the -- there's

23      a combination of effects that result in those

24      changes in the revenue.

25           On page 3 we present what is a minimum
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1      charge.  It's really not that significant here

2      because there were only 24 vessels that were at a

3      minimum size vessel, but we presented anyway

4      because they're setting a -- they're asking for a

5      flat rate of $2,000 for any size vessel,

6      regardless of size, plus the ancillary charge of

7      $395.

8           So the prior -- the current rates are 656 --

9      $656, and the requested rate would be $2,395.  So

10      that's a 265 percent increase over the -- over the

11      current rate.

12           We present next the requested rates.  Now,

13      we're only going to pull forward the core rates

14      here, and that's why we attached the whole list of

15      requested rates as an exhibit.  But we're going to

16      address primarily the length, gain, tonnage and

17      draft, the factors that they are requesting.

18           Now, these -- this four-way factor is what

19      has become common in Florida; Miami, Everglades,

20      Canaveral have all gone to this.  I think

21      Jacksonville has, too.  So this is -- going from

22      draft and tonnage to these four factors is very

23      common.

24           The pilots are also requesting annual

25      increases of 6 percent for the first three years
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1      and 3 percent thereafter for years four through

2      10.

3           And on page 4 we present the effect of that

4      rate increase on their projected revenue given the

5      requested rates for 2024.  So that's starting with

6      an amount of 21,900,000, and just so you see how

7      that number escalates through Year 10 with those

8      escalations.  That number we're starting with is

9      off the pilots' compiled projected financial

10      statements that they submitted in their report.

11      It's not something that we did, it's what they

12      represented.

13           And next we present on page 4 the ancillary

14      charges.  It's important to note that the first

15      four items for technology, transport, pilot boat

16      fee and communication, total $180.  The pilot

17      station capital fee of $215 is requested, but it's

18      not included in their revenue projection.  And

19      I'll get into that a little bit later in the

20      analysis of these ancillary charges.  But just so

21      you know when you look at the revenue -- projected

22      revenue for 2024 of 21,900,000, it doesn't include

23      about 800,000 in estimated charges from the

24      capital fund.

25           On page 5 we're presenting two examples of
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1      current and requested rates for a relatively small

2      ship, the Balsa, and then a larger cruise ship

3      Serenade of the Seas.  And as you can see, the

4      smaller ship, the Balsa, it's current charge is

5      around 1,300 -- around $1,300.  And the requested

6      rate would be $2,570.  So that's a 92 percent

7      increase for the Balsa.

8           When you go to the Serenade of the Seas, the

9      current rate is $7,500, and the requested rate is

10      $10,412, an increase of 38 percent.  So we're just

11      giving you examples of that.

12           Let me get my bearings here.

13           On Exhibit A and B, we prepared -- we took

14      the entire handles for 2021, every ship that they

15      handled with all of their dimensions, and we

16      calculated the requested rate and compared it to

17      the current rate.  So that's what Exhibit A and B

18      presents for your analysis.

19           And then we -- but with 4,400 handles, that's

20      a lot of rows, a lot of pages.  So we compressed

21      it down to two pages and put it into layers of

22      groupings of tonnage with examples of ships so

23      that you could see the effect on certain size

24      vessels.  It was otherwise just too much for you

25      to look at.
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1           But what popped out to us in that analysis

2      was that fourth requested layer of their rate

3      increase where they're asking for greater than 39

4      feet draft, and then -- and 118-foot length.  And

5      we present the example that we found, the

6      difference between the Cosco Aukland and the CSL,

7      and it just did not seem reasonable that one ship

8      with a 40,000 ton would have 102 percent increase,

9      whereas the CSL with 44,000 tons is a -- going --

10      is different because they come in at a different

11      draft and go out in a different draft, but 57 to

12      36 percent increase.  And the only difference

13      really primarily was that the length of the Cosco

14      was 856, which was greater than the 815 in their

15      requested rate that bumped it into this higher

16      charge.

17           And so the way I left that is let's see what

18      the pilots explain on that and the rationale

19      behind that.  I mean, it's not for us to really

20      judge whether it's right or wrong, but it is an

21      anomaly to us.

22           Oh, there's a correction there.  On that

23      first -- the last sentence in the beginning of

24      that, it should be 815 "length," not "draft."

25      Thomas just caught that for me.
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1           The next thing we have is the customer data

2      so you can really see who is coming into the port.

3      Mostly container, general bulk, passenger, all

4      those significant parts of revenue, and very large

5      ships is only 17 percent of the traffic here.  And

6      petroleum is very big, very large ships as well.

7      And then we present the zoning -- or the shipping

8      charges for certain zones.

9           Our -- on page 7 we present the traffic

10      projections.  I think what was important there was

11      that Port Tampa, which is the long haul of

12      seven-and-a-half hour trip, versus Port Manatee --

13      so how many trips go to Port Manatee, a much

14      shorter trip, or Port St. Pete.  But the thing

15      about Port Manatee is is the driving cost to get

16      to Port Manatee adds a lot of time that you don't

17      have necessarily in Port Tampa.  It's a long --

18      it's a long drive to get to Port Tampa if you're

19      going to pick up a pilot on an incoming and bring

20      him home.

21           Going to operating costs, percent -- a number

22      of cost categories described, you know, how much

23      health insurance has gone up, the nature of

24      retirement costs, how it is affected by a cap on

25      revenue.  We did find that salaries projection was
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1      probably a little higher than I would have

2      expected, but maybe they have an explanation for

3      that as well.  I didn't get into that.

4           Then I think our analysis of fuel cost is

5      very important.  Obviously everybody knows that

6      fuel cost is very high.  And their inability to

7      maintain a fuel facility for themselves and buy

8      fuel in bulk versus going to a marina and paying a

9      premium for fuel had a significant effect on

10      annual fuel costs.  But what's also significant is

11      the gallons because they're having to travel a lot

12      more in their boat to refuel and not use Egmont as

13      they were.

14           So really when you look back at the last rate

15      increase in 2000 -- we did the application in

16      2017, so they were spending about $96 in fuel per

17      handle, per transit.  And in 2022 it's $196 a

18      handle.

19           On page 8, the reason we presented this

20      analysis of their projected expenses is when we

21      looked at the 2024 projected.  And of course they

22      go from, like, 13 million to 21 million in revenue

23      with the requested revenue increase.  And then you

24      look at, well, how are the expenses going to flow?

25      How -- what are they going to estimate for those?
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1      And so what we present there is the fluctuation

2      between the actual audited numbers and the

3      estimated projected numbers.  And the first thing

4      to tell you is an estimate is an estimate.  It's

5      not an audited number.  It's not actual.  But I

6      thought some of the fluctuation percentages were a

7      little high.

8           And I want -- and I want you to look at that

9      in your own, you know, view of what you think

10      those projections in 2024 were which results in

11      the calculation of average net income per pilot.

12           On page 7 -- okay, I'm done with the

13      Executive Summary.  I'm going to go briefly

14      through the certification on page 10.

15           And we just found a couple of errors that we

16      are pointing out.  I think it's really important,

17      Item No. 2 there is that the revenue projection

18      for 2024 do not include an estimated $860,000 for

19      the pilot station.  Again, I'll get into that

20      analysis in a little bit later.

21           So I'll move on to the body of the report.  I

22      won't be that much longer, okay?

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  It's okay.

24           MR. LAW:  So the body of the report contains

25      12 sections, which follows the statute.  Section
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1      Part 1 is -- we've received no complaints on the

2      level of service by these pilots, and prompt and

3      timely and quality service by the pilots.  That's

4      No. 1.

5           On page 12, okay, we're required to estimate

6      their income, average income for a pilot,

7      including all fringe benefits.  And so what you

8      see there on page 12 is the audited financial

9      statement, the unaudited actual that they gave us,

10      and then the projected for 2024 without a rate

11      increase, and then projected with the requested

12      rate increase.  Again, the projection does not

13      include the pilot station fee.

14           The only adjustment we made in their expenses

15      is in our analysis of their fuel expenses last

16      year and their projection thereon.  We found a

17      $230,000 overestimation of fuel.  So we adjusted

18      their operating expenses by that number.

19      Otherwise, all of those projected net income come

20      right off their statements, their projected

21      statements that they've submitted in the

22      application, except we had to make that one

23      adjustment for fuel.  And they agreed to it.  They

24      did.

25           So then we come down to net income and we do
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1      our add backs.  So fringe benefits, health care,

2      funded pension, on (sic) board/man down, that's

3      where people work off their watch schedule and

4      they earn extra money that's not part of

5      distributable net income.  It's split evenly.  So

6      that's income.  And then we average the whole

7      amount.

8           And then the life and disability

9      contributions, lobbying -- most of the lobbying is

10      the portion of their dues to a 501(c)(6) trade

11      association where part of their dues is for

12      lobbying.  And they are told, on their dues

13      notice, how much of their dues are for lobbying.

14      And it's nondeductible for tax purposes, so we

15      feel like that's not the reasonable and customary

16      cost of operating a pilot organization.  We've

17      always put lobbying back to their income.

18           So then come down to adjusted net income and

19      then we divided by the number of pilots.  And the

20      pilots say, well, we expect to at least have 19

21      pilots in 2024; we'd like to hit 22.  So we divide

22      by both numbers and give that to you.

23           Okay, let's move on to page 14.  The

24      assessment for the pilot boat and the pilot

25      station fees bring up some interesting questions,
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1      if you will.  On the pilot boat, even though there

2      have always been some pilot boat approved rates in

3      other ports, Fort Pierce, just to name a few, I

4      think Palm Beach, this one with, you know, close

5      to 4,400 handles really amounts to a lot of money.

6      And, you know, they assert that they're going to

7      accumulate this money so that possibly in 10 years

8      they'll have enough money to buy a new pilot boat.

9      And we presented a table of that.

10           But unlike the fishing industry where they

11      have a special tax provision for fishing vessels

12      to accumulate money in a capital fund tax free,

13      and even investment tax free on that accumulated

14      money, the pilots don't have that.  So this --

15      this accumulated money they're going to dilute by

16      their individual tax rate.  Could be 30, 35

17      percent, given an estimate of what their net

18      taxable income is.  That's on an individual pilot

19      basis.

20           So you know, if you're going to accumulate

21      this pilot boat fee for seven years and then buy a

22      pilot boat, how do you -- how do you -- how do

23      you, as a rate setting board, say well, escrow

24      that money, keep it only for the boat.  But I

25      don't know that you can do that.  I don't know if
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1      you -- they may have a lean year and say let's

2      distribute some of that money.  I'm not saying

3      they would, but you don't know that they aren't.

4      So I think it's important for you to know that

5      setting this into a rate with the way they intend

6      to replace their next boat in 10 or so years,

7      it's -- it's subject to -- you're just not sure.

8           And then on the Causeway project, the pilot

9      station, $215 per transit, that's going to

10      accumulate a lot of money, too, $860,000 per year.

11      And they're applying, along, I guess, with the

12      Port Authority to get -- to DOT to get a grant to

13      build it.  But it's on Port Authority land.  So if

14      they get a grant to build it, the Port Authority

15      will build it and lease it back to the pilots.  So

16      the whole idea of pilots accumulating money to pay

17      for this thing -- there's so much unknown here of

18      the transactions.  What's it going to be?  A lease

19      back?  And if DOT gives the Port Authority the

20      money, are they allowed to lease it back at fair

21      market value to the pilots, given that it was a

22      grant?

23           You know, there are a lot of questions.

24      And -- and they -- the pilots admit, and that's

25      why they didn't include it in -- this is why they
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1      didn't include it in their projected revenue is

2      they really weren't sure how they were going to

3      escrow or set this aside or what would happen with

4      DOT.  They were very forthcoming in explaining,

5      well, we need this because of what's going on in

6      Egmont and our fueling and we need to look ahead.

7      And that makes a lot of sense.  It's just, how?

8      How do you fund this?

9           So again, these factors of timing, how long

10      are you going to do this?  How long are you going

11      to charge these rates?  What's the tax effect of

12      accumulating this money?  How much dilution is

13      going to take place?  How do you control the use

14      of the money?  How do you control the earnings on

15      the money?

16           I can tell you when I saw the fishing

17      regulations that the IRS put out on their tax

18      exempt program that they have -- the rules are

19      very, very rigid on that.  They say if you divert

20      from any of our rules, you're going to pay the

21      tax, like that.  So you know, the IRS would --

22      when -- would be very rigid in saying if you're

23      going to accumulate money tax-free, you're going

24      to play by our rules.  Very strict rules.

25           And you know, so just so you know, if you're
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1      accumulating money over 10 years or more, you

2      know, the IRS would not -- I mean, you're just

3      going to pay the tax on it.  That's all there is

4      to it.

5           I'm going to stop for a minute and let Tom

6      address Section 4, 5 and 7, and I'll pick up in a

7      few minutes.

8           Are you ready?

9           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  Yes, sir.

10           Good morning, everybody.  Table 1-A and B is

11      set up just to give an example of the rates.

12      There's no one document that shows the world,

13      especially the Rate Review Committee, what the

14      different rates are amongst the state.  So I've

15      included these for that purpose.

16           Interestingly enough, Palm Beach -- Tampa Bay

17      used to use a draft gross tonnage system similar

18      to Palm Beach and Key West.  Now they've switched

19      over, or proposing to switch over to a system

20      called a tiered rate structure, which is similar

21      to what Miami, Port Everglades and Port Canaveral

22      does.  So that's included in Table 2.  You can see

23      what the rates are there.  None of their existing

24      rates, prior rates are applicable to this table

25      because it's a different system.
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1           The sample vessels that were provided, they

2      gave us a number of different ships, and I

3      selected -- or we selected to use five of them.  I

4      cross-checked with the pilots and they had no

5      problem with that just to keep it more simplistic,

6      I guess.

7           Table 4 includes the different rates around

8      the state, and you'll see that the table indicates

9      that Tampa Bay, as proposed, will -- existing and

10      proposed will have the highest rates in the state.

11      One single thing about Table 4, and looking at the

12      CMA CGM Samson, a very large cargo containership,

13      neo-Panamax, they're called, there's a clause in

14      their rates where there's a discretionary fee for

15      a double -- double fee for the pilotage.  So

16      instead of it being 11,796, it potentially could

17      be $24,000.  But we didn't include that because

18      they didn't include it in their projections

19      either.  But it's worth noting that as you read

20      that section in their discretionary fees, it's not

21      shown here.

22           Table No. 5 is a new table to you

23      commissioners.  You've never seen this before

24      because now we're going to a point where almost

25      every different function that a pilot association
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1      does is now having a fee assigned to it.  So as

2      you see, Tampa Bay is providing a fee for

3      everything, training and technology,

4      transportation, pilot boat fund, port control,

5      pilot station fund.  It all adds up to $395.

6      Where if you compare that to all the other points,

7      the highest one is one fee in Panama City, which

8      is their pilot boat fee.  But they have such a

9      small number of handles, it's not a big amount of

10      money.

11           The -- my colleague corrects me that the

12      table shows Miami having a fee of $108 per move.

13      That is non-existent.  And also --

14           MR. LAW:  Harbor control fee.

15           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  -- it's a harbor control fee,

16      so it's moved down one spot.

17           And also, Panama City does not have a $50 per

18      move charge, it just has a $50 boat fee.

19           So the final number at the bottom of the

20      table is accurate.

21           Comparable rates -- you know, the rates over

22      the 10 years of the life cycle for 6 percent to

23      3 percent increase is at Table 6.

24           Table -- Table 7 and 8 can almost be looked

25      at simultaneously.  And their application did
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1      merge them.  They showed -- and it was a very

2      confusing table to have a whole bunch of numbers

3      within one square of the table, so this -- these

4      two tables kind of break that apart.  And you'll

5      see that this Table No. 7 is kind of like two

6      parts; port and starboard shows the small vessels

7      and the large vessels, and it shows the amount of

8      charges that will be -- where Richard previously

9      mentioned the 2,175 for the 10,018.  So that's

10      there and gives you the indication for the fee per

11      nautical mile.

12           Tampa Bay is the longest channel in the

13      state.  There is no question about that.  So

14      they're going to have a significantly lower rate

15      per nautical mile because there's many nautical

16      miles.

17           The next table shows how the revenue comes

18      out per handle and per handle hour, and I -- this

19      is kind of the enigma of Tampa Bay where they have

20      the highest rate per handle at the same time

21      they've got the lowest revenue per handle hour.

22      Again, it's got everything to do with the time and

23      distance.

24           Finally, on Table No. 9, a comparison of the

25      other -- larger Florida ports and other ports, and
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1      it shows the most expensive one in the area in the

2      Gulf Coast, the Gulf of Mexico is Lake Charles,

3      but Tampa Bay comes in No. 3.  But they're not --

4      they're behind Houston and Lake Charles.

5           Section 5, we elected to take -- capture a

6      large section of the Tampa Bay application and

7      just replicate it here.  You guys did a really

8      fine job describing the workload for the pilots,

9      so no sense in us redoing that for you.

10           A couple observations could be put on the

11      table, but as my colleague points out, I'm table

12      happy, so we don't have a table in this one.  But

13      if you crunch out the numbers in that

14      presentation, you'll find that the pilots during

15      their time on duty, which is about 26 weeks of the

16      year, they're spending 52 percent of their time

17      piloting, or doing pilot-associated work.  So

18      that's probably more than any one of us here in

19      this room does in a workweek.

20           We jump to Table -- to Section 7.  Section 7

21      has a statement about how it's going to be -- how

22      this rate will affect deputy pilots and qualified

23      pilots.  And I take -- spent a great deal of time

24      explaining how the whole process works from being

25      an applicant to a deputy pilot to a state pilot.
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1      And it's kind of a convoluted system, but the

2      table shows you on page number -- page 27 shows a

3      table and shows you the number of applications,

4      the board approvals of those applications, the

5      people that take the test and finally, the people

6      that passed.  And you'll see it's a dramatic

7      change from the number of applications to the time

8      they pass.

9           It's a rigorous exam.  There's nothing easy

10      about it.  Make no mistakes.  And many of the

11      pilots in this room are nodding their heads as

12      they think about it.

13           And I think that's about it except Table 7

14      kind of summarizes that what table -- that table

15      at the end of Section 7 summarizes the pass rate

16      percentages.  And you see Tampa Bay has only a 21

17      percent pass rate.  And we can attribute that to

18      the fact that Tampa Bay is a tough -- a tough

19      chart to draw.  There's two charts as their

20      displays over there show.  So it's a lot of

21      depth -- a lot of information a pilot candidate

22      has to present.  So it's challenging.

23           Back to you.  Is that okay?

24           MR. LAW:  Yes, sir, thank you.

25           I'm going to go back to Section 6 on page 25.
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1      We present some historical information that we've

2      obtained through prior rate cases, but neither Tom

3      nor I know what pilots make all over the country

4      or should make under these circumstances.  And I

5      think that the key thing is to have some

6      benchmarks of what George Quick has provided in

7      the past, Mr. Dibner, and just kind of have a

8      range of what's reasonable, because you don't set

9      salaries, you set rates.  And you can set rates

10      and the number of handles can go down, they can go

11      up, the sizes can go up or down.  You just have to

12      set fair and reasonable rates and try to -- try to

13      hit the mark of somewhere in the range of these

14      numbers that we present in our report.  I think --

15      I think that's the way to look at this.

16           On -- okay, on page 28 we present the

17      projected handles.

18           On 29, compare '21 to '22.  There's going to

19      be a 5 -- well, there was a 5 percent increase in

20      handles, but 20 percent increase in revenue.  That

21      tells you the organic growth due to the size and

22      mix of vessels that they're realizing.

23           I think -- and the pilots indicated that

24      they're anticipating 118 additional cruise vessels

25      in 2023, which -- with an average of fee that --
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1      and vessels that they have already would generate

2      close to $1.2-million in additional revenue.  But

3      that is included in their 21.9-million

4      projections, in their projected financial

5      statements.

6           It's hard -- projecting and estimating is

7      subject to a great degree of variability, so --

8      just so you know.

9           Okay.  Under the retirement plan, I have one

10      correction.  On the funded plan we indicate that

11      the -- they're going to pay $58,000, and then on

12      the next paragraph we talked about a number of

13      42,000.  42,000 was the amount they have been

14      funding, and when they go to 20 -- in '21 and '22.

15      When they go to '24, they anticipate bumping that

16      up to the IRS allowance for funding a pension

17      plan.  However, these are non-qualified plans.

18      They're not required to do anything, and there --

19      there really is no limit as to what they can do

20      because it's still unqualified.  And so it's just

21      what they elect to do.

22           But when -- in looking at their projected

23      financial statements and their historical

24      financial statements, we look at what they say

25      they're going to do or did, and add that to
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1      income.  So it's really a neutral argument here,

2      if you will.  We're going to add it to net income

3      because it's part of their fringe benefits.

4           On page 30 it was pointed out to us that on

5      the buy-in paragraph there, under buy in/buy out,

6      and under buy in, in addition to that $646,000 buy

7      in based on the book value, there's also -- they

8      pay 67 percent of a full pilot's share from the

9      previous year.  So for example, if there's

10      $400,000 net income per pilot times 67 percent,

11      that'd be $268,000 added to their buy-in.  So the

12      two added together would be $914,000.

13           Oh, you can't hear me?

14           MS. McNULTY:  Do you mind repeating that

15      sentence?  I want to make sure I got it.

16           MR. LAW:  They pay -- the buy in includes 67

17      percent of a full Pilots share.  So just as an

18      example, I took $400,000 as a round pilot income

19      number, times 67 percent is $268,000.  So you add

20      the 268,000 to the 646,000 buy in that's at book

21      value, it would total 914,000.

22           One thing I haven't -- let me regress a bit

23      there on the buy in/buy out.  If pilots accumulate

24      both fees and pilot station fees and they add it

25      to the balance sheet and there's no corresponding
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1      liability, they just bumped up the book value of

2      the company -- of the entity to where are they

3      going to -- are they going to adjust the book

4      value for these accumulated funds?  But in a

5      generally accepted accounting principle method, it

6      increased the book value.  So did it increase the

7      buy in to a deputy?

8           So just another twist in this whole thing of

9      accumulating money over a long period of time that

10      you don't use for a good while.

11           Okay, I'm going to skip the physical risk of

12      piloting because the pilots will present that.

13      They usually do and they do a great job.  I'll

14      leave that up to you.  We know you have a very

15      dangerous job.

16           And also, special characteristics of the

17      board.  I think you're prepared to present all

18      that for us and I won't -- you don't need us to

19      repeat that.

20           So let's move on to the last section,

21      Section 12, and the CPI.

22           Okay, from the last rate increase we have an

23      increase of CPI of 37 percent.  And you can see

24      that based on the revenue per handle, an increase

25      from -- and you go back to 2011, let's say, that
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1      the increase is about -- by 2022 the average

2      revenue per handle increased by $452 or 17 percent

3      without any change of rate.  And this is compared

4      to the 17 -- I mean, the 37 percent CPI.  So I

5      think that's a relevant analysis as far as looking

6      at the CPI.  Again, as the statute says, don't use

7      the CPI as the sole method of determining what --

8      how you make your determination here.

9           And on page 15 we -- if you applied the rate

10      increase at the top of that page, the average

11      increase would be 52 percent compared to the 37

12      percent CPI.  So -- you have a question?

13           MS. STERN:  I just didn't quite understand.

14      I didn't follow what you're getting at when you go

15      back to page 15.

16           MS. ACKERMANN:  It's page 35.

17           MS. STERN:  Yeah, I'm looking at 35, but I

18      think you said go back to 15.

19           MR. LAW:  I'm sorry, it's the -- I connected

20      it to revenue per handle.  It's not; it's just the

21      revenue itself.

22           Revenue without any change in handles with

23      the rate increase would increase 52 percent

24      compared to a 37-percent change in the CPI.

25           I'm sorry about that.
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1           We've done a -- we -- next we have an

2      analysis of historical income.  And it's really

3      kind of hard to come up with that base here

4      because I'm looking back at our Investigative

5      Report back in 2010 and we were using projections

6      because we had audits of 2008 and '09 to do that

7      rate increase.  So that's why we say actual

8      numbers for 2008 and '09 and then what we

9      projected back then.  I don't know.  We don't know

10      what they made in '10 and '11 in order to base a

11      projection to now with the CPI.  But it's just

12      what we have.

13           But, you know, the bottom line is you don't

14      set salaries and you don't -- you don't just say,

15      well, the CPI times whatever anybody says is the

16      salary five years ago needs to go up by that

17      amount.  It's -- it's just -- there are too many

18      variabilities to base it solely on that.

19           So one last thing, and Tom alluded to this

20      briefly.  But on Exhibit D, we found that really

21      interesting that the second -- the request for the

22      second pilot charge was written in such a way as

23      they may add a second pilot based on

24      circumstances.  I don't know that that's the way

25      for you to set a rate because I think if you're a
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1      large vessel that's subject to that, whether your

2      fee is going to be 12,000 or 24,000, I think you

3      ought to know when you come into the port.  So we

4      found that to be too much of a variable the way

5      it's requested.  So I just wanted to point that

6      out.

7           Well, that -- I want to look at Exhibit E.

8      You can see how we -- I'm sorry, Exhibit -- yeah,

9      Exhibit E, how the pilot fee would accumulate and

10      then -- over 10 years, and then be utilized after

11      tax.  So --

12           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  That's a boat not a port.

13           MR. LAW:  Sorry?

14           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  That's a boat, not the port.

15           MR. LAW:  Oh.  Oh, that's -- that's the name

16      of the boat, not the whole port.  Retire that

17      boat.

18           Okay.  I'd like to open it up for questions.

19      That concludes our presentation.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Great.  Commissioners, any

21      questions?

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I have a question for

23      Captain Bushy regarding the Houston fees.

24           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  Can you speak up a little

25      bit?
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah.  The Houston

2      fees that you used, did those include the

3      ancillary fees?

4           CAPTAIN BUSHY:   No.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And when you used the

6      Tampa Bay projected fees the --

7           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  I still can't hear you.

8           MR. LAW:  He can't hear real well.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Your projection for

10      Tampa Bay for the fees, did they include the

11      ancillary fees?

12           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  No.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So neither one

14      included that?

15           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  No.  And the reason for that

16      is because if you start trying to compare other

17      ports, some don't have any, some have a few.  It

18      just doesn't -- it creates an apples-and-oranges

19      comparison.

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I think Houston has

21      many, so it may still create that.

22           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  True.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Any other questions?

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yeah, I wanted to ask a

25      question.
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1           In your findings of fuel, you had said it

2      went up 192 percent.  But in the projections with

3      the financials, you have a 300 percent increase on

4      their financials.  Do you notice that?  If it went

5      up -- if their annual fuel cost was

6      400-and-some-odd-thousand a year, then why did it

7      go to, in the projections to 112 or --

8      $1.2-million, in that range?  I'm trying to find

9      it.

10           MR. LAW:  That's why we brought it down from

11      1.2 and reduced it by $230,000 because we found

12      that error in the projection.  But that's '24.

13      And I think the table that we have, that goes up

14      to $196 per handle in that actual for '22, versus

15      what they're projecting for '24.  And they're also

16      saying that until they get their pilot station

17      they're paying like as much as $6 a gallon.

18           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And we know the -- well,

19      we'll have a future discussion about that.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Anything else?  Okay.

21      Thank you, gentlemen.

22           One announcement, there are two sign-in

23      sheets.  If you've not signed in, I won't ask you

24      to get up now, but at the break, please sign in,

25      one for being in the room and another for if you
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1      intend to speak, we have a public comments section

2      and have them speak.

3           Okay, with that, we're going to ask the

4      representatives from the Tampa Bay Pilots

5      Association, and we know who you are, but if you

6      would announce for the benefit of the court

7      reporter?  And the floor is yours.

8           MR. FLUKE:  Terry Fluke, Executive Director,

9      Tampa Bay Pilots Association.

10           Again, my name is Terry Fluke, Executive

11      Director of the Tampa Bay Pilots Association.

12           For those in the room who don't know me, I'm

13      not a pilot, I'm an administrator.  I've worked in

14      the Ports of Tampa Bay, managed a petroleum

15      facility, worked for Cargill.  Logistics, my

16      entire career of 38 years within the Ports of

17      Tampa Bay.  I've been with the Pilots Association

18      since January of 2020.

19           We appreciate the committee providing us with

20      an opportunity to review and discuss our

21      application at this hearing.  We sincerely thank

22      you for taking the time to be here.  This is very

23      important to us, and as some of you know, it's

24      been a couple of years that we've been waiting to

25      get to the podium and get into this room; COVID,
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1      other delays, hurricanes, et cetera.

2           I would like to thank staff, board staff.

3      I'd like to thank FHPA representatives and other

4      pilots from around the state for being here.  I'd

5      like to thank our business partners in the

6      community for being here.

7           I want to introduce some of our pilots who

8      are in the room.  I'm going to start with Captain

9      Brett Baker, who I've worked with.  He and I spent

10      a lot of time on this application, worked closely.

11           We have -- we have Kyle O'Connor, a pilot.

12      Raise your hand, Kyle.

13           Captain Kurtz, who most of you know.

14           Ken Sears back here in the back.

15           Captain Tobias Rose, Captain Tevin Freeman,

16      raise your hand, Captain Peter Glynn.

17           We have a couple of retired pilots.  I saw

18      Captain Besser.  And my favorite retired pilot,

19      don't take it personal, Captain Besser, Captain

20      Jorge Viso, who I've known for 30 years since he

21      was a deputy pilot.  Actually we go back that far.

22           So that's some of our workforce.  Obviously

23      the rest of the workforce is working today.

24           Quickly, we didn't take this -- preparation

25      of this application lightly.  The research
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1      actually started in 2020.  We put it on hold due

2      to COVID.  We pulled it off -- we elected to pull

3      back due to COVID.  COVID finally ended and then

4      we got a couple more ports in front of us.

5           So we spent significant time actually twice,

6      early 2020 and then this past year.  I would like

7      to note quickly on -- as far as our preparation of

8      the application, we were doing our research and

9      our financials in June -- May, June and July of

10      last year.

11           You've already had a discussion on fuel

12      projections, and I'll answer that question.  When

13      we were putting this together, $100-a-barrel fuel,

14      we were paying $7 a gallon at the marinas, and

15      depending on which financial analyst you listen --

16      were listening to, some of them were projecting

17      $100 barrel and maybe $200 barrel oil into this

18      year.  So again, our projections are quite dated

19      at this point due to no fault of our own as far as

20      scheduling this hearing.

21           So again, we spent time researching tariffs

22      from pilot organizations, not only in Florida and

23      in the Gulf Coast.  We feel that we match up

24      probably better with the Gulf Coast pilot

25      associations due to our business mix.  Obviously
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1      petroleum vessels are running back and forth from

2      the Gulf Coast.  So we did spend a lot of time on

3      comparables as far as the other pilot

4      associations.

5           Per the statute, we're required to provide

6      personnel infrastructure to maintain -- and I want

7      to emphasize -- maintain a safe, modern,

8      dependable piloting organization.  We sincerely

9      believe that's what we've done in this tariff.

10      And you have to remember, this is a 10-year tariff

11      commitment.  So when we started thinking about our

12      capital needs as well as our operating costs, we

13      put a lot of thought into what we were going to

14      need to, again, maintain a safe, reliable,

15      dependable pilot operation for the next 10 years,

16      and in the case of the Skyway Station the next 40

17      years.

18           Application highlights, proposed expenditures

19      to meet those requirements in detail; while

20      preparing our application we followed the Statute

21      310 by presenting a tariff matrix based on

22      precedence set by other pilot organizations in the

23      state and the Gulf Coast.  Richard has already

24      mentioned that.  And again, we tried to -- and

25      there's already been discussion, there will be
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1      more discussion -- it was very difficult to come

2      up with a tariff matrix with the diversity of

3      vessel sizes and types that we have in Tampa Bay.

4      That includes shipyards who have all kinds of

5      equipment coming and going, vessel equipment

6      coming and going.  So it was a challenge.

7           Myself and Captain Baker spent a lot of time

8      looking at vessel sizes and types to try to come

9      up with a matrix that was fair and equitable

10      across the board.  That was not easy to do given

11      the mix of vessels.

12           We did try and base it on risk.  And there's

13      already been mention of the anomaly on deep drafts

14      LOA.  Part of -- part of the method or philosophy

15      in developing the tariff was to base it on risk.

16      Your risk in this Bay are deep draft vessels, wide

17      beam vessels, passenger vessels, and of course

18      petroleum, anhydrous ammonia, ammonium nitrate.

19      So again, we considered doing that, or spent a lot

20      of time considering those specific type vessels

21      and risks.

22           We feel that the application we presented not

23      only adheres to our statutory obligation but also

24      ensures that our customers and the citizens of

25      West Central Florida will have a safe and
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1      efficient resilient pilotage operation for decades

2      to come.

3           And I'm going to turn over the floor to

4      Captain Baker.  He's going to basically respond to

5      the Investigative Report and give some detail on

6      our support for a tariff application, and then

7      Captain Kurtz will follow with some closing

8      comments.

9           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Good morning.  My name is

10      Brett Baker.  I'd like to quickly just address a

11      couple things from the report.

12           The buy in, so that $650,000 number, that

13      includes the two-thirds of a share for the last

14      year.  So it's not added to it.  Basically half is

15      assets and half is the two-thirds.

16           MR. LAW:  I read your email wrong.

17           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It's confusing for me, and

18      I'm paying it.

19           MR. LAW:  Sorry.

20           CAPTAIN BAKER:  And then the discretionary

21      for the second pilot, that is not a, basically

22      going to be a guaranteed fee.  This is approved in

23      Miami previously.

24           It's essentially if you have a ship come in

25      with container cranes or there's no visibility,
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1      expected fog, a dead ship tow we'll be assigning a

2      second pilot and charging for two pilots.  So it

3      won't be a double charge for one pilot; it's

4      assigning a second pilot and charging for that

5      person.  And this is a common practice all over

6      the United States in pilot organizations.

7           I'm a pilot manager with the Tampa Bay Pilot

8      Association where I've been serving the Ports of

9      Tampa Bay for almost five years.  I would like to

10      thank the committee members and staff for taking

11      the time out of their busy schedules to be here

12      today.

13           As the committee knows, the Legislature has

14      directed that the primary consideration for today

15      is the public interest in promoting and

16      maintaining efficient, reliable and safe pilotage

17      services.  We believe that the rates and fees

18      proposed in our application fully support this

19      consideration.

20           The Investigative Report is comprehensive and

21      accurate.  I'd like to take a moment to talk about

22      some highlights and clarifications which may be

23      useful to the committee members.  One quote stood

24      out in the Investigative Report which will be

25      accepted as fact:  The largest and most difficult
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1      of all Florida waterways.

2           As you can see on our chart, this is the

3      chart of Tampa Bay, we did the port tour

4      yesterday, sea buoys are down here.  It's a very

5      long waterway, it's a long transit and very taxing

6      and time-consuming, especially with the number of

7      partners we have today.

8           THE REPORTER:  I feel a little in the way.

9           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No, you're okay, I'm more

10      here.

11           THE REPORTER:  Okay.  I'm not a part of any

12      of this.

13           CAPTAIN BAKER:  You can just point.

14           I would like to emphasize -- this is on

15      page 3 of the report -- we have been operating

16      with relatively flat revenue since 2010.  And if

17      you look further back, revenue has been

18      essentially flat since 2005.  As you can see, we

19      have our 2005 revenue line and you have variances

20      up and down, but nothing major.

21           Unfortunately, in the face of skyrocketing

22      local costs of living and with inflation

23      ballooning our expenses over the last 18 years,

24      this stagnation has put enormous strain on our

25      operations.  Some consequences include delaying
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1      expensive pilot boat overhaul and taking on more

2      and more debt to finance the infrastructure we

3      must maintain.

4           Another component of the rate analysis is the

5      minimum fee.  Our current minimum charge is about

6      $656.  In 2021 our expenses per handle were about

7      $1,548 per handle.  This means for every current

8      minimum job we operate at a net loss of $892.  The

9      cost per job will only increase with time as we

10      catch up on employee wages and hire enough boat

11      operators to maintain a reliable operation.

12           The requested annual increase in this

13      application also follows precedence set by the

14      committee.  We are asking for 6 percent Year 1 to

15      catch up with this year's record-setting

16      inflation.  In Year 2 and 3 we are also requesting

17      6 percent.  But this amount is based on 3 percent

18      for annual increase and 3 percent to pay for

19      additional pilots necessary to return our

20      organization to the more historically appropriate

21      manning levels needed to provide a robust piloting

22      service.

23           Having the right number of pilots presents

24      vessel delays and addresses fatigue issues, which

25      have been the central issue in modern maritime
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1      risk analysis and casualty prevention.

2           We estimate each additional pilot costs about

3      3 percent per revenue.  Instead of increasing the

4      deep draft vessel fee by 6 percent annually as the

5      committee has previously done and approved in

6      other ports, we structured subsequent years with

7      3 percent increases across the board.

8           Because we have a high number of cargo

9      customers here, we believe it's fair to increase

10      rates for all port users by 3 percent rather than

11      2-and-a-half percent for all vessels, plus an

12      additional 6 percent for deep draft vessels.

13           The structure of our proposed tariff is based

14      upon the risk profiles of the various types of

15      vessels that call upon Tampa Bay.  Historically

16      this is a major consideration in how pilot tariffs

17      have been set around the world.

18           The proposed rate is designed to more

19      accurately reflect real risk than our current

20      tariff does.  One of the rate variances addressed

21      were those for the Cosco 857-by-106-foot

22      containerships.  The difficulty of handling these

23      vessels in Tampa Bay is understated.  These ships

24      have the sail area of a cruise ship, yet under

25      keel clearance of three to four feet.  In April of
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1      2021 the Cosco Aukland broke away from her berth

2      during a squall.  Another large container vessel

3      was inbound, making her final approach to the

4      adjacent berth.  Thanks to the quick actions of

5      the inbound pilot, there was no collision or

6      damage to either vessel.

7           While this antidote highlights the difficulty

8      of handling these ships, we also meet these ships

9      in all locations of our 500-foot channel.  This is

10      not the same, for example, as the Carnival

11      Paradise, which has nearly the same dimensions but

12      10 to 12 feet less draft.  It is unreasonable and

13      inappropriate that the containerships of this size

14      currently receive pilotage at roughly a 50 percent

15      discount to the Carnival Paradise's rate.  Our

16      proposed structure remedies these issues.

17           In the traffic projection, this is page 7 for

18      those still following along, we agree with the

19      findings provided.  However, we'd like to further

20      clarify that part of it states that over 20,000

21      gross tons will increase from 2021 to 2023.  This

22      is almost primarily due to cruise ships coming

23      back after the pandemic, in addition to two cruise

24      ships in summer of 2023.  Typically we just have

25      one year-round cruise ship, but they're adding two
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1      in 2023.

2           We find that pilot workload is correctly

3      portrayed in the report.  We have the longest

4      handle times in the state and I would like to

5      point out the seven-and-a-half hour handle time as

6      outlined is an average of all jobs.  While some

7      jobs are shorter, like ships, some jobs are much

8      longer, dead ship tows regularly lasting over 12

9      hours.

10           We now move on to the operating costs and

11      capital expenditures on page 7.  As the report

12      states, the pilots have historically operated in a

13      very cost-conscious manner.  We do not spend money

14      that does not have to be spent.  We have one of

15      the lowest cost health care plans available and

16      retirement benefits that is -- excuse me,

17      retirement benefits that is 40 percent of other

18      major ports.  The report states that we need to

19      catch up on making our employees' pay competitive.

20           Like everyone else in Florida, our employees

21      are experiencing a financial crunch due to record

22      inflation.  We firmly believe that our employees

23      should be able to live where they work.  This,

24      while the Tampa Bay metropolitan area has time and

25      time again been highlighted in national news as
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1      having the highest cost of living increases in the

2      country.

3           In order to bring their schedule into the

4      21st Century, we also will have to hire two

5      additional boatmen.  Currently we have six

6      boatmen.  They work three 12-hour day shifts,

7      three 12-hour night shifts, and then have three

8      days off.  This schedule is extremely demanding

9      and atypical for an operation covering the

10      extensive area we have here.

11           We have done our outreach to other Gulf of

12      Mexico ports and none of them, to our knowledge,

13      have their offshore boatmen work this type of

14      schedule.  They all work even times.

15           The current schedule has made it nearly

16      impossible to recruit new boatmen and maintain a

17      pool of part-time boatmen that's needed during

18      severe weather and in the case of injury or

19      illness.

20           I'd like now to go through the 12 factors and

21      point out some information that we'd like the

22      committee to consider.

23           No. 1, public interest in having qualified

24      pilots.  This is page 11.  As the report states,

25      pilots are essential to the safe movement of
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1      vessels.  I think that couldn't be any more

2      relevant than here on Tampa Bay.  I know the

3      committee is well-versed in this so I'll move on

4      but I will be happy to answer any questions that

5      you may have on this subject.

6           No. 2, average net income of pilots, pages 11

7      through 12.  Our average net income has decreased

8      year over year due to increase in expenses.  The

9      revenue Tampa pilots received from 2005 to 2022

10      has only increased 9 percent while expenses have

11      more than doubled, as you can see in this first

12      chart.

13           As the report found, with 22 pilots, which we

14      currently have requested from the state, without

15      any increase we would have an income that is less

16      than half the average pilot income as established

17      by this report.  This would put the pilots in

18      Tampa Bay as one of the lowest compensated in the

19      region.

20           No. 3, reasonable operating expenses, pages

21      13 through 15.  Our operating expenses are as lean

22      as possible.  Our boats are essential to our

23      operation and account for our highest expenses.

24      Due to a very high workload on our boats of about

25      2,500 to 3,000 hours per year per boat, the
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1      engines must be rebuilt or replaced every six

2      years.  This is one of the highest cost

3      maintenance items that absolutely must be done in

4      a timely fashion to keep the operation running.

5      We own and maintain three offshore boats, the

6      Forte, the Manatee and the Tampa, and the ages

7      respectively go that way, so that two are

8      available at all times.  With the extended time

9      being taken to re-power the Tampa -- and that's

10      the older boat -- at a cost of over $1-million,

11      the other two boats have increased hours.  Add

12      this to our axis point from the mainland being

13      moved much further away from where it had been

14      resulting in even higher hours on the boat.

15           So we used to board and disembark here, Fort

16      De Soto Park, Mullet Key.  We now have to board

17      and disembark from up here.  Our station -- this

18      is Egmont Key.  So now we are regularly running

19      this triangle up and back.  So as you can imagine,

20      it's a lot more hours, distance and it adds up in

21      costs.

22           The added wear and tear on the two boats has

23      resulted in having to perform critical repair and

24      maintenance, at times leaving us with only one

25      boat in service to board and disembark pilots on
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1      as many as 20 vessels in a single day.  Our

2      current rebuild and replacement timeline has us

3      rebuilding the Manatee, which is an eight-year-old

4      boat, I think nine this year, in about eight to 10

5      years, and replacing the Tampa in the same time

6      period.  These combined costs will be well over

7      $4-million.

8           The station fee will ensure we continue to

9      comply with Florida Statutes.  As you know, our

10      current station operations are in a barrier island

11      sitting about two feet above sea level with

12      50-year-old structures.  To say this is vulnerable

13      is an understatement.  It's the opposite of

14      resilient.  Due to natural erosion on Egmont Key,

15      it floods with the passage of a cold flood,

16      notwithstanding the annual threats of tropical

17      storms and hurricanes.

18           And speaking of the flooding, just for the

19      commissioners, our location on Egmont Key is

20      essentially a bowl with a dune on each side, so it

21      floods if it rains very hard.  Well, these

22      structures we have have septic because there's no

23      sewage; it's a barrier island.  So when it floods,

24      we have boots on the dock that we put on boots

25      because you will walk through basically feces in
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1      the flood water because the septic tanks overflow.

2      So to go get rest you have to walk through feces,

3      and then leaving to go back on the pilot boat, you

4      put your boots back on and walk back through the

5      same water to get on the boat for your inbound.

6           We have been working for over a decade with

7      the Port Authority and FDOT to try to find a

8      solution so we can maintain pilot services

9      regardless of what events unfold.  Unfortunately,

10      the Port Authorities are unwilling to support our

11      efforts of obtaining FDOT grant money, despite

12      Tampa Bay's letter of support for the project on

13      page 149 of the report.

14           This station fee is a once-in-a-hundred-year

15      fee which will pay for the design and construction

16      of a resilient and modern pilot station.  The way

17      this station will be financed is a series of loans

18      taken by the association, which will fund all

19      elements of the build, including permitting,

20      engineering, construction and interest.  The fee

21      will help pay down the debt over a 10-year period.

22      So we're requesting it for 10 years.

23           At today's interest rates, building the

24      station will probably cost more than the fees

25      requested, but we know that we must have a safe
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1      and secure location to operate from.

2           I'd like to remind you when Hurricane Ian was

3      supposed to hit Tampa Bay, the Tampa pilots and

4      the emergency operation center in Tallahassee were

5      in a panic about our ability to operate after the

6      storm.  And rightfully so.  The type of

7      destruction that we saw on the barrier islands of

8      Fort Myers Beach, if it found its way to Egmont

9      Key, the only option we would have to resume

10      vessel operations would be to operate out of Port

11      Manatee until a new station could be built.

12           So this is inshore, way inshore here.  So

13      you're talking a huge run to get offshore.

14           Having to operate there for years would quite

15      honestly break our organization by adding hours to

16      every job and not having enough pilots to be

17      physically able to maintain the standard of

18      service our customers enjoy.  This fee is vital to

19      ensure the future operations of the pilots and the

20      health of the port on Tampa Bay.  The Legislature

21      has mandated that we maintain a modern and

22      dependable piloting operation.

23           Fees have become a common accepted method of

24      earmarking funds in order to demonstrate to

25      customers exactly where the money is going and
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1      spreading the cost fairly amongst all customers.

2      Fees cover no capital improvement costs.

3           We move on to Section 4, pages 16 through 23,

4      pilotage rates in other ports.  We're proposing

5      rates that are fair, just and reasonable.  They

6      are equal to or less than comparable ports and

7      still give great value to the customers calling

8      upon Tampa Bay.  Some may try to compare direct

9      dollar value to other Florida ports, but the facts

10      set Tampa Bay apart.  Tampa Bay pilots have much

11      longer transits, have a much more complex port

12      area and put in many more hours than any other

13      Florida port.

14           As you can see here, which you have in front

15      of you in the binder, the pilot per handle hour.

16      Here is Tampa.  We currently have 18 pilots.  So

17      as you can see this line, we're well above every

18      other Florida port in handle hours.  Even when we

19      go to 22 pilots, which we have requested and as

20      you-all are well familiar with we're waiting for

21      deputies from the state, we will still be well

22      above every other port, double some ports in

23      Florida.  This is a large load on us.

24           Because of the higher handle hours, it

25      requires us to carry more pilots to meet the
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1      legislative mandate of efficient, reliable and

2      safe piloting services.  This results in higher

3      expenses.  When compared to Houston's rate, which

4      goes up to Morgan's point only, which just

5      increased 3-and-a-half percent this year, or Lake

6      Charles, which both have comparable transit times,

7      it shows the tenants of Tampa Bay have been

8      getting a massive discount on pilotage the last 18

9      years.  This discount in rates translates into

10      increased, uncompensated costs that are borne by

11      the Tampa Bay pilots.

12           Indeed, the Investigative Committee Report

13      shows that Tampa is the lowest and will continue

14      to be the lowest in rate per nautical mile, and

15      the lowest in revenue per handle hour in Florida.

16           That's this.  So the black is our current and

17      the orange is proposed with, you know, different

18      vessel sizes.  As you can see, we'll continue to

19      be the lowest.

20           In addition to the rates for extra large

21      container vessels in Houston -- or extra large

22      vessels in Houston and Lake Charles, they're

23      actually doubled what is reported in the report.

24      Their guidelines retire two pilots on vessels of

25      that size and they charge for both.
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1           A relevant fact not included in the rate of

2      comparison is docking pilots are used at the ports

3      of Savannah and Jacksonville.  The tug companies

4      there require the employment of a docking pilot.

5      These costs can range from $500 for a small vessel

6      to $2,400 for the large containerships and have

7      not been included in the comparison.

8           On to No. 5, pages 23 through 25, time spent

9      on piloting duty and other essential services.  As

10      stated in our application, we put a lot of hours

11      in the time on task.  We've spent almost twice the

12      hours time on task annually than any other Florida

13      port.  Even when we eventually have a full

14      complement of pilots, we will work more hours than

15      anyone in the state.  This has in part caused our

16      numerous early retirements after -- the Tampa

17      pilots after 20 years are flat out exhausted.

18      This year we will have about 1,850 hours per pilot

19      time on task.  That equates to 10 hours every day

20      on watch per pilot.  In 2022 the Tampa Bay pilots

21      clocked 15 percent more bridge hours than the

22      Crescent River Port pilots according to their

23      sleep study.

24           Crescent River Pilots service one of the

25      busiest ports in the country and have longer than
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1      average route on the Mississippi River.  This is

2      relevant because they were recently granted a

3      tariff increase in order to boost their manning

4      levels to reduce fatigue.  We are currently trying

5      to add four pilots to get back to a proper manning

6      level and will still be working more bridge hours

7      annually per pilot than the Crescent River pilots.

8           Pilots spend countless hours on non-piloting

9      time on our committees as listed on page 12 of our

10      application.  We run a business with 19 employees

11      and have to coordinate with three port authorities

12      and numerous private customers on a regular basis.

13      Our pilots also serve on the Florida Harbor Pilot

14      Association Executive Board and the Board of Pilot

15      Commissioners during their off time.

16           No. 6, prevailing compensation and other

17      maritime services.  In the report a CPI adjusted

18      pilot compensation was used.  When applying the

19      CPI increase to the 2014 value, it comes out to a

20      little over 600,000 for compensation.  As the

21      committee can see, this is a fairly low estimate

22      by comparing Gulf Coast pilot rates in a more

23      recent Dibner report referenced in our

24      application.

25           Keep in mind that these income levels do not
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1      include health insurance and retirement costs.  So

2      the Dibner report is just take home after health

3      insurance and retirement for these other Gulf of

4      Mexico ports.

5           No. 7, pages 26 through 28 of the report.

6      Impact individual pilot compensation and whether

7      change will lead to a shortage of pilots.

8      Implementing the proposed tariff would ensure

9      stability of income and service in years to come.

10      This will help fight against a quality candidate

11      shortage for Tampa Bay.  As the report states,

12      we've had numerous tests over the last few years,

13      but the pass rate is low due to the difficulty of

14      the test.  Currently, Tampa must compete not only

15      with other Florida ports, but other Gulf of Mexico

16      ports where pilots are more highly compensated and

17      have greater support for infrastructure needs from

18      their port partners.

19           Tampa pilots have also struggled to retain --

20      excuse me.  Tampa pilots have also struggled to

21      retain active pilots, which is why our numbers

22      have gotten solo.  Three of the last five pilots

23      to retire left early during the pandemic.  This

24      has put a strain on our organization to maintain

25      the levels of manning we strive for.
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1           No. 8, pages 28 to 29, projected changes in

2      vessel traffic.  Vessel traffic in the ports of

3      Tampa Bay tend to ebb and flow with macroeconomic

4      conditions.  With the return of cruise ships,

5      vessel traffic will most likely level off for the

6      foreseeable future.  Two things will continue to

7      hamper vessel traffic to Tampa Bay, the air draft

8      under the Skyway Bridge, which is 180 feet, and

9      the depth of the channel.  According to FDOT the

10      Skyway Bridge has 40 to 50 years left of its

11      lifespan and there are no plans to raise the

12      bridge.  The Tampa Port Authority is funding a

13      channel deepening study, but we will be lucky to

14      see a completed, deeper channel within 10 years.

15           In our last rate hearing in 2008, the Tampa

16      Port Authority asserted the channel would soon be

17      50 feet deep.  This has not come to pass.  And the

18      current study is focusing on deepening, while

19      simultaneously narrowing the deepest part of the

20      channel.  So it would actually be 450 feet wide at

21      the deepest part of the channel.  This would make

22      piloting in this port even riskier.

23           I would like to comment on the port's

24      suggestion that organic increases should be

25      sufficient to fund the Pilots operations.  The
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1      basis of this theory is that as vessel size

2      increases, so does revenue.  What is not explained

3      is that risk also increases.  As vessels get

4      bigger, a pilot spends more time on the job and is

5      operating at peak operational limits for a higher

6      proportion of their working hours.  It is

7      extremely draining on a pilot when practically

8      every job you perform is on vessels that are

9      larger than the intended specifications of the

10      channel.  Larger ships make it more difficult to

11      maintain two-way traffic.

12           Further, reviewing the revenue and relation

13      to number of handles isn't actually as accurate a

14      comparison as it may seem.  We have different

15      types of ships in this port, for example, we had

16      over 400 Zone C ships in 2021, which is a full

17      charge.  When increased -- this is increased from

18      286 in 2008.  Meanwhile, there are 100 fewer

19      Zone A ships and these ships are less than three

20      miles, so it's a discounted rate.

21           This will naturally increase

22      revenue-per-handle calculations, but also

23      increases workload simultaneously and can get

24      misrepresented as an organic increase.

25           If an organic increase alone were sufficient,
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1      we would not presently be in the situation we are

2      now where the Tampa Bay Pilots are woefully

3      underpaid in comparison to their peers and have

4      sizable unfunded infrastructure needs that must be

5      addressed to continue to provide sufficient,

6      reliable and safe pilotage services.

7           No. 9, costs of retirement and medical plans,

8      pages 29 through 30.  Our retirees may receive

9      only 20 percent of a share after 20 years service

10      and after the age of 62.  The actual amount paid

11      out is less due to the number of retired pilots

12      and a 10 percent revenue cap.  As a note, deferred

13      income is a theoretical future benefit that the

14      pilot may never receive and should be treated as

15      an expense to the working pilots.

16           These are the lowest retirement benefits

17      found in any major Florida port.  We historically

18      have not been able to afford higher retirement

19      share as we have been operating on a shoestring

20      budget for decades.  We purchased low-cost

21      insurance in UnitedHealthcare and have a separate

22      low-cost workers' compensation plan.

23           No. 10, physical risks inherent to piloting,

24      page 31.  The risks when piloting from injury and

25      death are very real and on the forefront of every
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1      Pilots mind.  We all know pilots have a death rate

2      higher than a majority of professions.  Tampa Bay

3      Pilots pay a Pilots family that dies in the line

4      of work for three months.  I mention this to

5      emphasize that if a pilot cannot work due to

6      injury or dies, there is no endless benefit

7      provided to them or their family.

8           No. 11, special characteristics, dangers and

9      risks, page 31 through 34.  As the Investigative

10      Report concludes, Tampa Bay is the longest, most

11      complex and most difficult port to pilot in the

12      state.  We service more than 80 berths and over 76

13      miles of channels exceeding all other Florida

14      ports combined.

15           And that's on this chart here.  We've

16      outlined all the other Florida ports and they all

17      fit within Tampa Bay with a couple miles to spare.

18           Adding to the complexity is the number of

19      auxiliary channels and intersections.  We

20      regularly pass ships in our 500-foot channels.

21      Tampa Bay has two-way traffic, much to the

22      surprise of many captains.  We also meet ships in

23      a 400-foot section of channel to maintain access

24      to Old Port Tampa, which is currently restricted.

25           Old Port Tampa is this small slip over here
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1      on the west side of Interbay Peninsula.  And as

2      you can see, there is a large -- it's Old Tampa

3      Bay, so most of the water flowing in and out of

4      Tampa Bay goes up here.  So you can get two to

5      three knots of crosscurrent while you're trying to

6      slow down to a speed of less than two knots to

7      turn into the slip and dock the vessel.

8           These channels here are 400 feet.  And what

9      we do is a vessel will undock and we'll time a

10      meeting of an inbound vessel in these channels so

11      they can share a tide window for slack water.

12           The Alafaya River Channel and Big Bend

13      Channel may be the most difficult channels in the

14      state as they are merely 200 feet and 250 feet

15      wide, respectively.  Which you saw them yesterday,

16      these two little channels on the east side.

17           We regularly bring in vessels with 106-foot

18      beam and one -- and drafts with one foot off the

19      bottom.

20           Port Manatee Channel is also one of the

21      riskier areas in the Bay.  It is not only exposed

22      to crosscurrent that can be over two knots, but is

23      extremely exposed to wind.  For reference, one

24      knot of current is equal to about 30 knots of

25      wind.
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1           When fronts and summer squalls come in, a

2      pilot must anticipate tug needs because typically

3      there isn't an extra tug available within two

4      hours because -- particularly our tugs are based

5      up here in the Tampa Port area.  There's no tugs

6      permanently based in Port Manatee.

7           Another aspect of risk is transiting in

8      reduced visibility.  Due to the deep draft of many

9      vessels, there are no contingencies and it often

10      leaves no option to anchor when fog sets in.  A

11      pilot must continue a transit, and as the pilots

12      on this committee know, this is extremely risky

13      and taxing, especially considering the time it

14      takes to transit the bay, the narrow channels and

15      the potential two-way traffic you might meet in

16      the fog.

17           Section 12, any other factors, pages 34

18      through 35.  I'd like to point out the table on

19      page 34 shows 2005, but in the report, CPI is only

20      shown from 2011.  Our application shows from 2005

21      we are way behind on CPI.  And given the rapid

22      cost of inflation in the Tampa Bay area, we are at

23      an even worse off position.

24           From 2005, including and deducting the

25      6 percent increase granted in the 2008 hearing, we
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1      are still 51 percent behind CPI today.

2           The committee may hear highly exaggerated

3      claims about the rates proposed to you.  While the

4      Port Authority's terminal operators, tugs and

5      every other vendor in the industry has been

6      increasing rates for 13 years, the pilots have

7      not.

8           As can you see, this is just a snapshot in

9      time.  We have rates for different port

10      authorities, and you can see over here the reason

11      this column is hard to find is because it's the

12      pilot rates and it's zero.

13           The Central Florida region is growing

14      rapidly.  There is no data to support that these

15      pilot rates will be devastating or have any

16      profound impact on these communities.  To give a

17      few examples on this -- basically it's a table in

18      the binder and also presented here -- a tanker on

19      the first year rates proposed will cost an

20      additional 1 cent per barrel or .02 cents, a tiny

21      fraction of a penny, per gallon.

22           Dry bulk vessel increases are about five to

23      10 cents per metric ton of cargo.  Five to 10

24      cents.

25           Containerships will see about one to $6 per
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1      TEU increase.  This comes at a time where freight

2      rates are still above $3,000 in Tampa, and also

3      coming off of historic $10,000, $11,000 freight

4      rates.

5           Many of our cargo customers are reporting

6      record revenues and profits.  This includes oil

7      companies, phosphate companies, bulk commodity

8      tenants and especially container lines.

9           The cruise lines, while recovering, will also

10      see a minimal impact.  First year increases will

11      be about a $1.75 per passenger for a round trip.

12      They pass this on to their customers in port fees.

13      This is less than the cost of a soda aboard one of

14      their ships.

15           The average impact of our proposed rate

16      change and total costs for vessels that call upon

17      Tampa Bay, this includes tugs, dockage, customs,

18      pilots, et cetera, any other costs for a vessel

19      coming in, is only about an average of 5 to 6

20      percent increased, a relatively small amount

21      considering pilotage rates in Tampa Bay have

22      essentially been stagnant here for 18 years.

23           Thank you.  Any questions?

24           Or maybe I'll let Carolyn go then.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Questions?  I have one or
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1      two.

2           In the application it calls -- says the Pilot

3      Association is requesting a rate increase not only

4      to capture lost economic value due to historic

5      inflation, but also to go through infrastructure

6      changes and everything else that you talked about.

7           How much of this is a clawback to what you

8      felt you didn't get in the last review versus

9      forward thinking in terms of increases?

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I don't know if it's much of

11      a clawback.  We're looking at comparable ports and

12      rates and pilot compensation, and these are rates

13      necessary to get us -- to be comparable and

14      basically on par with our peers.  You know, we're

15      really only asking to be average.  We're not

16      asking to be above everyone.

17           You know, the last rate hearing, if you

18      review the transcript, it was 2008, the financial

19      crisis, and it was a different board.  But many of

20      the board members, a couple of them suggested, oh,

21      just come back when this is all through.  Well,

22      you know, it's a lot -- as you know, this process

23      is very expensive, time-consuming.  And, you know,

24      here we are.

25           MR. FLUKE:  Commissioner, to elaborate on
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1      that, we did go back and analyze the information

2      from the 2008 hearing.  And again, that was the

3      last great recession.  And the timing was

4      unfortunate for the pilots at the time to be

5      asking for a rate increase.

6           So we took a look at what they got as opposed

7      to what they need and also factored in CPI

8      inflation.  So that's kind of what we did.

9           We went back --

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, finish your comment,

11      please.

12           MR. FLUKE:  And the other thing we did when

13      we sat down, myself and Captain Baker, to start

14      this process -- I come from the corporate world,

15      so I said, we need to look at this as an operating

16      budget and capital budget, if that makes sense.

17      What are our capital costs going to be for 10

18      years?  What are our operating costs?

19           You know, the line item charges that we've

20      included basically are our capital budget.

21      Purchasing pilot boats, re-powering pilot boats,

22      the Skyway site, server costs.

23           We basically are the harbor master for the

24      ports of Tampa Bay; we have a server in our office

25      that continuously needs upgrades.  Those are all
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1      capital costs.

2           PPUs, I mean, everybody knows what those

3      cost.  They get beat to death; they need to be

4      replaced.

5           So that's kind of the approach we took was

6      let's look at operating costs and let's look at

7      capital costs.

8           And again, there's precedent out there for

9      line items for, quote -- I'm calling them capital

10      costs.  And that's a normal function of any

11      business to look at their -- because again, this

12      is a 10-year commitment.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

14           MR. FLUKE:  So we want to get it right.

15           And again, our projections date back almost a

16      year now, so we're -- you know, like in the case

17      of the fuel costs, it didn't look good when we put

18      our projections together as far as future costs

19      for fuel.  And then again, we went out and we got

20      estimates for our capital -- no capital

21      replacements, and over the course of 10 years,

22      there may be capital replacements that are

23      unknown.

24           So I don't know if that answers your

25      question, but --
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.  Do you have

2      something?

3           MS. McNULTY:  Yes, your question that you

4      asked is a significant question.  The general rate

5      making in regulatory settings, that's what you're

6      doing here.  So the general principles -- so the

7      application inflators like CPI to set rates to

8      cover future costs is standard practice.

9           It is normal practice to recognize inflation

10      like CPI.  That hasn't occurred in years since the

11      last rate case, you know, and attempt to reset the

12      rates to recover future costs.

13           It is not normal practice to attempt to

14      recover past revenue shortfalls or past costs by

15      using inflators from that earlier period to

16      estimate such revenue shortfalls and include those

17      amounts to said future rates.  That would be

18      considered retroactive rate making and that

19      practice is universally prohibited by rate making

20      entities, you know, overall.

21           So just kind of keep that principle.  So it's

22      okay to look back from your last rate case, but

23      not before that, but from the last rate case going

24      forward in terms of what should be the appropriate

25      amount you should set for your future costs.  But
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1      you don't use that information to recover the

2      actual costs that were -- or revenue shortfalls.

3           So I mean, just keep that overall in mind

4      when you're trying to determine these rates.

5           MS. STERN:  And so can I ask for a

6      clarification?  I thought you said you're looking

7      back to 2004, or I read that in your application,

8      2004, 2005.

9           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Correct.

10           MS. STERN:  To the extent that is included in

11      your future rates, the 2005 to 2010 shouldn't be

12      captured in your future rates.  So there has to be

13      a way to try to tease those out somehow.

14           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I think the point of it was

15      to show why our rates compared to places like

16      Houston and Lake Charles are so much lower, it

17      wasn't to try to capture lost economic value, but

18      to explain that this is why we are where we're at

19      with our rates right now.

20           MS. STERN:  But that's not what your

21      application says.  I understand that part of the

22      analysis, but just based on what your application

23      says, you've -- it indicates you've included

24      some -- you're trying to compensate for some

25      losses prior to 2010.
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1           That's just an issue, and during the

2      deliberations and future comments from you-all,

3      may be something we have to work through.

4           MR. FLUKE:  Sure.  We can elaborate on that.

5      Include, again, when we looked at what was granted

6      in 2008, it actually commenced in 2010.  And

7      looking back, we can change the language to

8      financial harm if we want to go that direction, or

9      lack of financial -- I know that's a stretch, but

10      it all goes back to if they didn't get a decent

11      rate increase in 2008, that affects the

12      organization from that time forward.

13           MS. STERN:  Right.  So the rate increase

14      would be effective 2010, and there is no problem

15      with that.  That's all.

16           We just need to clarify how you're factoring

17      in --

18           MR. FLUKE:  Yeah.

19           MS. STERN:  -- what happened between 2005 and

20      2010.

21           MR. FLUKE:  Yeah, the language is the

22      language in our application.  I'm not disputing

23      that.  The intent may be different.

24           MS. STERN:  Okay.  I see.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I want to recognize
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1      Captain Kurtz.  She asked a question so I jumped

2      right on the question, but you have the floor.

3           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Thank you.  Good morning

4      Commissioners and staff.  For the record, my name

5      is Carolyn Kurtz.  I am a Tampa Bay pilot and have

6      been with the association since 1995.

7           The fact is, no one wants to pay more for

8      anything.  As you have learned, the Tampa Bay

9      Pilot Association has continued to absorb the

10      steadily increasing cost of maintaining efficient,

11      reliable safe pilotage services without degrading

12      service to our customers or our employees.

13      Despite the escalating expenses related to our

14      employees, we continue to reward them for their

15      excellent service through pay increases and

16      bonuses.

17           As for our customers, in fact, we have

18      accommodated many of them by reducing our safety

19      margins, by moving vessels with less under keel

20      clearance in higher winds with more current, and

21      berthing vessels in extremely close proximity to

22      each other, all increasing our risk.  We provide

23      outstanding service to our customers while

24      maintaining the highest level of safety.

25           The legislature has determined that because
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1      pilots provide a service that is essential to the

2      economy and public health work, regulation rather

3      than competition in the marketplace better serves

4      to protect the public.  This economic regulation

5      embodied by the pilot rate review committee is

6      necessary to ensure that rates for piloting

7      services are fair, just and reasonable and keep

8      the public and our ports safe.

9           As you have seen, almost every other service

10      provider in the port has increased their fees

11      during the last 13 years as they have needed to in

12      order to properly run their businesses.  Yet, our

13      pilot association, our business, is a business

14      with an unsustainable business model.

15           With no expense recovery mechanism in place,

16      our proposed tariff with associated fees is the

17      only way for the Tampa Bay Pilots Association to

18      accomplish the following:  Repair and strengthen

19      the aging infrastructure, continue to attract a

20      competitive pool of qualified candidates, increase

21      our numbers to be able to handle the traffic load

22      without compromising safety and properly

23      compensate pilots and employees.  All of this will

24      help ensure safe, efficient and resilient

25      operation as required by statute allowing us to
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1      continue providing outstanding and uninterrupted

2      service to our customers, benefiting them along

3      with the citizens of our great state.

4           You have seen the 42 letters included in the

5      Investigative Committee Report claiming that the

6      proposed tariff will destroy the economy in

7      Central Florida.  Many of these form letters

8      include false accusations, misinformation and

9      little to no supporting data.  What the letter

10      writers have failed to consider is the negative

11      impact on the local economy and port if the pilots

12      are simply unable to fund their operation.  It

13      will not be possible to continue providing the

14      level of service to which our customers have

15      become accustomed.

16           It is an unworkable projection for growth.

17      Growth that the port authorities have worked so

18      hard to achieve.  The pilots are an important

19      partner in the growth and success of the port, so

20      being treated by the port authorities and many

21      customers like an obstacle to progress just

22      doesn't make sense.

23           In one letter, on page 223 of your package,

24      it is suggested that our job is easier than it

25      used to be because of positioning technology, the
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1      availability of real-time environmental data,

2      vessel traffic service and various other port

3      committees.  Quite frankly, this position

4      demonstrates an embarrassing lack of understanding

5      of the role of the pilot and the significant

6      responsibility entrusted to pilots by the state.

7           Ships are at their size and depth limits in

8      almost every place in our combined port areas.

9      The logistics involved in moving vessels in an

10      extremely complex port are staggering, stretching

11      our employees to their limits while pilots take

12      greater and greater risks on a regular basis.

13           In the same letter on page 220, it states

14      that there's no legal basis for fees.  In fact,

15      the Pilot Review Committee has set precedent by

16      approving fixed fees in addition to the rates in

17      most Florida ports.  Florida ports have already

18      upheld the validity of fees in the face of legal

19      challenge.

20           The proposal before you is not outrageous as

21      some of our port partners are claiming.  If you

22      frame it from the last increase in 2010 forward to

23      2033 following the 10-year model approved by the

24      committee in other ports, the proposed rate change

25      would be less than 4 percent per year over the
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1      23-year period.  4 percent.

2           It is long overdue, necessary for us to be

3      able to meet our statutory obligations, and very

4      much in line with most, if not all other ports, in

5      the Gulf of Mexico and Florida.

6           The Legislature mandates that pilots must be

7      able to provide efficient, safe and reliable

8      service.  The expenses and costs exist, and per

9      Florida Statute must be paid by port customers.

10      We understand that there will be an opportunity

11      for public comment and respectfully request the

12      ability to give a short rebuttal to any new

13      information that may be presented.

14           Commissioners, I have sat where you are

15      sitting, and I appreciate the magnitude of the

16      decision before you.  It is my hope that you will

17      be able to sift through everything you see and

18      hear today and make your decisions based upon the

19      fact, facts which have been presented by the

20      Investigative Committee and will be adopted by you

21      as the facts.  Thank you.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you, Captain.  Okay,

23      do we want to take any questions of Tampa Bay

24      Pilots right now?  I mean, something may come up,

25      you know, in deliberations and everything else,
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1      but any questions at the moment?

2           MS. ACKERMANN:  Commissioner Benson?

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

4           MS. ACKERMANN:  I believe Madam Court

5      Reporter needs to take a break.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You need to take a break?

7           THE REPORTER:  I do.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Well, God knows I

9      don't want to know the consequences if I say no.

10      So let's take a 15-minute?  20-minute?

11           THE REPORTER:  Thank you.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Take a 20-minute break.

13           (There was a brief recess.)

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, folks, can we -- if

15      we could move to our seats and get started again?

16           Okay, we're going to get started.  Hopefully

17      everybody took care of what they needed to take

18      care of.

19           I have a sheet that's -- on the top listed

20      says "Public Comments," and I have nine

21      individuals on this sheet.  If you plan on -- if

22      you want the opportunity to speak and have not

23      signed this sheet, there's another one over there

24      that's blank.  Please do so, because those are the

25      only ones we're going to recognize as the people
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1      who asked to speak.  As I said, we have nine right

2      now.

3           I'm going to make a statement and our counsel

4      will give me a nudge if I'm saying something the

5      wrong way, but we received a number of Letters of

6      Objection that were identical.  So if you signed

7      this sheet and basically are going to just

8      repeat -- although you're allowed to come out here

9      and say anything you want, if you're basically

10      going to repeat the same thing, I think you're

11      wasting our time, okay?  So if things are

12      expressed or whatever clearly and articulately and

13      everybody hears it, we so note those comments or

14      whatever, we don't need to hear it 14 times.

15           There's only nine people on the sheet, so I

16      know if that's the extent of it, it can only be

17      repeated nine times.  But for the benefit of the

18      group, okay, you know, we are listening to

19      everything, you know, with complete attention and

20      as I said, I can't keep anybody from, you know,

21      coming up to the podium, but I don't want to hear

22      it nine times.

23           So with that, we're going to take it -- and

24      I'm going to ask the speakers to identify

25      themselves clearly for the court reporter, along
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1      with everybody else.  And we'll take it based

2      on -- the port is going to go first, and then

3      we'll take it based on the order that you signed

4      in.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Chair?

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

7           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  There's no court

8      reporter.

9           THE REPORTER:  I'm over here.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  She moved over there.

11      Thank you.  She did not need that long a break.

12           MR. KLUG:  Well, my name is Charles Klug.  By

13      the way, I'm the principal counsel for Port of

14      Tampa Bay.  And this will be my presentation with

15      the -- hopefully this works out well with the

16      PowerPoint.  We have a clicker that doesn't seem

17      to be working, but I have some handouts for the

18      board members in case you can't read these slides.

19           So today we want to clarify some things.  And

20      as far as those 42 letters of objection, really

21      the point of that was for these people here in the

22      audience is that they're all concerned citizens.

23      They're all concerned users of the port.  So maybe

24      they're redundant; a lot of the users didn't find

25      out about this hearing until a few weeks ago, so
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1      there wasn't a lot of time to drill down and try

2      and understand the facts as presented in the

3      application.  So they're concerned, that's why

4      they're here.  That's why they made letters --

5      submitted letters to you.  So there may be

6      redundant statements; however, they're concerned

7      about their rates going up.

8           So ultimately, we're not talking about

9      pilotage salaries, we're talking about rates and

10      who's paying for those rates.  So that's why

11      they're here today, to talk about the

12      pass-through, to figure, is it through them as a

13      shipper?  Or ultimately it's the consumer.

14           So just going back to my written statement,

15      I'm Charles Klug, principal counsel for Tampa Bay.

16      And I'd like to make additional comments to

17      amplify the letter submitted to you by Paul

18      Anderson on February 3rd.

19           So a couple slides here just for background.

20      You've probably seen this before, but Port Tampa

21      Bay is Florida's largest port as far as cargo

22      tonnage and land use.  Last year the port handled

23      35-million tons of cargo to the port.  The reason

24      I say this is because it's a diverse mix of bulk,

25      break-bulk and container traffic.  So unlike
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1      Canaveral or perhaps Miami, we're not primarily

2      cruise-related or container-related, we have a

3      wide variety of users.  So these users have

4      different size ships and they're going to be

5      affected differently, severely in this case.

6           So we have this expanding huge market here in

7      the port.  It's economic impact is $17-billion an

8      area.  So these are the consumers who would

9      ultimately be paying some of these port charges.

10           So the shipping lines and the beneficial

11      owners are in the audience today, and who also

12      submitted these letters to you, are the ones that

13      are ultimately going to pay the dramatic charges.

14      And so I'm really kind of speaking necessarily on

15      their behalf if they can't speak today, and

16      several of them asked me to speak on their behalf

17      before you today.

18           So Port Tampa Bay is keenly aware of the need

19      to keep our ports competitive and to balance our

20      higher pilotage fees.  This was demonstrated

21      during the recent COVID and logistics supplies

22      challenges, and the result shipping costs did

23      excalate, and those costs were transferred to the

24      consumers.

25           Keep it -- go back to the original.
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1           THE REPORTER:  Excuse me.

2           MR. KLUG:  Yes?

3           THE REPORTER:  Can you slow down a little

4      bit?  Because you're way over there and I'm trying

5      to --

6           MR. KLUG:  Sure.  No problem.

7           THE REPORTER:  Thank you.

8           MR. KLUG:  So what we do as a port is we go

9      out and we try to locate various people to come to

10      the port, shippers.  So we're sort of like herding

11      cats.  We tell the shippers, you come to our port,

12      you ship your product through our port, we'll get

13      container lines for you.  So in doing that we go

14      out and try to find the bigger container lines to

15      come to our port.  And we've been successful in

16      that.  We've got larger vessels in here, and as a

17      result we've had to go to the Army Corps of

18      Engineers and ask them to dredge our channels

19      deeper.  And we're in the process of doing that.

20      And we think we'll be successful at that, too.

21           So we understand the navigational challenges

22      of our port and we understand the important role

23      our pilots play in that, and we really respect

24      what they do for us.  It's a very professional

25      service, and it's necessary for our ports.  We're
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1      not arguing against that, we're just looking at

2      the rates, the magnitude of the rates.

3           So on top of the existing rates -- and the

4      existing rates here, even though it's a long

5      channel, it's the highest in the state of Florida.

6      So I know it's per handle versus per mile, per

7      nautical mile or per hour, but ultimately that's

8      the price that these shippers are paying.

9           So in addition to these substantially higher

10      rates that are proposed, there's the additional

11      fees.  And the additional fees pose an additional

12      burden to our port.  These are fees that we'll

13      talk about a little later that aren't authorized

14      by statute.

15           So accordingly, based on this, we urge you

16      that -- to reconsider this application, don't

17      necessarily apply all of the rate increases as

18      submitted, look at this with a jaundice eye.  Are

19      these rates necessary?  Are they fair, just and

20      reasonable for this particular community?  Not for

21      Jacksonville or Houston or Lake Charles, but our

22      community here in Tampa.

23           So in our initial review of the -- go to

24      Slide 4.

25           In our initial review of the application, we
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1      learned that the rate structure and additional

2      fees would result in cumulative price increases

3      for pilots of 183 percent for 10 years.  So as we

4      drill down, we found that some of them -- go to

5      the next slide -- such as the -- a small container

6      vessel operated by Progeso, see in this chart,

7      their increase is going to be 146 percent in the

8      first year.  146 percent.  In over 10 years,

9      that's going to be 260 percent.

10           As stated in the Pilotage Rate Review

11      Committee Report, the minimum pilot fees would

12      increase by 265 percent in the first year alone.

13      Over 10 years, that's 388 percent, assuming a 46

14      percent CPI adjustment over the next 10 years, at

15      6 percent, 6 percent, 6 percent, and 3 percent for

16      the next seven years.

17           So this table shows, and maybe the chart more

18      accurately reflects on the next page, is that this

19      price hike impacts these different shippers

20      differently.  There's a 51 percent price hike in

21      the first year alone, compounded over 10 years 121

22      percent for a large container vessel, a 56 percent

23      price hike in the first year, and 28 -- 128 over

24      10 years for a dry bulk vessel, 62 percent price

25      hike in the first year, so 138 over 10 years for a
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1      liquid bulk vessel, and 93 percent price hike in

2      the first year compounded to 183 percent over 10

3      years for a mid-sized container vessel, and a 146

4      percent price hike in the first year compounded to

5      260 percent over 10 years for a small

6      containership.

7           So each of these vessels, they're paying a

8      lot more money in that first year.  And that's a

9      big issue here today is just the magnitude of

10      these price increases, especially that first year.

11           The Pilots Association as the applicant for

12      this rate increase has the burden to show that

13      these are fair, just and reasonable charges for

14      all these different users, not just one particular

15      user.  We don't believe the Pilots Association has

16      met that in this case.

17           Next slide.

18           The application, if approved, by the dramatic

19      and significant negative impact of commercial

20      vessel activity in the ports of Tampa, not just in

21      Tampa but also Manatee as well.  The application

22      proposes to change the portal, as we noted

23      earlier, adding four dimensions versus two.  So

24      that's a bit of a shock, as the local shippers

25      here have to accommodate to that.  But mainly the
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1      bigger increases is in the draft.

2           Next slide.

3           The proposed draft charge will increase from

4      $39 to maximum $82 a foot.  This compares to the

5      other ports that we're competing with in the state

6      of Florida:  Canaveral is $30, Everglades $31.70,

7      Miami $35.73, and Jacksonville $40.  That's a

8      substantial amount to go into our port.  So when

9      shippers are making the determination of where to

10      go, they're going to take that into consideration.

11           Go to the next slide.

12           In addition, this proposed change will have

13      more than double the draft charges of the other

14      ports, but also the proposed standard fee will

15      have dramatic impact as well as far as the total

16      fee.  For instance, there's a neo-Panamax cargo

17      vessel.  The existing fee is $8,231.  That's going

18      to be at $12,676 in the first year, and that's

19      approximately $25,000 to leave in and out of

20      Tampa.  Compare that to Port Canaveral, it's 170

21      percent higher than Port Canaveral; 165 percent

22      higher than Port Everglades; 159 percent higher

23      than Miami; 108 percent higher than Jacksonville.

24      And that's per vessel movement.

25           Further comparison of pilot fees shows that
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1      the vessels of Port Tampa Bay pay a significantly

2      higher per portion of the total pilotage costs

3      than other ports.  This chart here shows the

4      difference between Tampa, the first one is the

5      current rates, versus Miami, Everglades,

6      Jacksonville, Canaveral.

7           So in this chart, Miami is paying 6 percent.

8      The total chart shows higher costs per move is

9      going to pilots.  Everglades 8 percent,

10      Jacksonville 10 percent, Canaveral 14 percent, and

11      Tampa is going to go from 22 percent to 31 percent

12      of the total cost.  This does exclude tugs, but it

13      does include dockage, wharfage, master fees, etc

14      cetera.

15           As the bar chart indicates, the percentage of

16      total port costs for cruise ships -- next one --

17      is also quite dramatic.  So Miami, Everglades and

18      Canaveral is 4 percent of total costs, and

19      Jacksonville is 7 percent, and then currently in

20      Tampa is 13 percent and going to go to 17 percent

21      of the total port costs.

22           Going on to the additional fees.

23           Next slide.

24           These are the additional fees that you

25      probably saw in the application, they're asking
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1      for proposed fees in addition to these rate

2      increases for pilotage fees.  These are additional

3      fees, ancillary fees, discretionary fees for

4      training and technology, transportation, pilot

5      boat fund, port communication, pilot station

6      capital fund, pilot carried to sea and second

7      pilot fees.

8           So based on the statute, the statute says --

9      specifically the statute under 310.151 Florida

10      Statutes -- that the committee -- this committee

11      is required to fix rates per pilotage based on the

12      following characteristics.  And you're probably

13      well aware of these.

14           The next slide.

15           Length, beam, net tonnage, freeboard, draft

16      or any combination of vessel characteristics

17      listed in this subsection or other relevant vessel

18      characteristics.

19           So the other fees is, additional fees are not

20      vessel characteristics.  So our argument is those

21      should not be allowed.

22           Next slide.

23           And that's specifically authorized by the

24      statute, they're not relevant vessel

25      characteristics, they're not authorized under
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1      Florida law as stated.  Therefore, the Pilotage

2      Rate Review Committee should not consider these

3      additional fees.

4           This is not the proper forum for this.  If

5      these fees need to be addressed, they should be

6      addressed by statute.  Let the Legislature adopt

7      this and then they'd be promulgated pursuant to

8      regulations.  But right now they're not in the

9      statute so they should not be allowed.

10           Now, the discussion -- next slide -- about

11      organically increasing pilotage fees, so I know

12      Mr. Law said it earlier about, is there

13      organically -- are these organically increased?  I

14      think the comparison he made was between 2011 and

15      2021, which is the COVID year.  But if you compare

16      that to 2022, the rates per handle -- this is

17      revenue per handle -- have gone up from 2011 from

18      $2,628 to $3,080.  That's stated in the Pilotage

19      Review Committee Report.  That's a 17 percent

20      increase.

21           And if you project with the new -- not the --

22      just the existing rates, not the new rates, the

23      existing rates at 46 handles, in 2024 that's going

24      to be a 20 percent increase since 2011.  So we're

25      looking at inflation or at CPI, that's going up 37
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1      percent.  The rates have already gone up 17

2      percent because we have larger vessels.

3           And that should be taken into consideration.

4      We're doing what we can to try to increase those

5      larger vessels in the port.

6           So Port Tampa Bay continuously markets the

7      port for container lines.  I think there was a

8      statement in the application that we're going to

9      be limited by the depth of the channel and the

10      Skyway Bridge.  The Skyway Bridge is a limitation

11      for cruise, but we're working on deepening that

12      channel, working with the Army Corps of Engineer,

13      we're in the middle of a GRR, as most of you are

14      aware, the General Re-Evaluation Report, that we

15      want to go down to 47 feet.  We think that's going

16      to be sufficient to bring larger vessels to Tampa,

17      and with those larger vessels, not just container

18      vessels, but bulk vessels, that that's going to

19      take the needs to Tampa -- we need to do that.

20      We're going to get that accomplished.  It's not

21      going to be 10 years; we're going to do that

22      hopefully in a matter of three to four years.

23           So these rates that are anticipating that

24      that's going to be flat, we anticipate we're going

25      to get more larger ships.  That's the market.
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1           The next slide.

2           The port has invested over $250-million

3      recently in cruise and container terminal

4      infrastructure.  We proposed five-year capital of

5      over $300-million in additional growth.

6           THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry.  I didn't even

7      comprehend that.

8           MR. KLUG:  Sorry.  I'll state it over again.

9           The port invested over $250-million recently

10      in additional improvements to the port, and we

11      have a capital program to increase it by

12      $300-million in the next five years.  The reason

13      why I say that is because we're doing what we can

14      to bring bigger vessels as well as cruise vessels

15      to the port.

16           We expect our cruise numbers this year were

17      1.2 million anticipated.  This is record growth

18      for us in cruise.  We expect our cruise numbers to

19      also grow.  And as mentioned in the report that

20      next year the pilots will have 118 additional

21      traffic -- I'm sorry, cruise moves, cruise handles

22      next year.  That's because we're going to bring in

23      two more cruise vessels, we're anticipating more

24      cruise vessels coming into Tampa.  With that, that

25      is additional revenue per handle.  I think the
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1      average per handle for that is about $7,500.

2           As far as elasticity, there is a tipping

3      point.  If pilotage rates increase too much,

4      traffic will decrease.  There is a study done by

5      California Berkley found that imports through the

6      North American West Coast are highly elastic, the

7      savings of even a penny per cubic yard can and

8      will be exploited by the large and sophisticated

9      importers, rendering their business highly

10      competitive among ports, modes and carriers.

11           Every dollar in transportation matters.  This

12      is really important to us about how we market the

13      port.

14           Thus, the Port Authority is spending millions

15      of dollars to attract carriers and importers.  The

16      proposed increases by the pilots may drive these

17      businesses to other ports.

18           So as the basis for the requested rate

19      change, there was some discussion earlier about

20      this, the Pilots Association protest on the last

21      rate adjustment was during a recession, and

22      therefore should be reconsidered since the

23      committee only approved a cumulative 6.09 percent

24      increase for two years, in 2009 to 2010.

25           The Pilots Association is asking the
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1      committee to review the change in the CPI index

2      all the way back to 2004 and to capture a lost

3      economic value due to historic inflation.  The

4      Pilots Association is requesting, in part, a

5      second bite at the apple to recover fee increases

6      that this committee judicially did not approve

7      when they last met to reconsider -- to consider

8      the Pilots Association's rate increase in 2008.

9           However, the Pilots Association waited 12

10      years to seek an adjustment, during which time the

11      average change in the CPI averaged less than

12      2 percent per year until the past few years.

13           The Pilots Association complained it has not

14      had a rate increase since 2010.  The reason is

15      that an increase was not needed.  The pilotage

16      fees have organically grown due to the larger

17      sized vessels.

18           And as I noted earlier, the pilotage fees

19      will increase by -- to 20 percent from 2011 to

20      2024 while the CPI is going to go up by 37

21      percent.

22           Next slide.

23           The Tampa Bay Pilots Association failed to

24      adequately address the concerns of its customers

25      and users when making such a dramatic increase in
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1      rates.  The Association should have consulted with

2      the users and customers of the port and obtained

3      their consent to the amount and timing of these

4      rate increases.

5           The pilots and the staff of the Tampa Bay

6      Pilots Association are highly professional and

7      enjoy great respect in this community thanks in

8      large part to Terry Fluke and the pilots in this

9      room.  The pilots and the staff are valuable

10      partners to the Port of Tampa and other ports in

11      this area, provide an important service to the

12      port.  However, their proposed dramatic increase

13      in the additional new fees are simply not aligned

14      with the economic competitive realities of our

15      port.

16           We believe, as well as the port users that

17      you'll hear from today, and those who submitted

18      letters to you, that the proposed substantial

19      increase in rates in additional new fees by no

20      means meets the test of fair, just and reasonable

21      as required by the Florida statutes.

22           So the Port therefore strongly urges you to

23      reject these excessive rate increases and

24      additional new fees.

25           That's it for my presentation.  If you have
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1      any questions for me, I'd like to answer those if

2      you'd like.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I have a couple

4      questions.  Good morning.

5           With the port cost comparison, why did we

6      exclude the cost of the tug boats?  That's

7      often --

8           MR. KLUG:  Right.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- a major portion

10      of --

11           MR. KLUG:  Well, we're trying -- yeah, good

12      point.  Is that for tugs in Tampa -- we know the

13      tugs in Tampa are, we couldn't get the tugs for

14      Canaveral, Miami, Jacksonville, et cetera.  So in

15      a short period of time, we were trying to get that

16      information, but -- so if we had that information

17      we could include that as well.  So we were trying

18      to get the tug information from other ports.

19           So for purposes of getting that chart out

20      there, we wanted to make sure we had something to

21      compare apples to apples.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And just a couple other

23      things.  Talking about containerships, it's often

24      the easiest thing to compare the cost.

25           So if we're looking at the -- if you go back
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1      to your slide there, the Cosco Santos and the

2      CMA-CGM --

3           MR. KLUG:  Yes.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So these are relatively

5      large containerships.  We'll do the Santos first.

6      Roughly how many containers might they be handling

7      during a call?  Maybe 1,000, perhaps?

8           UNKNOWN:  Not even.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  500?  600?

10           MR. CATONIA:  It could be between 800 to

11      1,200.

12           THE REPORTER:  Excuse me.  I'm sorry.  I

13      don't know who he is and I don't know who he is.

14           MR. CATONIA:  My name is Fred Catonia.  I'm

15      the Vice President of Ports America in Tampa.

16           It could be between 600 and 1,200 moves on a

17      vessel.

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay.  So somewhere

19      around 1,000.

20           Is it fair to say that a container -- the

21      cost of a container is hundreds?  Is it thousands?

22      Is it -- no specificity, but is it thousands?

23           MR. CATONIA:  The handling cost for us?

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The cost.

25           MR. CATONIA:  The ocean carrier cost?  About
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1      3,000, yeah.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay.  So if we take

3      the new rate and we subtract the current rate, and

4      then you divide by 1,000, we're talking $4 -- just

5      to the new rate for the -- less than $3 a

6      container.  And if you go all the way out, you

7      push it out 10 years, it's $4 a container.

8           I just want to make a point that it's not a

9      tremendous amount of dollars per container.  And

10      you can make the same case, we don't have to go

11      through the numbers, but with the Samson, you're

12      talking even pushing it all the way out 10 years

13      at $1,000 per container, and they may or may not

14      handle a larger amount, it's less than $10 a

15      container.

16           I just wanted that out there on the record.

17           MR. KLUG:  And for our purposes here, we try

18      to say -- we looked at all these costs.  We go to

19      these shippers, we go to the lines and say this is

20      the cost in Tampa and this is how much this costs.

21      We save you money in Tampa versus going through

22      Savannah, per se, for containers because of travel

23      costs of that $1,000 per container from traveling

24      through Savannah down to Tampa.

25           Every dollar matters for these guys.  That's
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1      how they make these decisions.  They see it's

2      going to be more expensive in Tampa, the

3      reputation is more expensive in Tampa, they're not

4      going to bring their ships to Tampa.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I have a question on the

6      dredging.  You said three or four years.  Is that

7      completion or is that just --

8           MR. KLUG:  No, we have to start that --

9           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  -- the application

10      process?

11           MR. KLUG:  -- time period.  We're looking

12      right now for a beneficial use of the dredge

13      materials.  We have a lot of projects.

14           We're expediting that process.  We're working

15      in D.C. with the Army Corps of Engineers to get

16      this expedited.

17           I know historically it's been a long time,

18      sometimes --

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Takes time.

20           MR. KLUG:  -- it takes 10 years or more to

21      get channels dredged.  But we're -- this is

22      something we've got to hear, politicians and Army

23      Corps of the Engineers are trying to get this done

24      soon as possible, especially with the supply chain

25      issues over on the West Coast of the United
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1      States.  I mean, they've seen that.  They say

2      that, where is the alternatives?  We can be that

3      great alternative here in the Gulf Coast.

4           So I think we have -- I think we're going to

5      get that dredged sooner, much sooner than stated

6      by the pilots.

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Can I ask you a

8      question?  You referred to I guess the legality of

9      charging for these additional fees.

10           MR. KLUG:  Yes, sir.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And reading that, I see it

12      says any combination of the vessel characteristics

13      listed in this subsection or any other relevant

14      vessel characteristic.  But then it also

15      underneath that says "or characteristics."  So

16      it's not necessarily particular to the vessel

17      characteristics, is the way I read it.

18           MR. KLUG:  I read it as vessel

19      characteristics, right, characteristics of the

20      vessel.  And that's the context of all that

21      language there.  So as opposed to, you know,

22      building a pilothouse or so.

23           These are vessel characteristics that I don't

24      think other ports are not charging this, I think

25      this is why the statute is laid out this way, they
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1      are laid out here to determine these particular

2      dimensions in charging rates as opposed to just

3      charging anything you want to charge.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Well, for the record, we

5      have approved other fees in other ports.

6           But speaking of the facility and the facility

7      charge, the pilots have demonstrated that clearly

8      the infrastructure they have now is inadequate,

9      and certainly going forward it's going to be a

10      bigger issue.  And there was some discussion with

11      regard to a grant, potential grant that's out

12      there and what have you, and you know, whether the

13      port is going to work with the pilots to try to

14      make that happen, or is there a pushback in trying

15      to --

16           MR. KLUG:  No, there is absolutely no

17      pushback from us.  If there is a grant available,

18      we would work to get that done.  Grants are not as

19      easily available as people think.  So it's a

20      matter of does this qualify for a grant?  Of

21      course we would be supportive of that.  There is

22      no reason we would not be.  In fact, I think they

23      quote some of the -- our port materials are quoted

24      in the application.

25           So yeah, we absolutely have worked in the
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1      past with the pilots and we will continue to work

2      with the pilots to find a solution for them.  And

3      we're also concerned about making sure the pilots

4      have a good place to launch their vessels.  We

5      have a facility right now where we're at, our port

6      facilities for the pilot boat, vessel.  I think

7      it's a decent rate.  At below market rate for

8      vessels like that.

9           So yeah, we definitely will work with the

10      pilots.  We worked in the past and will continue

11      to work with the pilots in the future.  If there

12      is a grant available we will pursue that grant.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Any other comments,

14      questions?

15           Okay.  Thank you.

16           MR. KLUG:  Thank you.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Next up, Sam from Tampa

18      Electric.

19           MR. DeCUBELLIS:  I hope this isn't a repeat.

20      It could be.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I'm not going to push back

22      if it is, it's just --

23           MR. DeCUBELLIS:  All right.

24           Excellent presentations made, very

25      informative.  I haven't been around something like
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1      this.  So good morning, my name is Sam --

2           THE REPORTER:  Excuse me just a second.  If

3      you don't mind I'm going to move --

4           MR. DeCUBELLIS:  You want to come back over

5      here?

6           THE REPORTER:  Yeah, it's noisy over here.

7           Thank you.

8           MR. DeCUBELLIS:  All right.

9           Good morning.  My name is Sam DeCubellis.

10      I'm the engineering manager at Big Bend Power

11      Station located on Tampa Bay.  I'm here

12      representing Tampa Electric, the company I work

13      for.

14           We definitely are in opposition of the

15      proposed rates.  We of course represent so many

16      customers.  Tampa Electric is one of the largest

17      industrial utility and services about 800,000

18      customers in West Central Florida.  Our company is

19      the beneficial cargo owner that imports products

20      through Tampa, Tampa Bay -- Port Tampa Bay, excuse

21      me.

22           I apologize, I've lost my whole sheet of

23      paper.  Pardon me, folks.

24           Our company is a beneficial cargo owner that

25      imports products through Port Tampa Bay, and the
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1      port is one of our key economic development

2      partners.  The Pilots Association rate increase

3      application, if approved, will have a dramatic and

4      significant negative impact on commercial vessel

5      activity at Port Tampa Bay.  The pilots rate would

6      be passed through to us, thus our company and our

7      customers would ultimately pay these increased

8      pilotage rates.

9           As an interested party, we strongly object to

10      the proposed new rates which, if approved, will

11      impact our business as well as our customers, not

12      to mention causing negative economic impacts that

13      will reverberate throughout our region.

14           We strongly voice our objection to this

15      proposal, pilotage rate increase, and recommend

16      that Tampa Bay Pilots Association proposal be

17      rejected.

18           Thank you for your time and consideration

19      today.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Any comments?  Thank you.

21      Bill from Maritime Alliance.

22           MR. KUZMICK:  I think I can say good

23      afternoon now.  Good afternoon Chairman,

24      Commissioners, port community and our harbor

25      pilots.  It's great to see everybody here today.
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1           And keeping with your comments, sir, I will

2      avoid some of the redundancy of the previous

3      comments, but I want to make sure --

4           THE REPORTER:  Would you state your name?

5           MR. KUZMICK:  I'm sorry?

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  For the record, I don't

7      want anybody coming back saying that I didn't give

8      you an opportunity to state whatever you wanted to

9      say.

10           MR. KUZMICK:   Yes, sir.  That's what I'm

11      going to do.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.

13           THE REPORTER:  I need your full name.

14           MR. KUZMICK:  William Joseph Kuzmick,

15      K-u-z-m-i-c-k.

16           THE REPORTER:  Thank you.

17           MR. KUZMICK:  First and foremost, I think we

18      all want to say this is an incredibly talented

19      group of people here who are our harbor pilots and

20      we need them in our port community.  I'm close

21      with many of them.

22           But to be fair, our port community, the

23      Maritime Alliance represents almost 50 membered

24      companies that operate in the Port of Tampa and

25      they've expressed a bunch of concern about this
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1      rate increase.

2           As a group we believe that an increase is

3      merited and warranted for this -- for the Harbor

4      Association, but we would ask this committee to

5      relook at it.  I will tell you that our member

6      companies are looking at other options.  Both be

7      that -- and since we wrote that letter, they're

8      looking at other options, other ports, the need

9      for pilotage, a number of things they're looking

10      at.  These dollars do matter to these companies in

11      these times, as was mentioned with the harbor

12      pilots.

13           So again, I would ask you to reconsider the

14      rate structure and that we come up with a rate

15      that's amenable to all the parties involved,

16      because the understanding of our membership is

17      also -- owners rate is also low.

18           Thank you.  I'm standing by for any

19      questions.

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Can I ask you, what

21      companies do you represent?  What companies are --

22           MR. KUZMICK:  OSG, Seabolt, SEACOR, we

23      represent TECO, we represent some of the ship

24      yards, terminal operators.  Quite a few.

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  How did you mean those
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1      companies' understanding of the rates is low?

2           MR. FOSTER:  I feel that we did not get

3      record of this until too recently.  Many of our

4      membership we tried to go through, they don't

5      fully understand how it impacts them at this

6      stage.  So I think some have a great understanding

7      of that, I think others don't and they're still

8      trying to learn that.  Thank you.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.

10           Brandon Lanci?

11           MR. LANCI:  How is everyone doing today?  I'm

12      Brandon Lanci, L-a-n-c-i.  I own Milana Custom

13      Homes.  Last year we sold 37 houses ranging

14      between a million and three million.

15           I've been a member of the Propeller Club for

16      three years.  I've met many of these pilots here

17      at the tournaments, the Stone Crab Festival, and

18      they're very vital members of our community.

19           My dad was in the Navy for 15 -- he was in

20      the Navy for 21 years.  He was on and off an

21      aircraft carrier, I don't know, for 15 years of

22      his life, and he always wanted me to be a maritime

23      pilot.  And I can tell you that if I didn't find

24      passion in construction, I would probably be

25      sitting in this room.
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1           I'm here because I got notice from the

2      Propeller Club that there was going to be a rate

3      increase.  I got it in an email.  Following along

4      I'm starting to read some of the articles that

5      passed through Tampa Bay Times and all these, and

6      I got -- I got like a passion, like a fire in my

7      belly.  I got super upset.  And the reason being

8      is because as a custom homebuilder, we all know

9      what's happened since COVID to today.  And a lot

10      of people in this room, TECO, Seamax -- I took a

11      snapshot of the gentleman's photo that he had

12      posted of all the logos of the companies that

13      would be affected by this.

14           Roughly 20 percent of them have come to me

15      and asked me for a rate increase.  But guess what?

16      I'm a member of the Tampa Bay Builders

17      Association; we don't get to sit on a board like

18      this and compete against how they want to raise

19      our prices on us.  And guess what we have to do?

20      We have to turn it around and pass it on to our

21      consumer.  That's what happens.

22           Builders who didn't have it written in the

23      contracts prior to signing the contracts to build

24      these homes, they went out of business.  People

25      who did, we had to pass it to our consumers.
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1           A home built in Tampa in 2014-15, you could

2      move into a 4,400 square foot home for a million

3      four.  That's what you could have bought it for.

4      Today in Tampa, that same house is $2.6-million.

5      Land can be factored in there, but the majority of

6      it is oil derivative, it's -- Sherwin-Williams was

7      one of those, the microlaminated beams that get

8      dumped in the oil.  Every single time I get a

9      letter from CMX, which I'll land the plane later,

10      for rate increases, they're hammering it down our

11      throats.

12           But this is what I want to say:  Tampa is the

13      crown jewel of Florida.  You could thank the Tampa

14      Bay Lightning, you can thank Tom Brady, you can

15      thank whoever you want to thank, but Tampa Bay is

16      the leader of our community.  You don't want to

17      not raise the prices for these pilots and have an

18      incident like East Palestine happened and then now

19      we are -- we are stuck in a situation where we are

20      now the joke of Florida.  That's not what we want.

21           With the rising cost in labor, I see it every

22      day.  I'm a commodity-driven business.  Oil -- our

23      expenses are up through the roof.  And what really

24      gets me going, and the reason why I'm here --

25      because I have no skin in the game, I have no
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1      doing in this fight, what brings me here today is

2      that I got a letter here on September -- let me

3      take a look here.  Sorry; I took a shot of

4      espresso before this, I'm shaking.  I got a letter

5      on September 1st, 2022, which was last quarter,

6      from Seamax.  And this might affect me, so I might

7      have a doing in this fight, so it might affect me

8      later on down the road, but I got a letter from

9      Seamax saying, "We want to thank you for the

10      opportunity for your business to reinforce

11      commitment providing you the highest quality parts

12      and services in the industry.  For your business

13      planning purposes, the variable fuel speed rate

14      table is attached and will be effective

15      October 1st through December 31st, 2022."

16           They raised me a dollar a load.

17           When I used to buy concrete in 2014, it was

18      $70 a yard, I see Titan.  I get Notice of

19      Commencements on my jobs all the time from Titan,

20      from Seamax, all these guys.  It was $70 a yard.

21      We're at $160 a yard.  That's -- that's 120

22      percent increase.  And we're -- and we're saying

23      that we can't raise the rates for these guys since

24      2010 when I've had 120 percent increase since

25      2018?
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1           I mean, we're looking at -- the reason why

2      I'm here is because I get slammed with the

3      increases and then when these fine gentlemen who

4      run -- who have a very important job of keeping

5      our community safe -- you know, me and my dad, we

6      play golf at MacDill.  On hole 4 you can see these

7      giant cargo ships drive by, and then he looks at

8      me like I'm a failure, right, like you should have

9      been on -- you should have been on that cargo

10      ship, right?  But when it goes past Beer Can

11      Island, when it goes past Beer Can Island, that's

12      a very stressful thing.  That's very, very, very

13      stressful.  And these guys have an important job,

14      right?

15           And what kills me is that I get to go to my

16      clients whatever I want, I could say since I own

17      the land and I build the homes, I can say I'm

18      going to charge you this much and they're going to

19      pay for it, right?  That's what Seamax, Titan,

20      that's what always those guys do to me.  But now

21      when I get slammed with these rate increases, even

22      TECO -- TECO costs -- used to cost me $2,100 to

23      run underground service to the home.  Now it's

24      5,500 to run service underground to the home.  So

25      TECO is here saying I can't -- this is going to
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1      effect my customers.  I've already been hit with

2      the price increases.  I've already hit those and

3      I've already managed them, right?  For them to now

4      turn around and slam it down my throat and then

5      turn around and slam it down these guys' throat

6      and say you're not going to get an increase?  That

7      doesn't sit well with me.

8           I have no doing in the fight, but I am all in

9      favor for a rate increase.  Thank you.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Comments?

11           I just have one.  I'm sure -- oh, not -- you

12      can sit down.

13           I'm sure you guys appreciate the support and

14      what have you, but in addition to the guys, we

15      also have Captain Kurtz and the lady pilots that

16      are heroes as well.

17           So with that --

18           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  It's not just guys.

19           MR. LANCI:  I'm sorry.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Michelle Page?

21           MS. PAGE:  That's me.

22           Good afternoon.  My name is Michelle Page.  I

23      represent the 23 member lines of the Florida

24      Caribbean Cruise Association.

25           I want to underline what a phenomenal job the
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1      Tampa Port did on the presentation, and we

2      underline everything they said.

3           I'm sad to be here today.  We've forged a

4      phenomenal relationship with the pilots, so it

5      really pains the cruise industry, the cruise lines

6      to be opposed to anything that the Tampa Bay

7      Pilots put forward.  Pilots are our partners, our

8      friends.

9           We have agreements in place with all the

10      major ports in Florida.  We tried very, very

11      diligently to forge a partnership and agreement

12      with the Tampa Bay Pilots, but they were not

13      willing to work with us.

14           Our hope for the cruise industry was not to

15      object to this.  But we vehemently do object.  The

16      tremendous, outrageous increases are

17      unprecedented.  It represents to the cruise

18      industry a high of 38.18 percent, plus the annual

19      6 percent over three years, plus 3 percent for

20      each of seven years.

21           The Port of Tampa will not be competitive.

22           The Port of Tampa will not be competitive.

23           It's 63 percent more than Port Canaveral, 58

24      percent more than Port of Miami.

25           It is no surprise that the cruise industry
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1      barely made it out of the pandemic.  The cruise

2      lines need at least 18 months' notice for any

3      increase.

4           We understand that the cost of living has

5      risen, especially the cost of fuel.  We understand

6      that it might be difficult to live on $400,000

7      annually.

8           These increases will hurt the state of

9      Florida and the people that live in Tampa.  Now is

10      not the time to raise rates.  Now is not the time

11      to even consider building a $6-million port

12      station.

13           The cruise lines are working hard to build

14      strong partnerships like we have with the pilots.

15      We're working hard to rebuild our workforce.

16      We're working very, very, very, very hard to

17      encourage people to take a cruise.

18           Cruise today from the port of Tampa, $53 a

19      day.  $53 a day.  $53 a day.

20           Can we absorb a cost of a Coke?  The rates

21      that you're going to see are less than half --

22      they were -- during when the pilots received their

23      last increase.

24           Help keep the Port of Tampa competitive.

25           Help keep it cruise friendly.
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1           Thank you very much.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, thank you.

3           Next, Pat Allman?

4           UNKNOWN:  I believe he stepped out to the

5      restroom.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Fred from Ports America.

7           MR. CASTONGAUY:  Good afternoon.  My name is

8      Fred Castongauy, C-a-s-t-o-n-g-a-u-y, vice

9      president of Ports America.

10           I would like to reiterate what people have

11      said about the value that the pilots bring to Port

12      Tampa Bay and the greater port area.  We work with

13      them all the time.  Without them, then none of our

14      cargo moves.

15           But it is important to know that Tampa is

16      discretionary.  Tampa cargo from a container and a

17      break boat standpoint don't always have to come to

18      Tampa.  Right now we're in heated negotiation with

19      one of our key container lines to try to claw back

20      their rates from our inducement rate that we gave

21      them several years ago.  We're having an argument

22      over $3 a container.

23           The container carriers had a bonanza for 18

24      months.  They made billions of dollars.  It's

25      over.  It's back to where they were
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1      two-and-a-half, three years ago, and barely being

2      able to cover the costs of capital.

3           So it is clear the pilots need a rate

4      increase.  It is clear.  The argument was made and

5      it was compelling.  What I'm asking, and what

6      we're asking, is not to have such a massive jump

7      in this first year.  Let's layer this in.  Let's

8      make it more of a progressive increase that takes

9      care of the key needs of the pilots to make sure

10      we have enough pilots, to safely move these

11      vessels back and forth.  But it's clear that some

12      increase is needed.

13           So I thank the board and the pilots.

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Mr. Chairman, is it

15      possible to go back and ask a question of

16      Ms. Page?

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Anything is possible.

18           MS. PAGE:  Can I stand here?

19           MS. STERN:  Come up here because of the court

20      reporter.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Thank you.  You dashed

22      off so quickly --

23           MS. PAGE:  I'm sorry.  I apologize.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- I hadn't formulated

25      my question.
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1           You said you need 18 months.  Could you

2      explain that?  Because we were given, as part of

3      our materials, these highlighted portions of the

4      contracts that it seemed to indicate that these

5      fees are flexible and that they can be assessed at

6      various times.  We have from Carnival and NCL

7      various portions of the contracts.

8           Can you explain that 18 months and why it's

9      not flexible?

10           MS. PAGE:  Because we have already set our

11      itineraries where we're going, our home ports

12      where we're going to call to/from, and how much

13      we're going to charge.  So it's inflexible.  We

14      can't change.

15           So if we're going to make a change to go to a

16      different home port, it will be 18 months' notice.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Do you remember

18      Carnival?

19           MS. PAGE:  Yes, I do.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  This is new to me, but

21      may I -- if I can just read this, "Port expenses

22      are subject to change."

23           MS. PAGE:  Yes.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I guess this is from

25      the contract -- it's a script right from there --
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1      "And Carnival reserves the right to collect any

2      increases in effect at the time of sailing, even

3      if the fare has already been paid in full.

4           MS. PAGE:  They don't do that.  If they've

5      given you a price, that's what they're going to

6      honor.  Plus, they need the flexibility to make

7      changes.  If the Port of Tampa becomes

8      inappropriate to what their itinerary is going to

9      do and what they can charge -- I gave you out what

10      they're charging.  If they cannot make money in

11      the sailing, they're going to have to make a

12      change.

13           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay, so this contract

14      does not apply?

15           MS. PAGE:  It is a contract that if there is

16      something that becomes extraordinary, yes.  But

17      they try to stay within the rate.  Because when

18      they give a rate to somebody, they're going to

19      stay with that rate.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Thank you.

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Wait a minute.

22      Michelle, can I ask you?

23           Just looking at the second -- the one where

24      it says $249 for a Western Caribbean cruise, and

25      then it says underneath it, there's an asterisks,
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1      and it says taxes, fees and port expenses are an

2      additional -- I can't read it quite well there,

3      but it looks like -- I don't know, is that 51?

4           MS. PAGE:  It's government fees.  It's

5      government.  It's port charges, government fees.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So that's a separate fee in

7      in addition --

8           MS. PAGE:  Yes.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- to the $249?

10           Was what he was referring to, is that a

11      separate fee?

12           MS. PAGE:  Yes.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, so --

14           MS. PAGE:  It's when you -- when you get

15      your -- it's broken down to the cost of the

16      cruise, and then separately what the fees are,

17      government fees.  If you're going to call it, say

18      you're calling it in Barbados, Barbados has a head

19      tax of $10.  The Port of Tampa has a head tax, the

20      fees, that's all assessed in there.  That's

21      separate from what the per diem is.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  It just doesn't say

23      that; it says third-party fees that arise from a

24      vessel's presence in harbor or port.

25           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So let me ask you
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1      then, let's say you go to one of these ports and

2      they raise their head tax $1.50.  When that vessel

3      calls there, does that $1.50 get passed through to

4      the --

5           MS. PAGE:  It does, but not if the cruise

6      line has already given the rate to the passenger.

7      That's why we ask every port, every person that we

8      deal with, give us 18 months' notice.

9           In 18 months, we'll be able to then showcase

10      to that individual that is buying the cruise what

11      the cost is going to be.  We're not going to

12      switch it.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Okay.  So they don't

14      see an increase of the $1.50 on the bill

15      because --

16           MS. PAGE:  They will, if they purchase it

17      after the $1.50 went into effect.  If they didn't,

18      then we honor the rate.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  How far out do you

20      usually get rate increases from any governmental

21      or port agencies?

22           MS. PAGE:  Used to be the next day.  Today

23      we've done a great job of partnership and

24      educating 18 months notice is what the cruise

25      industry needs.  Sometimes we ask for two years,
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1      but being realistic, it's 18 months.

2           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Another question for

3      you, what happens if because of weather you have

4      to omit a port and you already had it built in

5      there for a certain fee for pilotage and --

6           MS. PAGE:  Well, there's different things

7      that could happen.  We do refund it, but then

8      there's also lawsuits that happen because people

9      say, "The only reason I took this cruise is to go

10      to this port.  We want our money back."

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Are you saying all your

12      food, beverage and everything else is given to you

13      18 months to two years?

14           MS. PAGE:  No.  Of course not, no.  If things

15      go up, yes.  Now, we're talking about what we pass

16      on to the passengers.  When we advertise

17      something, when we -- when they have committed

18      that they're going to purchase that cruise, that's

19      the price.

20           So somebody might pay -- you know, the next

21      day things might go up.  So the price might go up

22      in terms of the taxes, the fees.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Your costs?  Okay.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Your fees are usually

25      predicated, because based upon my knowledge, that
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1      they make their itineraries two years out.  Am I

2      pretty accurate?

3           MS. PAGE:  Absolutely.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So you would know every

5      government fees and taxes based upon that

6      itinerary --

7           MS. PAGE:  Absolutely.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- two years out; right?

9           MS. PAGE:  Absolutely.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So let's just say to

11      pull out of any destination, then let's say

12      something happens, security issues or whatever

13      issues may be, if the cruise lines pull out of

14      that port, a lot of the customers want their full

15      refund back because it's changed completely; am I

16      accurate?

17           MS. PAGE:  Absolutely.  Absolutely.

18           But not only that, the cruise industry spends

19      a tremendous amount of money marketing their

20      itineraries, to market the home port, to market

21      the ports of call.  So they need at least, we say

22      18 months, but it's two years' notice to be able

23      to do all that.  It's a shift.

24           Unless there's some Act of God that we have

25      to make a change, when we advertise an itinerary,
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1      that's the itinerary we go with.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Just so I'm clear,

3      pilotage costs is considered an operational

4      expense on your side and are included in the main

5      ticket price.  There is no accessorial charges

6      aside from the regular ticket price --

7           MS. PAGE:  Correct.

8           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  -- from any type of

9      pilotage; would that be correct?

10           MS. PAGE:  Correct.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That's it for me.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Who is the gentleman

14      from -- the vice president of Ports America?

15           THE REPORTER:  Jeff?  Jeff something?

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  If I could ask you a couple

17      of questions?

18           So you are the vice president of operations

19      of Ports America.  Correct me if I'm wrong.

20           MR. CASTONGAUY:  That's correct.

21           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Great.  So it's a

22      stevedoring company; right?

23           MR. CASTONGAUY:  Essentially.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And you guys have

25      terminals and you have cargo plus stevedoring
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1      operations; am I pretty accurate?

2           MR. CASTONGAUY:  Stevedore and terminal

3      operations, that's correct, warehousing.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So you deal with ILA on

5      negotiations; am I pretty accurate?

6           MR. CASTONGAUY:  We are doing that now and

7      ILW on the West Coast.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I am familiar, sir.

9           Now, has the ILA or any union that you know

10      have in comparison -- when you do the

11      negotiations, you usually sit at the table and go

12      back and forth and that kind of thing and try to

13      mitigate the dollars and cents that gets passed on

14      to the guest and it's known way out in advance; am

15      I pretty accurate?

16           MR. CASTONGAUY:  I mean, yes.  I mean, the

17      negotiations do take a long time, they're -- as

18      any negotiation, each side has their wish list,

19      their demands, where they're going to hold firm.

20      Wages and tax infringe is generally the first one

21      on everybody's list, yes.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Has -- how long have you

23      been with Ports America?

24           MR. CASTONGAUY:  This time?  Five weeks.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Five -- how long had you
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1      been with --

2           MR. CASTONGAUY:  Last time it was five years.

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Great.

4           MR. CASTONGAUY:  But I've been in the

5      terminal industry for 30 years, and I've worked in

6      United States and all over the world.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I believe you or they

8      wouldn't have made you vice president.

9           Have you ever seen a 38, 68, 58, 102 percent

10      increases on anybody that you know of in the ILA?

11           MR. CASTONGAUY:  From the ILA?  Have --

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yeah, in the union.

13           MR. CASTONGAUY:  -- I ever seen the rates go

14      up that much?  No.

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No further questions.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I have a question --

17           MR. CASTONGAUY:  Yes, sir.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- so not all at once 200

19      percent.  But over let's say a 13-year period, how

20      much would you say they're gone up?

21           MR. CASTONGAUY:  I wouldn't even venture to

22      say, but yes, the wages have always gone up,

23      right? Wages and working conditions and

24      stipulations have changed and gone up.  They're

25      generally tied back to a CPI, and, you know, there
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1      is negotiations going back and forth.

2           And then obviously the negotiations that are

3      going on now for the ILA that, you know, we all

4      are dealing with this current inflation and fuel,

5      and we deal with the fuel prices as well.  So

6      yeah, it might be a little bit higher than normal.

7           In our commercial -- most of our commercial

8      contracts, we had the ability to pass on the

9      established wage increases in some component to

10      the customer, right?  There is an ability to pass

11      some of that on.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But from -- again, so

13      everyone knows, I owned a stevedore company and

14      I've been through the negotiations.

15           So understanding the negotiations with ILA

16      that if we do an increase, it's usually a relevant

17      and it's a progressive increase, it's not usually

18      a big jump --

19           MR. CASTONGAUY:  Right.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- and then so on and so

21      forth.

22           From the last negotiations, it went up a

23      dollar.  And I get it, we're different types of

24      fields and I'm not trying to compare that.  But

25      when you talk about the percentage, it's so much
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1      different and they progressively go through those

2      increases every five years.

3           And by the way, the last ILA contract

4      sometimes lasted, which was the five-Year 1,

5      lasted 18 years without any other increases.

6           So it's not normal -- it's not not normal

7      that these things drag out longer than what they

8      should be.  But no, I appreciate it.  Thank you.

9           MR. CASTONGAUY:  But just to say it again, I

10      feel there needs to be some sort of consideration,

11      right?  But to your point, the massive increase,

12      it just hurts.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Thank you, sir.

14      Appreciate it.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Chris Garcia from Titan

16      America.

17           MR. GARCIA:  Good afternoon, Commissioners,

18      everybody else.  My name is Christopher Garcia.  I

19      am director of logistics for Titan America and its

20      subsidiary Titan Florida.

21           I rise today in opposition to the rate

22      increases.  As everybody says, we're not looking

23      to stop any type of rates, but just the drastic

24      rates.

25           Titan is one of the largest importers of
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1      cement into the state of Florida, specifically

2      we're importing about three-quarters of a

3      million -- just about three-quarters of a million

4      tons into Tampa Bay on about 15 super-max sized

5      vessels.  This goes into our Hooker's Point

6      Terminal, which represents about 25 percent of all

7      the cement that Titan generates throughout the

8      state of Florida.

9           Now, Florida does not have the local capacity

10      to meet its production needs and construction

11      needs, as my friend was talking about, so it's

12      vital that we do the imports into here.

13           The relationship Titan shares with the port

14      and the maritime community in Tampa has allowed us

15      to grow our cement imports by nearly four times

16      since 2016, and more than doubling our imports in

17      the last three years alone.  Not only does Titan

18      benefit from that type of growth, so does the port

19      community, including, but not limited to,

20      truckers, stevedores, vessel agents, pilots and

21      the Port Authority itself.

22           About 20 percent of all construction on the

23      West Coast of Florida comes through our plant to

24      be used in the construction projects.  So any

25      disruption to cement coming into this port would
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1      have a detriment to the local industry.

2           Since the port is so important to our growth,

3      we've just negotiated an increase with Tampa Bay

4      Port Authority that will expand our footprint at

5      Hooker's Point and keep Titan here in the port for

6      up to 40 years.  We've also invested over 30

7      million -- between 30 and 40 million in last five

8      years in infrastructure projects at the terminal

9      and around Tampa to help us grow the business

10      further, and at the same time benefiting the

11      entire community.  The investments and the signing

12      of the lease shows our dedication to the port.

13           Now, as an ex-merchant mariner who has sailed

14      in this port in and out, I can attest to the vital

15      services that the pilots do, and I understand the

16      challenges they face.

17           Carolyn is a classmate of mine from Kings

18      Port.

19           Hi, Jorge.  It's been a long time.

20           One of my best friends and roommates is also

21      a pilot here in Tampa Bay.  So this isn't fun to

22      come up here and argue against a raise for them.

23      It's just the amount of the raise, as I said.

24           However, the magnitude of the proposed

25      pilotage increases will have extreme detriment and
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1      will affect our business and long-time strategy.

2      In the first year alone these new rates will

3      increase our pilotage by 47 percent, and by five

4      years that's 80 percent.

5           Bulk cement is a low-margin product, which my

6      passionate friend in the white hat, that's what

7      happens.  Our cement prices are fixed annually by

8      our suppliers in Europe and Turkey.  It's the

9      freight rates that affect your up and down.  So

10      fluctuations in the past, rapid increases in cost,

11      have forced us to shut the terminal down here in

12      Hooker's Port for several years.  And the port can

13      attest to that.  Yet, we kept up our obligation to

14      the port through our minimum guarantees.  So any

15      disruption or rise can link to that.  And again,

16      nobody wants that.  That would be devastating to

17      the port and the community at large.

18           The proposed fee structure would also have

19      the effect of driving ships away from the Port of

20      Tampa.

21           Now, the ocean freight rates have come down

22      from pre-pandemic levels.  Operators and owners

23      are looking at working on razor-thin margins and

24      are looking at every port cost before determining

25      whether they're going to even offer us a ship to
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1      carry cement, which is hard enough because a lot

2      of ship owners don't want to carry cement because

3      it's a dirty product and it's hard to clean up the

4      hulls when they're complete.

5           So currently the Port of Tampa Bay enjoys a

6      3 percent market advantage over Port Everglades

7      when it comes to cement imports, but the Tampa Bay

8      Pilotage rates are 109 percent above Port

9      Everglades as far as what we're paying right now.

10      So it's understood the Tampa Bay pilots go much

11      greater distances than they do in Port Everglades,

12      but if these raises go into effect and a 20

13      percent raise starts affecting ocean freight

14      rates, it's easy to see why vessel carriers may

15      look at it and say, well, you just go to Port

16      Everglades instead of going around, and you may

17      lose that 3 percent market share.

18           I mentioned earlier that Titan's recent

19      investments in the port, part of these investments

20      includes construction of a new storage capacity at

21      the Hooker's Point Terminal.  This will not allow

22      us to continue to bring in cement and grow more

23      cement imports, but will let us bring in other

24      products such as fly ash, Pozzolans, cementitious

25      materials and aggregates.  This is all part of our
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1      long-term strategy and will be beneficial to the

2      overall community, including the Tampa Bay Pilots

3      Association by increasing vessel traffic.

4           This strategy will only become a reality if

5      smaller vessels, which may be required to bring in

6      some of the boutique products, are now priced out

7      of the Tampa Bay market by these proposed rate

8      hikes.  As was shown by the port, you know, small

9      vessel owners cannot absorb 140 percent rate

10      increase.

11           In closing, Titan would like to recognize the

12      vital partnership we have with the Tampa Bay

13      Pilots Association.  We trust them inherently to

14      move our vessels and products in and out of Tampa

15      Bay safely and with the utmost professionalism.

16      As partners, we should have the common goal of

17      growing the port and not harming the maritime

18      community we're all a part of.

19           We, as Titan, have demonstrated our

20      dedication to the port through the continued

21      growth, investments, expansion and lease

22      extension, and we feel that the proposed rates

23      will be detrimental to the growth of the port and

24      will have negative repercussions to the

25      neighboring community and beyond.
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1           We stand with the Tampa Bay Port Authority

2      and are our fellow stakeholders in opposition to

3      the proposed pilotage rates and we hope this

4      committee sees them as harmful and detrimental to

5      growth as we do and does not approve the

6      application as proposed.

7           Any questions?

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So you're saying that

9      you're okay with some increase, just not the

10      requested increase; is that correct.

11           MR. GARCIA:  It's -- it's drastic.  And what

12      we're saying is right now we're struggling to get

13      vessels, like we said, because cement is a dirty

14      product, for one thing.  So they're looking at

15      freight rates going into each port and -- they

16      would rather go to another port, yes.

17           We understand everybody should get a raise

18      over time.  It's just how drastic the initial rate

19      increase is going to be and how quickly it grows.

20      And looking at the fickleness of ship owners,

21      that's what we deal with.

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I have a question.  So

23      your biggest competition would be Port Everglades,

24      you say, in your business?

25           MR. GARCIA:  Right now that's -- Tampa Bay
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1      is 43 percent and Port Everglades is 40 percent

2      and the rest of the ports in Florida are the rest

3      right now as far as bringing in cement.

4           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.  Thank you.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Any questions?  Okay, thank

6      you.

7           Michael Rubin, Florida Ports?

8           MR. RUBIN:  Good afternoon, Commissioners.

9      My name is Michael Rubin.  I am president and CEO

10      of the Florida Ports Council.  I have the

11      privilege and honor of representing all of

12      Florida's deep water seaports, including the ports

13      in Tampa Bay Harbor here.

14           And I wanted to spend a few minutes to talk

15      to you about what we feel is not a very good

16      demonstration of a partnership with our usually

17      good friends, the pilots.  As you-all may have

18      known, we've been working for several years now

19      trying to increase the flow of cargo into the

20      state of Florida.  Last year we had Governor

21      DeSantis on the docks of Jax Port trying to

22      convince business to come to Florida.

23           I was just in California with several port

24      directors saying, coming to Florida, we have the

25      capacity, we have the capabilities, we will move
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1      your product efficiently and cost effectively.  At

2      the same time, we work as a system of seaports.

3      That's all the seaports working together.

4           And part of that system is the pilots.

5      Pilots are an integral part of the growth of

6      maritime industry in Florida.  We have to be

7      partners in this system.

8           And I would say this:  Sir, you used --

9      Commissioner, you used the term "negotiation."

10      The submission of this significant rate increase

11      really doesn't follow that type of negotiation you

12      expect from a partner.  You really expect more

13      notice, you expect a discussion, you expect a back

14      and forth, you expect some conversations about

15      their needs and the current impact on the

16      industry.

17           Now, while they might have followed the rule

18      of law with respect to submission of a price

19      increase, you would expect more discussion with

20      your partners who are integral in the movement

21      cargo.  That, I think, they failed miserably.

22           And the second part that we have concern

23      about is the increase in this has a negative

24      impact not only on the relationship out of state,

25      but the relationship in the state.  I hate to see
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1      such a competitive disadvantage coming to one of

2      my seaports in the state of Florida.  It puts my

3      system of seaports at risk among each other, those

4      discussions, and I think it doesn't do a good job

5      to the message that Governor DeSantis, Department

6      of Transportation and all my seaports have put out

7      there with respect to growing cargo in Florida.

8      This -- this just is not the way to do it.

9           Now, I think my request to you would be

10      reject this, send them back, let them have a

11      discussion with the maritime industry and require

12      them to come back and submit an increase or a

13      price negotiation that all the parties can look

14      at.

15           Are you ever going to get an agreement on it?

16      No.  But certainly the increase they requested

17      here is a little bit high, let's leave it at that.

18           And I hope you would certainly look at that

19      with not only the increased costs, but the impact

20      it will have on Florida's efforts to grow

21      additional cargo.

22           We've got a 6 percent increase.

23           Much of the cargo has come from the West

24      Coast because of the problems they've had over

25      there, and much of it has come because businesses
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1      in the maritime industry is seeing that Florida is

2      a place to do business.  The growth of both

3      Manatee and Port Tampa Bay has been tremendous and

4      we're concerned about the impact it's going to

5      have on them.

6           Thank you.  Happy to answer any questions.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.

8           MR. RUBIN:  Thank you.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Our last public comment is

10      Pat Allman.

11           MR. ALLMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and

12      other members of the Pilots Review Committee.  I

13      appreciate the opportunity to get up here and

14      speak today.

15           THE REPORTER:  Can I have your full name,

16      please?

17           MR. ALLMAN:  My full name is Patrick Henry

18      Allman, III.  I'm the general manager of Odyssey

19      Manufacturing Company.

20           I'm also a Port Tampa Bay Commissioner.

21      While this adds to my insight, and impacts to this

22      proposed tariff increase in our port, I'm really

23      here to advocate on the behalf of my company.

24           So how does this impact -- how does this

25      proposed rate impact my company?  Over the life of
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1      the increases, it's going to take the price of

2      salt, which I bring into port Tampa Bay, up 50

3      cents a ton.  Is that significant?  Last year I

4      lost a bid in Seminole County to another salt

5      company that brings it in from Port Canaveral by

6      50 cents a ton.  So it does matter.

7           The increase not only matters to my business,

8      but it's going to impact other businesses in the

9      port.  As we seek to grow the container, cruise

10      ship and general cargo business in the port, we're

11      acutely aware of potential customers who are

12      constantly getting their spreadsheets out and

13      adding up our total port costs and then making a

14      decision whether they're going to locate their

15      business or bring their commerce to our port.

16      It's very significant in both the cruise ship and

17      in the container business.

18           I'm personally aware of several business

19      deals we've lost over the last 10 years I've been

20      part of because our port costs just weren't low

21      enough.

22           The harbor pilots are a critical business

23      partner to the greater port community and they

24      provide a very valuable service.  I think they

25      deserve an increase.  But the amount they're
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1      seeking for it is just unreasonable.

2           By their own filing, the average pilot income

3      would immediately go up by 76.2 percent in 2023.

4      That's a heck of an increase.  I wish I got that

5      kind of an increase from my company.

6           This doesn't even include the 6 percent and

7      the 3 percent increases that are going to occur

8      over the next 10 years.  To quote the

9      Investigative Committee, "The proposed salary

10      increase is higher than expected."  And then this

11      comment:  "This would make our pilot rates the

12      highest in the state."

13           I'm a retired Navy captain and I think real

14      leadership is about solving problems, and I think

15      that's what we're here to do today.  We need to

16      balance the real inflation of the last 13 years

17      with economic realities of how these increases are

18      going to affect commerce of the port.

19           What I'm about to advocate is not as a port

20      commissioner; in fact, most of our customers in

21      the port have told me they don't want to see any

22      increase.  So instead, I'm going to speak to you

23      as the general manager of Odyssey Manufacturing

24      and tell you what I think is fair and how much of

25      an increase I could take without losing business.
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1           First, the new formulas proposed I think very

2      unfairly impact the container business.  In the

3      port we made $150-million investment in

4      infrastructure to bring containers in and

5      everything that goes with it.  And these guys are

6      just making decisions just based on a spreadsheet.

7           So I'd like to leave in place the existing

8      formulas, and also disallow the new fees.

9           Some of these fees, they don't even sunset.

10      You know, they're supposed to pay for capital

11      items in the future.  You're building up money.

12      What happens when you save up enough money?  Then

13      what happens to you're -- the fee doesn't go away,

14      it just stays in place.

15           Second, I would like to propose a flat

16      increase of 38.1 percent across the board for all

17      the existing fees.  This mirrors the CPI index for

18      all urban from January of 2010 to January of 2023.

19      If you remember, the last rate increase went into

20      effect February of 2010.

21           Third, I'd like to propose the minimum fee be

22      raised from $695 to $2,000.

23           Fourth, I'm concerned about the new and vague

24      language of Exhibit D of the filing which states,

25      "The pilots may add a second pilot."  The
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1      containerships don't like that.  And I think we

2      need to pin down situations when two pilots would

3      be required.

4           Finally, the pilots are a business, and they

5      should do their capital spending just like I do in

6      my business.

7           As far as future increases of 6 and 3

8      percent, we don't know what inflation is going to

9      be in the next 10 years.  We don't have any idea.

10      The inflation of the last two years was actually

11      fueled by the chemical industry, which I'm a part

12      of; it wasn't fueled by the energy sector.

13           I saw chlorine go from 300 to $2,500 a ton in

14      the last two years.  I've seen costs that go up

15      from 250 to $1,200 a ton.

16           Guess what's happening October 1st -- April

17      1st?  Caustic is going to go down 100, 150 bucks a

18      ton.  Significant.  We're in a recession right

19      now.  The chemical industry sees it first.

20           We don't know if we're going to continue to

21      have prices go up.  I mean, that's pie in the sky.

22      That's what this board is for; every 18 months you

23      can come back and say, hey, I would like another

24      increase.  I definitely don't believe we need to

25      do the future increases.
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1           So in summary, the solution I propose, a lot

2      of people in the port are going to be mad at me

3      because they don't want to see anything.  But I

4      did it, again, as a private citizen who has a

5      business in the port.  It's my personal opinions.

6      I do have the insight of being a port commissioner

7      in that harbor, and I think what I proposed is

8      fair.  And I'd like to see you do something and

9      take a leadership position that is fair to all

10      parties, not just the people -- because I think

11      there's a middle ground here and hopefully I found

12      it for you.  Thank you very much.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  If I may ask a question?

14           MR. ALLMAN:  Sure.

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Do you feel that the

16      pilots and the people that use their services

17      should be the ones to communicate to get a happy

18      medium, or do you feel that the board should just

19      put a number and force it down somebody's throat?

20           MR. ALLMAN:  How would I have liked to have

21      seen this happening?  There was a filing done in

22      August.  Instead of simply publishing the filing

23      in the Florida Register where nobody saw it until

24      a month ago, it would have been nice had the

25      filing been done -- a copy been given to everybody
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1      in the port and the port has enough time, people

2      like me who would have taken a leadership

3      position, to bring all of the parties together so

4      that you guys aren't having to play Solomon.

5           Unfortunately, it wasn't done that way.  So

6      now you guys are having to play Solomon.

7           If you're asking me could -- could I and

8      other large stakeholders sit down with the pilots

9      after this meeting and work something out and come

10      back to you?  I think the pilots are reasonable

11      people.  I know most of them personally.  I think

12      we probably could work something out.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm asking just one

14      simple question.

15           MR. ALLMAN:  Okay.

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Should it fall on the

17      board or should it -- the stakeholders and the

18      end-users of that service should be sitting in a

19      room together to figure -- see, as an individual,

20      if I'm going to negotiate with you separately, you

21      separately, you separately, there is no balance.

22      If every stakeholder is in that room, then they

23      come to a reasonable, that comes -- now, it might

24      not come reasonable.  There might not be any

25      winners.  But why should a board be forced,
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1      whether their pilots or citizens or whatever --

2      forced to shove it down the end-users throat when

3      it should be compromised?

4           MR. ALLMAN:  I'll answer your question

5      directly.  I believe that the parties should get

6      together and work it out.  It didn't happen in

7      this case, so I think now we're all looking to you

8      guys to play Solomon and make a decision, yeah.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Sir, in our materials,

10      Section 4 above of the materials that were handed

11      out to the board, there are 12 instances of

12      communications between the Tampa pilots and Port

13      of Tampa Bay, the various other entities included.

14      So it's not as though there was no communication.

15      Whether that communication was communicated then

16      to the other users, that's a different discussion,

17      but it's not as though they didn't try.

18           MR. ALLMAN:  Well, I'll address that by the

19      following:  Myself and I don't know anyone in the

20      port community that knew about this filing in

21      August, and we didn't find out about it until

22      February.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Port of Tampa Bay knew

24      about it.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And I think what you're
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1      saying is the end-user, you were not notified by

2      the pilots coming to you or they did not come to

3      you to talk about any rate increases; am I

4      correct?

5           MR. ALLMAN:  No.  There's two local

6      organizations they could have provided it to; one

7      we call the Maritime Alliance, I think they've

8      spoken already.  The other is Propeller Club, they

9      would have disseminated that to every stakeholder

10      in the maritime community.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  To the best of your

12      knowledge, you didn't receive anything?

13           MR. ALLMAN:  Absolutely, I didn't.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Great.  Thank you.

15           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I have a question.  Your

16      cargo typically moves in containers?

17           MR. ALLMAN:  No, the port's cargo moves in

18      containers, and that's what I was speaking to is

19      I'm familiar with those business deals.

20           My cargo comes on barges.  It's salt.

21           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Salt, okay.

22           MR. ALLMAN:  Salt barges.  Exciting business.

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Thank you, sir.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Anything else?

25           MS. PAGE:  Excuse me, can I say something?
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1           Michelle Page, Florida Caribbean Cruise

2      Association.

3           Through the interceding of other pilots in

4      other ports, the Tampa Bay pilots did meet with

5      us.  They were unwilling to negotiate.  They said

6      they were looking forward to coming to this and

7      that was the bottom line.  We never even heard

8      back from them after the meeting that we had.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  I believe that's

10      everybody that signed up for public comment.  If

11      somebody did sign up and I don't recognize them,

12      raise your hand.

13           You signed up?

14           MR. AUGUSTINE:  Yeah, third on the list.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Mike Augustine?

16           MR. AUGUSTINE:  Yes, that's me.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Come on up.

18           MR. AUGUSTINE:  Thank you, sir.

19           Good afternoon.  My name is Mike Augustine

20      I'm a chief operating officer at A.R. Savage &

21      Son.  We're a ship agency operating here in Tampa

22      for over the last 75 years.

23           Our purpose is to help enable trade.  We have

24      a duty to promote and protect our customers and

25      inform them of potential opportunities to better
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1      enable trade, as well as alert them to threats to

2      their operations.  We also want to keep Tampa Bay

3      and Florida's ports competitive so that business

4      and employment can grow in the state.

5           We represent roughly one-third of the vessels

6      sailing in and out of Tampa Bay.  Given that, we

7      have a unique insight on how shipping companies

8      view this potential pilotage increase and we have

9      a vivid view of the ripple effects on the

10      industries that depend on the port.

11           Costs and regulations have caused dramatic

12      losses in tonnage in ships in this port over

13      the -- over the previous history.  Since 1992,

14      Tampa's high of 52 million tons annually has

15      decreased to 34 million tons this past year.  This

16      decrease is related to the costs and regulations

17      in this free market.

18           Despite this, hundreds of millions of dollars

19      have been invested to improve our channels to

20      ensure safe and sufficient navigation of our ships

21      and goods, as well as our infrastructure.  As

22      agents, we have seen our customers work hard to

23      preserve margins in the competitive market.  Cost

24      cutting is often the only way left that companies

25      have to ensure profitability, and if that means
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1      discharging at another port to save on costs and

2      protect those margins, that's what will happen.

3           Others at this hearing have mentioned the

4      limited notice the industry received to read and

5      understand the implications of pilotage

6      applications, so I won't dwell on that.  However,

7      I will note that our shipping customers have

8      already navigated through COVID lockdowns and

9      supply chain issues.  The last thing they need is

10      a new sudden mandated cost to their operations

11      from a compulsory requirement.

12           With this short notice, we have all notified

13      our customers.  Some are here today.  One of our

14      regular customers, Canada Steamship Lines, CSL,

15      operates some of the largest ships making calls on

16      Port Tampa with approximately 60 ships a year.

17      They, like many of our customers, did not have

18      time to respond by the objection deadline or make

19      arrangements to travel here, so they asked us to

20      read their opinion on their behalf for the record.

21           Quote, as CSL International, we are an

22      interested party in the recent application by the

23      Tampa Bay Pilots Association for a substantial

24      increase in their pilotage rates.  Our vessels,

25      the Algoma Value and CSL Tarantau, will see an
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1      initial port cost increase of 49 percent, which

2      will then increase to 79 percent in three years

3      and 115 percent after 10 years.  Our vessels are

4      frequent callers of Tampa and Port Manatee.  And

5      as interested party, we object to the proposed

6      increase in rates.  If approved, this increase

7      will have a significant negative impact on our

8      business, unquote.

9           That was Captain Rajiv Sharma, CSL.

10           We have many similar letters from other port

11      customers and we have heard from so many more

12      that face a competitive global landscape where

13      every cost counts towards deciding where and how

14      to move their cargo.

15           Again, our overarching goal is to keep the

16      ports of Tampa competitive as we can all grow

17      business and grow the economy in West Central

18      Florida.

19           We believe the cost increase of this

20      magnitude would have a dramatic, negative impact

21      on the ports of Tampa Bay and formally object to

22      this request on behalf of our customers.

23           Thank you all for your time, pending any of

24      your concerns or questions.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Thank you.
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  A couple minutes

2      before 1:00.  I committed that I would allow the

3      Tampa Bay Pilots Association to speak to some of

4      the things that was brought up and give you a

5      choice.  You want to do that before or after

6      lunch?

7           CAPTAIN BAKER:  After.

8           MR. FLUKE:  Well, whatever the committee --

9           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I need to use the restroom,

10      so --

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  We're going to break

12      for an hour and reconvene at 2:00.

13           (There was a brief recess.)

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We are back.

15           All right, we're back and we're going to have

16      a little additional presentation by the pilots on

17      some of the things that were discussed.

18           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Very brief.

19           Brett Baker, Tampa Bay Pilots.

20           I'd like to clarify, this is not a

21      retroactive rate increase.  The only reason we

22      went back to 2005 was to show a comparison of how

23      long we have not kept up with the skyrocketing

24      expenses and have fallen far behind.  This was for

25      comparison purposes only.  The proposal is based
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1      on our current needs.  The Investigative Committee

2      Report shows the data supports the rate request in

3      our application.  This was one small phrase that

4      was not artfully worded in our application, and

5      was not our intent.

6           We ask the committee to rely upon the data

7      before it today.

8           And I'd like to clarify one thing, this, in

9      the binder, is an excerpt from the Carnival Cruise

10      Ticket Contract.  This is the contract every

11      customer when they purchase a cruise ticket agrees

12      to.  "Cruise taxes, fees and port expenses may

13      include U.S. customs fees, head taxes, Panama

14      Canal tolls, dockage fees, wharfage fees,

15      inspection fees, pilotage, immigration and

16      naturalization fees."

17           Pilotage is included in their cruise ticket

18      fees.

19           MR. FLUKE:  Terry Fluke, executive director

20      Tampa Bay Pilot Association.

21           I'd like to address the outreach issue.  We

22      had several individuals claim that there was

23      inadequate outreach before the hearing.  In your

24      packets I've included a meeting log and some email

25      discussions.  I'd like to elaborate on that
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1      specifically.

2           An email dated July 12, 2022, it was sent by

3      myself to Raul Alfonso, Wade Elliot and Charles

4      Klug at Port Tampa Bay requesting a meeting with

5      them to sit down and talk about our upcoming

6      tariff application.  I actually referenced an

7      initial meeting we had with them in early 2020 and

8      I stated, "We've updated the numbers to account

9      for two years of inflation and made a couple of

10      adjustments to the formula.  Our intention is to

11      submit the application to the state possibly as

12      soon as the first week of August.  Our goal is to

13      complete this state required public notices and

14      hearing by mid-November and have tariff

15      implementation take effect in early 2023."

16           We have a Harbor Safety Committee very active

17      in the Port of Tampa.  And again, I want to read

18      just a couple of comments from the meeting minutes

19      from that meeting.  I make comments, operational

20      comments -- let me start on the hearing --

21      actually, I talked about working with FDOT or

22      Tampa Bay looking to try to build a pilot fueling

23      site on the approach to the Skyway Bridge on the

24      north end not too far from Blackthorn Memorial.

25      "Trying to fund it with grant money because the
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1      only other alternative as a pilot association

2      would be through a tariff.  The pilots will be

3      soliciting an increase in tariffs through the

4      state of Florida later this year.  This will go to

5      public hearing," et cetera, et cetera -- "made an

6      offer to meet with any entities.  Mosaic did take

7      us up on that offer."

8           You can see the date that we met with Mosaic.

9      We also met with Port Manatee.

10           Again, at that meeting, just very, very

11      quickly, Mosaic, of course, they took us up on the

12      offer, TECO, obviously Coast Guard, Ports America,

13      Port Manatee, Port St. Petersburg, A.R. Savage &

14      Son.  And these minutes are also distributed to a

15      pretty broad audience in the port community.

16           We met with FCCA starting back in 2020.

17      Ms. Page made the comment that we did not -- or

18      did not negotiate.  We did negotiate.  But I

19      terminated the negotiation because we were at a

20      point where the negotiation was a reduction in

21      rate for cruise vessels and push that rate over to

22      commercial vessels.  And that was -- that was

23      something I was not willing to do.  I wanted to

24      stick by the statutes:  Fair, honest, across the

25      board.  So we did have negotiations.
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1           And speaking of deals, when we went and met

2      with Port Manatee, myself and Captain Baker, Port

3      Manatee wanted their own deal.  Since they're

4      closer to the sea buoy, they wanted the 25 percent

5      reduction.  And again, we communicated to Port

6      Manatee that we had to be fair, just, reasonable

7      across the board with our rates.

8           So there was adequate -- adequate outreach

9      done.  And again, the PT MIA could have certainly

10      reached out to us to meet.  And when we went and

11      met with Port Manatee we offered to meet with

12      their customers.  If Port Tampa would have taken

13      us up on the offer, it would have been the same

14      offer; if you want us to meet with any of your

15      customers, we'll be there.

16           So I wanted to clarify that.

17           The other thing -- the other note I'd like to

18      make, a lot of the presenters came up and

19      discussed substantial impacts to their operations,

20      but I don't think we've had anyone qualify that --

21      I think the closest was Charles Klug, and again,

22      that was minus the tugboats, as was mentioned.

23           I think we've done a good job in your packet

24      of identifying the overall percentage increase in

25      port costs based on our increase, and that's on
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1      the ship side.  If you want to add wharfage,

2      stevedoring, et cetera, then it dilutes those

3      numbers even more, but we don't have that data.

4      We don't have access to that data.

5           So thank you.  Appreciate it.

6           Yes, sir.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Since you're up there, I

8      might as well ask the question, if I may.

9           So I guess the presenters that came to us who

10      are opposing this mass hike were not being honest

11      by telling us that they did not know about the

12      amount of hike?

13           MR. FLUKE:  Some of them may have not known,

14      but specifically Port Tampa Bay was well aware.

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So the several

16      presenters that came up today had implied they

17      knew you needed an increase, but were not aware

18      that you guys were asking for that significant of

19      a hike, so I guess they did not understand the

20      application or they were misinformed.  I don't

21      know.

22           MR. FLUKE:  That I can't -- that I can't

23      speak to.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  So when the port

25      is trying to bring in more business so everyone --
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1      everyone makes money out of it, does anyone

2      participate by giving the port money for their

3      marketing?

4           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.  The taxpayers do.

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  The taxpayers, correct.

6      And you pay taxes just like we all do.

7           But at the end of the day, do you flourish

8      from that?  Only the people that work in the port.

9           Only the people that work in the port -- and

10      I work in the ports -- we flourish.  I don't give

11      money to them.  I pay taxes just like you do, so

12      does everyone here.

13           The point I'm making is if we don't work

14      together as a partnership instead of telling them

15      this is the way it is, how are they going to try

16      to bring in more business if the fees are higher

17      than what they think it should be?

18           I can't control those fees.  Yes, as a board

19      member we can do whatever we want if it gets

20      approved.  But if your partners or your customers,

21      which alliances (sic) is with the port, and the

22      end-users -- the captain who has a salt mine said

23      he never saw it, so I guess he was out of the loop

24      and he was here for years.  I don't know who else

25      said it.
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1           The point is if you guys worked together --

2      Port of Miami, we worked out a resolution.  This

3      is my fifth rate review hearing.  We worked on a

4      resolution, we did it well.

5           Port Everglades, they met, they talked, they

6      spoke.  Some people like it, some people didn't,

7      but it was all done.  Canaveral, same thing.

8           How come here it did not happen that way?

9      How come here the end-users could not negotiate a

10      decent and fair agreement with you guys?

11           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Okay, I would like to address

12      that because I was on the rate committee for all

13      those rates --

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I know you were, ma'am.

15           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  -- and the ports that you're

16      referring to came to the table with a stipulated

17      agreement with cruise only at the expense of every

18      other customer that was experiencing an increase.

19      They were carved out rates for certain sizes of

20      cruise vessels.  It was all driven by the cruise

21      industry, one customer.

22           We are in a different port.  We service

23      dozens of different types of commodities,

24      customers, types of vessels, and the rate must

25      apply to all users across the board.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And you were sitting on

2      that same board, right?  So whether you approved

3      some of it, and didn't approve it, you still were

4      sitting on the board and they passed.  Whether

5      it's negotiated and the cargo did come in or

6      didn't want to come in, that was their choice,

7      right?

8           All I'm saying is that, first of all, if a

9      lot of these customers, end-users are getting hit

10      with such a high fee -- it's like me telling my

11      customers, here goes 102 percent increase and take

12      it, or like it or leave it.  Here they don't have

13      a choice.

14           Hello, ma'am.  I was addressing him, not you,

15      ma'am, okay?

16           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  I'm not answering you.  I'm

17      setting up my iPad so there's not a delay when

18      he's finished.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay, but who is talking

20      at the podium here?

21           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  He is.

22           MR. FLUKE:  Please address me.

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  All I'm saying is

24      I would like a response to what I just said.

25           If -- the cruise lines or the cargo or the
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1      salt company, they all felt -- even the stevedore

2      felt you needed a raise.  And they said it.

3      They've all said it.  It's just there was surprise

4      on the amount of raise, including the port.

5           So I guess there wasn't a communication or a

6      dialogue equitable for both parties.  So now we're

7      being asked to make a decision based upon one

8      side, or we have to look at everybody and whatever

9      the outcome is is going to be the outcome.

10           MR. FLUKE:  I'll stand behind my comment:

11      The proper outreach was made.  And if those

12      individual companies or port authorities wanted to

13      meet with us and discuss it, that was fine.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

15           MR. FLUKE:  We would have done that.  And we

16      did do that, specifically, Port Manatee and

17      Mosaic.

18           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

19           MR. FLUKE:  And we would have met with anyone

20      else.  There was proper notice made.

21           The port authorities could have scheduled a

22      meeting with us.  Manatee didn't take us up on an

23      offer to meet with any of their customers.  It's

24      part of the process.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I heard you loud and
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1      clear, sir.  Thank you.

2           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  There are a few other things

3      I would like to address.  I'm taking them in the

4      order I took of the notes of the presenters, so

5      there is some method to it.

6           There was a question about the new formula --

7      I'm sorry, Carolyn Kurtz, Tampa Bay Pilots.

8           There was a question about the new formula

9      utilizing length and beam in addition to draft and

10      gross tonnage.  The rate committee has driven this

11      option of a rate utilizing these four items in

12      several previous hearings in response to more

13      accurately reflect vessel type and risk.

14           Our current minimum charge doesn't cover the

15      cost of the service provided to the smallest

16      vessels.  Which customer do you propose subsidize

17      those vessels?

18           I'd like to address the two-pilot question.

19      Taking a second pilot is customary practice in

20      many ports and is specified in Miami's rate.

21      Where visibility is reduced, extreme weather is

22      forecast or the handling characteristics of a

23      vessel create a particular hazard, a second pilot

24      is necessary to ensure the safe passage of

25      vessels.  Anything less than 100 percent success,
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1      100 percent of the time, is not an option for us.

2           I would like to reiterate that we are a

3      business with no ability to pass on our costs as

4      they occur as other businesses do.  How are we

5      supposed to run our business?  We are supposed to

6      work more, take on more risk, increase our

7      workforce to handle the traffic load, which would

8      result in approximately 22 percent reduction in

9      compensation using current numbers, run our

10      assets, employees into the ground and to further

11      development of a much needed facility crossing our

12      fingers every hurricane season that our fragile

13      infrastructure survives.  Hope is not a strategy.

14           We have presented a 10-year plan to adjust

15      compensation to a realistic level with modest

16      increases to keep up with disproportionately high

17      cost of living increases in the Tampa Bay region,

18      variable fuel costs and other increased expenses

19      beyond our control.

20           In response to the question of whether or not

21      the committee is supposed to be doing this work, I

22      remind you that this process is mandated by the

23      Legislature.  Stipulated agreements -- I'm sorry,

24      I left out one phrase, an important phrase.

25      Whether or not the committee is supposed to be
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1      making these decisions, as opposed to us

2      negotiating with each customer, I remind you that

3      this process is mandated by the Legislature.

4      Stipulated agreements that favor one customer over

5      another are inappropriate in our port and violate

6      the work of the Rate Review Committee, namely to

7      set rates that apply across the board to all

8      customers.

9           Are there any questions for me?  Thank you.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  One question.  Did you

11      step down from sitting on the Rate Review Board

12      when you knew this happened between the cruise

13      lines and the pilots?

14           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  I stepped down from the Rate

15      Review Committee because it's inappropriate for

16      me --

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm not talking about

18      this one.

19           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  -- to sit on the --

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm not talking about --

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Let her finish.  Okay, go

22      ahead.

23           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  No, I have sat on every rate

24      review up until this one because it's

25      inappropriate for me to do so.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But -- but -- excuse me.

2      But you felt it was inappropriate in the way they

3      negotiated --

4           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  No, that's not what I said.

5      A stipulated agreement is inappropriate in our

6      port.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

8           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  And that is due to the broad

9      spectrum of the customers that we serve.  Thank

10      you.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Thank you.

12           MS. McNULTY:  Do you mind repeating that

13      second detailed language on the second pilot in

14      Miami?

15           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Sure.  No problem.

16           MS. McNULTY:  Like when it was required?  I

17      appreciate it.

18           MS. STERN:  That's not in Miami.

19           MS. McNULTY:  Oh, it's not Miami?  Would you

20      mind repeating it?  Thank you.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  It was Miami.

22           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Taking a second pilot is

23      customary practice in many ports and is specified

24      in Miami's rates.  Where visibility is reduced,

25      extreme weather is forecast for the handling
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1      characteristics of a vessel creates a particular

2      hazard, a second pilot is needed to ensure the

3      safe passage of vessels.

4           Good?

5           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.

6           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Anything else?

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.

8           Okay, that concludes the public comment

9      section on the agenda.  Now we go into

10      deliberations and determination of their request

11      for change.

12           Let's start it off in terms of --

13           THE REPORTER:  Excuse me.  Could you speak

14      up?

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I'm sorry.  We have an

16      opportunity to ask any questions of any

17      presenters, anybody else here, any clarifications

18      that we need, any particular challenges you're

19      having with any element of the application.

20           Well, I'll break the ice and start it off.

21           One of the things I was having a challenge

22      with in terms of getting my arms around is the

23      station fee.  And you know, I'm very convinced

24      based on everything that was presented and what

25      have you, that you need a new facility, it's just
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1      a question of how we're going about it in terms of

2      basically charging $860,000 a year for a period of

3      time, for 11 years, what have you, to the tune of

4      $9.4-million.  And you're going to be taxed on

5      that.  There is no -- somebody said something

6      about passthrough or whatever.  Everything in life

7      is a passthrough.  All the revenue has been passed

8      through to employees or other costs or what have

9      you, or ultimately to the pilots.  But at the end

10      of the day, you're going to be taxed on those

11      dollars.

12           When the -- you know, it was pointed out to

13      me when the presenter from the port came he said

14      that in recent years they've invested over

15      $250-million in terminal infrastructure and they

16      have a five-year plan for another $300-million.

17      And you're looking for a $5.9 facility, which is

18      less than 2 percent of that investment.  And

19      they're saying they're behind you, and you know,

20      they'll sign grants and they'll do this and do

21      that.

22           We could -- you could take that element of

23      your rate increase request off the table if you

24      can convince them that, you know, that

25      $5.9-million, which will not be taxed to you then,
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1      because they in fact would be charging it, you

2      know, as part of this group, so you don't have to

3      pay tax on that $9-million and the like.

4           Between that and the grant, why can't you go

5      back to the port and, you know, convince them that

6      you cannot continue to try to avoid the rattle

7      snakes at Egmont and, you know, raw sewage and all

8      this other stuff and whatever and get the facility

9      that you need and the fueling opportunity that you

10      have versus this triangle that you have to go

11      through and incur additional costs?

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I got it.

13           So we've -- as we said, we've been working on

14      this for a decade.  There's no progress on it at

15      all.  We recently, about six months ago, sat in a

16      meeting with Port Tampa Bay, numerous of their

17      people, engineering, legal, and FDOT Sea Port

18      manager.  And Port Tampa Bay specifically said

19      they did not want any of their -- their grant

20      money to basically lose it to a project like this.

21           Recently FHPA has also sat down with the FDOT

22      Sea Port manager, this was two weeks ago, asking

23      if there's any progress on these grants or any

24      type of funding, and she said no.

25           So there's nothing -- there is no way to fund
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1      it.  Unfortunately, this is how we can fund it.

2      It can be a fee or you can add it into the tariff.

3      You know, that's essentially how we pay for things

4      is we collect revenue, either save or take out

5      loans and buy or pay things.  And it would be the

6      same for this.

7           MR. FLUKE:  The port has indicated that they

8      will -- they will not write the check, they will

9      not pay for this.  And that is when a

10      year-and-a-half ago I started chasing grant money.

11      And I've communicated that if we can't find grant

12      money, our only choice is to put it in the tariff

13      application.  And nothing's changed other than, as

14      Brett said, FDOT does not have funding this year.

15      So if it's approved today as a line item, we want

16      to march forward next week.

17           This is critical infrastructure.  I hope

18      everybody understands that.  And take the grant

19      off the table.  Pay for it with our own money

20      through tariff because we've tried very hard to

21      secure a grant so that we didn't have to put it

22      into the tariff, but that's not going to happen

23      this year and we don't want to wait another year.

24      We are at risk today.

25           So again, as far as -- as far as -- and this
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1      is new information for Mr. Law, since he put his

2      report together, the financing and the interest,

3      that's sort of moot now.  If it's approved and we

4      move forward tomorrow we're going to spend money

5      pretty quickly.  Engineering, permitting and

6      ultimately construction.  And it's a two or

7      three-year project.

8           MS. STERN:  Just clarification.  Are you

9      going to go to the same site?

10           MR. FLUKE:  Yes.

11           MS. STERN:  Okay.  So that site is available?

12           MR. FLUKE:  Yes.

13           MS. STERN:  Do you have to buy the site or --

14           MR. FLUKE:  No.  It would be a land lease

15      with Port Tampa Bay, FDOT and -- FDOT has

16      frontage.  They own the frontage property.  So

17      there would be an MOU between FDOT and Port Tampa

18      Bay, and we would ultimately -- we would pay for

19      the assets and then we would enter into a

20      long-term lease agreement with Port Tampa Bay and

21      obviously pay them a reasonable monthly rental

22      fee.

23           MS. STERN:  And you would pay to build the

24      actual facility out --

25           MR. FLUKE:  We would pay to build the
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1      facility, correct.

2           MS. STERN:  -- of this 860,000 --

3           MR. FLUKE:  We would pay the $5.9-million.

4      But of course to do that we're going to have to

5      take out loans because it's upfront costs,

6      obviously.  Within two years -- you know, the

7      estimates are two to three years on buildout,

8      permitting, so forth first.

9           It is the preferred site.  We don't have an

10      alternative in that area, you know.  Any other

11      real estate -- I mean, everybody knows waterfront

12      real estate, number one, there isn't much of it,

13      and number two, private real estate would be well

14      outside of our ability to build it or pay for it.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Terry, you mentioned that

16      the -- or you said that the grant opportunity is

17      dead for this year.  Can you go back to that

18      source next year, or continue to try to get the

19      grant for the balance of the project and therefore

20      take this from that point forward off the table?

21           MR. FLUKE:  We could do that, but in the

22      discussion with Mr. Law -- and I'm not putting

23      Richard on the spot here -- and he mentioned it.

24      How would we structure that as far as --

25           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No, he wants to take it off
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1      the table.

2           MR. FLUKE:  Take the money off?

3           CAPTAIN BAKER:  The issue is --

4           MR. FLUKE:  Oh, I misunderstood.

5           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yeah, if we don't have this

6      and we don't start construction immediately,

7      because the land does not exist.  It has to be

8      filled.  It's quite a permitting process with Army

9      Corps, et cetera.

10           If next year Hurricane Ian wobbles a little

11      bit north, we're going to be broken.  We can't

12      operate from Manatee.  It will be devastating.  It

13      will be numerous delays.  Some pilots may just say

14      I can't do it and retire.  I mean, it's going to

15      be a -- it would be devastating for the

16      organization and the ports on the Bay.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah, I misunderstood.  I

18      guess I misspoke.

19           My initial thought was, you know, yeah,

20      that's a great idea, let's go to the port, you

21      know, take 2 percent or less than 2 percent of the

22      300,000 that they're boasting they're going to do.

23      They're saying that, you know, they're going to

24      support your pilots and what have you.  See if you

25      could take this charge off the table for that.
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1           What you're saying is right now it doesn't

2      look like it's going to happen.  So if we were to

3      approve this, we approve that particular charge,

4      what I'm saying is can there be continued effort

5      to try to get those grant dollars, if each year

6      you can do it, and if in fact you get those

7      dollars to fund this project you stop charging

8      this additional $860,000 a year?

9           MR. FLUKE:  Absolutely.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Chair, if I may, a

11      $5.9-million loan is $35,000 a month.  They're

12      asking for 860,000.  So how do you get that?

13           MS. STERN:  860 --

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  5.9 at 30 years at

15      6 percent, 35,000.  So how do you pay $860,000 a

16      year for a building that's going to cost you

17      $35,000 a month?  That comes out to be what,

18      70,000?  So you're doubling the income?

19           CAPTAIN BAKER:  We are looking to finance

20      over 10 years.  And 6 percent -- I don't know if

21      we do could --

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  35,000 a month over 10

23      years.

24           MS. STERN:  One at a time, please.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Time out.  Time out.  Let
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1      Captain Baker --

2           CAPTAIN BAKER:  This was a 10-year financing

3      range.  And 6 percent -- I mean, I -- I don't know

4      where that loan would come from for 6 percent for

5      something in this day and age.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And keep in mind, they're

7      going to be taxed on this $860,000.  Only 6

8      percent is coming through --

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But it continues even

10      after the building is paid for.

11           The point of it is it's a bid (sic) comes

12      now, and the income is part of the salaries after

13      it's paid for, sir.  So it continues and continues

14      and continues.

15           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No, it stops.

16           MS. STERN:  Are you saying there should be an

17      end point to it?

18           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No, I think it's not.  I

19      think they need to --

20           CAPTAIN BAKER:  10 years.

21           MR. FLUKE:  10 years was the end point.

22           MS. McNULTY:  Is that in your application?

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Madam Clerk's indicated

24      we are a business, so function like a business and

25      then have your tariffs, have that -- and you need
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1      to carve that out, not as a separate line item.

2           MS. STERN:  I see.

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  If you -- if you know

4      this is what it cost you to run your business,

5      then you put it in there; you know what you're

6      going to pull out of it, that's it.  But if you

7      tell everybody in the public that I want money for

8      this, I want money for that, money for this, how?

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Because in this case there

10      is a terminus at 10 years, okay?  If they put it

11      into the tariff, they'd have to back that out.

12           What they're saying is we're going to isolate

13      it for 10 years, this particular funding, and at

14      that time it stops.

15           And my point is, if we can continue to try to

16      get grants, you know, and in fact not have this

17      pass-through, great.  If they don't get grants,

18      then they're going to have this for 10 years.

19           Captain Seuter?

20           MS. McNULTY:  I want to clarify.  On the

21      application it's Bates page 49.  Page 3 of the

22      application.  It does not limit it to 10 years in

23      your application.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That was my point also.

25      I'm fully in support of this fee because I
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1      understand the grave need for it.  It does not

2      sunset as it's currently written.  And in whatever

3      adjustment is made or not made, it does have to be

4      clarified.  Agreed.  That's what I wanted to say

5      also.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  It's for ten years so it's

7      just a table run for 10 years.

8           MS. McNULTY:  What?  Oh, I'm actually looking

9      at the application.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  The application, right.

11           MS. McNULTY:  I wrote down like all the

12      things.

13           It's okay.  That's something that can be

14      clarified when --

15           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I did mention in my comments

16      that it was requested for 10 years.

17           MS. McNULTY:  Understand.  Just trying to --

18      you know, we're picky sometimes as lawyers.

19           MR. FLUKE:  That's okay.  It's a good

20      clarification.

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So I have a question

22      also.  If there is funding that comes through,

23      let's say the Port Authority works out something

24      and gets a grant money, then what happens at that

25      point in time?  What if the grant money doesn't
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1      cover all of the expense or only a portion of the

2      expense and that happens a year from now?  You've

3      already spent money, we're already into this

4      thing, we're going.  I think we need some clarity

5      about what happens at that point in time and if

6      there's -- if the account is overvalued, what

7      happens to that remaining fund?

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But it's an asset on

9      their books.  They're going to get depreciation

10      and interest as a write-off.  And I get that

11      they're getting that money as an income, but it's

12      going to be taxed, they're going to get the

13      depreciation -- it's their asset.  So they need to

14      put it as part of inside their bill rate.  I mean,

15      we don't have line items in business.  And if they

16      say they're a business, then you're running it as

17      a business that, okay, this is my hourly rate, in

18      in that hourly rate I already got my own Excel

19      spreadsheet, how much I'm carving out for this,

20      this, this, that's it.  That's really how business

21      operates.

22           And now that building is going to be going --

23      and it doesn't even say it in the application it

24      stops.  Now the building lasts for another 50, 60

25      years.  So what happens to all that income?
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, I don't.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Well, I'm sorry, with

3      all due respect, I've never seen anybody give

4      money back.

5           MS. STERN:  They'd have to come back in for a

6      rate decrease.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Unless it's stipulated in

9      the order.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  10 years from now.

11      Okay.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Then stipulations go for 10

13      years.

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We would have to write

15      that in that it sunsets at 10 years.

16           MS. STERN:  That's right.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That's easily done.

18           MS. STERN:  Yeah.

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And we could also put

20      in language that if there's a grant, that there's

21      a mechanism to either return it or cease the -- to

22      stop it at that point.  This does not seem to be

23      such a large hurdle.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I would agree.

25           COMMISSIONER HODGE:   I agree.
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1           MR. FLUKE:  Because again --

2           MS. McNULTY:  Mr. Seuter, I do agree if

3      something -- if for some reason they had a

4      grant -- I mean, if something changes in the

5      tariff, they have to come back and they need to

6      change the tariff, right?

7           Do they -- so if you were going to reduce

8      something, like saying that if in the future

9      they're given a grant and then it's whatever, then

10      they need to come in and ask for the tariff to be

11      reduced.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So I'm glad you said

13      that.  Do they then have to submit another

14      application?

15           So what I'm saying is that in 18 months,

16      every 18 months somebody could submit a new

17      application.  You can't change what you've already

18      written, right?

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Well, I have a question.

20      That's why I have to have an attorney within arms

21      length here to see what we can and can't do.

22           Why couldn't -- if they accept this, why

23      couldn't we have something where it says if we

24      approve this particular item, you know, what

25      they're asking for, $860,000 a year, if they in
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1      turn are successful in getting grant money or

2      something to the extent of that, why can't this

3      sunset out at that point in time?

4           MS. McNULTY:  Mr. Law has a question for you.

5           MR. LAW:  After 18 months, if things came to

6      fruition, and rather than the pilots coming back

7      to you, having to get an audit, spending all this

8      money, Port Authority could file an application to

9      reduce the rate, reduce the tariff at very low

10      cost.  So they would kind of be the watch doing on

11      that -- on that tariff, whether it was a fee or

12      built into the rates.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But with all due

14      respect, now you're asking us to force the port to

15      manage them.  How does that work?

16           MR. LAW:  I was trying to give a --

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  How -- no, I appreciate

18      that --

19           MR. LAW:  -- simpler solution.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- but now you're asking

21      a governmental entity to oversee a private entity

22      to make sure that they get something that is not

23      even written right in the -- in the application.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Well, they would have the

25      motivation to know that if these costs are not
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1      being, you know, allocated to their customers, so

2      to speak, and that's the reason -- that's what

3      they're here for.  They're basically saying we

4      don't want, you know, all these costs to their

5      customers, so they certainly would have the

6      motivation to make that filing.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  How do you say that, if

8      you don't want all these costs to these customers,

9      who is paying for that?  The customers.  The

10      customers are going to pay for it whether it's all

11      in bulk or line item, the end of day the end-users

12      are the ones that are paying for it.  So --

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- you can't say you

15      don't want all these costs to your customers when

16      that's who is paying for all this.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I understand, but what I'm

18      saying is they'd have the motivation to eliminate

19      this $860,000 a year if in fact they found another

20      source to pay for this station.

21           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But if you're giving me

22      $860,000 a year, that means I know I got my money

23      without having to worry about it.  What motivates

24      me to go get it?  I got my money coming in from

25      the customers of $860,000 a year.  Oh, I'm going
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1      to run out to replace that debt?  Come on.  I got

2      my loan.  I got my money.  I got it paid for based

3      upon my customers.  Thank you, customers, you guys

4      are giving me $860,000 a year.  I don't need to go

5      to a bank or go to another grant money.  I'm just

6      giving them a check for 860,000 bucks a year.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Do you -- do you not think

8      it's in their best interest to not pass on anymore

9      costs to their customers than they have to?

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Not -- no.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I think differently.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  I'm just telling

13      you based upon --

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  If this association could

15      do whatever they need to do to have safe passage

16      and what have you and could do it at a lesser

17      cost, I think the motivation would be there to do

18      it.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  That's why we're

20      here, right?

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yep.

22           Any questions?

23           MS. McNULTY:  We were just discussing food

24      for thought that should you approve this whether

25      it's possible to put language in the order, this
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1      is what you're approving to say if a grant -- if

2      the grant is, you know, granted, that require the

3      pilots to file an amendment within, you know,

4      within a specified -- solely related to that

5      issue, so to reduce the tariff?  George is saying

6      no.  I mean, just to -- just to get rid of the

7      grant, I mean, to -- if the intent is to reduce

8      that collection of that fee.

9           MR. MEROS:  George Meros.  Shutts & Bowen.

10      Excuse me.

11           I don't think legally there's a problem in

12      doing what is discussed like this, and I certainly

13      don't think that would require an additional

14      application.

15           MS. McNULTY:  I'm not saying an application,

16      just an amendment solely for the purpose of that

17      one provision, just to look at that one rate.

18           Is that something --

19           MR. MEROS:  I'm just a lawyer.

20           MS. McNULTY:  Me too.

21           MR. MEROS:  That means I don't know anything.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Oh, boy, don't -- everybody

23      in the room knows you, George.  Give me a break.

24      I'm just from the farm and --

25           MR. MEROS:  And Chairman Benson is doing such
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1      a good job --

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah, sure.

3           MR. MEROS:  -- or was doing.  Now I don't

4      know.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Do I still have my wallet?

6      No.

7           MR. MEROS:  But I -- my perspective legally

8      is it's entirely appropriate to do what Chairman

9      Benson is saying and what you're deciding, unless

10      my lawyer tells me otherwise.

11           We're just looking at the statute.

12           MS. McNULTY:  Why don't you just think about

13      it.  I'm not sure.  We're just -- we're trying to

14      puzzle through it as well.

15           MR. MEROS:  Yes.  The answer is yes.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  The question is how do we

17      get there, you know?

18           MS. McNULTY:  And protecting the rate,

19      protecting --

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Commissioner Seuter?

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Chairman Benson, I

22      think it's important to differentiate a common

23      business asset from this critical infrastructure.

24      There is no piloting without this pilot station.

25      It's not a gift.  It's not income to the pilots.
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1      It's different.  It needs to be treated in our

2      minds differently than just another asset in

3      the -- in their back pocket.

4           There is no pilotage service in Tampa Bay

5      without doing this.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I agree.  The only -- the

7      only organization that's going to take different

8      approach in terms of this is not income to the

9      pilots is the IRS.  It's just it's going to be

10      revenue they're going to be taxed on as time goes

11      on.

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'd like to say I know

13      we have somebody here from the Port Authority

14      still and this is a critical piece of

15      infrastructure that could shut this entire port

16      down.

17           I'm curious as to why the Port Authority

18      hasn't done more in terms of the grant process to

19      help the pilots get this piece of infrastructure

20      into place.

21           THE REPORTER:  Excuse me.  There's a lot of

22      conversation on this side.  Thank you.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Oh, I'm sorry.  You

24      want me to start over?

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, you were the one who
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1      had the floor.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay, sorry.  So for

3      me, I know of other ports that they would have

4      considered this vital and they would be very

5      involved in making sure that this never affected

6      the overall port business.

7           So I'm curious when it comes to the grant

8      process, and I've been involved in those multiple

9      times, port authorities typically take the lead on

10      behalf of whoever the tenant is or whatever the

11      piece of infrastructure that's needed, and they

12      try every effort that they can to secure the

13      money.

14           Has that been done?  I need to feel confident

15      that the Port Authority has done that.

16           And if they're not getting the grant, why

17      not?  They're getting grants for a lot of other

18      things, $300-million worth.

19           MR. KLUG:  We're not getting $300-million

20      worth.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Well, sorry.  That

22      number was thrown around earlier.

23           MR. KLUG:  I just want to clarify that.

24      Grants aren't necessarily that easy to get.  So

25      you have to apply for a grant that's available
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1      with that particular matter.  So we get grants,

2      but they're matching grants.  Sometimes we have to

3      pay 75 percent, sometimes we have to pay 50

4      percent.  So that's the situation.

5           If there were a grant available, FDOT or

6      someone had a grant available, there is usually a

7      contribution.  So we'd be basically a local

8      sponsor for that grant, but we wouldn't actually

9      be paying that grant out.

10           But that's to say that these grants are

11      readily available, just pick them off a tree.  It

12      doesn't come out that easily.  So you have to

13      apply for that process.  There has to be a pot of

14      money specifically for that type of matter,

15      intermodal-type matter, whatever the matter is.

16      We have a CIST funds, there's different types of

17      funds.  It has to qualify for that.  It's not that

18      you can just go out, "I want money for a pilot

19      station," and it's there.

20           So that's the theory here, you're saying.

21      And as I said, we're willing to work with the

22      pilots to do that.

23           Going back 10 years in that particular

24      location, I think DOT had an issue about a pilot

25      station there initially because the fueling
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1      station and the proximity to the bridge.  And

2      again, that was a big issue.  There's basically a

3      clear zone between the bridge and any type of

4      fueling stations.  That was an issue.

5           So it's a sliver of land that the port has

6      some title to because we own the sovereign

7      submerged lands within Hillsborough County, this

8      is the middle part of the Skyway Bridge we're

9      talking about.  The bridge itself and the

10      right-of-way is owned by DOT.  So it's basically

11      some overfill areas that we claim title to, that's

12      why we're involved at all.

13           So this is, as far as a vital station, I

14      think is a community issue, quite frankly.  You

15      know, it's how far do you commute?  What location

16      to commute from?  The Manatee side, Pinellas side,

17      or from the Hillsborough side?  So I don't know

18      where the burden on Port Tampa Bay is, per se, for

19      this, but we're willing to cooperate.

20           And I said, we know and understand, we try to

21      work with the pilots, we understand what they do

22      is very vital, very -- you know, but there may be

23      other opportunities as well.  Maybe at other

24      locations they could have a pilot boat closer to

25      that area in Pinellas County, for instance.
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1           But going back to this issue of the fees, the

2      $215 per move that's been calculated I think in

3      Mr. Law's report is 860,000 a year.  And over 10

4      years it's 8,600,000.  I think 11 years is nine

5      million and change.  That's not including

6      3 percent increases, or 6 percent increases as

7      well.

8           So any type of determination on that, which I

9      don't think it's permissible to begin with, but if

10      you decide that you want to do that, there needs

11      to be a cap.

12           He's talking about the station is only

13      $5.9-million.  That $215 with CPI adjustments,

14      perhaps, could go on indefinitely.  And that's why

15      if you're trying to consider that today, there

16      needs to be a limit on that.

17           So yeah, we're here to do whatever we can.

18      But like I say, it's not that that money is easily

19      available and all we have to do is fill out some

20      paperwork and get it.

21           So we'll try to get that money.

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Thank you very much.

23      And I know this has been an issue for a while.

24      We've known that Egmont Key is a problem, right?

25      That's my understanding.
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1           MR. KLUG:  Yes.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So have you guys

3      attempted at all to apply for a grant?

4           MR. KLUG:  I can't say for sure, because I

5      don't apply for grants --

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.

7           MR. KLUG:  -- but I think there has to be a

8      grant that is available some place that we can

9      apply for it.  See, I don't even know that's the

10      case.  That's not something I normally work, get

11      involved in as far as applying for grants.

12           If there is a grant that is available for

13      this particular matter, that's something we could

14      apply for, right.  I mean, there's grants now for,

15      you know, clean energy and green matters, things

16      like that.  There's a lot of grants available for

17      that.  We're working on those.  They're called

18      ironing in the port.  But there has to be a pot of

19      money available for this specific type of item.

20      I'm not saying we can go -- there's billions of

21      dollars of grant money and we can apply and get

22      it.  It has to be a specific pot available for

23      something like this.

24           As I said, we can work with the pilots on

25      doing that.  I can't tell you if we are or not.  I
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1      can't tell you there is no money available.  I

2      don't know.  But it's possible that we looked at

3      it and said there is not a specific pot of money

4      for something like this that we can apply for.

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Let me ask a question.

6      I'm sorry.

7           MR. KLUG:  Yes, sir.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  The location that

9      they're asking for, is the port -- are you guys

10      saying the port will lease it to you guys?

11           CAPTAIN BAKER:  (Nods head.)

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Great.

13           From what I am -- I understood in the Port of

14      Miami, for grants, the stakeholder, which is the

15      lessee, who is leasing it, is allowed to file for

16      grant money.  Because I know some of the port

17      people, like POMTOC or South Florida Container has

18      gotten grant monies from the government for

19      certain securities and certain things.

20           If you have a lease with the port, you don't

21      have to be a governmental agency to get grants.  A

22      private entity could get grants for the port.

23      Now, I can tell you post 9/11 they were giving

24      them 100 percent.  Then they went down to 75

25      percent, then down to 50 percent.  It all depends
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1      on the grant that's out there because we've done

2      it and gotten approved as a business.

3           So it's not just the port itself, that's what

4      I'm saying.

5           MS. McNULTY:  Two things.  Reading this, I'm

6      not sure they would have -- if they came back

7      they'd have to like do an application.  So I don't

8      know that that's an option just to say, carve out

9      just for that tariff.  Just as I read the statute,

10      I don't know that that's an option.

11           The other thing is just for clarity, that

12      escalator, the 6 percent for three years and then

13      3 percent for seven years following that, it

14      specifically excludes the pilot station capital

15      fund just for the record.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.  Right.  That's in the

17      application?

18           MS. McNULTY:  That's in the application.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Good.

20           Other comments?

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  No, I think I agree

22      there would be a way to write it in there that

23      says that this approved amount would be able to

24      cease upon receipt -- you know, the receipt of a

25      grant.  And so you're saying that that isn't
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1      possible?

2           MS. McNULTY:  I'm not sure because how do we

3      know when that is?  I mean, so when does -- a

4      tariff needs to be very specific so everybody

5      knows.  So, I'm struggling with that a little bit.

6           MS. STERN:  I'm thinking the opposite, which

7      isn't always -- you know, suppose there was some

8      kind of condition and there was somebody wanted to

9      come in and raise -- just been through a big rate

10      hearing and then a little while later they wanted

11      to come in and just amend it to increase some --

12      make an increase for something that had already

13      been discussed and was, you know, known about and

14      everything, we couldn't write that into an Order

15      and just say, "And if X, Y and Z conditions are

16      met, then the fee will -- the X -- the fee on

17      whatever will come into play."

18           I mean, we can't do -- you have to do a rate

19      hearing for an increase.  And it's the same logic

20      for why you have to do it for a decrease.

21           But I still -- I mean, I understand the

22      struggle, and like, the practicality.  It's like

23      the increase is going to effect people adversely,

24      so you want more process.  The decrease doesn't.

25           But it -- it needs to get -- I think the
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1      proper way to do it, let me put it this way, is to

2      come in for a rate decrease.  But as far as

3      considering the practicalities that I can think of

4      right here and now, I don't see a downside to just

5      writing it in a Notice of Intent.  I don't know,

6      Donna --

7           MS. McNULTY:  I don't know what you mean by

8      that, writing it into --

9           MS. STERN:  Yeah, just saying if -- we have

10      to put in some conditions.

11           If the port finds that they do get a grant

12      for the new station, they have to cease imposing

13      the fee for the new station.  And I don't -- you

14      know, they have to -- we have to know what they're

15      going to do with the money they've already

16      collected because theoretically, they won't need

17      it.  And we probably want to put something in

18      there like, "And they have to give us like a

19      status report every year to let us know what is

20      going on.  Are they still paying the fee or not?"

21           We just -- it's something we want to keep a

22      close eye on.  So I can see conditions like that.

23      And I can see Donna is maybe feeling uncomfortable

24      with that.

25           MS. McNULTY:  I do feel uncomfortable with
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1      that.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But how are we going to

3      know?  And this is what you're putting language of

4      "what ifs" on the table when no one in here has

5      even said the type or how much or what the minimum

6      that the government's going to give you on grant.

7      That was the moral of my story.

8           If I got my $860,000 coming in, I don't know

9      what the grant struck -- might be 50 percent down,

10      they say we don't have $2.9-million to give them.

11      So they can't go down that road.  They got

12      approved for a grant but they need 50 percent

13      down.  They don't have an extra $3-million to give

14      them.  I'm saying maybe they do, I'm just using

15      that.

16           Or you go to the SBA and you get a 10 percent

17      down, you got a loan you got approved because you

18      got the land, you got a land lease, then I go get

19      an SBA loan, which you can for a building.  And

20      whatever the cost is the cost is.  That, you're

21      going to know the monetary amount.

22           You're asking to vote on what if the

23      government does this, this, this.  I'm not a

24      federal government.  I don't know what their

25      financials are going to be able to give them or
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1      not give them, because that's all these things are

2      predicated on a lot bigger things that none of us

3      here have control of.

4           How is that fair?  The pilot station needs to

5      be dealt with, I think, with the port, not us.  I

6      think the burden of responsibility -- because as

7      the Tampa -- Tampa Port Authority is trying to

8      promote business; a part of it is helping to show

9      the safety and -- for the pilots.  That is their

10      port.  It is not the pilots' port.  It is their

11      port because they operate every vessel coming in,

12      but who owns that land is Tampa Port Authority.

13           Now, how do we force Tampa Port Authority to

14      come up with funds to help them figure out a way

15      to help get the problem resolved?  Because if they

16      can't function, that means, with all due respect,

17      then the burden of cost is going to fall on the

18      customers.  So if they keep it this way, then the

19      cost has to be raised to somebody, right?  They're

20      fueling a different place, they're running all

21      over the map, I mean, crazy.

22           So the Tampa Port Authority should be the

23      responsible party to accommodate the pilots, to

24      help.

25           MR. KLUG:  I want to clarify, Commissioners.
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1           This is land that's not typical land that

2      requires fee simple.  This is very unusual land.

3      So the way we got titled this land was from a

4      transfer from the state of Florida for the board

5      of trustees internal trust fund.  So by our

6      enabling legislation, they transferred all the

7      sovereign submerged lands then owned by the state

8      of Florida, if any.  We have to figure out what

9      that is.

10           So it's not we got a deed.  We didn't get a

11      deed.  We got it because it's sovereign lands that

12      were filled in.  So we don't actually have a fee

13      simple deed to that particular parcel that we're

14      talking about.

15           So the reason why I raise that is because it

16      also raises some questions about permit.  We have

17      to get building permits, et cetera.  We don't know

18      if this could be permitted at this location.

19      There's still work that needs to be done here.

20           This is theoretical.  We've had conversations

21      with the pilots about doing this.  I mean, it's a

22      great idea if we can get it done.  It's a good

23      location.  But I'm not sure it can actually get

24      built on that location, quite frankly.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And --
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1           MR. KLUG:  So there's a lot of theories here.

2      A lot of theoretical issues.

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And if we're going to

4      say we're giving monies for a location that we

5      don't even know it's going to be approved, how is

6      that -- that's like a shot in the dark.

7           I think that the whole idea is they need a

8      location.  I can't -- I don't live here.  I don't

9      know the port; they do.  Nobody -- and most of us

10      here don't.  We don't know that location.

11           If the port has another location that they

12      control, they should be helping the pilots, just

13      like they do in other ports.

14           MR. KLUG:  Well, I can maybe comment.  Again,

15      this is something I'm not really --

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No, I'm not saying

17      you --

18           MR. KLUG:  -- shouldn't be speaking about,

19      but I mean, the current location at Egmont Key,

20      there's going to be some beneficial fill material,

21      reused material once we do the dredging.  Like I

22      said, we're going to get this channel deepened and

23      we're going to get turning and passing lanes.

24      We're going to have to be -- this could be a place

25      to put that fill material.  It can go over Egmont
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1      Key and help support it perhaps.

2           I mean, the bigger issue at Egmont Key

3      perhaps is they're losing their lease.  I mean, I

4      don't know if it's about erosion, but if they need

5      beneficial fill, you know, fill -- that

6      consolidated rock that's going to be dredged, that

7      could go at that location.  I mean, Egmont Key

8      could continue being the site for those 16

9      cottages there, and maybe they could continue

10      using that site.

11           I'm saying, I'm not positive this could be

12      done on the Skyway Bridge.  It's a portion of the

13      Skyway Bridge.  So like I said, we -- we've been

14      talking to the pilots about it.  It's theoretical.

15      I don't know if it's going to happen or not.  So

16      that's the issue about if you have to authorize

17      this fee that gets passed on to all the shippers,

18      what happens if it can't get done?  Where does

19      that money go?  Does it go into a trust fund?

20           It may not get built for three years.  Does

21      that money just sit in a trust fund for three

22      years?

23           What happens to that money?  Is it

24      distributed as income?  You know, what happens to

25      it?
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1           So going back for a rate decrease, I

2      understand you have to be a customer that's

3      actually paying that.  That's a question I have,

4      too, about if we go back, if we have to file in 18

5      months or two years or five years for a rate

6      decrease, do we have standing as the Port

7      Authority to do that, to file that rate decrease?

8      So that's another question I have.

9           MS. STERN:  You're an affected entity.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  It's an interested party.

11           MR. KLUG:  But do we have to show our income

12      statement and things like that, or we have to show

13      theirs or --

14           MS. STERN:  No.  No, port -- there's more

15      substantive showing for a pilot association

16      than -- for an application than for a non-pilot

17      association.  And --

18           MR. KLUG:  I'm aware the FCC has done that

19      before.  And so I know it's possible.

20           I want to make sure we can do that, if that's

21      something we have to do to go back and say we want

22      a rate decrease.

23           Like I said, we want to cooperate.  We want

24      to work with the pilots.  We understand their

25      function.  It's a very important function.  But
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1      also, we're talking, you know, some hypotheticals

2      and, you know, theoretical issues here.

3           MS. McNULTY:  The rules say, "Applications by

4      persons other than a pilot or a group of pilots

5      for change shall be filed on a document by the

6      committee," blah, blah, blah.

7           MS. STERN:  And it says -- well, now I'm

8      looking at the statute.  It says you have to

9      provide information regarding the financial

10      statement of interest, the financial statement of

11      the interested parties, which would be -- you have

12      to file a financial statement, only to the extent

13      that such financial information is made relevant

14      by the application or subsequent argument before

15      the committee.

16           So it's a -- it's not -- it's a much

17      reduced -- much reduced information.  You don't

18      have to get us, like, a certified financial.

19           MR. KLUG:  That's my recollection of the

20      statute was there was a financial statement

21      requirement.  I wasn't sure if it would be

22      applicable to us.

23           And just make sure, if you go down that road,

24      if that's something that we're supposed to have

25      the burden to go back and file for this, do we --
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1      can we actually do it.

2           We don't want to do it.  We prefer not to

3      have to do that, but if we have to do that, do we

4      have standing to do that?

5           MS. STERN:  "Persons other than a pilot or

6      group of pilots."

7           The statute says, "In the case of an

8      application for a rate change filed on behalf of

9      persons other than a pilot or group of pilots."

10           So let's see.  I don't -- I think somewhere

11      it says you have to be an interested party.  I

12      don't think it's like a substantial interest, but

13      I do think you would meet the substantial interest

14      test.

15           Let me look at -- I don't see why you

16      wouldn't, but -- okay.  Yeah, I think Tara

17      might --

18           MS. PRICE:  Hi.  This is Tara Price with

19      Shutts & Bowen.

20           The beginning of subparagraph 2 requires that

21      it be a pilot, a group of pilots, or other person

22      or group of persons whose substantial interests

23      are directly affected by the rates established by

24      the board.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So but the Tampa Bay --
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1      the Tampa Port Authority is not directly affected

2      on the rate.  How?

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, a lot of people in this

4      room are, so.  They'll find an interested party,

5      believe me.

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Again --

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  It should be the easiest

8      task.

9           MS. McNULTY:  But to -- I want to paint the

10      big picture, so -- and please correct me if I

11      don't have any part of this right.

12           So Egmont Key has significant issues.  You

13      know, the pilots are walking underwater with

14      rattle snakes everywhere and sewage, et cetera,

15      et cetera, right?  I mean, okay, so that's the way

16      I understood what was going on there.  And it's

17      eroding.

18           Then the -- the potential pilot station where

19      we're talking about by the Sunshine (sic) Bridge,

20      if I understand what you're saying is there's not

21      even land there yet, it's not -- they have the

22      issues with the lease.  I mean, the --

23           MR. KLUG:  No, I'm sorry --

24           CAPTAIN BAKER:  There's land.

25           MR. KLUG:  If I can clarify.  There is some
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1      land there.  The land is considered to be overfill

2      connects to the Skyway Bridge.  So there's the

3      right-of-way owned by the Florida Department of

4      Transportation, the former State Road Department.

5      There's some overfill.  And since that overfill is

6      former sovereign lands, we can claim that, but is

7      it buildable, permittable?

8           Like I said, we're -- we would like to work

9      and assume it is, but I can't tell you we can do

10      that when -- I'm just saying that it's not -- it's

11      still theoretical, can we do that, can we get a

12      building permit on it?

13           It's not land we acquired by fee simple deed.

14      Someone transferred it to us.  And also it's not

15      land that's, you know, inland or some other place

16      that's easily buildable.  I mean, there's a lot of

17      questions about it.

18           As I said, that doesn't mean we won't work

19      with the pilots to try to get something

20      accomplished, I'm saying there's other issues here

21      in that matter.

22           MS. McNULTY:  And how long is this process in

23      terms of trying to determine whether or not it's

24      feasible to build in that location?

25           MR. KLUG:  Well, I think you have to file --
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1      you might have building permit issues and I'm not

2      sure what the elevations are required and all the

3      other issues they have nowadays, you know, with

4      building property on, you know, on the waterfront

5      like that in that location.

6           Is that a buildable area?  It doesn't have

7      zoning as far as I know.  It's just -- it's part

8      of that causeway leading up to the Skyway Bridge.

9      So it's not a typical, you know, land use like IH,

10      HI land use or zoning, or industry.  It doesn't

11      have that kind of thing.  I don't think there's

12      any zoning or land use on there.  We may have some

13      questions, and that's -- there's been a lot of

14      changes the last five or 10 years with, you

15      know -- about not allowing things to be built in

16      areas that will have proper zoning and land use.

17      There's just a lot of issues there.

18           Like I said, going back, I'm not saying we're

19      not -- we're not here to help, I just want you to

20      be aware of that.  It's not a fait accompli that

21      we can do this.

22           MS. McNULTY:  My question is, is it very

23      speculative that is something this committee needs

24      to determine is is that particular location too

25      speculative?
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1           CAPTAIN GLYNN:  Peter Glynn from Tampa

2      Pilots.  And if I can, I've been involved in the

3      planning of this for about 10 years now.

4           So if you look here, here's Egmont Key with

5      the current elevation of two feet.  Now,

6      Mr. Klug's talked about fill and mitigation.  They

7      do that every two years already on Egmont Key when

8      they dredge the channel, and they make Egmont Key

9      bigger.  That sand leaves.  It's gone about every

10      year.  So we've tried that.  It doesn't work.

11           You can also say, for example, Hurricane Ian

12      had a 12-foot storm surge.  Egmont Key is

13      currently two feet high.  So are we going to make

14      Egmont Key 30 feet high?  Because that's what

15      you'd have to do to use it.

16           So right now we're running our pilot boats

17      from here.  You can see how far of a run this is.

18      Anything east of the Skyway or north of the Skyway

19      just for fuel consumption and efficiency purposes

20      is just not going to work because it's too far

21      away, right?  So that leaves us this section of

22      area of the Bay for a pilot station.

23           This is a state park in Pinellas.  We went to

24      that Pinellas, Carolyn, 20 years ago?  And asked

25      them for a piece of land here.  We were told no,
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1      it's not available.  In fact, they made it very

2      clear they were not interested at all in talking

3      with us about it.  It's now a doing park.  So

4      that -- that ship has sailed.

5           Now, the Skyway Bridge -- we're talking about

6      our new pilot station here.  So it makes the run a

7      little bit longer, but it is a good spot for

8      several reasons.  They already have built on this

9      location.  The Blackthorn Memorial is right here.

10      So they've already done construction here.  It's

11      been done.

12           The other thing about this area, if you think

13      about, for example, when Hurricane Irma came

14      through five years ago, the road out to Fort

15      De Soto Park and all these places was closed for

16      over a week just because of storm damage.

17           This is I-275.  You got to figure if we have

18      a hurricane closure on one of our roads, that

19      would be the first one they get open, right?

20      Because it's a major artery through the Tampa Bay

21      area.  It's right here near where our pilot

22      station is.  So this can be done.

23           We have spoken with Port Tampa Bay

24      engineering.  They have told us this can be done.

25      Obviously you can run into roadblocks with permits
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1      and things like that, but they have looked at this

2      with us, they have given us engineering drawings,

3      they have given us a cost estimate, and that's all

4      included in your package.

5           And you know, one -- one other thing,

6      Commissioner Assal keeps talking about running a

7      business.  Right now we're running a business from

8      an island.  That right there in itself is a huge

9      cost that we have because it's an island.

10      Everything has to come by boat, including our fuel

11      when we had the ability to fuel there.  Now we can

12      bring trucks, bulk fuel.

13           It's just -- it's a perfect solution for us,

14      again the limitations of geography.

15           MS. STERN:  Can I ask you a question?

16           CAPTAIN GLYNN:  Of course.

17           MS. STERN:  And I guess the other people here

18      want an answer.

19           This is very speculative.  And typically in

20      rate setting we don't do -- this is way too

21      speculative for a rate setting.

22           But to ameliorate some of the speculation

23      somehow, so you're getting it for 10 years, you're

24      asking for it for 10 years.  What about having it

25      for five years and seeing what happens, and then
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1      if you know -- will you know by then whether it's

2      going to really work?  Would that be something to

3      get you started and you'll either know by then or

4      you won't know by then, you know, where you stand?

5      Is that something that could work?

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Marlena, it -- we all

7      respect your opinions as board counsel, but that

8      seems a point of negotiation as opposed to finding

9      a mechanism to make it work or decide not to make

10      it work.  I'm not sure we should --

11           MS. STERN:  Okay.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I think that's beyond,

13      perhaps, what the board counsel should be

14      recommending.

15           MS. STERN:  Okay.  Well, that's fine.  Well,

16      strictly speaking legally, I think it's too

17      speculative for a rate -- to be put into a rate.

18           CAPTAIN GLYNN:  Any other questions for me?

19      Thank you.

20           MR. MEROS:  Give me just one minute.

21           CAPTAIN BENSON:  Yes.

22           MR. MEROS:  I think everyone with good faith

23      is trying to evaluate this, but we cannot forget

24      the fact that it's the Florida Legislature that

25      mandates these -- these efforts in every way and
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1      it's the Florida Legislature that mandates that

2      the commission will try to develop and bring the

3      best pilots and with the safest boats, the safe --

4      the safest history for all of the best and

5      brightest.  And what's been handed to us around

6      here now is, well, Egmont Key might not have a

7      permit, Egmont Key, I know from growing up, is

8      going to be washed out real soon and it's going to

9      make me very sad.

10           But in the meantime, we're kind of frozen

11      with regard to, is there speculation here?  Is

12      there speculation there?

13           It's the Legislature that gave the pilots the

14      authority to say, Go get an application, and go

15      and prove our system and make sure that we get the

16      safest, best people.  And if there's a

17      handwringing about, you know, concerns of five

18      years or 10 years, these sorts of product -- I

19      mean, these sorts of proposals could be five or 10

20      or 15 years.  But it's the process of development,

21      that ultimately, hopefully, our system gets that

22      much safer, that much greater for all of the

23      public.

24           And so I would -- I would urge the Commission

25      to think more about is there a way to approve
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1      something subject to fair and legal approvals?  I

2      have not seen anything from a legal perspective to

3      say that as a matter of law, the pilots cannot do

4      this.

5           And so I would just urge the Commission

6      and -- urge the Commission to think about that to

7      some extent and then I will leave alone.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  George, we appreciate your

9      comments.  I knew you couldn't do it within one

10      minute.  That's okay.

11           MR. MEROS:  Okay, three minutes.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Any other issues, comments,

13      deliberations?  I threw the first monkey on the --

14           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah, I have a

15      question for legal team here regarding the fees

16      that came up that we couldn't do that -- that

17      pilot boat fund fees, et cetera, and I know we've

18      done it in the past.  And I'd like to hear what

19      you can tell me about that.

20           MS. McNULTY:  The statute says the Committee

21      shall fix rates of pilotage pursuant to this

22      section based on the following vessel

23      characteristics, and then it lists a laundry list

24      starting with the length through the draft and

25      then Subsection F says "Any combination of vessel
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1      characteristic listed in this subsection or any

2      other vessel characteristic or characteristics."

3           This Committee historically has a number of

4      fees set apart.  And beyond the ones that are

5      considered, quote, unquote, ancillary fees, there

6      are all kinds of fees that are in many rate cases,

7      including, you know, a docking and undocking fee,

8      cancellation.  Those I would suggest are -- one

9      could make an argument that those are components

10      of pilotage.  I mean, if that's your position,

11      that's what you need to do for setting a rate of

12      pilotage.  And I think that Subsection F where it

13      says "Any combination of the vessel

14      characteristics listed or any other relevant

15      vessel characteristic," I would say you combine

16      them all and it's a vessel and it applies,

17      those -- they don't fit -- apply to all vessels.

18      That could be the argument in support for those

19      type of fees.

20           The alternative is if you didn't have these,

21      quote, unquote, ancillary fees, those rates would

22      be subsumed in whatever rates you set for

23      otherwise and those would presumably be increased.

24      So it's just a matter of how you're allocating

25      them is the way I read this statute.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But, excuse me.  No

2      matter what fees they receive, no one could really

3      tell them how to spend those monies for whatever

4      they said.  Am I pretty accurate?

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Why not?

6           MS. McNULTY:  I don't disagree with you

7      because there is no check on that.  But so when

8      you're setting any rate --

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Any rate.

10           MS. McNULTY:  Any rate, whatever the rate

11      that this committee sets, even if it says it's for

12      "fill in the blank," that's what all -- that's

13      what the pilots are entitled to collect for

14      piloting.

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You can't tell them

16      you've got to spend it here, do it here, do it

17      there?

18           MS. McNULTY:  That's right.  So, you know,

19      like taxes, you know, I mean, they're going to get

20      you one way or another.  If they call it a tax or

21      a fee, if they're going to imbed it when you fill

22      up your gas or they get a state income tax,

23      they're going to get their money.  They're going

24      to collect it.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And back to some of the
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1      arguments, and I think as we've gone through other

2      pilots rate review board and they've got their

3      increases and somebody did or didn't, whatever the

4      case may be, fuel as we bring up here so much has

5      been part of their expenses, too.  So does that

6      mean every 18 months -- and they have the right --

7      to come in for fuel?  Well, we know eventually,

8      God willing, the war is over and fuel goes down.

9      Are the cruise lines or the cargo companies going

10      to get a rebate because their fuel went down by $2

11      a gallon?

12           So how do we -- I wasn't given the crystal

13      ball to know what the future tells you.  We're all

14      paying fuel costs.  But I don't think fuel cost

15      has doubled, with all due respect.

16           MS. McNULTY:  I think the one check on all of

17      this is that whatever you set the rates to be, any

18      other affected entity can come in after 18 months

19      and say too much, here is my filing to reduce it.

20      That's the ultimate check on what it is this

21      committee does.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So I get it.  FedEx has

23      a fuel surcharge that they put on there and they

24      publicize and they do it to everyone.  I get all

25      that.
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1           I can tell you I know, before I even got

2      involved with the Pilots Rate Review Board, some

3      of the cruise lines got sued for doing that.  But

4      I got it.

5           But no one could tell you what the future is.

6      What if, okay, they buy a 500-gallon gas truck and

7      they start pumping their own fuel because it's not

8      for resale?  Now they're buying it at $1.99 versus

9      4.99.  So we don't know what that's going to come

10      out to be in the future.  Why are we asked today

11      for what today's costs are?

12           And at the same time, here we go again, the

13      building.  The building, I get, they need.  I get

14      the port needs to help facilitate, which counsel

15      said that's what they're trying to do.

16           No permits have been pulled, he said

17      engineering said they could do it, there's no

18      process, no agreement with the port, there's no

19      documentation signed with the Port of Tampa saying

20      we're going to give you this land, here is the

21      lease amount.  Because if he's talked to

22      engineering and they said we could build it that

23      would be fine, I mean, these things should have

24      been here.  It means I should have seen something

25      saying they've got a lease, they've got an
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1      agreement, they got it done, then we could pass

2      the decision based upon -- okay, did we ever get a

3      quote of what it's going to cost to build?

4           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes.  It's in there.

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But with the permits and

6      everything, right?  It's in there.

7           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  $5.9 million.  There is

8      a rate package.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I apologize.

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Really quick, the land

11      doesn't exist.  If you look at the plan drawings,

12      the land doesn't exist yet.  So that would be

13      adding land going to Port Tampa Bay.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So in order to put soil

15      or stuff in the water, don't you need a lot of

16      other permits of approvals to do that?  I mean, I

17      might be dumb, but --

18           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Go to page 148.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Thank you, sir.  You're

20      a gentleman and a scholar.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I feel like if they

22      don't build it here, they're going to build it

23      somewhere, because they need a station somewhere.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  They need a station.  No

25      one's doubting that.  I just --
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1           MR. FLUKE:  And I would add, we do have

2      some -- we do have support from FDOT.  FDOT thinks

3      this is a good location.

4           And when we talk about permitting, as Captain

5      Glynn said, we've already had those discussions

6      with Port Tampa Bay Engineering, and they think

7      it's permittable.  And FDOT, if you put the weight

8      of FDOT and Port Tampa Bay behind this project, I

9      got to believe we can get the permits because as

10      Captain Glynn said, they just built a brand-new

11      structure about 200 yards to the north of where we

12      want to build.

13           And it's critical infrastructure.  I believe

14      that everybody can sell that to the permitting

15      authorities.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Captain Kurtz?

17           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Just for reference, there's a

18      letter from Port Tampa Bay VP of Engineering on

19      page 149 in your package, you know, stating that

20      we desperately need a station, and the most

21      desirable location is adjacent to the Skyway

22      Bridge.  This is a letter, I believe, that was

23      addressed to FDOT.  We attached our concept to the

24      operation center, et cetera, et cetera.

25           So they were on board with this four years
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1      ago.  This is November of 2019, so

2      three-and-a-half years ago Port Authority was on

3      board, and there's been no forward motion since

4      this time.  Page 149.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I mean, personally, I

6      think the surcharge is the way to go for a station

7      because if you put it into the rate structure

8      itself it continues forever and ever.  Here

9      they're being right out front saying this is what

10      we're going to spend it on, we only need it for

11      that time.  And it's not subject to the 6 percent

12      or the 3 percent.

13           So I applaud them, Tampa Bay Pilots, for

14      bringing it forth that way.

15           Yes?

16           MS. McNULTY:  If for some reason you're not

17      able to build there for whatever reason, it's

18      clear, is it correct, that you still need to build

19      somewhere.  So --

20           MR. FLUKE:  Yes.

21           MS. McNULTY:  -- you would take that same

22      amount of money and spend it somewhere immediately

23      to be able to have a pilot station that's actually

24      usable.

25           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.
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1           MR. FLUKE:  Correct.

2           MS. McNULTY:  Is that your position?

3           MR. FLUKE:  Correct.

4           MS. STERN:  And you would still keep the

5      ten-year limit?

6           MS. McNULTY:  Well, there isn't one yet.

7           MS. STERN:  Yeah, well.

8           MS. McNULTY:  Just want to be clear, there

9      isn't one there, but --

10           MR. FLUKE:  Sure.  And if the alternate

11      location is $20-million, then in 10 years we're

12      going to be back to rate here asking for the

13      additional funding for the extra $10 million.

14           MS. McNULTY:  And that's fine.  And then what

15      if it's only $3-million?

16           MR. FLUKE:  For what?

17           MS. McNULTY:  For the new building.  I was

18      just kidding.  It would never be that low.

19           MR. FLUKE:  That was a solid estimate.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That's the moral of my

21      story.  That's a solid estimate.

22           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  You can't buy a waterfront

23      lot in Pinellas County for $3-million.

24           MS. McNULTY:  That's true.

25           CAPTAIN MONTHI:  Can I add just a little
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1      something to it just for clarification?  Brad

2      Monthi, Tampa Bay Pilots, M-o-n-t-h-i.

3           So I think in presenting this as a fee, as an

4      extra fee, as the commissioner just mentioned, the

5      intent was to be transparent, right?  And I'm just

6      going to read like a quick part of the statute.

7      "And pilots shall maintain or secure adequate

8      pilot boats, office facilities and equipment,

9      dispatch systems, communication equipment and

10      other facilities and equipment and support

11      services necessary for a modern, dependable

12      piloting operation."

13           I think Captain Glynn pointed out where we're

14      at now doesn't meet those statutes.

15           MR. FLUKE:  Thank you, sir.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  What have you got?  Any

17      other increases or any other --

18           THE REPORTER:  There's a discussion going on

19      that I can't --

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I'm sorry.

21           Any other commissioners have any other

22      comments?  Deliberations?

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So we've got the sunset

24      language that we can put in there with this fee;

25      correct?  We agreed that that can happen?
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1           MS. McNULTY:  When you set your rates that

2      this is what you wish to do, you can say this fee

3      is good for X amount of time.  You are -- you set

4      the rates.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  But you don't

6      recommend that we put in there that it would cease

7      upon funding from a grant or anything.

8           MS. McNULTY:  I think that's too -- one, you

9      don't know if it would happen, there's a change in

10      the tariff -- I think the tariff needs to say

11      you're charging X.  If there is a change in the

12      tariff -- and you can set it for a certain amount

13      of time.

14           MS. STERN:  Well, what if they do -- the

15      problem is, what if they do get the grant and

16      they're still collecting the money and they don't

17      need the money for the station?  Then the public

18      interest isn't being well served.

19           That's the other problem because they're

20      collecting this money and it's not going to what

21      they said it would.  That's -- so that's what's

22      the problem with this station, there's -- we're

23      just not sure.  But --

24           MS. McNULTY:  I think Tara has something --

25           MS. STERN:  I'm sorry.
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1           MS. PRICE:  So we would find it acceptable to

2      provide an annual status report.  That's something

3      that we could file with you-all, something you

4      could add to the link, it would be publicly

5      available, it would tell everybody the status.

6      And as we've already discussed here, would anybody

7      decide, oh, it's no longer necessary because of a

8      grant or whatever, anybody can file an application

9      to substantially, effectively change the rates.

10      That way we're being transparent and letting

11      everybody know what happens, we're doing it during

12      the 10-year life of the fee.

13           MS. STERN:  Okay, that helps, to me, in my

14      head.

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Can I ask fellow

16      commissioners, are we just discussing the

17      surcharge increases that they're asking for,

18      nothing else?  Is that what we're saying?

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay, well, this is just

21      one topic --

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're discussing anything

23      else.  It's the item I picked up and we've been on

24      it since.  You can pick any other --

25           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  We wanted to discuss it
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1      first before we moved on.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I got it.  I gotcha.  I

3      didn't know because we're talking about putting

4      something together and I didn't know if we were

5      done.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Can I ask you a clarifying

8      question on a charge?  And it's probably something

9      very easy, unlike this other issue.

10           But the fee for the dry-docking states in the

11      application, "Additional base rates when pilot

12      conns vessel into or out of any dry dock or

13      graving dock."

14           What are the, quote, additional base rates

15      that will be assessed and when are they being

16      assessed?

17           CAPTAIN BAKER:  So the base rate is just the

18      length rate, beam rate, tonnage, draft rate.  So

19      that's the base.

20           And yeah, they're assessed -- this is

21      something now that has become very rare, but it

22      used to be more frequent here, where we had to

23      conn vessels in and out of drive docks because one

24      of the shipyards doesn't have a docking master.

25      And it's just to remedy that issue because, I'm
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1      sure as some of the commissioners can comment,

2      usually a shipyard has docking master because dry

3      docks are very technical, have different ledges

4      and things, and so typically pilots don't conn in

5      and out because we just don't have knowledge of

6      the dry dock.

7           MS. STERN:  So what is the additional rate?

8           MS. McNULTY:  Yeah, how much?  Is it $10?  Is

9      it $100?

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  The base rate.

11           MS. McNULTY:  But it says, "additional base

12      rate."  So what does that mean?

13           CAPTAIN BAKER:  The base rate is -- sorry.

14      The base rate is the length rate plus the beam

15      rate.

16           MS. McNULTY:  You're charging it twice?

17           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

18           MS. McNULTY:  Okay, so that, I think, needs

19      to be clarified, not just say an additional base

20      rate, say --

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I think that's clear.

22           MS. McNULTY:  Well, I --

23           MS. STERN:  I didn't understand it.  I mean,

24      in just plain English.  Of course, I don't even

25      know what conns vessel is.  But I knew that was a
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1      term of art.

2           And when is that assessed?  It's assessed

3      when that is the conns -- that's when it does

4      that?

5           MS. STERN:  So the base rate would be double.

6           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Right.  So just to give an

7      example, a lot of times what happens is we

8      either -- so for example, a shipyard is in the

9      dry -- or a ship is in the dry dock at Tampa ship

10      repair, and they said we're ready to go.  They

11      don't have docking masters.  So in the past we

12      would bring -- undock the ship in the dry dock and

13      bring it out, which is highly unusual for pilots

14      to do because most shipyards carry -- any other

15      two shipyards carry a docking master.

16           And then instead of -- we don't, like,

17      just -- usually we bring it out and we go to sea.

18      You turn it around and you go.  So --

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So why would you do that

20      if -- I'm looking at the safety aspects of this

21      and if a docking master is typically required to

22      do that because he has knowledge of that dry

23      dock --

24           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes, sir.

25           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  -- why would you do
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1      that?  If you -- all your guys have knowledge of

2      those in particular dry docks?  Is that --

3           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Somewhat.  We have basic

4      diagrams.  But mainly a lot of the reason why we

5      were doing it is because you have a foreign master

6      coming in and they're expecting him to bring the

7      vessel into a dry dock.  And it was just a

8      professionalism thing that even though it is under

9      statute we're not required to do so, if we're on

10      board and the vessel hits the side of the dry dock

11      and leaks fuel, you know, we -- we're just trying

12      to protect the waterway, really.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Captain Kurtz?

14           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Yeah, I've been in shipyards

15      all over the country and all over the world, and

16      Tampa Bay is the only place I've ever been where

17      the pilot does the maneuver in and out of a dry

18      dock or graving dock.  It's extraordinarily extra

19      difficult and hazardous in so many ways.

20           We've had to bring in ships so large that

21      they took the tire fendering off the inside of the

22      wingwalls of the cement box you have to go into

23      because the ship was so wide.  And there was about

24      a foot, foot and-a-half clearance on each side of

25      an 850-foot ship going into this -- you know, into
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1      this area where they're going to pump out the

2      water and the ship is up on blocks for inspection

3      and all of that.

4           This is why you have a docking master.

5      They're in and out of the dry dock all the time.

6      And then if they damage a vessel going in or out

7      of the shipyard, then they're responsible for

8      repairs because they're doing that work.

9           The level of risk and potential damage is

10      exponential going in and out of dry docks and

11      graving docks.  And we continue to do this as a

12      service to the shipyard and our customers.  We

13      battle with the shipyard annually.  We have

14      meetings, we write letters, we tell them we are

15      going to refuse them service.

16           You cannot refuse inbound service to a

17      vessel.  They may be under duress, have some

18      particular reason.  You can refuse outbound

19      service for nonpayment or for safety issues, but

20      inbound vessels, they tell you oh, we'll have

21      someone there, and you get an 850-foot ship turned

22      sideways in the channel, "Where's my docking

23      master?"  "Oh, no, we're not coming on the ship."

24      "Well, we'll tell you how many feet off you are."

25           This is an unacceptable practice that we
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1      continue to undertake out of service to the port

2      and the customers.

3           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So you bill that back to

4      the ship, not to the -- not to the dry dock?  If

5      they're supposed to provide a docking master and

6      they don't provide one --

7           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Right.  So we would either

8      have to --

9           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  You bill them?

10           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  They would have to go back

11      out to sea or they would have to find an alternate

12      berth.  And then the customer would be

13      responsible -- typically vessel owners aren't

14      paying.  It's whoever is chartering the vessel.

15      And it's usually in the charter that pilotage is

16      part of the charter fee.  It's kind of a whole

17      separate thing.

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I understand.

19           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  But I'm just giving you a

20      little background about why it's double pilotage.

21      The risk is enormous and it's extremely unusual

22      for pilots that are doing river pilotage and

23      harbor pilotage to move a vessel in and out of dry

24      docks.

25           MS. McNULTY:  So is it accurate to say, for
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1      clarification purposes, base rate will be double

2      and will be assessed when pilot conns vessel into

3      or out of any dry dock or graving dock?

4           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Yes.

5           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Sherif, you had something?

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I got nothing, sir.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You got nothing?

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Nothing now.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Gentlemen, any other

11      deliberations?

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I think that in the

13      overall, I get that the pilot station, they do

14      need it.  We definitely need it.  But who are we

15      to sit there and say where they're going to go?

16           THE REPORTER:  I didn't hear you.

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  They don't have

18      anyplace --

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Repeat the comment, please.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Who -- we agree as a

21      body or a committee saying where they're going to

22      go -- this is the first time we've talked about a

23      pilot station on all the rate review boards that

24      I've been on.  So I don't know what is going to

25      happen, what can happen.  What could we do to make
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1      it any easier or any better?

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I don't think we're telling

3      them where to go, I think what we're doing is

4      giving them the mechanism to get the process

5      started and get away from the facilities they have

6      now.

7           And if this particular location doesn't work

8      out, I'm sure they're going to work their tails

9      off to try to find something else, because right

10      now what they have is unacceptable.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So -- so -- so if they

12      don't find something for two to three years, but

13      the end-users or their customers are paying for it

14      up front, is that fair for them?  Is that fair for

15      the customers to keep paying for something if they

16      haven't found something for four or five?  I mean,

17      it's been down now for two years, correct me if

18      I'm wrong, or three, or three years, whatever,

19      they haven't found it.

20           So what happens in two to three years from

21      now?

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Well, I think they do feel

23      that they found it, you know.  It's a matter of

24      going through and -- Captain Kurtz?

25           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  It's similar to the pilot
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1      boat fee in that we don't go out and buy a pilot

2      boat with the first collection of funding for

3      that; we have a reserve and money goes into that

4      or, you know, this is how it's done.  And then

5      when you have enough money, you can buy your boat.

6      So it's a savings tool to spread the collection of

7      those funds out over time to lessen the impact on

8      the customer over a period of time.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Warren, did you want to say

10      something?

11           WARREN:  No.  No, sir.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Just scratching your head,

13      huh?

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Is this a time for

15      general thoughts and deliberations?

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.  Yes.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I think it's important

18      to maybe now refocus on some of the important

19      points of all that we heard for the day as sort of

20      a summary before we get to the serious

21      deliberations.  I just wrote down some thoughts

22      during the course of the day.

23           So a reminder, it's been 13 years since the

24      last increase.  We haven't mentioned that.

25           It -- the amount of time piloting, I accept
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1      as fact, it's the highest in the state,

2      seven-and-a-half hours a handle.  Although it

3      hurts my pride, it's the largest and most

4      difficult pilotage in the state.

5           CPI, we accept as fact from Mr. Law's

6      investigation that it's 37 percent.  It's not the

7      only thing that we're considering, but it's

8      certainly an important point.  37 percent since

9      the last increase.

10           After this increase, they'll be at or near

11      the average for income.  It's not the primary

12      thing.  We're here to set.  And as for rates,

13      after the adjustment if we make it, they'll be at

14      or below the regional average.  So that's

15      important to keep that in mind also.

16           The Tampa Pilots infrastructure situation is

17      now -- we've talked it to death, it obviously need

18      a solution and it needs to happen immediately.

19           Pilot boats are $3-million.  We're going

20      through that in Jacksonville now, what boats to

21      have, when to have them, how to pay for them.

22      That's a real number.  We see the estimate in our

23      materials.  That boat fee is reasonable, fair and

24      just.

25           And these fees in general, they become the
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1      standard across the state.  They've become

2      standard across the country, not just in our

3      industry, but really all industries.  I think we

4      need to, of course, agree with our Attorney

5      McNulty about sunsetting and making sure that the

6      language is appropriate for that.

7           That's an encapsulation, I think, of some of

8      the larger points of the day.  And we can expound

9      on some of that, but as for discussion, I think

10      those are the big points.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You did that so well, I

12      think you should chair the next rate meeting.

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So one thing I'd like to

14      add to that, from a competitive perspective,

15      looking at the proposed rates, they're going be

16      double some of their competition.  I think that's

17      a concern, you know, for the port and for the port

18      stakeholders.  That first year increase is

19      significant, and then the 6 percent for the

20      proceeding two years, then 3 percent on is going

21      to really, really impact, you know, the local

22      people here.  They said it.

23           I made some notes on that.  Everybody said

24      they're not opposed to an increase; I think that

25      the amount of the increase is where the real
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1      concern is here from everybody, from all the

2      stakeholders.

3           So I think we probably need to open that up

4      for some discussion here and kind of see --

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  One thing you can do

6      with -- if a customer, a user or pilot is perhaps

7      feeing that it's too much, you can extend that out

8      over time and you can perhaps delay the onset of

9      this increase to allow some ability for either

10      cruise or cargo to smooth out the increase.  And

11      if there was a delay in the adoption of the --

12      whatever increase may or may not be awarded, that

13      might be an effective tool to ameliorate some of

14      the concerns of the port customers and users.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And we've done that.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And we've done that in

17      the past, and it was well received when we have

18      done it.

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'd also like to say

20      that the CPI of 37 percent is offset, I believe,

21      based on page 36 of Mr. Law's report that 17

22      percent increase in, if you will -- I forgot the

23      term that you used.

24           MR. LAW:  Organic.

25           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Organic growth, yeah,
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1      that's it.  So that really leaves us with a

2      difference of 20 percent.  Now, we're just talking

3      about CPI.  Obviously that's not the only thing we

4      looked at.  I just wanted to point that out.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll say this, organic

6      increase affects every seaport around the country.

7      Every ship and every port is getting bigger unless

8      there is some limitation, they have a limitation

9      of their bridge, so things going past that can

10      only get so tall.

11           Miami, we don't have the limits.  Canaveral,

12      they don't have the limits.  Then it's channel

13      size, turning basis size.

14           But organic increase happens in Houston,

15      happens in Mississippi, and ultimately they still

16      have increases in their rates.  And their income

17      is -- what I think Captain Seuter was just talking

18      about, this rate gets them there, gets them to the

19      average.  Isn't that what you said?

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I did.  And it's

21      included in our materials, it gets to them to at

22      or below the national average.

23           And then as far as their rates, which is what

24      we're really supposed to be focusing on, they are

25      at or below their regional competitors.  And
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1      that's included in our materials as a fact.

2           So I know it can seem as though it's painful

3      because it is -- it's been too long since there

4      has been an increase, but our job is to assign

5      rates that are fair and reasonable.

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Fair and reasonable.

7           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And they are at or

8      below their regional competitors, even with the

9      adoption of these rates as stated.  In every other

10      port they're going up every year.  Houston is

11      doing a rate increase right now for this year.

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  You're not competing

13      with Houston, so we have to understand that

14      aspect, that you're competing with the other

15      Florida ports.  And I think that's very important

16      from a business perspective for the community to

17      understand that.

18           I'm out of Jacksonville, right?  And I know

19      that steamship lines are looking at every dollar.

20      There's rough times coming, you know, they're

21      projecting that they made hay for the last couple

22      years, there's rough times coming.  These guys are

23      going to pay very close attention to all these

24      type of things.

25           So all I'm saying is we need to make sure
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1      that we keep that in perspective when we look at

2      this.

3           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Absolutely.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  As much as we think

5      we're competing against the Florida ports so we

6      can look at, well, why is Tampa more expensive?

7      And we can look at cost per mile.  Remember, it's

8      the same as Jacksonville, it's nearly the same as

9      the others.

10           As much as it's a Florida port, it's also a

11      Gulf port, and it is competing with Mobile and the

12      other ports in the Gulf.  And that's why they were

13      included in the Investigative Report, that's why

14      they were included in the application.

15           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Doubling the rates of

16      the other Florida ports, though, I think is, you

17      know, that's a bit much.  So we need to take a

18      look at that first year increase, and I would say

19      try to come to a happy medium on that, because

20      that's a pretty tough one to swallow.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And in order to

22      overcome that, I would suggest that as we try to

23      move forward, delaying the onset could help

24      ameliorate some of that.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And we can't get caught up
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1      in percentage increase, too.  I know in past rate

2      review hearings I heard over 100 percent for the

3      small ships and I thought, what on earth?  How can

4      we do that to these guys?

5           But at the end of the day, they've basically

6      enjoyed, you know, rates that didn't cover the

7      cost of moving the ship.  And I've very much come

8      to the conclusion that we can't afford that.

9      There shouldn't be other rates and other levels of

10      ships that are basically paying for the small

11      ships to get in and out.  So --

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But isn't --

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- we need to get it to a

14      reasonable rate.

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Sorry.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Go ahead.

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But isn't that up to the

18      pilots?  Who told -- I mean, they're going to say

19      he said, she said, they told me not to put it in

20      then at this time, it was a recession time.

21           I wasn't there.  I'm going to sit there and

22      say, why did you wait 12 years to put in your

23      application?

24           Now, you're going to tell me the cost of it,

25      you're going to tell me -- that's part of doing
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1      business.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay, but they're here

3      now --

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You keep saying it's not

5      a business.  I'm sorry, they're getting -- we all

6      get paid very well.  I'm not going to say them or

7      me, we all get paid very well.  It's still a

8      business.  It's still a moneymaking business.

9      We're not doing it for charity.  This is not a

10      nonprofit organization.  We're doing it to make

11      money.

12           So at the end of the day there's no one in

13      the private sector that could go and ask for a 75

14      or 90 percent increase in the first year.  You

15      can't.  There's no way.  Nowhere in the United

16      States.  Doesn't happen.

17           And then you add extra charges for other

18      things.  It just doesn't happen.

19           I mean, people in the cargo, they're not

20      going to go have a tariff and add a head tax of

21      hundreds and hundreds of dollars just because we

22      can.  It just doesn't work that way in the real

23      world.

24           By the way, whatever they were in the past,

25      they're still exceeding their annual income today.
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1      With the higher fuel costs and everything.  That's

2      because organic, right?  Great.

3           But the port is contributing by bringing in

4      customers.  The port is helping the economy in the

5      area.  So they're benefiting from that expansion.

6      So the port has put in $250-million, asking for

7      another $300-million, or putting another 300

8      million -- everyone that works in the port or

9      around the port of Tampa is making money off of

10      that.  Call it whatever it is, okay?

11           If you waited 12 years or 15 years or 20

12      years for asking for a rate increase, that's not

13      my fault.  I'm not going to -- that's basically

14      what you're asking is to go back in time and try

15      to recoup the losses of before.  You can't do

16      that.  They said that before.

17           I can only go by what's fair and feasible

18      going forward.  I can't take back the past.  It's

19      already gone.  So that's --

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Well, the issue in terms of

21      going back was clarified with regard to the

22      verbiage of the comment itself, and basically

23      they're saying this is what we need going forward.

24           You know, we're not like -- they're not like

25      a regular business where they look and say, my
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1      goodness, we're losing money on this type of

2      customer, let's change it now and we'll take the

3      fall back if it goes through; they've waited 13

4      years to get to this point.

5           So what I'm saying is right now we have to go

6      forward and look at what they're asking for, if

7      it's fair and reasonable, and make a judgment on

8      that and we'll battle it back and forth or

9      whatever.

10           But I don't -- I'm pretty convinced they're

11      not going back and clawing back on future

12      customers; they're basically saying this is what

13      we need in order to do business and keep

14      reasonable rates with the items that were

15      identified in the statute as to what they have to

16      do to maintain their pilotage.

17           Captain Kurtz, did you have a comment?

18           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  I just wanted to remind you

19      that there is sort of an illusion of the

20      compensation going up because we only have 18

21      pilots, and that's due to retirements and delays

22      in getting pilots.  We have two pilots that were

23      requested for an emergency opening that we have

24      yet to get.  We're six months late.  And we've

25      requested two more from the upcoming exam in two
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1      weeks.  So when we add those four pilots to the

2      18, then now you're dividing things by 22, that's

3      something to just keep in mind.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.  Commissioner

5      Seuter?

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Chairman Benson, to

7      amplify what you were saying about being

8      distracted by the percentage increase, it's easy

9      to do that, but it's important as we enter the

10      deliberations to think about the material that's

11      still posted on the easel behind us, and that the

12      unit -- per unit cost of the increase and how it

13      is a relatively low amount, either per ton, per

14      passenger, per container.  And so the percentage

15      increase can be deceiving depending on how you

16      look at that.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Any other comments?

18           THE REPORTER:  I'm still cold.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's your comment?

20           THE REPORTER:  It's a comment.

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So Mr. Law, if we looked

22      at 20 percent on the first year versus the, you

23      know, the 38 I think is what the number is now,

24      can we run an analysis on that?  And I mean, we

25      would have to trim numbers based on -- that's
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1      difficult to do because of the way the makeup of

2      it is, I know it's different vessels, but.

3           MR. LAW:  I just tried to do that.

4           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.

5           MR. LAW:  You want to hear what I came up

6      with?

7           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yeah.

8           MR. LAW:  If you'll turn to page 12 of my

9      report --

10           THE REPORTER:  Speak a little louder, please.

11           MR. LAW:  Okay.  Turn to page 12.

12           THE REPORTER:  Thank you.

13           MR. LAW:  Everybody there?

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

15           MR. LAW:  Okay, this 2022 revenue without a

16      rate increase and without the additional cruise

17      handles, which would generate 1.2 million, plus or

18      more, would put revenue up to $15-million without

19      a rate increase, okay?

20           You might want to write this down because I'm

21      trying -- I'm going to add a lot of calculations

22      here.

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yes, sir.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Start over then.

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  2022?
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1           MR. LAW:  2022.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The revenue of 13

3      million, 808?

4           MR. LAW:  Right.  So if we add 1.2 million to

5      that, we're going to be at $15-million in revenue

6      with the new cruise festivals at existing rates.

7           Okay, you take $15-million and increase it by

8      20 percent, you'll be at $18-million.  That's a

9      rate increase.  And I'm not saying how it will be

10      done along the four categories, but just overall.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  That's 20 percent?

12           MR. LAW:  Yeah, 20 percent.  So, if you added

13      on the 180 in ancillary fees, not counting the

14      boat, I'll -- I mean, the capital fund, I'll get

15      to that in a minute.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

17           MR. LAW:  Times 4,000 handle, that's

18      $720,000.  So add that to the 15 million as -- as

19      just an additional, in addition to the 20.

20           And then based on the amortization schedule

21      that I ran, showed you this, 20 years at 7

22      percent, the annual payment of principal and

23      interest is 521,000.

24           So instead of 860,000, you give them a -- the

25      payment.  The payment on the note for
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1      $5.9-million.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay, I missed

3      something.  So we were talking about --

4           MR. LAW:  I'm going to add them all up.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Oh, okay.

6           MR. LAW:  So you add the 18 million, you add

7      $520,000 for the note payment.  And then you add

8      another $720,000 for the ancillary fees at $180

9      for the fees other than the station fee.

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Other than station,

11      right.

12           MR. LAW:  So that gives you $19,240,000.  So

13      when you compare that total revenue to the

14      $15-million base you're starting from without a

15      rate increase, that's a 28.2 percent increase.

16           So giving them 20 in the CPI, less the 17.

17      And then you're going to give them the pilot

18      station of 520 --

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  For the payment.

20           MR. LAW:  And then you're going to give them

21      the boat fee, which is the majority of that 180,

22      you're up to $19,240,000.

23           Now, compare that to what their rate request

24      would have been on that projected at 21 million

25      908, okay?  That doesn't include 860.  Remember,
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1      it doesn't include the --

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Right, we put that in

3      our first number.

4           MR. LAW:  Right.  So add the 860 to the

5      20 million 908 and you're at 22,700,000.

6           So then the difference in what they're

7      requesting would be 22,700,000, less 19 million

8      200, would be --

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  3 million 5.

10           MR. LAW:  Yeah, 3 million 5 less than what

11      they're asking for.  But that's to get them 20

12      percent, less 17, and the fees that we want,

13      trimming the station fee by the note payment to

14      the note payment.  I'm just -- I'm just playing

15      with numbers, but I thought I'd give you something

16      to --

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I bet all the pilots in the

18      audience thought, God, I wish I was an accountant.

19      I don't think so.

20           MS. STERN:  And all the lawyers are saying,

21      glad we're not?

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So -- so what does that

23      do the 20 -- when they have to add four people to

24      this, what is that number?  Because if we've

25      established from the facts submitted that average
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1      salary -- average income -- why should Tampa Bay

2      be now even more -- this is below average, as it

3      was stated -- they're going to be significantly

4      below the national average when we say this is a

5      very difficult port and we're suggesting that,

6      well, they shouldn't be compensated even at

7      average.

8           So is it possible to -- with 22 full-time

9      equivalents, what is that -- with your projected

10      number, what does that number look like?

11           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Well, if the

12      difference was 3.5 million --

13           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Divided by 22.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- divided by 22 is

15      159,000.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So we take 564, divide

17      it -- minus 159, and they are so far below

18      national average and what is commonly thought of

19      as the acceptable level for pilot compensation.

20           How can we sit here and say when they're

21      dealing with that chart and that chart, they're

22      not worthy to be average?  I don't buy that.

23           MS. McNULTY:  Can I ask, what is the average

24      number that you keep saying?  Just so I know what

25      it is.
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  It's commonly re --

2      every Investigative Report has that in the

3      section -- let's find the page so we can all

4      reference it together.

5           We can look at Captain Quick's number as we

6      always do.

7           Richard, do you know where that is, that

8      section?

9           MR. LAW:  I think that's under Section 6, I

10      believe.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Page 6?

12           MR. LAW:  Section 6.

13           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Section 6.

14           MR. LAW:  Yeah, page 25.

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Page 25, okay.

16           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So while you're looking

17      that up, I do have one question.

18           Why has it been so long of a time period, 13

19      years, before you've asked for some help, some

20      increase?

21           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Well, 2015 was the Miami

22      hearing, which was I think a couple hearings.  You

23      can't hear more than one at a time.  Then Port

24      Everglades.  And then Jacksonville.  And two years

25      of COVID the board didn't meet.  And then Palm
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1      Beach -- Fort Pierce, then Palm Beach, then

2      Canaveral.  And we had our application submitted

3      before the Final Order of Canaveral was even put

4      out.  And Panama City also was before.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So you're last on the

6      list?

7           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Almost.

8           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No, Key West.

9           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Oh, Key West is next.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So we have their

11      application next.

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'm the new guy, so I

13      wasn't around for all of that.  Sorry.

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We've accepted this as

15      fact from Richard that the average when you adjust

16      it, it seems to be the average across the country

17      is approximately -- it's a large amount.  It will

18      make you blush.  It's $600,000.  It's a lot of

19      money, no question.

20           With 22 pilots, Tampa Bay is saying that

21      they'll make 564 with this increase.  And we're

22      asking -- we're not asking, we're discussing

23      reducing that to 400,000.  That they should be

24      paid $200,000 less than the national average.

25      There is no way I can support that.
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1           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Let's look at the

2      Florida average.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The Florida average

4      is -- maybe Richard can speak to that.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Well, maybe the

6      Northeast is skewed in some way because cost of

7      living, the West Coast is -- you know, things are

8      different.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But right now they have

10      19.  When are they going to have 22, if it's taken

11      so long?

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That's this number.

13      That's this number.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That's at 22.

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  At 22 --

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay, what is it at 19?

17      He's given you both numbers.  They're at 19 right

18      now.

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yeah.

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  But they're soon to be

21      22.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Soon --

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yeah.  The applications

24      are in, right?

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The exams have been
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1      administered, they're waiting for --

2           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  We're waiting on appointments

3      on two pilots.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  There's two more going

5      to take the test in two weeks, and --

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.  So before the end

7      of the year.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  They're in the

9      pipeline, as it were.

10           Probably no one knows the answer to what the

11      average income is in the state more than Richard.

12      I mean, those numbers -- we don't have those

13      numbers off the top of our head.

14           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  No, I was just curious.

15           MR. LAW:  It fluctuates.  I mean, I don't

16      know what Miami's making now.  I mean, you do.

17      But, but it just fluctuates.

18           And the variables are immense; size, mix,

19      volume, number of pilots and the number of

20      retirees and how long they live.  It just goes all

21      over the board.

22           And so, you know, how does -- how does Tampa

23      go so long making 350 to 400,000?  I don't know.

24      Are they -- are they real dissatisfied with that

25      or they think they want to be on par with the
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1      highest in Florida?  And --

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I want them to be on

3      par.

4           MR. LAW:  That sounds reasonable.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I really do.  I want

6      them to be on par.  I think everybody here agrees

7      that there's no reason that these pilots should be

8      paid less than the --

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I agree.

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  -- guys in another port

11      in Florida.

12           I think the real issue is here we're trying

13      to get them on par in, you know, one fell swoop.

14      And for industry, that's difficult to swallow

15      that.  That doesn't happen anywhere that I've ever

16      seen.

17           I appreciate the fact there hasn't been an

18      increase in 13 years.  That's not my fault; that's

19      not the customers of the Port of Tampa's fault.

20      It's just the way it happened.

21           So we've got to find a happy medium here.

22      And I wish, you know, there would have been more

23      discussion with industry as one of the other

24      commissioners mentioned before, because, you know,

25      the pilots would have a better feeling of how the
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1      industry and the stakeholders within this port

2      felt about it, and what they're willing to accept

3      really.

4           CAPTAIN BAKER:  May I comment?

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Please.

6           CAPTAIN BAKER:  One of the two entities we

7      met with before our application specifically told

8      us just get it over with like pulling a Band-Aid

9      off.  So this is why it's structured like this.

10           If they would have said spread it out over

11      three years, we would have spread it out over

12      three years.  You know, this is just what they

13      told us, and that's, you know, what it is.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  How many customers do

15      you have?  Thousands?  Hundreds?

16           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Hundreds.

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But you're only counting

18      the one customer?  What about the other 250?

19           CAPTAIN BAKER:  There's customers that did

20      write the letters, but only two reached out to us

21      to let us know about the letter.

22           Our phone is public knowledge.  The agents

23      all have the number.  The port authorities all

24      have the number.  No one reached out.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But the gentleman
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1      sitting right next to you, sir, who -- the salt --

2      said he'd never seen anything, is he lying?  Is he

3      lying?

4           MR. ALLMAN:  Am I lying?

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm just saying, he's

6      right there.  He never saw any of the --

7           MR. ALLMAN:  Am I lying?  I'm a port

8      commissioner, retired Navy captain.  I'm not

9      lying.  No.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I didn't say you are,

11      sir.

12           MR. ALLMAN:  No, I know.  The implication --

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But I'm just saying, how

14      do I swallow that if the local end-user who hasn't

15      seen it suddenly gets hit with this?  I mean, how

16      is that fair to him?

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  It certainly was

18      published.  I mean --

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I got it.  It was

20      published in Sarasota.  But they see each other

21      every day.

22           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I've never seen this man in

23      my life.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Listen --

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You've missed a lot of
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1      days.

2           Richard?

3           MR. LAW:  If you take the 15 million, which

4      would be the 20 -- 22 -- 2022 base revenue, and

5      then compare it to the projected revenue, and then

6      add the 860 to it, that would be 22,700,000.

7      That's a 51 percent increase.

8           So somewhere overall, you know, composite,

9      including all fees, including the 215 for the

10      pilot station -- so I came up with this 28

11      percent.  And it doesn't give the annual income

12      that maybe some people are looking for, but

13      somewhere between 51 and 28 is your range to think

14      about.  And I'm not suggesting that --

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  As it was testified to

16      us before, if you look at -- so it's 51 percent

17      divided by 13 is 3.9 over each year over this

18      time.  We're just getting -- we're just making

19      them whole?

20           Well, I don't know how to exactly phrase it,

21      but it's been -- it's 4 percent increase for these

22      years.

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So the point that she

24      brought up earlier, you're justifying your past to

25      bring it up to fruition today.  Which you
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1      indicated, Donna, you can't use that.

2           Am I right or wrong based on the statement?

3           MS. McNULTY:  I just want to clarify a little

4      bit because I actually think this is a really

5      important point.  I'm going to re-read it again

6      because it's been -- it's been a few hours since I

7      read it.

8           So you can use the application inflators like

9      CPI to set rates to recover future costs is

10      standard practice.  So like what should you use

11      going forward to just get them up to the right

12      level so that going forward it's set at the right

13      level?  That's standard practice and that's how

14      it's used to recover future costs.

15           It is not normal practice to try to recover

16      past revenue shortfalls or past costs.

17           So by using the inflators from that earlier

18      period to recover like shortfalls and costs.

19           So it depends on how you're using it.  If

20      you're just using those inflators since the last

21      rate case, not since 2005 but since the last rate

22      case, to set them at an appropriate level of going

23      forward.

24           Did that answer you, Commissioner Assal?

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm just listening.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Excellent.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So Richard, once we --

3      if we stick with the 20 percent and then following

4      year we have the 6, then we have another 6, where

5      does that put them in terms of the average?

6           MR. LAW:  Average income?

7           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Average income.  Yeah.

8      Does that get us close?

9           MR. LAW:  That's hard.

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I know it's a lot of --

11      I don't see a computer there.

12           MR. LAW:  I'm only doing it on my phone.

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  You haven't taken your

14      shoes off yet, so --

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  But we have the answer

16      to that.  They've given us the answer to that in

17      his Investigative Report on page 25.  The national

18      average is 602,000.

19           What you're suggesting with the 22-person

20      complement of FTE is $200,000 below that.

21      $200,000 below average to deal with that chart is

22      a really difficult --

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Now I was really asking

24      was and then we add 6 percent and 6 percent.  So

25      in two years --
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That keeps up with

2      what's going on in our inflationary world.  It may

3      keep up.  It may keep up.  Hopefully it keeps up.

4           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I hope it doesn't stay

5      the same.

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Hopefully it keeps up,

7      and then they'll -- they'll stay at or near the

8      national average with income and at or near the

9      regional average with rates, which is what we

10      should be focused on.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I think, you know, what

12      I keep going back to is "within reason."  That's

13      where --

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  For me average is --

15           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  That's my holdup, okay?

16      Within reason for the Port of Tampa Bay as a

17      whole, okay?

18           I appreciate the fact that it's been 13

19      years.  I mentioned that earlier.  But we have a

20      saying when we negotiate with the ILA, we can't

21      fix 40 years of bad negotiating in one contract,

22      okay?  Same terminology applies here.  It's been

23      13 years.  We're trying to make a grab of 13 years

24      worth of lost CPI basically, minus the organic

25      growth is what I did.  I said 40 percent just to
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1      try to throw a number out there.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  One second.  One second.

3           Are you --

4           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'm done, yes.

5           CAPTAIN O'CONNOR:  Kyle O'Connor, Tampa

6      Pilots.  I just -- from my perspective here, I

7      think we're getting confused.  We're not recouping

8      revenue from the past 13 years.  Carolyn's point

9      that, you know, if you were to apply this rate

10      back, that would have been 4 percent.  We've lost

11      that amount of revenue.  That is set.  It's done.

12      We're taking that CPI and we're setting a tariff

13      from today and we're working forward from that.

14           And this number, this rate that we have

15      proposed, brings us the ability to operate how we

16      need to with the pilots that we need to and pay

17      pilots to attract to this port, you know, to

18      compete with Florida.  And I don't think that is

19      unfair.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.  Carolyn?

21           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  And just one more thought on

22      that train.

23           Florida is the only place in the Gulf where a

24      competitive exam is required.  And the burden on

25      the candidates is enormous.  And many very
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1      qualified individuals choose to apply to other

2      pilot associations because they don't have those

3      barriers and they also have more support.

4           And if our revenue, if our income, if the

5      support from the maritime community doesn't

6      change, we will not have excellent candidates.

7      People will go to other places.

8           And as an example, there's someone I was

9      trying to recruit to become a pilot in Florida and

10      she chose not to because she couldn't get the time

11      off from work and another port wanted her.  And so

12      without having to do all of this, she went

13      somewhere else to make more money in a more

14      pilot-friendly environment.

15           So it's already -- there are measurable ways.

16      People we know -- we all know people who are

17      trying to become pilots, it's the job everybody

18      wants.  People are not going to continue to take

19      these exams and be the best pilots that you can

20      get because the reward that -- the risk/reward

21      dynamic is really starting to get skewed.

22           And that's a real concern moving forward for

23      the health of pilot organizations.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So if I look at page 12,

25      and if we look at "projected without request rates
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1      of 2024," and I don't know where you come up with

2      your numbers, Commissioners, but I'm just going

3      based upon Mr. Law's numbers here -- at 19 pilots,

4      without any rate increase, that turns into

5      353,000.  And if it goes to 22, it goes up into

6      305,000.

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Down to.

8           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Down.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Down, I apologize.

10           Let's take out the 860 because you're doing

11      that as an add-back, plus that comes out to a

12      different number, right?

13           If they got what they wanted, the pilots,

14      then at 19 you get 654.  There is almost a

15      $300,000 increase, right?  Or am I saying

16      something wrong?

17           Please educate me, please --

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's right.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- because I'm the

20      dumbest guy in the room.

21           564 at 22 pilots, that equals to be 264,000,

22      right?  Is that pretty accurate in the difference

23      right there?  Right?  Increase.  That's an

24      increase.

25           Now, the formula we just did, 20 percent
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1      versus that comes out to 28 percent, which is they

2      wanted a 51 percent increase but what they're

3      paying is almost 100 percent increase, 300,000.

4      Am I right or am I wrong on that statement?

5           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  What?

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Say that again.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  If you look at the chart

8      it says 353 for 19.  Forget the 22 right now,

9      let's just say 19.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  19 to 19, it's at

12      $300,000 increase.  Doesn't that make it almost

13      100 percent increase in your pay, or not?

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  You can't forget the 22

15      because there's four --

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Oh, my God.  Oh, my God

17      I'm just trying to compare numbers, sir.  Sir, I'm

18      trying -- apples and apples.  I don't want to go

19      apples and oranges.  Just compare the numbers.

20      We'll get to the 22 after.  You're still going to

21      compare 22 and 22, but they don't have 22 now.

22      And we're comparing based upon that.

23           So you're suggesting that if it's 22 -- I'm

24      sorry, I'm off by 35,000.  I apologize.

25           You're suggesting that we approve 100
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1      percent -- almost 98 percent or 95 percent, I

2      don't know the exact numbers --

3           MR. LAW:  85.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  85 percent increase.

5           MR. LAW:  For the 19.

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  For the 19?

7           MR. LAW:  Yeah.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

9           And when we came in the middle with his

10      numbers, I'll take the number between that, so add

11      that 150 to that.  I mean, we didn't come together

12      with that.  Let me rephrase my words, please.

13           What he brought up and suggested try these

14      numbers, he was in the middle.  So he was then

15      353, you got $300,000 difference, or 299,000.  So

16      add another 150, so we would be at 500,000 a year

17      based upon your suggestion.  Or what you brought

18      up with the 20 came out with all -- the 28

19      percent.

20           You're coming to tell me that they're at 359

21      they're going to go -- no, it's not.  Add the

22      numbers all the way up to the 22.

23           You want to go to the 22?  The same

24      difference is going to apply.

25           I mean, math is math.  You can't change math.
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1           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  You match that?  You

2      concur with that number?

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Well, I mean, it says it

4      right there, you add 28 percent versus the 51

5      percent increase -- there's 100 percent increase

6      in their pay.  100 percent increase.

7           Am I reading something wrong on the

8      Investigative Report?  Isn't that what it says?

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Richard said 85

10      percent.

11           MR. LAW:  Well, it's not 100.

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  100 percent would be

13      over 700,000.

14           MR. LAW:  353 versus the --

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  654?

16           MR. LAW:  654 isn't 85 --

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  It's got to be more than

18      that, sir.  I would disagree with your

19      calculations.  Ha.  $1,000 is going to change it

20      by 15 percent?  $1,000 is going to change the

21      thing by 15 percent?

22           As you guys laugh, calculate it.

23           $1,000 is going to change the formula by 15

24      percent?  Does that even make sense?

25           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I think you're missing
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1      something here.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Thank you.

3           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yeah, I don't --

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Well --

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So I think my question

6      for Richard would be -- I'm not sure if I got the

7      answer to that.

8           If we did the 20 percent with the loan

9      payment like you originally had mentioned, where

10      does that put the average income based on 22

11      pilots?  19 I don't want to discuss, we know

12      there's going to be 22 next year.

13           That's what I -- that's the number I would

14      like to know.  If we can get it, Richard, I don't

15      mean to put you on the spot.  I apologize.

16           MR. LAW:  Well, one thing you might think

17      about is does the -- does the pilot station fee

18      really add to their income, or like they asserted

19      in their application --

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Well, we can leave that

21      out.

22           MR. LAW:  -- we can set it aside.

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Let's do it without

24      that.

25           MR. LAW:  Okay.
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1           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Without the loan

2      payment, without -- never mind that pilot station

3      fee.  That's a whole other issue.

4           MR. LAW:  Okay.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  And then how many years

6      based on the initial 20 percent would it take to

7      get them where they need to be?  Do we need to do

8      6, 6, 6 on the percentage increase?

9           MR. LAW:  I don't know that I could --

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You're talking about

11      $70,000 right there then on top.

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  The people would know

13      then that it's coming, it would be set, they could

14      plan for it.

15           I mean, we mentioned maybe going a longer

16      period of time instead of the initial heavy blow

17      upfront to try to soften that.

18           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And through all these

19      reports, we don't have a projection from 2023,

20      we're going from '21, or '22 to '24.

21           We hear there's 118 more cruise calls this

22      year, so we would have an idea, but it's not in

23      the numbers.

24           MR. LAW:  That's why I added a million two to

25      the 2022 to true up a 2023 amount without a rate
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1      increase.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Gotcha.

3           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Where is that?

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Between the second and

5      third column.

6           MR. LAW:  The projection that they have is

7      stale, so I'm -- it's their projection by their

8      accountant.  And I think that the projection

9      without the rate increase would be more like 15

10      million instead of 14 million 508 based on

11      information they gave me on average crew --

12      additional cruise handles.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Is that in this right

14      now?

15           MR. LAW:  No, I don't believe it is.

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  That's what he gave us

17      with this.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.

19           MR. LAW:  And part of their projection in '24

20      is adding a few -- you know, some more handles.

21      That's why that number is -- I don't know that I

22      would --

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So you can correct me if

24      I'm wrong.  The question --

25           MR. LAW:  It is -- it is 100 percent.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  What?

2           MR. LAW:  I calculated it wrong.  Yeah, 99

3      percent.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Laugh now, ha ha ha.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  What's --

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  The 100 percent is from

7      the 353 to 654, it's almost 100 percent.

8           MR. LAW:  Yeah.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay, but where these

10      numbers, based upon Mr. Law's report that's on

11      page No. 12, they are basically based upon the

12      submission of the application, if I understand it

13      correctly, are asking for 100 percent increase in

14      their wages, which you got numbers around this

15      whole thing, so I'm trying to read it.  That 100

16      percent increase included the 860,000.  Because

17      it's got No. 4 there, the pilot did not include

18      the pilot station fee for 860,000 in their revenue

19      projections.

20           So you're asking for 100 percent increase in

21      salary increase, 100 percent, does not include the

22      860 and all the other fees that are requested.

23      So --

24           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah, I still get 85

25      percent.
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I get 85 percent.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  How?

3           MR. LAW:  It is 85 percent.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Oh, you're doing it on

5      what?  On the --

6           MR. LAW:  I recalculated.

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah, you take -- 300

8      of 353 is 85 percent.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  100 percent would be

10      76.

11           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  It would have to be

12      353 that went up.  You can't double it.

13           MR. LAW:  It's 85 percent.  I'm sorry.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Oh, you're right.

15      You're right, 85.  85 percent, not 1,000.  I

16      thought it was 1,000.

17           Okay, 85 percent increase, not counting the

18      860,000 that they requested, it does not include

19      12,000, which is estimated value of unfunded

20      retirement.

21           And so in your unaudited report, it's a

22      guesstimate of what 2023, am I correct?  Is that

23      what you told me?

24           MR. LAW:  Well, I don't really have '23 on

25      there because it was --
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Gotcha.  But it was a

2      guesstimate number; right?

3           MR. LAW:  Well, I just --

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Is that their actual?

5           MR. LAW:  I'm trying to go off audited --

6      actually, the 22 unaudited number of 13,808 is an

7      actual number.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

9           MR. LAW:  It's not -- and so that's without a

10      rate increase.  So we added a million two for the

11      additional cruise handles.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I gotcha.  I gotcha.

13           MR. LAW:  Got us up to 15 million.  So that's

14      going to give us a base to start saying what

15      increase rate would you -- so the rates would go

16      from 15 to what?  And so that's why I used the 20.

17      If you want to go higher, you can.

18           It's -- it's really hard to say what the net

19      income is because the variability of expenses.

20      Retirement income payouts are totally different.

21      Dues and fees to the board are totally different.

22           And what's the other thing?  I'm going to

23      think -- but those are the big things.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We shouldn't be getting

25      bogged down in the income.  It's notable, but
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1      that's not what we're here for, we're here to set

2      rates.

3           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Right.

4           MR. LAW:  You're right.  That's what you said

5      at the very beginning of this thing, we don't set

6      income, we set rates, and they've got to be fair

7      and reasonable.  And you know, and you're saying

8      what's a good beginning increase, that's not a

9      shock to the customers, okay?  Where is the

10      mid-point between this 20 (sic) and the 51 that

11      does that?

12           I mean, I'm not suggesting the 28 or the 51,

13      I'm just trying to give you the number -- those

14      numbers.  And the resulting net income, it falls

15      out whatever it is.  If it's above four, 450,

16      something like that, it's kind of in the ballpark

17      of Florida pilots.  Not New Orleans pilots.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.  We need to give the

19      court reporter a break and I'm sure some people in

20      the crowd.

21           We are not done.  I'd say 20 minutes?  Let's

22      come back in 20 minutes, please.  4:40.

23           (There was a brief recess.)

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're still in the

25      deliberation and determination of request item on
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1      the agenda.  And once again, we'll go over

2      comments and thoughts --

3           THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry, I can't hear when

4      you direct yourself that way.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- that my fellow

6      commissioners have.  So keep moving this forward.

7      Are we going forward?

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll throw something

9      out there that people can think about it.

10           How about if we spread out this initial

11      increase with the 6 percent per year for the next

12      three years over a three-year period?

13           MS. McNULTY:  Over a what?

14           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Three years.

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The initial increase

16      and spread it out?

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah.

18           MS. McNULTY:  That would be interesting.

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  What do you think?

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I think -- I think if

21      you, you know, have done a little math, 15.8

22      percent, that can do -- that can take the initial

23      difficult pill that we had to swallow, spread it

24      out.  So you have -- you do that times four years

25      and then you have six more years of the 3 percent
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1      to get to the 10.  And it takes the large increase

2      initially and it gets the -- essentially gets to

3      the same place but spreads it out over a long

4      amount of time.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So then the first year

6      would be --

7           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So you have an initial

8      adjustment of 15.8 percent.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  On top of what, on that

10      base of 15 million?

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Where we are now.

12           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Which I think is 15

13      million, is that right?

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So you do that for four

15      years.  And then you would have the 3 percent for

16      six more years after that.  And you get to the

17      same place, it's just pulled way, way out.  It's a

18      concession to the room.

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  You said 15 percent

20      times four, and then 6 years at three?

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yeah.  So you're at --

22      basically that's 80 percent, but that's where

23      you're getting to anyway, this is just moving it

24      way, way out.

25           And it's a concession to the concerns of the
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1      consumers that use pilotage in Tampa.  The number

2      is the same.

3           So let's say if we say it's a 51 percent

4      increase, which is what sort of the number that

5      was there, so 51 divided by four, so you're -- I

6      guess there's different numbers about compounding,

7      but you find some number that gets you to some --

8      a close approximation of this.  Maybe it's 13

9      percent or 14 percent, look at some different

10      variance.  You do that for four years, then you

11      have the smaller increases as it goes on.  You get

12      to the same place or near the same place, but much

13      more gradually on a much more gentle, glide slope.

14           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  And then that needs to

15      be across the board I guess.  So these rates and

16      how they're structured, we would need to look at

17      each individual component here draft, tonnage,

18      LOA, beam.  How are we going to make those

19      adjustments to get to those percentages?  That's

20      the question.  That's going to take some

21      simulation.  Mr. -- Mr. Law would have to -- we

22      would have to obviously reconvene because that's

23      going to take time.

24           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  You have to go through

25      the rates.
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1           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Exactly.

2           But I like that better than the way it's

3      proposed right now.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I like it too.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Or -- or you, if you

6      kept it the same and you just delayed it --

7      delayed the onset to give people time to adjust

8      perhaps then you wouldn't need to reconvene, just

9      move it out.  All the numbers of investigation are

10      still intact, just push the -- push the onset out.

11           And I don't know even how Tampa feels about

12      delaying it.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Well, we're certainly going

14      to have them address it.  We're throwing around

15      scenarios and --

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  They're the ones

17      affected.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- we'll give them an

19      opportunity to talk.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But with all due

21      respect, if we're in deliberation, isn't

22      deliberation amongst us of what we decide to do?

23      They already put in the request.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  It is, but I'm inviting the

25      input on deliberations.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm just asking.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  They may -- they might

3      offer something that's, you know, more intelligent

4      than what we're talking about.  And if that's the

5      case, I want to try to keep this thing moving

6      forward.

7           MS. McNULTY:  That's absolutely okay to do.

8      That's the Chair's prerogative to be able to do

9      that.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I understand.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're deliberating, but any

12      input that they have, we invite.

13           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I have to do some math.

14           MS. STERN:  Just while they do math, I want

15      to -- so we keep the rates the same, you're

16      saying, for four years and then just --

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  No.

18           MS. STERN:  -- start the effective date with

19      the 6 percent?

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  No.  I'm saying that

21      the board could decide that the new rates,

22      whatever we decide, they don't go into effect for

23      either six -- I don't know the amount of months,

24      six, nine, 12 months, whatever that number is.

25      And then you have -- you can keep them as they
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1      were, and you just delay the onset, or you could

2      do a more gradual glide slope, which would require

3      reinvestigating to some extent.

4           We don't want to open ourselves up to

5      challenge as a board.

6           MS. STERN:  No.  I guess I'm still -- so when

7      you say "delay the onset" --

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The simplest --

9           MS. McNULTY:  The effective date would not be

10      as soon as it becomes final, it might be it

11      becomes final a year from now.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That would be the

13      simplest.

14           MS. McNULTY:  That would be one option.

15      Another option they're contemplating, is instead

16      of the escrow to be 6, 6, 6 and the rest 3 up to

17      10, that they make that first three greater

18      to capture -- you know, leave the rates the same,

19      to escalate it over time.

20           MS. STERN:  Yeah, I understand, I just

21      thought there was a second component to

22      Commissioner Seuter's suggestion of setting the

23      start date, delaying the start date.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That is the simplest

25      approach.
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1           MS. STERN:  Okay, yeah --

2           MS. McNULTY:  That's an alternative.  That's

3      one approach.

4           MS. STERN:  Yeah, I know, I'm just making

5      sure I understand it.

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And Ms. McNulty, so the

7      initial increase was thought to be 51 percent, so

8      instead of -- that's the second, perhaps, thought.

9      Instead of doing it in one fell swoop, we have a

10      more gentle glide slope.

11           So those are two possibilities.

12           MS. McNULTY:  In the second scenario, if

13      that's where you're inclined to go, I would

14      suggest it's more complicated and would probably

15      need to reconvene so all the numbers can be run

16      and it's clear as to what you're voting on.

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes.

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And I think there is an

19      advantage that we've had all this testimony, we've

20      gathered, we've done all this work, that it's in

21      the state's interest to come to some resolution

22      today.

23           MS. McNULTY:  That is your determination.  I

24      just think it's important that the committee

25      believes it gets -- reaches a sound decision.  And
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1      if you need a little bit more time -- you'll take

2      this record that you developed today, you can even

3      get a copy of the transcript and have it with you

4      at your next meeting, whenever you set it, soon,

5      don't -- I don't mean to suggest that it should be

6      spread out.  But if you're going to re-run

7      numbers, I think it's important and fair so that

8      all entities can see what those numbers are and

9      you have meaningful discussion if you're going to

10      do something a little bit more complicated.

11      That's all.

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Me being the new guy,

13      how quickly can we reconvene?

14           I know the numbers can be ran relatively

15      fast.  What would be a normal expectation for --

16      is it 30 days?  Two weeks?

17           MS. McNULTY:  I assure you nothing about this

18      is normal.  It's a bifurcated thing.

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  One thing I would add,

20      let's say we do have a delayed timeline for the

21      adoption of any new rates that we decide on.  I

22      would suggest that the station construction fee,

23      if there's any allowance, to allow that to start

24      to accrue immediately, because that is of an

25      imperative nature that that station is addressed.
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1           Perhaps they can -- you know, that part can

2      be at the final -- you know, if there is a Final

3      Order, that can be started immediately or as soon

4      as is possible, irrespective of what may be a

5      delayed timeline for starting the other portions

6      that are adopted.

7           MS. McNULTY:  And that is certainly within

8      your prerogative when it comes to the point when

9      you actually set the rates.  You can set the

10      timing of when they go into effect, you know, set,

11      you know, these rates are X at this, these start X

12      date.

13           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Chairman Benson, did

14      you want to solicit their opinion on timing?

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I opened it up.  Captain?

16           CAPTAIN BAKER:  We would, I think, be open to

17      a six-month delay in implementation.  You know,

18      it's been a long time but, you know, I think six

19      months would be appropriate for port customers to

20      get into Q3 and make adjustments.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  What's your thought about

22      the gradual slide with like 15 percent increase or

23      something of that nature over three years?

24           CAPTAIN BAKER:  If it's three years, we're

25      receptive to that.  Start pushing further, it's --
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1      as a reminder, we do have four deputy pilots

2      coming on this year, and that is a large expense.

3      So, you know, our numbers will be 22 this year.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I prefer the slide,

6      okay?  Whatever that percentage needs to be over

7      three years is elevated and then it slopes down

8      from there.  I think that's fair and reasonable

9      for the port community, the people that have to

10      pay the bill.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Could that -- could you

12      be made comfortable with offsetting that by time?

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  No.

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Is there a number of

15      time -- an amount of time that could make you

16      comfortable?

17           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I don't think so.  I

18      think we need to gradual them into it.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And time, if we push it too

20      far out, is not going to help them.  I mean, at

21      the end of the day, they need an increase now.

22           So you know, if we were to reconvene, work

23      the numbers out to get them to the same economic

24      increase but up to the three years, they begin in

25      immediacy, we wouldn't have to delay the
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1      implementation either.  We'd be able to get them

2      dollars quicker there versus, you know, we go out

3      six months or a year.  That's -- they're going to

4      have no increase up to that point in time.  I

5      think that's going to be a hardship.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So I'd like to ask

7      Mr. Law to run the numbers at 15 percent, 15

8      percent --

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Four years --

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Four years.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- initially, plus

12      three years.

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  And graduate it down

14      from three years.  And then I'd also like to know

15      what the average pilot's income is in the state of

16      Florida, not the national average.

17           If we can find that information out, which we

18      should be able -- if you could find it.

19           MR. LAW:  Well, I mean, Year 1 you go from 15

20      million to 17.2.  Year 2, compounding to 19.8.

21      Year 3, 22.8, fourth year 26.2.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You're going to go above

23      the number --

24           CAPTAIN O'CONNOR:  No, that's -- excuse me,

25      that's 15 percent of the total.
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1           O'Connor.

2           He means 15 percent of the proposed, you

3      know, 52 percent that we were talking about.  So

4      to -- not of the total revenue.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

6           CAPTAIN O'CONNOR:  Am I mistaken?

7           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yeah.

8           MR. LAW:  No, we're -- I thought it was a 15

9      percent rate increase.

10           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  He's correct.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  He's correct.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yeah, I think he's got

13      it right.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah.

15           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  And then you do six

16      years at 3 percent, and you get to the same place

17      it's just over a much longer time frame.

18           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  By Year 4 --

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  And the percentage may

20      need to be up or down a little bit on, you know,

21      one or the other years.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  By Year 4 you're at 26

23      million in revenue.  Now you're going to add 6

24      percent, 6 percent, 6 percent, you're above.

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  No, you're not going to
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1      add 6 percent --

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  3.  He said 3 percent

3      thereafter.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Let him do it because

5      I'm done with numbers.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  The idea is here we get

7      to the same end number, we just spread it out over

8      time.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And Commissioner Seuter

10      said our obligation is to create and develop a

11      rate.

12           Our -- we're not negotiating.  We have to

13      create what we feel is fair and equitable to all

14      parties.  We're negotiating like we're trying to

15      get to where they want to be.

16           So where do we feel that the adequate rate

17      should be right now?  That's it.  Simple.  And

18      then do the increases based so they can get their

19      monies quicker instead of delaying it and delaying

20      it.

21           Give -- I mean, they submitted in this.  Some

22      of the board members feel it's good, some of them

23      don't feel it's adequate.  Where is the number

24      that we want to fit in that you guys feel

25      comfortable?
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1           I mean, I think we're trying to just create

2      different -- change the wheel here.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Commissioner, you're

4      saying that it's negotiation, but it's -- this is

5      part of the discourse of adopting a rate.

6           I feel we should -- I would love to make a

7      motion and adopt it without change.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You could.  You have

9      that right.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  However, I'm

11      not sure --

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But you have that right.

13      That's why you are a commission.  You have that

14      right as a commission.

15           You can make a motion and then either they

16      accept it or don't accept it, right or wrong.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're not negotiating.

18      What we're trying to do is to develop mechanism to

19      get an increase in the rates, make it more

20      palatable to the users in terms of the percentage.

21      And instead of next year having it at 6 percent,

22      they're going to have 15 percent.  We're trying to

23      get to the same number, but have it basically

24      cascaded over a few-year period of time as opposed

25      to the increase this time six months from now.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yes, sir.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Wow, you've given up.

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yes, sir.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  If it were simple, I'd be

5      having dinner my wife tonight.  Yes, Captain?

6           CAPTAIN BAKER:  If I can just point out, if

7      you look in the Investigative Report, the 26

8      million is right about at Year 4.  So it does

9      match up.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  It matches up.  It's

11      just more palatable, hopefully, to the users of

12      pilotage in Tampa.

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'd like to see the

14      numbers ran, personally, Richard.  That's where I

15      stand on that.

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Based upon length,

17      everything, the way they submitted it, right?

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yes.  There's been a lot

19      of changes, and the structure of this is going to

20      change.  So I would like to see the numbers ran

21      first.

22           THE REPORTER:  Excuse me --

23           MR. LAW:  So on page 21 --

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  The court reporter --

25      excuse me.  Guys --
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1           MS. McNULTY:  One at a time --

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Guys, one at a time for the

3      court reporter.

4           MS. McNULTY:  We need that for the court

5      reporter and for the transcript.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Sorry.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Sorry, but --

8           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I thought you had

9      something to say.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  What you would like.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I would like to see the

12      numbers re-ran based on this new structure.  And

13      we can get the exact amounts that -- where they

14      need to be, because adjustments are going to have

15      to be made to the components within the rate

16      structure.

17           Where are we going to take those numbers from

18      is going to go from the gross tonnage.  How does

19      that affect the small guy versus the big guy?

20      We're going to take it from the draft, beam -- I

21      mean, that has to be decided.

22           MR. LAW:  And decide whether you want to

23      include the pilot station fee in with that

24      revenue.

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I say no.
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  No.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Let's exclude the pilot

3      for now.

4           THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry, I can't --

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Exclude the pilot

6      station fee, I agree with that.

7           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Can you speak up?  We can't

8      hear you back here.

9           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Another concern I have

10      is that we do have certain vessels that are

11      impacted far more than others, right?  Some

12      people's rates are doubling versus some are not.

13           So I think it's fair that when we redo these

14      numbers we look and see how that affects everybody

15      so that maybe the cruise guy doesn't get affected

16      more than the container guy and everyone's on the

17      same playing field, we can see all the numbers.

18           And I can meet tomorrow morning.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're not allowed to.

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  We can't --

21           MS. ACKERMANN:  We're not meeting tomorrow

22      morning.

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'm just putting it out

24      there.  I'm ready to go.

25           MS. ACKERMANN:  There are noticing
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1      requirements for these meetings.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  But we do have seven

3      more hours.  We have seven more hours.  And we're

4      here.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Thanks for reminding

6      me.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Captain Kurtz?

8           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  So as a concession to the

9      smallest vessels with the minimum charge, is that

10      where your biggest concern is are the small ships

11      and the large increase to the minimum charge?

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yes, ma'am.

13           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Okay, that -- it goes to a

14      flat fee, not a percentage and a combination of

15      dimensions.  So that is -- that is something that

16      we are willing to discuss about reducing the

17      minimum charge from the proposed 2,000.

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.  Can you limit

19      that by vessel size?

20           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  I'm sorry?

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  That would be --

22           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  That's the minimum charge

23      vessels, the littlest guys that we're not even

24      meeting costs on to provide service to.

25           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  What is your minimum

2      cost?  I mean, what is your cost on the minimum

3      guy?

4           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Brett can answer that.

5           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Right now?

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  2,395.

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah.

8           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Proposed or currently?

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'm sorry?

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Current or proposed?

11           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Current.

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  $656.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  No, not what you

14      charge, but what it costs you to --

15           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Oh, about $1,500.

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  You certainly have to

17      cover that.

18           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  That's something we're

19      definitely willing to do is to lower our proposal

20      from 2,000 to 1,500 just to cover our cost of

21      pilotage for those smallest vessels.

22           MR. LAW:  There was only 24 vessels that were

23      minimum.

24           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  But how many port -- but 174

25      port calls last year.
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1           MR. LAW:  Oh, what you-all gave me was 24.

2           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Vessels.  Individual vessels,

3      not port calls.  They're regular customers.  They

4      come in every week.

5           MR. LAW:  Oh, okay.  I gotcha.

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay.  So should we --

7      should we break for a time to allow Mr. Law to

8      work some numbers and continue to try and finish

9      this?

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Today?

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Well, it's 1700.  It's

12      only 1700.  We are here.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I realize that.  Can you do

14      that?

15           MR. LAW:  I can give it a shot.

16           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Brett, you have your

17      spreadsheet?

18           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yeah.

19           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  He's got the whole thing on

20      his -- he's got a spreadsheet.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Should we break for one

22      hour for math?

23           MR. LAW:  Actually, I don't have it on a

24      spreadsheet, it's all typed.  So I mean, but --

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  How much time do you need?
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1           MR. LAW:  I'm sorry?

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  How much time do you need?

3           MR. LAW:  Oh, give me an hour.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Really?  Okay.

5           MR. LAW:  All right, here's what I'm going to

6      do as to what I'm listening to, okay?  We're going

7      to take the 15 million, which is the revenue with

8      the adjustment for the additional crew.  And so

9      Year 1 after -- after Year 1 it's 17.2.  After

10      Year 2, it's 19.8.  After year 3 it's 21.8.  And

11      after Year 4 it's 26.2.

12           Now, do you want me -- I don't know that I

13      have time to run all the cost factors that many

14      years out.  That's too much work.  And -- and

15      there's a lot of assumptions on how those numbers

16      estimate out four years as far as expenses.

17           I have a little bit of problem with the

18      estimated numbers in '24 anyway on expenses and

19      that's why I brought that forward.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  But if we did 15 four

21      times, and then you did three six times, we could

22      have some kind of rough approximation of what it

23      looks like?

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That might take you more

25      than an hour.
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1           MR. LAW:  Say that again.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We're talking about

3      doing 15 percent.

4           MR. LAW:  Four times.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Four times, yeah.  And

6      then get to the final number we're looking for,

7      you know, the way it was proposed, 3 percent

8      times -- for six more years to make a 10-year

9      timeline.

10           MR. LAW:  So no more 6 percent.  That's gone.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That's gone.  And then

12      you're just finishing with 3 percent for six more

13      years, and that's it.

14           CAPTAIN BUSHY:  That's 13 years.

15           MR. LAW:  No, that's 10.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  10 years.

17           So should we give them time to work that out?

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, Captain B, do you have

19      a comment?

20           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No comment now.

21           MS. McNULTY:  First of all, I just want to

22      make sure that Mr. Law doesn't feel so pressured

23      that he cannot do an accurate job to this

24      committee.  And if he feels like he can do this

25      with this time constraint -- and don't shoot me,
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1      Richard -- what I would ask if you could write

2      something on a piece of paper that we can maybe --

3      perhaps Mandie could work with the hotel to

4      reproduce so everybody, the pilots, interested

5      people and then the committee members can look at

6      the piece of paper to see the calculations because

7      I think that would be better support for whatever

8      decision, if any, is made this evening.  And if

9      you need more than an hour to do that, we -- you

10      know, if it's an hour-and-a-half to allow 30

11      minutes to make copies, I think that would be

12      helpful for deliberations.

13           If not, then you need to let us -- I think it

14      would be advisable to let the committee know,

15      because I think it's only fair to all parties

16      involved and the committee to make an informed

17      decision.

18           MR. LAW:  I don't feel comfortable with the

19      expense side in that amount of time.  I'm sorry, I

20      just don't.  I don't think that I want to put my

21      name on it.

22           MS. McNULTY:  And I think that's important

23      for the committee to hear that, too.

24           MR. LAW:  You know, I'm sorry.  I'm doing

25      everything by hand.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You don't have to be

2      sorry, sir.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Captain Kurtz?

4           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Captain Baker has all the

5      formula on a spreadsheet.  So we would like to

6      request that he work with Richard to plug in the

7      changes to come to these target numbers that we're

8      talking about, percentage increases so he doesn't

9      have to do it by hand.

10           MS. McNULTY:  Would that alleviate your

11      concern regarding the expense piece, Mr. Law?  Or

12      not?  Because I'm -- if it doesn't, that's okay to

13      say.

14           MR. LAW:  No, you know, the -- when you start

15      projecting expenses, you need to know the basis of

16      underlying assumptions for projecting those

17      numbers.  And they could be different two years

18      later than they are three years later, four years

19      later.  And I don't think that's the way this

20      should be rushed.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  When we look at the nature

22      of the expenses, I mean, they -- they're presuming

23      a certain number of handles, you know, and

24      inherent costs and everything else or whatever.

25      How many of those items is going to change all
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1      that much?

2           What we're talking about here is spreading

3      out the revenue, increases in revenue, right?  As

4      opposed to really changing the expenses.  I mean,

5      they're, like, distribution, they're

6      contributions, the funded pension.  How many of

7      those things --

8           MR. LAW:  Health care, fuel, those numbers.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  But all those things

10      were going to be fixed no matter what we did.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah.  How is fuel -- if

12      they're -- they're still going to have the number

13      of handles per year, that fuel cost isn't going to

14      change because the rates are being cascaded out.

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I think you copy and

16      paste the expenses.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah.  I'm not trying to

18      lock you into something --

19           MR. LAW:  Not me.  I'm sorry, not me.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So he's saying he

21      doesn't have ample amount of time.  You guys are

22      questioning whether he does or doesn't, no?

23      Because you said how is that going to change?

24      That's what you asked, Chair.

25           So what is it that we do now?
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I'm not trying to paint him

2      into a corner.  I wouldn't put my name on

3      something I didn't feel comfortable producing.

4           But all I'm saying to you is there's a

5      revenue element of it and the flow of revenue

6      coming through based on these increases, and

7      there's an expense element of it.

8           If the level of activity at the port and the

9      variable costs and fixed costs are not going to

10      change, then I think it's -- it's a doable

11      situation.  If you think certain line items on the

12      expense side are going to change because we're

13      cascading the revenue, you know, I don't see that

14      yet, but you know --

15           MR. LAW:  Retirement's a big number.

16           CAPTAIN BAKER:  But in four years we would

17      end up where it's projected anyway if we cascaded

18      over four years.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So he's doing your job.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're not telling him how

21      to do his job.  We just want to make sure he has

22      his arms around the scope of what we're asking him

23      to do.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I understand, sir.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  He is going to make the
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1      decision how to do it.  If he can't do it by

2      tonight, we're going to have to reconvene.  I want

3      to make sure we're not over -- that we have the

4      same understanding as to what we're asking you to

5      do.

6           MR. LAW:  I'm not -- I'm not comfortable with

7      it.  I'm sorry.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.

9           MS. McNULTY:  It might be helpful to also

10      discuss other things you might want to consider if

11      you have a separate meet -- if you decide to have

12      a separate meeting.

13           MR. LAW:  Like, what options would you want

14      me to -- I could do two or three different

15      scenarios, for instance, and then you --

16      because --

17           MS. McNULTY:  You want to be louder.

18           MR. LAW:  Because if the resulting pilot net

19      income is much higher than you want it to be --

20      and I could come back and say, this put us way

21      higher than we needed to.  Then all right,

22      Richard, bring it back down, you know?

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  But I think --

24           MR. LAW:  And so I think if we came up with

25      some type of other targeted net income or
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1      something like that, maybe it backs into it.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  For the record, for me

3      this is to be fair and reasonable to industry,

4      okay, and to try and be fair and reasonable to the

5      pilots from a rate perspective, not from how much

6      anyone makes.  That's how I'm looking at this.

7           So I want to see with those percentages over

8      those years whether it's 15, 14, 13, however that

9      needs to work, graduate it down for four years

10      what those numbers look like, for industry as

11      well.

12           Someone had mentioned that for, like, the

13      Balsa vessel that is in the report that we may be

14      able to reduce that number down to the minimum

15      pilotage fee number.  I'd like to see that happen

16      as well.  So I'd like for that to be discussed

17      also.

18           If we can do that now, I'm ready to talk

19      about that.  I just don't think it's fair to

20      double their fee like that, so --

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I would say that I

22      like what you're saying about spreading it over

23      four years initially rather than hitting it all at

24      once.  And it seems to me that's something we can

25      do fairly easily, and I don't understand the big
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1      complexity to it.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I don't -- agree.

3           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And if you just take,

4      roughly, I think it's 51 percent, roughly, that

5      they're trying to get on the pilots' application

6      above that $15-million mark.

7           So if you took that 51 percent, divided that

8      into four payments, I think you can come up to the

9      percentage that you need to hit each year.  And

10      that's going to give them a salary less than what

11      they wanted until Year 4, I guess, but they'll get

12      there.  And it'll spread out the time frame to the

13      port users to be able to pay that money.

14           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Compounding interest

15      is -- I just --

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  We can work us back

17      to --

18           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So what I'm

19      understanding --

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  -- figure that in

21      there, I think.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- is that we are

23      accepting the application, and just how do you get

24      that formula where they want it, which we haven't

25      even deliberated if we're accepting the rates.
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1      You've just said we want to make them whole, we

2      want to get them to what their target is.

3           We are here to set that target, not them.  Am

4      I right or am I wrong?

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  No, we're here to

6      accept -- we're here to accept their rate or not

7      that they requested.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But -- but we haven't

9      even discussed it for accepting, have we?

10           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  No, I'm saying for my

11      personal -- my person, I'm okay with that.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm not saying no, but

13      we haven't even discussed if we've accepted the

14      rates.  We've just assumed we want to get them to

15      what they've submitted.  And I thought as part of

16      the commission and sitting on this board, either

17      we're supposed to deliberate silently to discuss

18      if we -- after we've heard from the body and the

19      chair has the right to allow them to come in, it's

20      his chair, but we haven't even deliberated if

21      we've even accepted this yet.

22           Correct me if I'm wrong, am I -- I must have

23      missed something.

24           MS. McNULTY:  You haven't even gone over the

25      different factors, but --
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I know.

2           MS. McNULTY:  At this point, that's one thing

3      to go over what's been in the Investigative

4      Committee Report.  After one does that, one would

5      look at the actual components in the application.

6           It might be at his point, though, you think

7      it's more practical to talk about the bigger

8      issues and run different scenarios, like this is

9      Scenario No. 1 or 2 with Mr. Law.  And

10      Mr. Hodge -- Commissioner Hodge also has concerns,

11      maybe additional items might need to be run for

12      deliberation in terms of where are you

13      contemplating different scenarios with the, I'll

14      say, the formula or the draft that different

15      entities that have concerns about, or not.

16           I mean, you-all -- this is time for

17      discussion and if you want to see more information

18      produced by Mr. Law and Commissioner Bushy, and

19      then also if there's anything from any of the

20      entities that you think would be helpful for your

21      discussions when you set and deliberate on setting

22      fair, just and reasonable rates, if you decide you

23      need more information to ultimately make your

24      ultimate decision, that's what this is about.

25           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And that's all I'm
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1      suggesting.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I understand that, but

3      so far, from my senses -- and you are the attorney

4      here -- and all I've heard is "to get them where

5      they want to be."

6           As a commissioner sitting on the Pilots Rate

7      Review Board, as I've learned now what it means to

8      sit on this board, it is up to us as commissioners

9      to set what we want, what we feel is just,

10      reasonable and fair --

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- what we want to give

13      based upon the information that we have received.

14           So if someone in general submits an

15      application and says this is what I want, it's up

16      to us if we feel, is it valid or is it not?  We

17      haven't even got there yet.  We're just making --

18      can you run these numbers to get them where they

19      want it to be or where they're at?  That's all

20      I've heard.  That's all I've heard from this --

21      from this board.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Maybe we should call a

23      vote to see if we are there.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You should.  Put a

25      motion out.
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Now, I'm just

2      suggesting that we see those numbers so we can

3      make determinations based on those numbers.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Great.  Then -- then I

5      don't think -- because people shouldn't be

6      pressuring Mr. Law to --

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're not.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- try -- with all due

9      respect, Chair, you said, "I don't know how this

10      would change or not change."  Let him make that

11      decision, with all due respect.  He knows what

12      he's doing.

13           If you say you want these numbers in detail,

14      we should all see the numbers, including them, and

15      with all due respect to the pilots, he can't take

16      his document and play with it.  That's his

17      document.  He's now going to make his own formulas

18      and do that because I remember on the Pilots Rate

19      Review Board from Miami none of us could sit

20      around the board member that was formulating those

21      fees because it wouldn't have been fair.

22           If we're going to do it fair, if we're going

23      to do it fair, then let Mr. Law create the numbers

24      based upon Commissioner Hodge and Mr. --

25      Commissioner Jaccoma, sorry, to get all of us
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1      seeing the actual numbers instead of guessing.

2           But right now we haven't even talked about do

3      we accept the rates?  We haven't talked about if

4      we accepted the 860 for their station?  We haven't

5      talked about -- because he came up with a

6      suggestion here -- well, no, he didn't come up, he

7      suggested, told us what the numbers were actually

8      for the mortgage payment, what it would be.

9           We haven't even discussed if we accepted any

10      of them or any motion on any of them.  All we've

11      said is how do we get them to their number?

12           Now, like I said, 51 percent increase gets 85

13      percent increase in pay.  51 percent increase in

14      revenues creates an 85 percent increase in pay.

15           That's a significant number.

16           So I want to discuss it, I want to see where

17      it's coming from.  It's fair for me as a

18      commissioner.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And it's fair for

21      Commissioner Hodge and it's fair for everybody who

22      is here to see it.  Because now I'm going to make

23      my decision based upon what I feel is fair and

24      whether I accept it or adopt it or don't accept

25      it.
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1           I'm just going based upon this, just in

2      2024 -- we haven't even talked about the 6

3      percent, 6 percent, and 6 percent and then 3, 3 --

4      based upon these numbers, it's an 85 -- he's

5      saying 51 percent increase in revenue.  Great.  So

6      how does 51 percent increase in revenue change the

7      salaries by 85 percent?  I guess there's no more

8      overhead.  There are no more FGNA.

9           So I want to talk about that.  So why would I

10      give up -- have the people and the persons to pay

11      another $860,000 like you guys were questioning

12      earlier, if they've got an 85 percent increase in

13      pay?

14           No one's seen the numbers.  Or am I like --

15      it's right there.

16           So if you want it broken down, have them

17      break it down.  Let's not try to convince him and

18      sell him on it and let him do what he wants to do.

19      And if we want to have to set up another

20      meeting -- or we can sit here all night until

21      midnight and look at each other.  I don't have a

22      problem.  I got nowhere to go.

23           But you're going to do what's fair for the

24      people.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I'll clarify, we're not
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1      trying to back him into a corner.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm sorry, you

3      questioned, why would you do this.  I'm sorry,

4      Chair.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I said why -- I said how

6      would that change?  I did not tell him --

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Sir --

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Excuse me, I have the floor

9      right now.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Don't say a word until I'm

12      done.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yes, sir.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  I asked how would

15      the cost change if we had the same number of

16      handles and everything else, okay?  I am not

17      telling Mr. Law how they would change or if they

18      would not change.

19           I would like to accomplish it tonight, but

20      I'm not pushing to accomplish it tonight if we

21      can't do it right.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yes, sir.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  If we don't do it right,

24      we're going to be challenged on this and we're not

25      going to be doing our job, okay?
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1           So what I want to do is make sure we get

2      through this process.  If we get to this point

3      tonight, Donna is going to go through each and

4      every one of those items and we're going to say

5      are we accepting this, are we accepting this?

6           We have to show the trail on whatever we've

7      decided, if we decide anything tonight, okay?

8           So basically I'd like to find a way to

9      accomplish as much as we can tonight, and if that

10      means we don't accept anything other than we're

11      reconvening in 30 days or whenever we can do it,

12      that's where we'll get to be.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yes, sir.

14           MS. McNULTY:  A suggestion?

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

16           MS. McNULTY:  A suggestion could be, if

17      you're amenable, to go and consider and vote on

18      the factors as set forth in the Investigative

19      Committee Report, subject to potential amendment

20      if you decide to reconvene.  But that way it at

21      least gets those factors set, if that's -- you

22      know, the factors like the public interest, you

23      know, and you can see if you have a question.  If

24      you're not comfortable voting on whatever is in

25      the Investigative Committee Report now, we could
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1      defer it.  But I think maybe go ahead and do that

2      piece of it.

3           And then you may also -- if that's what you

4      want to do tonight and get that taken care of,

5      subject to amendment, then you could look at the

6      overall areas of concerns, if a certain

7      commissioner has a concern about the formula used,

8      just raise it for discussion; if you have a

9      concern about a component in that formula, raise

10      it for discussion.  You don't necessarily need to

11      dissolve -- resolve that for tonight, but if you

12      want -- if you're going to have another meeting --

13      that way it's out on the table what people's

14      concerns are.

15           Just food for thought.

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Thank you, ma'am.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Mr. Chair?

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, sir.

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So had we voted on the

20      package in total, it would have affected the

21      consumers and the users of pilotage and the pilots

22      to the extent was outlined in the Investigative

23      Report.  That would have been, let's say, a

24      worst-case scenario.  That would have been the

25      heaviest hand that would have been applied to the
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1      customers, and they would have felt that and been

2      uncomfortable about that.

3           Anything we do to apply a more gradual

4      application is in consideration of the consumers

5      and would, therefore, be less impactful, and we're

6      getting to the same place in the end.

7           All the numbers should be similar because

8      it's the same timeline, it's essentially the same

9      expenses.  I'm stuck on not understanding why

10      everything is out the window.  Because I feel like

11      whether -- it's an 81 percent increase in rates if

12      we go 51 percent, which was the initial, plus

13      three years at 6, which was 18, plus an additional

14      12, which would have been four years at 3.  So

15      it's 81 percent.

16           If you take 81 percent divide it by 10, or

17      whatever -- however you want to make it happen.

18      You could ever so simply take 10 years at 8.1

19      percent.  Every year you could make adjustment.

20      The expenses are the same, the customers have 10

21      years of adjustment and they can predict that.

22           I don't see why we're so quick to throw all

23      of this work, this giant package out the window.

24      I think we're too quick to -- there have been

25      Pilotage Review Committees that have changed and
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1      been nimble and flexible enough to make

2      adjustment.

3           I don't know why we're so quick to do this

4      because the projections -- and we said we need to

5      see the projections.  The projection is there.

6      It's the last number.  It's already -- the work

7      has been done.  It's just how you get there.

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  That's the way I see

9      it, actually, myself but --

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That's assuming

11      commissioners, all of us, accepted their numbers,

12      right?

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  We understand that.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No, you don't, because

15      you're assuming that we've all accepted these

16      numbers.

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  We're not assuming

18      anything until we see what it looks like.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  So you said the

20      roadwork is already -- the map is already written.

21      Based upon what?

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Richard Law's

23      Investigative Report and the audited financials

24      that have been submitted.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  It is for us to make
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1      that decision.  No outside --

2           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  We can't make the

3      decision until we see the numbers themselves.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Okay.  We can't just

5      look at a year's revenue and take whatever

6      percentage, 15 percent, 8 percent or what have you

7      and say that's going to be the revenue.  They have

8      to go through the underlying detail to say this

9      rate is going to change to this, this rate is

10      going to change to this each year.  We can't do it

11      10,000 foot, you know, look at it.

12           There's also Commissioner Assal was saying,

13      and I understand where he's coming from, there's

14      certain things that perhaps he's going to object

15      to or somebody else is going to object to.  So

16      we're trying to get to the bottom line, so to

17      speak, and it does soften it for the consumers,

18      but there may be something in his formula that

19      he's going to have a position with or we may have

20      a position with.  I don't know.

21           So while we could go through an analysis and

22      take a $15-million number and blow it out for the

23      next 10 years, we actually have to go into

24      underlying rates and say, you know, this rate is

25      going to go by this percentage or this rate is
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1      going to go by that percentage or whatever.  It's

2      not as simple as, you know, looking at it from

3      10,000 feet, I don't think.

4           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I agree with that.

5           I do have one other comment.  On page 5 of

6      the Investigative Report, Mr. Law looked at a

7      couple of ships and compared them that were very

8      similar, may even be competitors of each other.

9      And there's a 45 percent difference in the rate of

10      those two vessels.

11           So I have some concerns there.  I'd like to

12      take a look exactly why that is, what is the

13      component that separates those two vessels by that

14      much?  Because by size -- and I think it's the

15      escalator on the LOA of 815, but I mean, we've got

16      to think about the impact on the one vessel versus

17      the other.  They may be -- they may compete

18      against one another.  I don't know.

19           I think it's important that we maybe dig into

20      that a little bit and maybe Mr. Law can tell us

21      what he found as a determining factoring and the

22      difference.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Captain?

24           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I actually explained that in

25      my comments earlier; one is a containership, the
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1      other is a bulker.

2           The Cosmo Auckland is very high risk, very

3      difficult to handle that size containership, has

4      the same windage as a cruise ship.  They've broken

5      off our berths.  We meet them all over the

6      channel.  The bulkar has maybe 30 feet of

7      freeboard.

8           You know, it's two different animals when

9      we're looking at these vessels.

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.  I thought they

11      were both containerships.  I'm sorry.

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That's all right.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Other comments?

14      Let's -- let's go the route of --

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  There was a comment

16      from Port of Tampa.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Oh, yes, sir.

18           MR. KLUG:  We understand what you're trying

19      to accomplish with the 15 percent, 50 percent, et

20      cetera.  Those are based on gross revenues.

21           I'd like to see the impact on the actual rate

22      sheet.  I think that's what you've been saying

23      here.

24           This is on page 43 and -- sorry, page 48 and

25      page 49 of the Investigative Report, also pages 2
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1      and 3 of the application.  This is the proposed

2      rates.  There's a new formula.

3           So it's not like we're increasing 15 percent

4      based on the old formula.  There is a new formula.

5      How does that 15 percent, 15 percent, 15 percent,

6      et cetera, impact these numbers?  Also, does it

7      impact the minimum fee?

8           You know, there's a lot of different

9      increases that are on this application.  How are

10      those impacted by those numbers?

11           And so we recommend that you -- the report be

12      done showing this over four years or seven years

13      or whatever the time period is, what those

14      increases are and we have 30 days to review this

15      so you can reconvene in 30 days or more to give

16      the port community a chance to look at the impact

17      of that proposed increase, if you decide to do

18      that.  But you may decide you're not going to do

19      that.  I think that's just a suggestion.

20           But I would like to see how that really

21      impacts these fees, because we're not talking

22      about the revenues, how overall the revenues are

23      going to impact the port community, but each of

24      those fees impact separate users and separate

25      shippers, and we'd like to see that impact.
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1           That was my comment.  Thank you.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You want to go through them

3      all?

4           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  So at this time the

5      Chair's asked that we review the different

6      components and factors as set forth in the

7      Investigative Committee Report.  And just so you

8      know, all the page numbers that I'm going to be

9      referencing are those of the actual Investigative

10      Committee Report, not like the Bates stamp page.

11      So --

12           THE REPORTER:  Ms. McNulty?

13           MS. McNULTY:  Yes.

14           THE REPORTER:  Can you hold on one minute?  I

15      think if I get under here it might be warmer.  If

16      you can give me just a minute.

17           MS. McNULTY:  We would like to make the court

18      reporter happy.

19           THE REPORTER:  Otherwise I'm going to ask for

20      a blanket.

21           Thank you.

22           MS. McNULTY:  Are you set?  Great.

23           So regarding the Executive Summary, the

24      findings in the Executive Summary beginning on

25      page 2 of the report, do you accept those
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1      findings, to the board?  Before we get into the

2      factors?

3           And that would be Bates page 4, but page 2 of

4      the IC.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The general comments,

6      is that where you're at?

7           MS. McNULTY:  The Investigative Committee

8      Report begins on page 2 of the report from

9      Mr. Law, and I've been on Bates page 4.  I don't

10      know -- is that what you have?  Yeah, Bates

11      page 4.

12           So I'm not sure what you're looking at.

13           I'd like to have all the -- I will be saying

14      starting on the Investigative Committee Report

15      page number, the one that's in the center of the

16      page.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So we're looking for

18      motions to adopt these things as factual?

19           MS. McNULTY:  Yes, as your factual finding.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I will make a motion

21      that the Executive Summary general comments on

22      page 2 of the Executive Summary are complete and

23      factual.

24           MS. McNULTY:  Beginning with page 2?

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Beginning with page 2
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1      until they end, that section ends.

2           MS. McNULTY:  And that includes any

3      modifications, albeit I believe Mr. Law made a

4      modification in the beginning on page 6 draft

5      became blank, those sort of modifications;

6      correct?

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Correct.

8           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So this ends on page

10      5?

11           MS. McNULTY:  No, it ends on page 11.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Page 11.

13           MS. McNULTY:  No, I believe it ends on

14      page 10.

15           MR. LAW:  Actually, that's the certification

16      on page 10, but not part of the executive --

17           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

18           MS. STERN:  Ends on 9.

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So it ends on page 9;

20      is that right?

21           MS. McNULTY:  Ends on page 9.

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So I'll second that

23      motion that was made, along with any modifications

24      Mr. Law pointed out.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

6           Anybody object?  Okay.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.  Then the next

8      motion, the Certification of Information is

9      presented starting on page 10 of Mr. Law and

10      Bushy's report.  I guess we'll need to vote on

11      that particular page, page 10, because then the

12      next page starts back on No. 1.

13           I'm just going to be very particular tonight.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Good.

15           Motion?

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So where are we now?

17      Just page 10?

18           MS. McNULTY:  The other view of the

19      clarifications on page 10 of the IC.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

21      accept the exceptions and clarifications page on

22      page 10 as complete and factual.

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll second that.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

25           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.
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1           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Okay, thank you.

5           MS. McNULTY:  Next is Factor No. 1 regarding

6      the public interest in having qualified pilots

7      available to respond promptly to vessels needing

8      their service.  And that is on page 11 of the IC.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  We're going to go down

10      each one of the items; am I correct?

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yep.

12           MS. McNULTY:  We're going to go over each

13      factor.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I gotcha.  I make the

15      motion to accept.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, Assal.  Second?

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll second.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Seuter.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  For Section 1.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Thank you.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.  The next is Factor

2      No. 2 beginning also on page 11, and that is a

3      determination of the average net income of pilots

4      in the port, including the value of all benefits

5      derived from the service as a pilot, et cetera, as

6      spelled out by statute.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'll make a motion to

8      accept Section 2.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Assal.  Second?

10           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Jaccoma.  All those in

12      favor?

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

14           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

18           MS. McNULTY:  Are there any opposed?

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No.

20           MS. McNULTY:  You have to say that on the

21      record.  Sorry, I know it's late.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Unanimous.

23           MS. McNULTY:  The next, beginning on page 13

24      of the IC, reasonable operating expenses of

25      pilots.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'll make a motion to

2      accept Section 3.

3           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll second that.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Hodge.  All those

5      in favor?

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

7           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  All approve.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.  Pilotage rates in

12      other ports starting on page 16.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I make a motion to

14      accept Section 4.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Motion by Assal.  Second

16      by --

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Second.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- Seuter.  All those in

19      favor?

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Unanimous.

25           MS. McNULTY:  And that's as amended, correct?
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1      One of the tables was amended.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.  Yes.

3           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes.

4           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes, this table was

6      amended here.

7           MS. McNULTY:  And then Factor No. 5, the

8      amount of time the pilots spend actually piloting

9      duties and time spent on other support services

10      beginning on page 23.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll make a motion on

12      that.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I second.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Assal.

15           MS. McNULTY:  What was --

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Commissioner Hodge made

17      the motion.

18           MS. McNULTY:  To approve?

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  To approve, yes.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Commissioner

21      Assal.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Assal, second.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

24           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

25           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Unanimous.

4           MS. McNULTY:  Then regarding the prevailing

5      compensation which begins on page 25.  Just No. 6.

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I make the motion to

7      accept Section 6.

8           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Excuse me.  Sorry.

9           There is an error.  The CPI -- the average

10      income, 475, is actually 500,000.  This has been

11      previously accepted as fact in the Jacksonville

12      Investigative Report with the exhibit, and the

13      Canaveral Investigative Report.  So that number is

14      not correct.

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'm sorry.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Can you get us back to

17      where you're at, Captain?

18           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Paragraph 5, Section 6 of

19      Captain Quick's testimony.  It says an average of

20      475.

21           The two -- the exhibit is in the Jacksonville

22      Investigative Report and just in Canaveral was

23      accepted as fact as $500,000, not 475.

24           MS. McNULTY:  Was that modified at the

25      Jacksonville rate hearing?
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1           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No, it is -- in the exhibit

2      was 500,000.

3           MS. McNULTY:  I mean, at the Jacksonville

4      rate hearing, did they modify that on the record

5      or something?  It was just -- it was just straight

6      500,000?

7           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yeah, that I know of.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's the second paragraph

9      of that?

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It was the same as Canaveral

11      also.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So are we accepting the

13      motion or not accepting the motion?

14           MS. McNULTY:  Can we hear from Mr. Law or

15      Bushy?

16           MR. LAW:  I don't -- I don't know if it's

17      right or wrong.  I just -- I didn't verify that.

18      He brought it to my attention.  I thought it was

19      de minimus.

20           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It does change the CPI

21      adjusted to 634.

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So if you use that

23      number of 500, that would then affect --

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  It goes to 634.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  634 instead of 602.
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1           MS. STERN:  Is it possible to hold off on

2      this one --

3           MS. McNULTY:  Yes.

4           MS. STERN:  -- and verify and ask him to

5      verify it, and we'll come back to that?

6           MS. McNULTY:  I think that's actually a good

7      idea.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, 7?

9           MS. McNULTY:  Okay, we'll hold off on that.

10           So then Factor No. 7 begins on page 26 and

11      that's impact the rate change may have.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I think we need to hold

13      off on this, too, until we have more information.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yeah.

15           MS. McNULTY:  Factor 8, projected changes in

16      vessel traffic.  That starts on page 28.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'd make a motion to

18      accept Section 8 without the change.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Motion by Seuter.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Second.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Assal.

22           All those in favor?

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

24           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Unanimous.

3           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Factor No. 9, cost of

4      retirement and medical plans, begins on page 29.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  There was the minor

6      scrivener's error there that we just need to make

7      adjustment to.

8           MS. McNULTY:  Yes.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  What was that one?

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The 42 should reflect

11      the 58,000 above it.

12           However, with that -- with that change, I'd

13      make a motion to accept this section as complete

14      and true.

15           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll second that.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Motion by Seuter, second by

17      Hodge.

18           All those in favor?

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Unanimous.

24           MS. McNULTY:  Factor 10, physical risk

25      inherent in piloting, beginning on page 31.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'll make a motion to

2      accept Section 10.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll accept.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Assal and Seuter.  All

5      those in favor?

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

7           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Unanimous.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Factor 11, special

12      characteristics, dangers and risks of this port,

13      beginning at page 31.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Motion?

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Seuter will make a

16      motion to adopt this as complete and factual.

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Seuter.

18           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second it.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Jaccoma.  All in

20      favor?

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Unanimous.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Then Factor 12, any other

2      factors and the CPI.  Do you want to hold off on

3      this one?

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yeah.

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Why?

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Well, the CPI is not

7      going to change.

8           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

9           MR. LAW:  I don't think the analysis changes.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I make a motion to

11      accept Section 12.

12           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  By Assal.  Second.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Jaccoma.

15           All those in favor?

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

17           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Unanimous.

21           MS. McNULTY:  And that -- did that -- that

22      included the CPI analysis, correct?

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

24           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's it?
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1           MS. McNULTY:  That completes that section

2      with those two pending.

3           MS. ACKERMANN:  I was going to say, I looked

4      at the Investigative Report for Canaveral and it

5      was listed as 500,000 in Section 6 as the average.

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So should we adopt it

7      and then -- with the amended of the 500,000?

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah, I think so.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Right?  So that way

10      we're done with that motion.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Well, but it also had that

12      other piece.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Which section is that?

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  6.  Remember we had 475?

15      It's 500,000.

16           MS. STERN:  There were a bunch of other

17      numbers in there.

18           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It also adjusts the 26.8.

19           MS. McNULTY:  I think we should look at it

20      because it also has the CPI piece that you wanted

21      to mess with, or look at.  If you're wanting to

22      bring it back, it's correct with the 500,000 but

23      it has an impact that might need to be calculated.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Gotcha.

25           MS. McNULTY:  So I appreciate that,
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1      Ms. Ackermann.

2           MS. ACKERMANN:  Gotcha.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You want to do the other

4      piece in terms of --

5           MS. McNULTY:  And now the fun begins, right?

6      So whatever you-all want to do, but it might be a

7      good time to have some discussion at a high level

8      about concerns or no concerns about different

9      components have been discussed regarding the

10      rates.  You know, there's a new formula, there are

11      new increases to different components to that

12      formula, or any other item that you're concerned

13      about.

14           I know that different people in the public

15      are concerned primarily about the new formula,

16      changes to the draft, the different fees.  A lot

17      of those have been discussed.  And then what I

18      call the escalator at the end, and anything else

19      we all want to talk about.

20           I think Mr. Law would like to say something.

21           MR. LAW:  Can I ask a question --

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

23           MR. LAW:  -- on the 15, 15, 15?  So that

24      means we take -- it's not so easy because we're

25      taking 15 million in revenue created by the old
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1      rates of draft and tonnage.  So they have proposed

2      rates in beam, length, tonnage and draft.

3           So adjusting what they ask for -- they've

4      already asked for 50-some percent aggregate

5      increase, but not necessarily 50 percent in draft,

6      tonnage, beam, and so forth.  So -- and you're

7      going to have to come up with adjusted rates for

8      those categories that result in a 15 percent

9      increase --

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Right.

11           MR. LAW:  -- which is going to take some

12      work.

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Right.

14           MR. LAW:  Because it's like having four

15      variables coming to one future number, okay?  It's

16      not -- I don't think it's flat.  I haven't run it,

17      the numbers, but I think there's a lot of

18      intentional reasoning behind having the draft at a

19      certain number or this at a certain number.  They

20      have their purpose.

21           So anyway, I'm telling you that I think

22      coming up with a revised rate schedule for Year 1,

23      two, three and four is going to be some work to

24      then present to you.

25           And just so you know that at the end of four
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1      years, then the total increase is up to 26 million

2      200.  And had you done the requested rate times 6,

3      6, 6, so after four years it would have been at

4      25.7.

5           So it's kind of in the ballpark.  It's not

6      the same number.

7           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Mr. Chair.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Is there any way to

10      salvage what we have?  And again, I -- I go back

11      to the before we scrap everything, and just the

12      expense of these meetings alone, but pushing out

13      the timeline, we have all the numbers in front of

14      us.  We still have all the analysis.  It's all

15      still relevant.  It's just a matter of timeline.

16      If it is, we still could do this.

17           We haven't called a motion, no one's made a

18      motion, but I'm not sure we should say that it's

19      completely dead yet.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  We still haven't

21      discussed -- again, you keep bringing up that

22      we're so close.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  What haven't we

24      discussed?

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Well, we haven't even
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1      said we accepted their numbers.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Well, that's what the next

3      step is.

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  Then if you want

5      to discuss it, we discuss it.  You want to wait,

6      we wait.  You want to continue, we continue.

7           It doesn't matter to me, like I said.  We got

8      until 11:59.  I mean --

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Why don't we go through the

10      next steps in terms of what we do agree with

11      versus what we don't agree with?

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And then if we get to a

14      point where we basically in essence agree with it,

15      then we're back to how do we do it pushing it out

16      versus the exercise of going through and redoing

17      the numbers, so to speak.

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yes, sir.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Go for it.

20           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  So what I've done is

21      I've taken the application and tried to write down

22      every component to make sure that this committee

23      votes on everything that was asked for.  And to

24      the extent something was previously clarified,

25      like the dry docking, I want to incorporate that
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1      into a motion, if you're okay with that.  And just

2      have discussion and vote.

3           When you vote I think -- I would actually

4      request that you have some kind of explanation why

5      you are justifying that for the record, so it's

6      clear.

7           First, okay, just Item No. 1, the rate

8      formula itself.  It's currently -- as it's current

9      in draft -- rate times draft and gross tonnage

10      rate times gross tons, adding to that the length

11      times length rate and beam times beam rate.  And

12      that's the basic formula with the proposed, in the

13      application, minimum base pilotage rate of $2,000.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I would like to propose

15      that we accept the formula.  It's the formula that

16      we have had, established in the last several

17      hearings, not necessarily the amount in terms, but

18      the formula itself.  And the only element of that

19      that had some discussion as to whether or not we

20      adjust the -- or whether or not the pilots adjust

21      that minimum rate, I think there was discussion of

22      1,500 or whatever that number was.

23           But the formula itself, I think we're

24      following the precedent from the others, and we

25      parrot arguments as to why it's more
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1      comprehensive.  And I think that it is new to

2      Tampa, it's going to be new to Key West, but I

3      think -- if that's in fact what they're going to

4      file.  But I don't -- I totally accept the formula

5      itself.

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I also accept the

7      formula.  And therefore, I'll make a motion that

8      we accept the box formula, the Miami method, as

9      germane to Tampa and proceed with that.  I make

10      that motion.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Is there a second?

12           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that

13      motion.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

15           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

16           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

18           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'd like to clarify.

21      Did we make an adjustment to the base rate?

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No.  Oh, no, the motion was

23      purely the box formula.

24           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Just the box formula,

25      okay.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  The formula itself, but the

2      component rates are --

3           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Are a four-component

4      rate.

5           MS. McNULTY:  They'll be -- you know, you'll

6      discuss the actual draft rate and the length, the

7      tonnage, you know, piece -- item by item.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Just the methodology.

9           MS. McNULTY:  Just the methodology.  The

10      formula you just --

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Right.  Okay.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And now we can discuss the

13      minimum rate.

14           MS. McNULTY:  But -- but before you even get

15      to that, did everybody -- I didn't count the vote.

16      Everyone has to vote.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All in favor to the box

18      rate?

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Unanimous.  Okay.

25           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Next would be the
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1      minimum pilotage rate fee of 2,000.  That's what

2      you want to discuss next.  That's a piece of that.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I would like to make a

4      motion to amend the minimum rate from $2,000 to

5      $1,500 as a consideration to the consumer users of

6      pilotage for small vessels, and also the Tampa Bay

7      Pilots comments on the matter.

8           MS. McNULTY:  For point of clarification,

9      that applies to everyone, it doesn't matter if

10      they're small, big, the size.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The minimum vessel

12      charge.

13           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  What was the cost number?

15      Wasn't it 1,500 and change?

16           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes, just over $1,500.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So is there a number there

18      that covers their cost?

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  What is the exact

20      number?

21           CAPTAIN BAKER:  15 -- $1,548.

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  What was it, 15 --

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  $1,548.  You want to amend

24      the motion to cover the costs?  You want to leave

25      it at 1,500?
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1           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  1,500 is a round, fair

2      number.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's the motion.  Is

4      there a second?

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll second that.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Hodge.  All in

7      favor?

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

9           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Aye.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Unanimous.

13           MS. McNULTY:  The next component would be the

14      proposed draft rate set forth in the application.

15      And I will read them if that's helpful.  I'll read

16      the new rate just to keep it simple.

17           For under -- for 22,000 gross tons or less,

18      47.50 per foot; over 22 to 40,000 gross tons, $60

19      per foot; over 40,000 gross tons and 815 LOA or

20      more, $72 per foot; and draft 39 feet or greater,

21      $82 per foot.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Why are we considering

23      these numbers --

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I don't get it.

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- now?
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Oh, we're not doing that now?

2      Oh, you're going to do that later?

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yeah, we still --

4           MR. LAW:  It will be developed in the

5      revenue.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's going to change.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Oh, because that is going to

8      change, okay.

9           MR. LAW:  We have to tweak the dollars.

10           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Or we don't have to

12      tweak the dollars.

13           MS. McNULTY:  It's getting late.  All right.

14      But -- well --

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  We could tweak them

16      downward.

17           MS. STERN:  I don't think we need to do that

18      now.

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Do we have other items

20      that we address now, or are they all going to be

21      revenue driven?

22           MS. McNULTY:  But I think the question is, I

23      think the discussion might be beneficial, is I

24      think certain parties voiced concern about it over

25      all of them in terms of the draft.  Because after
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1      Year 4, it's still going to look like --

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yeah, but these numbers

3      are going to look different.  Or they're not going

4      to.

5           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Well --

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  They'll either be

7      adopted as is --

8           MS. McNULTY:  Or modified?

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- or they'll be

10      modified.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  All right.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  We can't vote on that.

13           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We can't vote on that.

14           MS. McNULTY:  All right.  Is that true for

15      all the components then?

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yes.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  On the revenue side?  Yes.

18           MS. McNULTY:  Okay, we'll do something

19      simpler, I hope.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  But we probably could

21      do shifting and the fees.

22           MS. McNULTY:  That's where I'm going.  So how

23      about before shifting the docking and the

24      undocking fees?

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to
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1      accept the docking and undocking fees as

2      presented.

3           MS. McNULTY:  And this was a 150, 250 and

4      400; correct?

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yes.

6           MS. McNULTY:  And docking fee is doubled when

7      docking alongside vessel barge.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yes.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  What page -- what page

10      is that?

11           MS. McNULTY:  I don't have -- it's from --

12      the rates are set forth on page 2 and 3 of the

13      pilots' application.

14           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Oh, the application --

15           MS. McNULTY:  Is that --

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I'm telling him it's in the

17      pilot application, not in the --

18           MR. LAW:  Page 48 of the IC as well.

19           MS. McNULTY:  I just made my little chart

20      based on their application.

21           Under new material, it's starting on Bates

22      page 48.

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  48?  Okay.

24           MS. McNULTY:  And that's towards the bottom

25      of that page.
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1           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  The conning, when he

2      conns the vessel.

3           MS. McNULTY:  We're only looking at the

4      docking and undocking right this minute.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Docking and undocking.

6      There's a motion now?

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Motion to accept.

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And a --

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No, there is no second.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  There is no second.

11           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll make the motion

12      to accept.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  You mean you're

14      seconding --

15           MS. McNULTY:  Are you seconding it?

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  You're seconding it.

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Or second it.  I'm

18      sorry.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's okay.

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  My mistake.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Commissioner Hodge?
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I can't make any motions

2      for any numbers without getting all the numbers

3      together combined.  So you really can't separate

4      them them for me.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Hodge, where do you

6      stand?

7           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  No.  Denied.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, let's table it.

9      We're going to need to table the fees.

10           MS. STERN:  We can table -- I think we

11      shouldn't do these.

12           MS. McNULTY:  No, but these are not going to

13      change.

14           Okay.  So it's your call, but some of these

15      are not going to change.  But, you know,

16      whatever --

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You don't know.  You

18      don't know.  It's part of the whole process, part

19      of the package.

20           They're numbers, aren't they?  And the

21      numbers are going to change.

22           MS. McNULTY:  The shifting would change?

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The shifting would

24      change because --

25           MS. McNULTY:  It's 50 percent of base rate,
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1      whatever the base rate is.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Right, the docking and

3      undocking won't change and the others won't

4      change.

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I think it's unfair to

6      discuss any numbers until you have them all

7      completed.  I think voting on something, until you

8      have everything in front of you, it's unfair to

9      the whole board.  And just say -- just random from

10      the hip accepting certain numbers and not other

11      numbers, that's very unfair.

12           MS. McNULTY:  It's your call.  I think --

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  As a commissioner,

14      that's all I'm giving, my opinion.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You want to table it,

16      that's fine.

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah, table it.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Let's table that.

19           MS. McNULTY:  We can table these.  You just

20      want to table the rest of it?

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Uh-huh.

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah.

23           MS. McNULTY:  And I just want to put

24      something out there:  If for some reason you-all

25      want to reconsider a vote from earlier, you can do
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1      that at the next meeting, if something comes up

2      that changes your -- or you have additional

3      concerns.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's fine.  Okay.  Where

5      do we go from here?

6           MS. McNULTY:  So we'll put a pause on this

7      piece of it.

8           THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry, what did you say?

9           MS. McNULTY:  We're pausing until the next

10      meeting.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Mandie, what's the timing

12      in terms of if we have to reconvene, time frame

13      for --

14           MS. ACKERMANN:  Well, I believe we were

15      requested to provide 30 days for responses, but

16      I'm not sure what the requirements are.

17      Ms. McNulty?

18           MS. McNULTY:  Well, for legal purposes, you

19      need more than seven days notice of the FAR.  You

20      don't need to re-publish it in the newspaper, but

21      I do request that staff sends it out to everybody

22      on the email list.  I think they need to have

23      time -- sufficient time to do the calculations and

24      to have time for people to review them.

25           And I think that should also be distributed
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1      to, of course, the pilots, once it's prepared, and

2      those who are interested in reviewing it also.

3           MS. ACKERMANN:  We also have to locate a

4      hotel, a meeting space.

5           MS. McNULTY:  And coordinate people's

6      schedules.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So around 60 days?

8           MS. ACKERMANN:   Yeah.

9           MS. McNULTY:  Let me --

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Are we ignoring the

11      fact that the administrative hearing is part of

12      the process?

13           MS. McNULTY:  I'm not sure -- this is the

14      hearing.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  What do you want to do from

16      here?

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We have all the

18      information before us.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I don't know that we can --

20      we have all the factual information that we can

21      accept, but at the end of the day, I don't know

22      how we can do a high level 15, 15, 15 without

23      seeing the details.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The only thing we could

25      do is adopt it as is with a delayed start.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Never.  I won't.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We could do that.

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No, we can't.  No, we

4      can't.  That is so unethical.  Without adopting

5      everything, without seeing numbers, how?  I mean,

6      you're adopting what they said to you and it's

7      done.  So we're going to make a motion to just

8      accept what we've got and we're done, and adopt it

9      and say, okay.  So why would we meet again?

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Mr. Commissioner, we

11      have the numbers, we have the audited financials

12      from the pilots, we have Mr. Law's Investigative

13      Report.  We have all that information.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You could really go to

15      sleep, consciously, not worrying about the people

16      knowing the facts and the exact numbers in front

17      of you, the end-users, just saying "accept it"

18      because you don't want to come back?  How is that

19      fair to the end-users?

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I never said that.

21           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay, you don't have to,

22      but you want to close it now without having the

23      numbers, sir.  Captain.

24           Is that fair for the end-users?  Getting the

25      whole numbers, that's exactly what you guys
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1      discussed.  Is that fair for the end-user?  Jack

2      in the box, oh, we don't know what you're going to

3      get.  How is that fair?

4           Did he do the numbers?  No.  He's -- you guys

5      were trying to rush him, but he said --

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  No, we weren't.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- he wants you to give

8      him time.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's not true.  We

10      weren't trying to rush him.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, I don't know that --

13      unfortunately, I don't know that we're going to

14      get any further tonight.  I just -- I mean, I'd

15      like to see it happen, but at the end of the

16      day -- Captain?

17           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  I'm wondering if we can

18      request another recess and it's possible that we

19      could modify a proposal in a specific manner to

20      present to the group.  We have the spreadsheets;

21      it's a matter of plug and chug.

22           I think there is a hardship involved with

23      postponing this out for a whole other process.  It

24      will be a whole complete rehearing, and there's no

25      attempt being made to demonstrate any
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1      modifications that are being asked for.  And

2      that's a real disservice to us.

3           I understand the concern of one commissioner

4      or two commissioners to the port users that have

5      really not demonstrated hardship, a future

6      hardship as a result.  A lot of it's very

7      generalized.  But we're not being given an

8      opportunity to alter our projections to even try

9      to satisfy any of this.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

11      recess for one hour to try and find some

12      resolution.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Is that a sufficient amount

14      of time?

15           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  We can give it our best shot.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Does an hour-and-a-half

17      make it better?

18           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Right.  But if we're done

19      earlier -- you know, like I said, Captain Baker

20      has the whole thing laid out.  Adjustments can be

21      made to all four factors of the rate.

22           And I'd like to remind some people that that

23      four-factor rate is a result of what the committee

24      wanted to more accurately reflect the type of

25      vessels.  So this is something that the committee
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1      wanted.  So to say that it's more cumbersome and

2      inappropriate is --

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  We're still going to end

4      up waiting for Mr. Law's numbers.  I don't know

5      why people are -- okay, that's fine.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I want to see what --

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Great.  Done.  I'm here.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- Captain Kurtz and the

9      other pilots can put in front of us.  If we can

10      look at anything that, you know, brings us closer

11      to closure without fast-forwarding us through a

12      process that we feel uncomfortable about, then I

13      want to look at it.

14           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I agree.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So we're going to allow

16      some people to go for dinner.  Unfortunately, some

17      of the others are going to be pounding numbers.

18      But we're going to reconvene at 7:30.

19           (There was a recess.)

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, it's 7:32.  I'd like

21      to reconvene.  Pilots came up with something --

22           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- for review?

24           MS. ACKERMANN:  You want me to pass them out

25      for you?
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1           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No, that's okay.

2           MS. ACKERMANN:  Captain Baker, do you have

3      one more?

4           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes, the last one.

5           MS. ACKERMANN:  Do you need it?

6           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No.

7           So we would like to propose the following.

8      It's a newer mechanism.  It's essentially a

9      negative multiplier.  So we will multiply the

10      rates, basically give Year 1 a 20 percent discount

11      to the proposed rates, Year 2 give a 10 percent

12      discount, and Year 3 would be at the proposed

13      rates.

14           So it would be adopting all the rates as we

15      presented.  We propose a negative percentage

16      multiplier, which allows the customers to more

17      easily absorb the rates.  The negative will not

18      apply to the station fee, as it's separated out

19      from the revenue in the report.  The negative

20      multiplier will not apply to the minimum adopted

21      at 1,500.

22           Year 1 a vessel charge including all other

23      fees will be multiplied by .8, which would

24      increase Year 1 by 16.8 percent.

25           Year 2, a vessel charge including all other
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1      fees will be multiplied by .9, which will increase

2      the average vessel tariff by 22.5 percent over

3      Year 1's rate.

4           And Year 3, no multiplier will be applied,

5      which creates a 24.6 percent.

6           This would equal, from the proposed rates a

7      $6.7-million discount to industry over two years.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And then after -- after

9      these three years, then what happens?  Are they

10      the fixed annual increases after that as they were

11      previously --

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No, we would take -- if you

13      decided to you would vote -- or you would adopt

14      the rates as we applied, and then we would apply

15      these discounts after that.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So there would be the

17      later year -- okay.

18           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes?

20           MR. LAW:  What is Year 1 total revenue?

21           CAPTAIN TIMMEL:  One second.  .8 times the

22      2024 revenue you calculated.

23           THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry, who are you?

24           CAPTAIN TIMMEL:  My name's Jack Timmel.  I'm

25      with the Pilots.
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1           THE REPORTER:  Timmel?

2           CAPTAIN TIMMEL:  Yes, T-i-m-m-e-l.

3           THE REPORTER:  Thank you.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So this leaves all the

5      findings of the Investigative Report intact with

6      just these discounts the first two years.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But you're asking for

8      the same numbers that they originally submitted

9      based upon beam and all the dynamics; am I right?

10           So with all due respect, Chair, the

11      Investigative Report came out on February 17th.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And there was a lot more

14      detail than just throwing four liners put

15      together.  All we said is let's give Mr. Law the

16      opportunity to draft these numbers so we can see

17      them, exactly where they're at.

18           Right now the way this board is acting is

19      like we're all under duress to make decisions,

20      irrational decisions without giving this document

21      to Mr. Law so he could go back and crunch the

22      numbers and give us the exact numbers and what

23      they would look like.

24           That's how I'm feeling right now.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I don't feel like I'm under
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1      any duress at all.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  You don't, but I

3      do.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  To clarify in terms

5      of the -- the application, you had 6 percent

6      increases for three years, I guess, and 3 percent

7      thereafter.  What would happen to those numbers?

8           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Everything would be intact.

9      These discounts would be applied after all of

10      that.

11           MS. STERN:  So the 6 percent would still

12      apply in Year 1, Year 2, Year 3?

13           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

14           MS. McNULTY:  And we go to -- okay, the

15      discounts are applied after the escalators?

16           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.  So for the customers,

17      they could take, you know, for the first year,

18      page 18 of the report, take those numbers and

19      times .8, and that's what the vessel fees would

20      be.  So it would be a 20 percent discount on the

21      proposal.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And how is the -- how is

23      that going to be presented in terms of billing the

24      customers.  Will they be able to clearly

25      understand what the rate is?
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1           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It would be in the Order and

2      so it would -- they would just understand,

3      calculate this, and it'd just be like multiplying

4      beam times the beam rate, take everything added

5      together times .8, and that's what they will be

6      charged.

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So in essence a 20

8      percent on the first year, 10 percent on the

9      second year and the third year would be as it

10      would have been calculated?

11           CAPTAIN BAKER:  (Nods head.)

12           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I have a question for

13      you on the station fee.  I believe that's 215; is

14      that right?

15           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  When would that be

17      implemented?  In other words, when do you plan on

18      building this structure?  And I guess you're going

19      to get a loan for it?

20           MR. FLUKE:  We would have to take out a loan,

21      yes, sir.

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So at the time the

23      loan would come, that's when you start?

24           MR. FLUKE:  We would have upfront costs,

25      engineering, permitting, and we would have to pay
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1      all of that.  That would commence relatively

2      quickly.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Were you joking -- you

4      said Monday -- "Oh, we're going to do that

5      Monday," if we adopted it.  That was --

6           MR. FLUKE:  I'm passionate about that Skyway

7      site if everyone hasn't figured that out yet.  As

8      soon as practical after whatever is approved.  If

9      it's approved, yes.

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So based on these

11      numbers, Year 4 we have 6 percent or 3 percent?

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  6 percent Year 4.

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So Year 5 would be 3?

14           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.  It's going to be the

15      same structure.

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  In other words, 6, 6 and

17      3?  Yea, 6, 6 --

18           MS. McNULTY:  Because that 5 -- that first 6

19      percent would have kicked at the one year

20      anniversary of the rates.  So just for

21      clarification --

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So basically saying

23      follow the chart that they originally submitted.

24           MS. McNULTY:  Right.  And I think the

25      question had to do with what happens in Year 4.
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1           And just for clarification, it doesn't kick

2      in, that original -- that first doesn't kick in

3      until a year after the rates go into effect, it's

4      the anniversary.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, sir?

6           MR. LAW:  Can I ask some questions?

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Of course.

8           MR. LAW:  Did the estimate of the total

9      revenue, which 80 percent of 21 million 908 would

10      be 17,525, right?  17 million 525.

11           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

12           MR. LAW:  Did it include ships?

13           CAPTAIN BAKER:  This applies to everything,

14      all fees, everything.

15           MR. LAW:  How could you -- okay, so that

16      means, like, docking; would you ask for a certain

17      fee on docking, you want 80 percent of that?

18           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

19           MR. LAW:  Okay.  I had prepared a -- some

20      scenarios and I have an 80 percent scenario.  And

21      I could be wrong because it's estimating.  But

22      based on data, so I had to use a factor to mark it

23      up to current year handles.  But I come up to

24      18,400,000 versus their 17 million 525.

25           So I mean, I would still like to see the
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1      source of that calculation.

2           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Sir, it's from the

3      Investigative Report.

4           MR. LAW:  I'm sorry?

5           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It's from your report.  So

6      take 2024 times .8.  The 2024 revenue --

7           MR. LAW:  No, I'm taking all of your vessels,

8      and with their dimensions and everything and

9      calculating the rate at 80 percent and I come up

10      with a number that I then have to try to estimate

11      what would the 2024 amount be.

12           I've got a reconciliation that helps me come

13      up to that estimate, it's dividing it by 81.5

14      percent to get up to your '24 revenue, okay?

15           And so I just come up with a little bit

16      different number.  So I don't know -- I'm just

17      telling you what I have.  You want me to look at

18      this at a later date or whatever, but there's a

19      difference.

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I need to see the

21      numbers based on --

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That's what I don't get.

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  To answer your question,

24      yes, I would like to see a detailed report from

25      you with the new scenario.
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Does your number at 100

2      percent equal what you have in your report?

3           MR. LAW:  Well, again, I had -- I was using

4      2021 data.  And in order to reach the product of

5      that -- of the calculation, which would be -- the

6      product would be 21,900,000.  The estimating

7      factor is divide my number by 81.5 to reach 21.9.

8           Now, it's -- I don't have ships, I don't

9      have -- but this -- I don't have all the ancillary

10      charges.  But I am using an estimating factor to

11      reach the 21,900,000.

12           And so you divide by 81.5 percent and to

13      arrive at that number.  So -- and then I take the

14      calculation at 80 percent, which comes up to about

15      14,600,000, and I divide that number by 81.5 and I

16      come up with 18 million 400.

17           It's a way to estimate.  In the ballpark.

18      I'm not saying it's perfect.  But I would have

19      thought I wouldn't have been off that much.

20           CAPTAIN BAKER:  We're using the numbers from

21      the Investigative Report.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Which we have adopted

23      as a board as accurate.  We would have to go back

24      and say that this is no longer accurate.

25           MS. McNULTY:  What I -- could we step back
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1      for a second?  Could you please explain -- like

2      maybe it would help everybody to look at the

3      investigative report, like what numbers you used

4      to get your calculations so it's clear to

5      everybody?

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Page 12.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Page 12.

8           MR. LAW:  While you're looking, are you

9      saying you took 80 percent of the 21 million 908,

10      which is what is in there?

11           Okay, so you just used the total revenue --

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

13           MR. LAW:  -- and took 80 percent?

14           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

15           MR. LAW:  And we talked earlier about saying

16      well, if you affect every component of the rate by

17      80 percent, will it come up with the same price?

18      And I'm not so sure it is.

19           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It will come up 20 percent

20      less, yes.  It's length times meeting times .8.

21           MR. LAW:  I'm doing it by every vessel.  Do

22      all the -- and again, it may come up right, but

23      I'm just saying my estimate is different than

24      yours.

25           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Well, so if you take --
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1           MR. LAW:  See, they have to eventually come

2      up with what is the rate for all those four

3      elements of the rate at Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and

4      so on.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  This proposal does

7      that, Mr. Law.  This proposal adopts what's

8      already been submitted, the rates are here before

9      us.  The proposed rates are here before us.  This

10      is 80 percent of that.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.  All the detail in

12      terms of the estimates and everything else, all

13      the draft rates and length rates or whatever are

14      all in here.  And what they're saying is we're

15      going to take a 20 percent slice off the top and

16      bill our customers accordingly.  And in Year 2

17      we're going to take a 10 percent slice off the top

18      and bill our customers accordingly.

19           And what they're saying is that total is

20      going to be $6.7-million discount for the two

21      years.  But we have all the data in terms of the

22      four elements in the box calculation and

23      everything else right in front of us.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So the calculation is

25      the same --
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1           MR. LAW:  What are you looking at?  This?

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  He's saying -- he's

3      saying basically the data that you performed, and

4      based upon the new documents that they've created,

5      that it's already in front of you, and that should

6      be accurate based upon what they told you without

7      having you run the numbers.

8           Again -- again, why does it feel like

9      something -- you're forcing our board's accountant

10      to adopt what's been presented to him on a piece

11      of paper without having him run the numbers?

12           I'm sorry.  You're convincing him, trying to

13      convince him that these are the numbers, and

14      that's it, case is closed.  20 percent off, done.

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Commissioner --

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, nothing --

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- page 2.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- nothing is case closed.

19      I'm just telling him how I interpret it.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Page 2 of the

22      application --

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay, show me.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- it shows what the

25      rates are by all the fees, length, beam, draft.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Great.  We still haven't

2      even adopted them.  We have not adopted --

3           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  No, we haven't adopted

4      them, but --

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- that the rates have

6      been accepted.

7           So we're talking about another proposal,

8      different rates that, unlike in the application;

9      right?  So it's a different -- they came back and

10      said we're going to change our rates, modify what

11      we submitted; right?  This came from them, didn't

12      come from us.

13           MS. McNULTY:  Well, Commissioner Assal, as

14      I'm reading it and as I understand this proposal,

15      what I'm hearing is the rates are the same.  All

16      the components are the same.

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

18           MS. McNULTY:  And what the proposal is Year 1

19      is a 20 percent discount of whatever is in this

20      proposal, the exact rates.  So that draft charge

21      is still 47.50.  All the components are the same.

22      They are not being changed.

23           What is going to change is after -- after

24      excluding it from -- I don't have it in front of

25      me.
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The station fee and

2      the --

3           MS. McNULTY:  The station fee and the --

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Station fee and the

5      minimum.

6           MS. McNULTY:  -- minimum, everything else has

7      Year 1 at 20 percent discount.  So like the bills

8      calculated based on what was in this filing on

9      page 1, 2 and 3.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay, it's a different

11      way of submitting or saying, I'm changing my

12      rates.

13           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  What?

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You're giving a discount

15      to the customers.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  It's just another way to

18      twist the words.

19           With all due respect, what you're saying is

20      we're going to adopt the existing rates, which we

21      don't know if we're going to adopt them.

22           MS. McNULTY:  Well --

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're going to vote on

24      them.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Am I right or wrong?
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1           MS. McNULTY:  No, you don't know if you're

2      going to adopt them yet.

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Thank you.  So but --

4           MS. McNULTY:  We're just talking about what

5      that proposal is.

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  We're negotiating

7      already or trying to figure out a rate based upon

8      something that we have not even adopted.

9           MS. McNULTY:  This is for discussion purposes

10      only.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That's why I'm

12      discussing.

13           MS. McNULTY:  We are discussing, trying to

14      understand what the proposal is and how it's

15      different -- when I say proposal, the modification

16      here.

17           You do not have to approve this.  You are

18      going to set whatever rates you, as a committee,

19      deem appropriate.  This is not a negotiation.

20      It's not -- it's a discussion with the members,

21      okay?

22           What has been presented for consideration is

23      the exact same components for the entire time:

24      Year 1 is now the 20 percent -- after you

25      calculate everything out to accommodate -- anyways
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1      there's a 20 percent reduction; Year 2 is a 10

2      percent reduction, and that's it, as I understand.

3           And the rates are still -- it's always 47.50,

4      $60 --

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That's what

6      commissioner --

7           MS. McNULTY:  If -- if that's what you end up

8      voting.  I mean, you're going to do whatever you

9      think is appropriate as a committee.

10           I just want to make sure you understand what

11      this is and then you-all discuss.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And again, getting back

13      to what Commissioner Hodge had requested, and he

14      has requested it from Mr. Law, as a commissioner,

15      and I support that, to get the numbers in details

16      to give a chance to absorb it to understand the

17      exact numbers.

18           Now, this is based upon their submittal

19      proposal.  It doesn't say discount here, discount

20      there, we do 20 percent take 10 -- it doesn't say

21      that in the application.  Now we're saying we've

22      accepted and adopted -- and I understand the word

23      discussion.

24           MS. McNULTY:  You have not adopted.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  But based upon the
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1      Chair, Bob Benson, had said, what's the

2      difference?  You're getting 20 percent off the

3      numbers.  You got your numbers there.

4           Why can't we let our CPA for the board to run

5      the numbers instead of just rushing into something

6      that could be unfair and unjust?  Why are we under

7      duress right now?

8           MS. McNULTY:  Could I --

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  May I?

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, Commissioner.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I think the answer to

12      that question is because we've already run the

13      numbers and we have the numbers.  Let's say, for

14      example, you were curious about any one particular

15      ship, the H.A. Sklenar, for example.  We can go to

16      the Investigative Report and it says how much that

17      ship is going to be.  And then you apply 80

18      percent of that.

19           So we have run the numbers.  The numbers are

20      before us.  You just have to go look for them.

21           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I don't want to look for

22      them.  That's why we hired him.  I don't want to.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay, they're there.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I don't want to divide

25      it by 20 percent.  He needs to calculate it based
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1      upon what they requested so I can absorb it.

2           I'm not required to accept just what you tell

3      me here.

4           Why am I required?  I'm asking you, sir.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Do you think these

6      numbers aren't accurate?

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  First of all, that's not

8      the -- you didn't answer my question, did you?

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Richard?

10           MR. LAW:  My analysis doesn't take in the

11      $500 discount on minimum.  Can you quantify that?

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  $87,000.

13           MR. LAW:  That narrows that down some.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, sir.

15           CAPTAIN O'CONNOR:  Kyle O'Connor.  Just to

16      clarify, I think you said that you did not include

17      fees in the 80 percent?  Was that correct, Mr. --

18           MR. LAW:  Fees?

19           CAPTAIN O'CONNOR:  The ancillary fees.

20           MR. LAW:  No, they're included because I used

21      a factor to agree to the total projected 2024

22      revenue of 21 million nine.  So that's an

23      estimate.

24           Of course, I think the bottom line is that

25      yours is an estimate.
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1           CAPTAIN O'CONNOR:  Based on your projections

2      from the numbers that, you know, were accepted by

3      the Investigative Report.

4           MR. LAW:  This is your data for '21, and

5      I've extrapolated it to what it would be for '24

6      using your projected revenue.

7           I didn't recalculate your 21 million nine

8      away.  I couldn't do it because it's got estimated

9      future numbers in it and change in the mix and --

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Sir, isn't that the case in

11      every rate hearing, though?

12           MR. LAW:  I'm sorry?

13           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Is that not the case in every

14      rate hearing?

15           MR. LAW:  Yeah, it is.

16           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Okay.  Thank you.

17           MR. LAW:  Let me explain something.  I don't

18      know if this thing could ever come to a hearing,

19      but my work papers are subject to subpoena.  And

20      I've got this piece of paper and I've got to speak

21      up right now and say this is what my paper says.

22           You came up with a number.  If I don't bring

23      this forward, I've made a big mistake.

24           I don't doubt you, it's just that my -- my

25      documentation is what it is.  It's what I
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1      calculated without any bias or whatever, okay?

2           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  What is the number you

3      came up with?

4           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  I didn't hear the question.

5           MR. LAW:  18,389,000.  And they came up with

6      17 -- I'm sorry, did I say thousand?  18 million

7      387, and they came up with 17 million 525.

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'm sorry?  Say again?

9           MR. LAW:  17 million 525.

10           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  17 million 525?  And

11      you had 18,387,000?

12           MR. LAW:  Yeah.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And you said part of

14      that could be accounted for by the small vessel

15      fee?

16           MR. LAW:  $87,000.

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So theirs would have

18      been reduced by 87,000?  They would have been

19      18,300,000 then?

20           MS. McNULTY:  No, the other way.

21           MR. LAW:  No.  No, they -- no, theirs takes

22      that into consideration.  I should --

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'm sorry; yours --

24           MR. LAW:  I should take the 87,000 off my

25      number.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Right.

2           MR. LAW:  And I would be at 18 three and they

3      would be 18 five.

4           MS. McNULTY:  And they would be at what?

5           MR. LAW:  I mean, 17 five.

6           CAPTAIN O'CONNOR:  Was the station fee also

7      included there, or no?

8           MR. LAW:  No, not the station fee.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'm confused here.  So

10      they're at 18,387?

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  18 three even, they

12      are?

13           MS. McNULTY:  No, Richard.

14           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Oh, Richard.

15           MR. LAW:  They're coming up lower.

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And they're coming up

17      at 17,525?

18           MR. LAW:  Yes.

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And how did you arrive

20      at your numbers?  You took 80 percent of --

21           MR. LAW:  80 percent of the individual by

22      ship --

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  By ship?

24           MR. LAW:  -- calculation to come up with that

25      number.
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1           But, it comes up with a number using 2021

2      handles.  So in order to convert from 2021 handles

3      to their estimate for 2024, which yields 21

4      million 908, I have to divide by 81.5 percent to

5      adjust my total revenue factor to theirs.

6           MS. McNULTY:  Is it just a different way of

7      approaching the same --

8           MR. LAW:  I'm sorry?

9           MS. McNULTY:  For people who are not CPAs, is

10      it just a different way of -- could you explain,

11      like, the significance of the different

12      approaches?  Because I think -- and if they're

13      looking at just that column of projected requested

14      rates and doing the 20 percent off of that, versus

15      you're starting from -- you have just a different

16      approach.  Could you maybe try to explain or

17      reconcile the differences in the approach for

18      consideration by the committee?

19           MR. LAW:  Well, it's -- they just took the 21

20      million 908 times 80 percent and came up with a

21      number.  And I did it with the actual detail of

22      each vessel.

23           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

24           MR. LAW:  And it seems like it would come up

25      with the same number.  But I don't think my
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1      estimating factor of 81.5 is that far off because

2      in -- in looking at this at 100 percent, that

3      factor yields 21 million 900.  So it's -- but it's

4      an estimation.

5           So I -- I guess without them doing what I've

6      done and saying take all these factors, take each

7      ship, blah, blah, blah, is it -- does it come out

8      to that?  Is that the right number?

9           Now, I can't measure the ships, the docking.

10      They're big.  But that's part of the 81.5

11      adjustment to the total.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, sir?

13           CAPTAIN TIMMEL:  For that worksheet scenario

14      you've worked up, you said you extrapolated from

15      2021 numbers.

16           For the revenue in the Investigative Report

17      for 2024, are you using the same number of handles

18      as 2021, or are you using a different number of

19      handles for your estimated revenue projections for

20      2024 in the Investigative Report?

21           MR. LAW:  I didn't estimate or recalculate

22      your 2024 revenue because I didn't have the actual

23      handles for 2024 like I have the actual ships for

24      2021.

25           CAPTAIN TIMMEL:  Right, but you used the
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1      2024 --

2           MR. LAW:  I used your estimate.  I used your

3      estimate.  We went through it.

4           How did you come up with 21,900,000?  And

5      does it include the pilot station?

6           No.

7           Does it include the other ancillary charges?

8           Yes.

9           We went through this.  I accepted your number

10      of 21 million 908.  That's what's on page 12 of my

11      report.  I did no voodoo to that number.  That's a

12      technical term.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So you used the

14      numbers from 2021?

15           MR. LAW:  Not just numbers --

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  The actual ships?

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  The actual handles.

18           MR. LAW:  The actual handles.  The actual

19      ships.

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  But for the projected

21      2024, aren't we adding in more cruise ships.

22           CAPTAIN BAKER:  118.

23           MR. LAW:  But they did that.

24           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Okay.  And you're

25      doing that, too.
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1           MR. LAW:  Yeah, by the 81.5 percent

2      estimating factor.

3           So I'm saying what are the actual ships that

4      generate that revenue?  So I come up with about

5      $18 million.  Well, that's not 21.9, right?

6           So how do I make it 21.9, okay?  Divide it by

7      81.5 and you'll get there.

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  But why 81.5?

9           MR. LAW:  Because that's what it takes to get

10      my calculation of 2021 data that results in a

11      revenue number that's not 21 million nine.  So how

12      do I get it?  I divide to -- I divide by a smaller

13      number to get a larger number -- a smaller, less

14      percent to come up.

15           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So this 21.9 figure

16      that we're looking at was their number.

17           MR. LAW:  Yeah.  I didn't come up with it.

18           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  You didn't come up

19      with that.  And all they did to show -- so they're

20      coming up with 18,000 --

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  18 million.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I'm sorry?

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  18 million.

24           MR. LAW:  No, they're coming up with 17,525.

25           MS. McNULTY:  17.5.
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  17.5.  They're coming

2      up with 17.525 based off 20 percent off that

3      number?

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yes.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So if you took that

6      number, 21,.908, and multiplied it times 28, it's

7      going to come up to 17,525?

8           MR. LAW:  Exactly.

9           MS. McNULTY:  Richard, can I -- just to make

10      everything more complicated, what are your --

11      what's your Year 2 number and what's your Year 2

12      number?  So we can kind of get a sense of really

13      how far -- close -- how close maybe you both are?

14      If you exceed the number --

15           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Page 4 of the report, Year 2,

16      take that number for 2025 and 90 percent.

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  23 million 222.  But

18      don't forget, Year 2 you got to add your 6

19      percent.

20           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That's included in that.

21           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Am I right?

22           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That's included in that 23

23      number.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Oh, that is.  Okay, yes.

25           MS. McNULTY:  What was the number, 23 what?
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  23,322,000 (sic).

2           MS. ACKERMANN:  222.

3           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And it already included

4      the 6 percent --

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Oh, there it is.

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  -- for that three years.

7           These numbers that we're seeing and we're

8      getting and throwing around and he keeps being

9      questioned where did these numbers come from, had

10      to come from the pilots.  He didn't just

11      arbitrarily say eeny meeny miny moe, and guess.  I

12      mean, you've got to try to be fair.  You've got to

13      be fair to him.

14           MS. McNULTY:  No, I understand.

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  He got the numbers from

16      the pilots and then -- he got the actual numbers

17      for 2021 from the pilots, and then they did a

18      projection together to calculate to get to the

19      number he got.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

21           MS. McNULTY:  Right.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  And we're guessing.

23      Again, we're guessing.

24           MS. McNULTY:  I just asked their projections.

25      So -- but the other question I wanted to see with
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1      the pilot's number -- the 23,222, is that the

2      pilots number or -- that's the pilots' number,

3      right?

4           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That's in the Investigative

5      Report.

6           MS. McNULTY:  For Year 2, I'm just trying to

7      get like how far off the two of you are.  No?

8           MR. LAW:  800,000.

9           MS. McNULTY:  800,000 for Year 2?

10           MR. LAW:  Oh, no, I haven't calculated that.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Okay, that's why I was asking.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Well, if you take 23,222

13      and take off 10 percent, it's going to be 20 and

14      change.

15           MR. LAW:  Are you waiting on me to answer

16      you?

17           MS. McNULTY:  (Nods head.)

18           MR. LAW:  Okay.  I didn't know we passed all

19      that.

20           MS. McNULTY:  While you're looking at that, I

21      mean, the reason I'm asking these questions is to

22      see how far off -- so the pilots presentation

23      represents a $6.7-million discount, that's the one

24      end.  And then you would subtract from it whatever

25      Richard comes up to, the 800,000 plus whatever for
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1      your two, just so you can see the difference in

2      terms of the amount of discount.

3           I think that's ultimately what you're getting

4      at; right?

5           MR. LAW:  Right.

6           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  So I just want to make

7      sure and see what you think.

8           MR. LAW:  Well, you know, before you asked

9      them to do that, you were going to ask me to

10      adjust the revenues and then go through all the

11      expenses to calculate net income so that

12      Mr. Seuter could see what the result was.

13           So if they want to go with that and you're

14      okay with not seeing the net income, that's --

15      that's what's not being done here that was

16      requested.

17           But I just want to let you know, I'm not --

18      we're not looking at expenses now or net income.

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We've already looked at

20      expenses.

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Expenses should be the

22      same.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The expenses should be

24      relatively the same.

25           MR. LAW:  Okay.  But I didn't calculate net
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1      income.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  2,323,220 is the 10

3      percent that they're offering for the discount on

4      the second one, for the second year.

5           MR. LAW:  Wait, wait.  What is the escalator

6      from the 17 million to Year 2?

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Oh, yeah, you're right.

8      You're right.  Because you've got to add 6 percent

9      on top of that and give that discount off of that.

10      He's correct.

11           So you've got to go from what they presented

12      of 17 million 525, add 6 percent on that, and then

13      you do 10 percent off of that.  He's correct.

14           So and again, this is the moral of my story.

15      We're rushing, playing with numbers.  Everybody's

16      bouncing numbers.  Everybody's saying things and

17      no one wants to sit back and let the math get done

18      properly.  It's not fair for the end-users and

19      it's not fair for the pilots.  It's fair based

20      upon just accepting and adopting what they told

21      us, and I don't think it's fair.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Well, I don't see it that

23      way.

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I see all the details here.
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1      If we were to accept it as is, which we haven't

2      done, in terms of how they come up with the

3      numbers, what's behind the numbers, what's the

4      draft fee, what' this fee, what's that fee, what

5      have you, we would have accepted it.

6           We had some anxiety over the timing of when

7      the user was going to receive this along with the

8      magnitude of the interest.  So they've come back

9      and said we're going to throw, based on estimated

10      numbers, 6.7 million in to try to come to some

11      compromise.  And I don't see how running all these

12      numbers with a 20 percent decrease is going to

13      make a substantive difference in terms of my

14      perspective of where this stands.

15           And you know, there's a gun to no one's head.

16      Everybody's going to get a vote.  But I think -- I

17      don't think we have to go back to Richard Law to

18      rerun a completely different report.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Sir, whatever you say,

20      sir.  You are the chair.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And I have one vote and you

22      do as well.

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Sir, I said --

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So we'll see where it

25      shakes out.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  First of all, and again,

2      based upon what the chair is trying to tell me, I

3      didn't say about anybody else, me, that basically

4      we haven't even had discussions about the rates,

5      that you've already made a statement to me, at

6      least how I feel, that this is already accepted

7      and their discount is accepted and everything that

8      the pilots -- Tampa Bay Pilots are saying is

9      accepted.  That's what I'm getting from you.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, well, then maybe we

11      have a misunderstanding.

12           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  I think so.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You can question anything

14      you want.  We've been here for several hours

15      discussing this.

16           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  We've got until 11:59.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So bring up whatever you

18      want to bring up.  And I want you to, in good

19      conscious, vote however you want after you're done

20      with all your questions to whoever you want to say

21      it to.

22           The chair has no power over anything other

23      than when we need to take potty breaks.  So --

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  That's fine.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So what other questions do
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1      you have.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I don't have any

3      questions for you, sir.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Oh, well, then I guess --

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  This is your --

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I guess we've had them all

7      answered.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yeah, as I said --

9           MS. STERN:  Richard has a question.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, sir?

11           MR. LAW:  I'm not clear on after Year 1 what

12      do these rates go up by?

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  The rates themselves, as I

14      understand it that we're voting on, are the rates

15      that are going to be in place for the entire 10

16      years.  But the discount of 20 percent and 10

17      percent are going to happen in Year 1 and 2.

18           So the rates themselves -- the published rate

19      for the draft is going to be the published rate as

20      it stands now and as it stands in Year 10, okay?

21      But there's going to be a -- 80 percent of that

22      rate basically as it flows through to the billing

23      system is going to be what the customer is

24      charged.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I'm sorry.  So from what
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1      I understand then, we've basically -- what we're

2      talking about, we've accepted or you're

3      acknowledging that these are the rates that we are

4      going with, without having discussions about it

5      yet, and then the discounts is off of these rates,

6      the ones that you came up with, not off of a

7      discounted or a discount.

8           So basically they're getting these rates

9      based upon what the chair is saying that we still

10      haven't voted on, or any sections with the

11      monetary part.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We haven't voted on it,

13      correct.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  So --

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  What discussion would you

16      like to have?

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Do you have rates that

18      you'd like to propose?

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.  No.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So what additional

21      discussion would you like to have?

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Sir, I don't have

23      anything to say anymore.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So you have no discussion,

25      no questions?
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.  I got it.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Richard?

3           MR. LAW:  I'm sorry, but I'm still not clear

4      on what -- okay, 20 percent to start with --

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Year 1.

6           MR. LAW:  And how is this 10 percent applied

7      to what, the 21 nine or the 17,525?

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  May I?

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So Tampa Pilots bring

11      in a ship --

12           MR. LAW:  I don't need all that.  Give me

13      the -- give me -- add on the discount.

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  They're going to have a

15      ticket for pilotage.  It will be a certain amount,

16      and then it's going to be discounted.  So if you

17      have a ship here, it's already been calculated.

18           MR. LAW:  Can't you just tell me the factor

19      against total revenue like they did here with the

20      21 nine coming at 80 percent is 17 million?

21           So base year is 17 million.  What is -- how

22      much will the 17 million go to in Year 2 based on

23      what factor?

24           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.  They're saying --

25      correct me if I'm wrong -- they're saying the
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1      starting point is at 23,222, which is the number

2      that you -- that they put in for their application

3      that you put on your Investigative Report, and

4      they're going to take 10 percent off of that.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That's correct.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Correct.

7           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Pretty accurate so far?

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That's exactly correct.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  So they're basically

10      saying that these numbers is -- and based upon

11      what I'm hearing is what's already been -- we're

12      talking about based upon their submission of

13      application.

14           So basically, we're saying, we aren't talking

15      about the rates, they're getting it, and they're

16      going to give us the discount or give you guys the

17      discount from what they proposed.

18           So basically, not discussing them, this is

19      called fair and just?

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We've been discussing

21      it for hours.

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  You have not.  No, you

23      have not.  Don't tell me you have been discussing.

24      With all due fair -- Commissioner, all you've

25      talked about is based on -- and so did you, Chair,
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1      and it's the right of public records, all you

2      discussed is acceptance of these numbers, this is

3      what we're basing our decisions on, with all due

4      respect.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And we'll talk about all

6      due respect in a minute.  But five minutes ago I

7      said to you, what would you like to discuss?  And

8      you said nothing.

9           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Okay.  But I have a

10      right to speak when I want to speak.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, you have a right to

12      speak when you're called on.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Oh, okay, then.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And basically I opened the

15      floor to you, said what would you like to speak --

16      and you said, "Nothing."  You want to --

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I see where this is

18      going.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- 11:30 and start talking

20      about it?

21           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Yes, sir.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  George?

23           MR. MEROS:  With all due respect, Chair --

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I've heard that a lot

25      today, but go ahead.
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1           MR. MEROS:  I appreciate your efforts, but I

2      think this is an unfortunate misuse of the

3      process.  It is delaying our client.  It is

4      unproductive, and a poor reflection on all that

5      you folks have done and what you're trying to do.

6      And I personally -- and also, respect the pilots

7      and I seriously object to this sort of back and

8      forth.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  So noted.  Mike?

10           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'd like to say that

11      I've been to several rate hearings with you, and

12      every time that we are at a rate hearing we look

13      over the rates that are -- the rate request.

14      That's what we're looking at, their requested

15      rates.  No other rates have been discussed.

16           And these gentlemen have come forward and

17      said they'll reduce by 20 percent the first year,

18      10 percent the second year.  And personally, their

19      rate is too low.  We all know it.  Everybody in

20      this room knows it.  They wanted to raise it to a

21      level --

22           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  They do?

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  -- that would allow

24      them to get where they need to be and a fair

25      amount of money that's paid to pilots around the
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1      country for the job and services they do.

2           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  I agree with you, sir,

3      but why then do we don't start at the 80 percent

4      instead of at the -- what the proposed rates and

5      go up from there, instead of making it seem

6      like -- so there's a happy medium?

7           Right now you're saying we're doing it there,

8      I'm going to give you -- so you understand,

9      they're still going to get the 6 percent increase

10      after -- so hold on.  This is what's funny.

11           They're going to get the 6 percent increase

12      of 23 million and then they're going to give back

13      10 percent.

14           So if we started at the 17,525, then you work

15      your way up.  Because eventually this really never

16      changes.  They're giving the clients discounts for

17      two years.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Is that really fair for

20      the customers?

21           I mean, at the beginning I heard something,

22      oh, we need an extra 3 percent -- the first three

23      years 3 percent is going to go towards the new

24      pilots.  Well, I guess after three years they're

25      going to get rid of those pilots because they're
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1      not asking for the 6 percent straight through,

2      down on all those four pilots or three pilots.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, that's not what they --

4           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Well, I'm trying to

5      understand because they said the 3 percent was

6      going to go to the pilots.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, Carolyn?

8           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Mr. Chair, I strongly object

9      to the attempts to delay and obfuscate and rehash

10      items that have been discussed and casting

11      suspicion on our intentions and anything that's in

12      The investigative Committee Report.

13           We have made a proposal in good faith to

14      reduce our ask to make it more palatable to the

15      customers.

16           Commissioner Hodge wanted to see a phase in

17      of the rate.  A negative multiplier does that

18      exactly as he requested.  And negative multiplier

19      takes into account all of the work that's already

20      been done.  And it's not an attempt to rush, it's

21      an attempt to not double the work that's already

22      been done.

23           A schedule of what the negative multiplier is

24      every year is simply a sentence in the rate to

25      make it clear that this is the phase in of the
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1      rate that was requested by a commissioner instead

2      of it all at one shot, which was difficult for

3      some people to wrap their minds around.

4           And this additional attempt to stall the

5      process when a proposal is before you, a proposal

6      that seems reasonable to most of you.

7           I don't really understand why Commissioner

8      Assal is allowed to continue on this vein.  He's

9      not adding anything to the conversation.

10           Thank you.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Thank you.  Let's go to

12      the --

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So Mr. Law, on Year 3 do

14      you agree with the 24.6 percent increase after --

15      based on the numbers that you have now and what we

16      know?  Does that seem to be accurate?

17           MR. LAW:  I haven't recalculated it.  I've

18      been working on Year 2.

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  All right.

20           MR. LAW:  So basically Year 2 is a 19

21      percent -- is a 19 percent increase.

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So Year 3 should be

23      the same as what you projected here on your --

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  It should be run out by

25      that point.
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah, it should be

2      done.

3           What page was that on that you had those --

4           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Page 4.

5           MR. FLUKE:  3 or 4.

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah, so it would be

7      2026; is that correct?

8           This is projected revenue, not pilot station

9      fee, $24,615,000.  Sound correct?

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So 24.6 in 2024, is that

11      the total?

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  It should be then

13      rationalized back together to where they were.

14           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So follow the rest of

15      it.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Follow the rest of the

17      schedule.

18           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  The schedule, yeah.

19           So personally I thought the rate that was

20      submitted by this -- these pilots here was fair,

21      just and equitable the way it was.  But I

22      understood the concern of the community and I

23      respect their -- this new submission of theirs.

24           And I will make a motion to accept as

25      presented, excuse me.  But I would like to also
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1      clarify that I believe their maximum beam is the

2      greatest width of the vessel, and we have not used

3      that.  We've been using waterline beam in Miami

4      and I believe in other ports.  So I'd like it to

5      be the molded beam, not the greatest.

6           And other than that, I would accept it as is

7      and I make that motion.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I second the motion.

9           MS. McNULTY:  One moment.  You haven't gone

10      through all the factors yet.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Process-wise we have to go

12      through all the factors and if we do, we can take

13      a vote on it.

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  But we can second the

15      motion and then have discussion.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.  Okay.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I second the motion.

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So what is the

19      difference in the beam between the molded and the

20      widest part of the vessel, typically?  Is that a

21      couple percentage?

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Usually, I think it's

23      a cruise vessel, at least it is in Miami, unless

24      there's a -- you could have a ship come in

25      carrying cranes that overhang, you know, and the
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1      port gets ships coming in bringing cranes in.

2      That would be a rather unusual experience, but it

3      does occur.  And they may have other vessels with

4      some of the stuff that they bring in and out from

5      the shipyards.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So it'd be hard to say

8      you get the exact percentage, but some cruise

9      ships with overhanging life boats, you get --

10      sometimes they have, like, slides or something

11      that the kids go on that hang out over the top of

12      the vessel.  So you could have a greater extreme

13      beam than you would have at the waterline.

14           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  All right.  And you're

15      saying the waterline would be consistent?

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  It's the hull in the

17      water that's moving through the water that would

18      be how people base it.

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.

20           MR. FLUKE:  Do you agree with that?

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So the language would

22      need to be changed in the proposal to state that?

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes.

24           MS. McNULTY:  So extreme beam goes to -- from

25      extreme beam to what did you say?
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  The molded beam.

2           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Waterline beam.

3           MR. FLUKE:  Waterline.

4           MS. McNULTY:  Waterline beam?

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Waterline beam.

6           MS. McNULTY:  Is waterline one word or two?

7           MS. STERN:  One.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yes.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, we cannot take a vote

10      on that until we go back to these items and take

11      motions and each one of us vote.  And then we'll

12      take a vote on the motion on the floor.

13           The floor is yours.

14           MS. McNULTY:  Just so I understand what you

15      want me to do is go back to the factors where we

16      left off --

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

18           MS. McNULTY:  -- pending further discussion.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

20           MS. McNULTY:  With respect to factor -- well,

21      the prevailing compensation, Factor No. 6, and

22      starting on, Richard -- to the Investigative

23      Committee Report starting on page 5 -- 25.

24           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Page 5 or 25?

25           MS. McNULTY:  I'm sorry, page 25 of the
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1      Investigative Committee Report.

2           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Prevailing

3      compensation.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion

5      that -- oh, sorry.

6           MR. LAW:  What is the third year increase?

7           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Zero

8           MS. McNULTY:  So Year 1 is just what the --

9           MR. LAW:  The 17 five.

10           MS. McNULTY:  So what page are you on?

11           MR. LAW:  That's their calculation, 17

12      million 525.

13           MS. McNULTY:  That would be just what the

14      rate is.  Year 2 --

15           MR. LAW:  And that would be the gross

16      revenue.

17           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

18           MR. LAW:  And the next year when we were

19      using 23,200,000 times 90 percent, that would be

20      20,899,000; right?

21           I'm trying to figure out based on what

22      they're writing how is Year 3 calculated.

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Year 3 would be the

24      same number they had for Year 3 minus 10 percent.

25           MS. ACKERMANN:  No.
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, no --

2           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'm sorry.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Year 3 is no discount.

4           MR. LAW:  That's why I'm asking; I'm hearing

5      all kind of things.

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Year 3 is zero

7      discount.  So what you showed as Year 3 is Year 3.

8           MR. LAW:  Okay.  So by the Year 3, the 51

9      percent they were asking for is now there.  Plus

10      they got two six-year (sic)  bumps to get there.

11           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yep.

12           MR. LAW:  Okay.  I just want to understand

13      it.

14           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  You caught me off

15      guard now.

16           MS. McNULTY:  The first 6-year (sic) bump is

17      Year 2.  And the second 6-year -- percent bump is

18      Year 3, right?  No?  6 --

19           MS. STERN:  Yeah.

20           MS. McNULTY:  It is.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  First anniversary, yeah.

22           MR. LAW:  What about Year 4?

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  6 percent.  And then 3,

24      3, 3 for the rest of the 10 years.

25           MR. LAW:  So what they requested?
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Exactly what they

2      requested.

3           MR. LAW:  When I see the draft order, I want

4      to be able to look at it, okay?

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah, we all will.

6           MS. McNULTY:  Back to 6?  Factor No. 6, the

7      Investigative Committee Report, page 25.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah, the 475 needs to be

9      changed to 500.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And that changes the --

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  And the 602 changes --

12           MS. McNULTY:  Wait, what?

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  475 changes to 500.

14           MS. STERN:  And then that calculation in the

15      last sentence has to be changed.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Correct.

18           MS. McNULTY:  To what?

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Is it 634?

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I think it was 634.

21           MS. McNULTY:  Can you say it louder?  I can't

22      hear.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  634,000.

24           MS. McNULTY:  Even?

25           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Uh-huh.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So with those changes

3      are we looking for now a motion to adopt this?

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make that motion.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second?

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Jaccoma.  All those in

9      favor?

10           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

13           MS. McNULTY:  Any opposed?

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Assal?

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

16           MS. McNULTY:  What about Mr. Hodge?

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Hodge, you were a yes?

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yes.

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes.

20           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Then Factor No. 7 begins

21      on page 26 of it's the impact of the rate change.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Any motions?

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I make a motion to

24      adopt Section 7 as complete and factual.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second?
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor.

3           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Hodge, yes?

7           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  No.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  3-2.

10           MS. McNULTY:  And just to be clear, I need to

11      make sure that everybody's articulating their vote

12      on the record in an audible way so everybody knows

13      how everybody's deliberating.  Thank you.

14           The next is Factor 8.  Oh, I think that was

15      voted on, projected change in vessel traffic.  My

16      notes indicate that was voted on.

17           No. 9, cost of retirement and medical plan

18      starting on page 29.

19           MS. STERN:  That was accepted also.

20           MS. McNULTY:  No, I don't think so.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We made that change.

22           MS. McNULTY:  We did make the -- I have --

23      oh, yes, you did.  Okay, sorry.  I can't read my

24      writing at this hour.

25           All the rest I have is voted on; is that
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1      correct?

2           MS. STERN:  That's what I have.

3           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Except to 12.  We

5      didn't get to 12.

6           MS. ACKERMANN:  12?

7           MS. McNULTY:  I have that as accepted.

8           MS. STERN:  I do, too.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The CPI?  Is that with

10      the change?  We did, okay.

11           MS. ACKERMANN:  Okay.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yeah.

13           MS. McNULTY:  Marlene, do you have it?

14           MS. STERN:  I have it as accepted.

15           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  So that concludes the

16      factors at this time.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  Whatever we need to

18      do before accepting this vote.

19           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  So next we need to look

20      at the individual rates that are in the

21      application.  You took action on the actual rate

22      formula, but because there's now a change in -- to

23      the definition of beam from extreme to

24      waterline -- waterline beam, I just want to

25      clarify that your vote -- please confirm or revote
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1      that you're okay with the definition of -- with

2      the four factors as presented in the application,

3      and with the -- you also voted the 1,500 as

4      consideration for smaller vessels.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  (Nods head.)

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Moved by Jaccoma?

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second?

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Second.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  By Seuter.  All those in

12      favor?

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

14           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Hodge, you're okay?

17           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yes.

18           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Assal negative.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.  Commissioner Assal.

21           MS. McNULTY:  The next are the draft

22      proposed -- their proposed rates for the draft,

23      and you want me to say what they are in the

24      application?

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Don't we have it in front
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1      of us?

2           MS. McNULTY:  Do you have it in front of you?

3      And again, it's on page 2 and 3 of the

4      application, which begins on page 48

5      Bates-stamped.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Can we have a motion?

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  The motion is to what,

8      accept --

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  The draft charge.

10           MS. McNULTY:  I have not heard a motion yet.

11           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Is that what you need?

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah, I'm saying we need a

13      motion.

14           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  You need a motion to

15      accept the draft charge as presented; is that

16      correct?

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Uh-huh.

18           MS. McNULTY:  Whatever you want to do.

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  That's what I'll make.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Second.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Seuter.

22           MR. LAW:  Times 80 percent?

23           MS. McNULTY:  That's applied at the very end.

24      They'll need to vote on the proposed discount;

25      right?
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Right.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That's going to be a

4      separate motion.

5           MS. McNULTY:  That will be the last motion

6      once you establish what their rates are, and then

7      propose --

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No.

9           MS. McNULTY:  -- whether or not the

10      discount -- whether you accept that.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So we need to call the

12      vote for the draft?

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Correct.  All those in

14      favor?

15           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.  Hodge?

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  No.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.  Commissioner Assal.

20           MS. McNULTY:  Was there discussion as to why,

21      for the justification for the vote?  I'd like to

22      hear some.

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I feel like the $82 on

24      the 39-foot or greater draft needs to be reduced a

25      little bit, based on what I see at the other
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1      ports.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  You're asking,

3      Ms. McNulty, why we voted yes --

4           MS. McNULTY:  Correct.

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- for writing the

6      draft order?

7           MS. McNULTY:  Correct, justification for your

8      motion.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Right, so these rates

10      are at or below our nearest competitors, or the

11      Tampa Bay Pilots' competitors in the region, and

12      all the other factors that have been previously

13      stated through testimony throughout our day.

14           They have expressed clearly why their rates

15      needed to be changed, and this is one of the

16      components included.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Next one?

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Ms. McNulty, I believe

19      any of those, as you're writing the order, if it

20      expressed that the component is connected to the

21      testimony that was submitted throughout the day,

22      in some -- in some way to write that.

23           MS. McNULTY:  Understand, I just would

24      appreciate, especially on the controversial

25      components, to provide justification if you see
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1      fit because it makes it easier for the draft and

2      to support your action.  That's why I asked that.

3           We'll move on to the gross tonnage rate.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

5      adopt the gross tonnage rate as submitted.

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Second.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second from Jaccoma.  All

8      those in favor?

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  One no, Assal.

15           MS. McNULTY:  For the same justification as

16      discussed throughout the day?

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yeah.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  The next rate is the LOA

19      rate.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

21      adopt the length overall rate as submitted.

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Second.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Jaccoma.  All those in

24      favor.

25           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Hodge?

4           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Hodge, no.

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Commissioner Assal, no.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  And again, I would

8      appreciate when you make a motion to just provide

9      a statement of justification for order purposes.

10           Next rate is the beam rate.

11           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll make the motion

12      on the beam rate as presented, with the reasoning

13      being as discussed throughout the day

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Second.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

19           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Opposed?

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Hodge, no.

21           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Commissioner Assal, no.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, 3-2.

23           MS. McNULTY:  Okay, I couldn't hear

24      Commissioner Hodge?

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  So 3-2?

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  3-2.

3           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.

4           Next I have the docking and undocking fee.  I

5      think you already voted 4-1, but just want to

6      confirm that's correct.

7           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We didn't do the

8      shifting; right?

9           MS. McNULTY:  Not yet.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay.  Is that next?

11           MS. McNULTY:  It will be next.  So we're

12      going to go ahead -- so just confirm that the

13      docking vote from previously, from before the

14      break holds; is that correct?

15           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Uh-huh.

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Now it's time for shifting.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I make a motion to

18      adopt the rates for vessel shifting as proposed.

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  Nay.
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  4-1.

2           MS. McNULTY:  And again, after the motion but

3      before the vote, a simple justification, I'm going

4      to ask for that.

5           So for the shifting, we're going to go back.

6      The justification, please.

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Was that mine?

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  As stated, it was for

10      the reasons discussed throughout the day.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Are you --

12           MS. STERN:  It wasn't discussed much.

13           MS. McNULTY:  I mean, we really need to

14      articulate for the record.  It's going to be

15      challenged probably.  "As discussed throughout the

16      day" doesn't give a lot to go by.  Any additional

17      information would help.

18           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Okay, I think they

19      reasonably determined the distances and given fair

20      discount for those for shorter distances.  And for

21      over seven miles, it's quite a distance, it does

22      deserve 100 percent.

23           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.  And that was 4-1.

24           Next is the cancellation fee.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  What page is that on?
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  It's the very bottom

2      on that page 48.  What I have as 48.  Page 2 of

3      their application.

4           MS. McNULTY:  $500 if canceled within up to

5      two hours from order time; $1,500 if canceled less

6      than two hours from pilot order.

7           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

8      adopt the cancellation fees as proposed with the

9      reasoning that delay fees help offset

10      inefficiencies in the pilots's operation and they

11      have a deterrent effect.

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll second that.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second Hodge.

14           All those in favor?

15           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

16           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

19           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, Assal.

21           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Next is the detention

22      holding when not caused by weather, competing

23      vessels traffic or force majeure.  And then --

24           THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry, that didn't make

25      any sense to me.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Detention or holding not caused

2      by weather, competing vessel traffic or force

3      majeure.

4           And then it's $250 per half hour as -- and

5      the detention, it's set -- the detention and

6      holding are set out in the application.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.

8           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I have a question about

9      that particular fee.  How does fog affect that, if

10      at all?

11           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Fog would be part of weather

12      and would not be charged.

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  That would not?

14           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes, sir.  Usually these are

15      just if, like, you're in transit and say, oh, we

16      want to do a compass adjustment for two hours and

17      you sit and use tugs and spin around type of

18      thing.

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.  Thank you.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Do we have a motion?

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll make a motion to

22      accept as it's in their application.

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll second that.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We need to give the

25      reasoning.
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Oh, well, I think it's

2      only fair to -- if they delay a pilot on board a

3      vessel for reasons --

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Not caused by weather?

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Other than weather,

6      traffic -- you know, competing traffic.  Force

7      majeure, I think that's a fair -- you know, that's

8      a fair charge.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.  It was seconded by

10      Hodge?

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yes.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

14           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

17           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No, Assal.

19           MS. McNULTY:  Let me do some of the easier

20      ones.

21           The rate for dead ship.  I have vessels

22      without power and/or steering double the regular

23      base rate or shifting rate.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

25      adopt the rate for dead ships with the
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1      understanding -- the reasoning being that dead

2      ship tows are extremely dangerous and they require

3      a very high level of skill to effect safely.

4           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

7           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

10           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Next, dry docking --

12      that said originally, it says additional base rate

13      when pilot conned vessel into or out of dry dock

14      or graving dock.

15           There was discussion previously in the day.

16      There was discussion about contemplating to say

17      base rate will be double and will be assessed when

18      the pilot conns vessels into or out of the dry

19      dock or graving dock.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make the motion to

21      adopt the dry docking fee as requested due to the

22      fact that the high level of skill necessary to

23      bring a vessel in and out of dry dock.

24           MS. McNULTY:  When you said "as requested"

25      you mean as --
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  As stated, as --

2           MS. McNULTY:  As I just stated as --

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yes.

4           MS. McNULTY:  As modified --

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  As restated, correct.

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All in favor?

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

9           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

11           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Assal?

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  4 to 1.

15           MS. McNULTY:  Anchoring or heaving anchor?

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

17      adopt the anchoring or heaving charge as proposed

18      due to the fact it requires a high level of

19      seamanship to anchor and get underway from anchor

20      in limited sea room.

21           THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry, in limited --

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Sea room.

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I have a question on

24      that if I could.

25           When you say anchor or heaving anchor, is
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1      that if the ship does it while you're onboard or

2      does that mean if you do it as the pilot?

3           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That's if we do it.  Yeah, if

4      we do it.  This is, I think -- I've been here

5      almost five years.  I've done it once, yes.

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Usually the captain

7      does it, is that right?

8           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Offshore -- so sometimes,

9      like, Gadsden or different areas in the Bay, if

10      you have a draft light enough, you might have to

11      anchor a vessel for something, repair or just they

12      want to wait inside or something.  But it's not

13      very common.

14           And we have some like ATVs that the captain

15      anchors, and this would not apply.  It's only if

16      the pilot anchors or heaves it.

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Okay.

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  What page is that on?

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  It's 48.

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  48?

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I think it's there.

22      Yeah, anchoring or heaving anchor right there at

23      the bottom, or second to the bottom.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Next?

25           MS. McNULTY:  The next one --
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Do we vote?

2           MS. McNULTY:  Oh.  Oh, no --

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Who is -- did you make the

4      motion?

5           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I did.

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Has it been -- I'll

7      second it, if it hasn't been done.

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

13           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

14           MS. McNULTY:  Pilot carried to sea, $1,000

15      per day plus first class return transportation.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

17      adopt the pilot carried to sea charge as proposed

18      as this is a standard industry charge.

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

21           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

25           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Same, 4-1.

2           MS. McNULTY:  Late payment, the percent of

3      total pilotage fee per month 30 days after

4      invoice.

5           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll make that motion

6      with the understanding that that's general

7      practice in billing.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I second.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

10           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

13           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Hodge, no.

14           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay.

16           THE REPORTER:  Mr. Benson, were you an aye?

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

18           MS. McNULTY:  We'll go back to second pilot.

19      As written it says at the discretion of the Tampa

20      Bay Pilots Association and assigned -- an

21      additional pilot may be assigned to any post

22      neo-Panamax vessel, special tow, special

23      circumstance vessel or abnormal transit.

24           MR. ALLMAN:  Mr. Chairman, could I be heard

25      on this, please?
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

2           MR. ALLMAN:  Earlier, one of the pilots got

3      up and spoke about the Miami standards.  I think

4      those are reasonable.  In my comments earlier I

5      said it's too vague; a post Panamax vessel could

6      apply to every one of our containerships.

7           The three criteria that I was informed was in

8      Miami I would be totally in agreement with;

9      visibility reduced, extreme weather, and handling

10      of a unique vessel.

11           MS. STERNS:  What was the second one?

12           MR. ALLMAN:  Extreme weather.

13           MS. McNULTY:  What was the last one?

14           MS. STERN:  Handling.

15           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  What page is this on,

16      please?

17           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  A second pilot, page

18      49, three up from the bottom.

19           MS. McNULTY:  Handling of what?

20           THE REPORTER:  Handling of a unique vessel.

21           MS. McNULTY:  Thank you.

22           CAPTAIN MARILYN:  Mr. Chair?

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, sir?

24           THE REPORTER:  Do I know your name?  I don't

25      think I know your name.
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1           CAPTAIN MARLIN:  Captain Christopher Marlin.

2      That is not the criteria for the Miami second

3      pilot charge.  Post Panamax is specifically

4      defined for the maximum size vessel that would fit

5      through the new Panama Canal.  These are -- ours

6      doesn't have that limitation as it is specifically

7      in the discretion, just as it was stated.

8           MR. ALLMAN:  I'm just going by what I heard

9      one of the pilots said earlier that there is no

10      definition of post Panamax.  I would disagree.

11      It's totally open to interpretation.  You could

12      call any one of the containerships that called on

13      the port post Panamax.  That needs to go.  It

14      needs to be defined.

15           Let's define it then as a by size or

16      something that we get our hands around.  But just

17      to say post Panamax.

18           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Post Panamax does define the

19      size.  Panamax is 900 by 105.  Post Panamax is the

20      maximum size vessel that fits through the new

21      limits of the Panama Canal.  And those are the

22      container vessels in excess of 105-foot beam and

23      over 900 feet in length, which present serious

24      visibility issues.

25           And the only time we ever even consider
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1      taking a second pilot is if fog is predicted, a

2      front is coming through, or the containers are

3      stacked so high that you can't see out the window.

4           CAPTAIN MARLIN:  And the alternative is to

5      putting that ship to anchor until those conditions

6      change.

7           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Exactly.  And having a second

8      pilot on board makes us able to accommodate a

9      customer to bring a ship in in hazardous

10      conditions.

11           MR. ALLMAN:  So the issue is you're defining

12      a post Panamax ship as a ship of what, in excess

13      of 1,050 feet at a certain beam?

14           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Certainly.

15           CAPTAIN BAKER:  This is pretty standard in

16      the industry.  You have post Panamax, you have

17      neo-Panamax.  I don't understand the issue here.

18           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Vessel masters are shocked

19      when they come to Tampa and there's only one pilot

20      on the ship.  Shocked.  And nervous.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Do you have some comment?

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I would just say that

23      you could probably eliminate the neo-Panamax part

24      of it and just any vessel that encountered the

25      special situations you could do it.  Pilots are
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1      not likely to abuse -- I can't imagine they would

2      ever want to have two pilots on board if it wasn't

3      entirely necessary.

4           This is not something that they would do

5      without just cause.

6           MS. McNULTY:  But I need to be -- my opinion

7      is it needs to be clear and spelled out in the

8      tariff under what conditions that kicks in.  So

9      I'm not saying you can't have a second pilot, but

10      it needs to be clear rather than "at the

11      discretion" because that's not clear to just

12      anybody who is just reading it.

13           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  You could say special

14      circumstance vessel or abnormal transit or other

15      special circumstances.

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Dead ship tow.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  You want seamanship to

18      apply here.

19           MS. McNULTY:  What is a circumstance vessel?

20           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  A special circumstance

21      vessel?  Might be something in the shipyard, I'm

22      guessing.  I don't know what we would call a

23      special circumstance vessel.

24           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  When we bring in ships that

25      have container cranes on board, you can't --
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1      they're very strange.  It takes lots of tugs.

2      That's a two pilot job.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I can give you an

4      example --

5           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  We just towed in dry docks --

6      I'm sorry, we towed in dry docks that -- they're

7      not designed to be moved with a ship in them.

8      That's a special circumstance.  And we have two

9      pilots on those.  They're not --

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We brought a large --

11           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  Sorry.

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- containership into

13      Jacksonville that had her rudder stuck over 20

14      degrees.  We had two pilots because it was a

15      special, unusual circumstance.  That's the kind of

16      thing this is accounting for.

17           So you could add another -- after one of the

18      commas you could say, "or other special

19      circumstances."

20           MS. McNULTY:  Okay, so it's not clear to

21      me -- I'm sorry.  A little bit of patience here.

22           What exactly is -- rather than saying at the

23      discretion, blah, blah, blah -- how do you want

24      this to read as you vote?  Like, how do you

25      propose that in your motion?
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  It's clear to me as

2      it's written.

3           MS. McNULTY:  You can't use the word

4      "discretion."  Take the word "discretion" out.

5           CAPTAIN BAKER:  May I read the Miami tariff?

6           MS. STERN:  That was a Settlement Agreement.

7           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Okay, but it's still --

8           MS. STERN:  It's not -- this isn't a

9      Settlement Agreement.

10           The Settlement Agreements don't have the

11      prec -- they don't have a precedential value that

12      a regular --

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Why don't we just take out

14      "at the discretion"?

15           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It says, "After discretion of

16      the Biscayne Bay Pilots, an additional pilot may

17      be assigned to any neo-Panamax vessel calling on

18      Port Miami with the consumer rate result that said

19      vessel shall be charged a double pilotage fee."

20           MS. STERN:  That's in the Settlement

21      Agreement.

22           CAPTAIN BAKER:  But that's how it was

23      written.

24           MS. STERN:  Right, but it's okay because it

25      was a Settlement Agreement.
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Can we delete, "At the

2      discretion"?

3           CAPTAIN BAKER:  But that was adopted by the

4      board.

5           MS. STERN:  As a Settlement Agreement.

6           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yeah, but they

7      wouldn't want to sail a vessel like that.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We wrote that in our

9      application, Brett, that it was --

10           MS. STERN:  It was ultimately a Settlement

11      Agreement, so if you're relying on it because --

12      for precedential value, it doesn't have much.

13           CAPTAIN BAKER:  But the board didn't write

14      the order.

15           MS. STERN:  Actually, I'm saying it to the

16      board.  I'm sorry.  I know it's up to them what

17      they want to do.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Why can we not just delete

19      "at the discretion of Tampa Bay Pilot

20      Association," and just go with an additional pilot

21      -- what?

22           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That is specifically how it

23      was worded in the Final Order.  It wasn't

24      referenced as a settlement.  That was the Final

25      Order that was written out.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Does the Final Order exhibit

2      the settlement?

3           MS. STERN:  Yeah.

4           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It specifically said just as

5      I just read --

6           MS. McNULTY:  I understand, but I think to

7      Marlene's point, it was a Final Order accepting

8      the Settlement Agreement.

9           But we digress here.

10           So can you explain it says -- what if it said

11      an additional pilot may be assigned to any

12      post/neo-Panamax vessel, dead ship tow, special

13      circumstance vessel or abnormal transit, and will

14      be charged two standard pilotage fees.

15           Were you inclined to say under what

16      conditions they may be assigned?  Somebody had

17      said something about reduced visibility, or no?

18           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  No.

19           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It could be perfect

20      visibility, but if we're towing 1,000-foot dry

21      dock up the Bay, I mean, that's a circumstance

22      where -- I mean, just eight months ago I towed a

23      dry dock down to a turning basin with a ship in

24      it, got on the ship and left the dry dock.  And we

25      had four pilots because -- we had two deputies,
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1      but we -- you just -- it's not built to be moved.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Ms. McNulty, I would

3      contend that "abnormal transit" covers just about

4      anything that wouldn't be a standard transit.  And

5      at the discretion of the pilot, that would be the

6      only person that would make that decision.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

8           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Question, does a deputy

9      pilot qualify as Pilot No. 2, or --

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  -- does it have to be --

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No.  They were there for

13      training purposes.

14           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Right.  But in this case

15      for this language here, these rates would apply to

16      two qualified pilots, not a deputy pilot.

17           CAPTAIN BAKER:  If the deputy pilot is

18      qualified to handle the ship as set out by the

19      training plan approved by the board, then yes,

20      they could be a second pilot.

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.

22           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Only if they're at a level

23      that they can handle that ship in.

24           MR. ALLMAN:  Mr. Chairman, I just would like

25      to appeal to the two pilots on the board to word
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1      it in such a way to deal with our concern.  Our

2      concern is every containership that comes in gets

3      two pilots.  I heard what was said.  If the

4      containership has cranes or boxes stacked so high

5      that limits the visibility of a single pilot, then

6      you need another one?  Fine, let's word it that

7      way.

8           Let's get rid of the word discretion and just

9      say exactly the circumstances that you would have

10      a second pilot.  And you guys do this for a

11      living, so can't we word it in such a way to

12      address those concerns?

13           I mean, just the words I used to me would

14      make me happy, if --

15           CAPTAIN BAKER:  But what circumstance -- if

16      fog is predicted --

17           MR. ALLMAN:  That's extreme weather or

18      reduced visibility.

19           CAPTAIN BAKER:  If there is no fog, then you

20      could come back and say there's no fog, so you

21      shouldn't have taken a pilot.

22           MS. STERN:  No, these would be "ors," they

23      wouldn't be "ands."

24           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yeah.

25           MR. ALLMAN:  Yeah.
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1           MS. STERN:  So it would be reduced visibility

2      or extreme weather, or handling of a unique

3      vessel.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  And you add "abnormal

5      transit," which covers everything.

6           MR. ALLMAN:  Exactly.  I would agree with

7      that.  Covers towing, covers just about

8      everything.

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  If the word "discretion

10      of a pilot" is offensive in some way, then by all

11      means remove it.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.  That's what I said.

13      Because they're going to make the call anyway.

14           MS. McNULTY:  Yeah.

15           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  He is asking for a

16      little more clarification on the large

17      containership.

18           MR. ALLMAN:  Yeah, that's a real concern as

19      we -- there are times when clearly you need a

20      second pilot for a containership.  And I get it.

21      If the Pilot's view was totally obstructed by

22      because they stacked the containers too high,

23      cranes in the way, it makes total sense.

24           But that's why I would like the wording that

25      says, "in the event that, you know, the pilot's
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1      visibility is severely impacted by what's on the

2      ship, then a second pilot could be brought in."

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, sir?

4           CAPTAIN TIMMEL:  Two questions:  One, it

5      outlines the circumstances in which a pilot could

6      use discretion.  If it's not the pilot's

7      discretion, whose is it?  It's a pilot's

8      discretion that those circumstances apply, not

9      pilot's overwhelming discretion.

10           And second of all, the discussion about

11      containerships, there might be -- there might come

12      a time with channel deepening and things like that

13      where two pilots might be necessary for certain

14      classes of ships that don't come in Tampa already.

15      And to limit that -- and those are already

16      precedent in ports across the country.  And to

17      limit that now for unforeseen future traffic would

18      be limiting us being able to put safety factors in

19      place which would allow that traffic to come at a

20      later date.

21           CAPTAIN ROSE:  And if I may add that we

22      already have -- I'm sorry.

23           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That's okay.  Say your name.

24           CAPTAIN ROSE:  Tobias Rose.

25           We already have the discretion to hold any
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1      ship at the berth.  You know, discretion is, you

2      know, paramount to our profession.  And limiting

3      discretion would be a mistake.

4           MS. STERN:  Well, we're not limiting it

5      because it still says "may," and if, you know,

6      it's just a point of, you know, a tariff shouldn't

7      have these sort of open-ended things and you're

8      wanting a tariff, right?  So that's not how you

9      write one.  That's --

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  You could say special

11      weather circumstance, special circumstance vessel

12      or abnormal transit and it covers everything.

13           MS. STERN:  Okay.

14           MS. McNULTY:  So you said special weather

15      circumstance --

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Special circumstance

17      vessel or abnormal transit.

18           Just add the special weather circumstance and

19      take out the "at the discretion of Tampa Bay

20      Pilots Association" because it's implied --

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  It's a given, yeah.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  -- and inherent in the

23      position already moving forward.

24           MR. ALLMAN:  Can we take out the words

25      "neo-Panamax" and "post Panamax"?
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  You could put "any

2      vessel."

3           MR. ALLMAN:  That's fine.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I have no objection to

5      that.

6           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Because we have to write

7      the order, and I just want to be clear.

8           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  An additional pilot may

9      be assigned to any vessel, dead ship tow and such

10      and such.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Any vessel, dead ship tow,

12      special circumstance or abnormal transit.

13           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Or during --

14           MS. McNULTY:  Or during special weather

15      circumstance.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Stances or an abnormal

17      transit.

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Another question:  So

19      there's no shared cost; you got two pilots there,

20      there's no shared cost with those two guys being

21      there, like transportation or anything like that

22      where maybe the second pilot comes at a reduced

23      rate at some point?  I mean, you're paying full

24      price for two?  In some cases there may be an

25      opportunity where there's money saved because two
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1      guys are going to the same place and leaving the

2      same place?  I'm asking a question, it might, you

3      know, make things better for people.

4           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  You're making that second

5      pilot unavailable to do other work.  So two-pilot

6      jobs affect us negatively also because it reduces

7      the availability of pilots to accommodate the

8      traffic flow.

9           So this is not done lightly.  This is done

10      only when absolutely necessary.  And that's one of

11      the reasons why the second charge is warranted and

12      is standard in the industry.

13           MS. McNULTY:  Do you mind for sake of clarity

14      if I read back to you what I think that you were

15      saying, just so we can be clear when we're

16      drafting if this is what you vote?  I apologize.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  No, please.

18           MS. McNULTY:  An additional pilot may be

19      assigned to any vessel, dead ship tow, special

20      weather circumstances, or special circumstance

21      vessel or abnormal transit.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So it would be dead

23      ship tow, special circumstance vessel or during

24      any special weather circumstance or abnormal

25      transit.  Do it one more time.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Go ahead.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Just read what you have.

3           MS. STERN:  Yeah, this is what I got, an

4      additional pilot may be assigned to any dead ship

5      tow, special --

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Any vessel.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Any vessel, dead ship tow.

8           MS. STERN:  I don't understand what vessel

9      adds there.  We're talking about --

10           MS. McNULTY:  Because it's any vessel.

11           MS. STERN:  Okay.

12           MS. McNULTY:  We're taking out the Panamax.

13      Any vessel, dead ship tow, special --

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Circumstance.  Well,

15      you could take out "special circumstance vessel"

16      because you already said that you're going to

17      apply this to any vessel.

18           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  A dead ship tow,

20      abnormal transit, or during special weather

21      circumstances.

22           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We have to take a vote on

23      that now or make a motion.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Let her read it one

25      more time.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Yeah because -- I'm sorry, I

2      think it's getting late and I just want to make

3      sure I have this.

4           So may be assigned to any vessel, dead ship

5      tow, special -- abnormal transit or special

6      whether circumstance.

7           MS. ACKERMANN:  And special circumstance

8      vessel.  Or are you removing it?

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  No --

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You read it right.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Did I --

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  You read it right.

13           MS. McNULTY:  In this circumstance, a vessel

14      will be charged two pilotage fees.

15           So it's any vessel, dead ship tow, abnormal

16      traffic --

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Transit.

18           MS. McNULTY:  Oh.  And then transit --

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Or under special

20      weather circumstances, yeah.

21           MS. McNULTY:  Special weather circumstances.

22      Thank you for your patience.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We need a motion to

24      approve it?

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes, please.
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I make a motion to

2      approve the second pilot as discussed.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second?

4           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second it.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Mike.

6           All those in favor?

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

8           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

11           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Same, 4 to 1.

13           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  We did that whole page.

14           Next to different fees, the next one I see is

15      the training technology fee at $15 per movement.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

17      approve the training technology fee as proposed,

18      $15 a vessel, and this encompasses reimbursement

19      in some fashion for iPads, cell phones, computers,

20      training courses, man models, all the various --

21      $15 doesn't even begin to cover what they spend on

22      that.

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Second.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Mike.  All those

25      in favor?
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

5           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  4 to 1.

7           MS. McNULTY:  All right.  Next item is the

8      transportation fee, $50 per vessel movement.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll make the motion

10      to accept their $50 per vessel movement fee with

11      the understanding that that's how they get around

12      this very large port, and as Commissioner Hodge

13      pointed out, if the second pilot is involved, it

14      still says $50 per vessel movement.  So it's only

15      one charge there.

16           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll second that.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Hodge.

18           All those in favor?

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

20           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

23           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Same, 4 to 1.

25           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  The next one is the
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1      pilot boat fund fee.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

3      approve the pilot bun -- pilot boat fund fee as

4      proposed due to the extraordinarily high cost of

5      modern efficient pilot boats.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'd like a little

7      clarification on this particular fee.  And I may

8      have missed it when I looked through the

9      application.  Is this for maintenance?  Is this

10      for -- what is this for?

11           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It's capital, so we use this

12      for re-power.  So Tampa re-powers -- we do

13      through-hole -- it's a 19-year-old boat that sits

14      in the water all the time, so you can imagine.  We

15      do through-hole piping, engine replacement,

16      bringing them up to the tier four diesels,

17      basically repairing the hull itself because you

18      get a lot of pitting.  And then also to purchase a

19      new boat because the Tampa will be basically done

20      in -- the ship -- they just told us you got maybe

21      8 to 10 years left on it.

22           MR. FLUKE:  The current cost is 1.1 million?

23           CAPTAIN BAKER:  For what.

24           MR. FLUKE:  For the Tampa?

25           MR. KLUG:  To re-power.
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1           MR. FLUKE:  We haven't written that -- we

2      haven't written that check yet.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  A new boat in this

4      proper class is between 2.6 and $3-million.

5           MR. FLUKE:  1.4 million, excuse me.  1.4

6      million.  Thank you, Lisa.

7           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So I made that -- I

8      made a motion.

9           MS. McNULTY:  A question I have on this one,

10      is this -- there's no end date?  Is this for time

11      certain or is this --

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  This is in perpetuity

13      because these boats are -- they will constantly

14      need new boats, they will constantly need new

15      re-powering.  It's a never-ending -- never-ending

16      fee.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  As long as any boats to

18      pilot.

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And it says per

20      inbound or outbound transit, so it's not per

21      movement.  So if there's a shift, it doesn't incur

22      that cost.

23           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Right.  Good point.

24           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that

25      motion.
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

2           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

3           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

6           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

7           MS. McNULTY:  The next is a port

8      communication fee.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Looking for a motion?

10           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  That one is a

11      little --

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yes.

13           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  You've got in there

14      this $100 for inbound to outbound transit that

15      restricts traffic flow to U.S. Coast Guard

16      regulation, or cabinet of court orders for vessel

17      dimensions.

18           I guess I haven't experienced that in Miami,

19      so I don't really understand that, per se.  Maybe

20      you could explain that?

21           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yeah, here in Tampa we have

22      protocols that's -- it's a regulation set by the

23      Coast Guard.  The cruise vessels, anhydrous

24      ammonia, basic dangerous cargo vessels can only

25      meet vessels in -- I don't have my laser --
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1      Gadsden Point Cut.  I'll just come up here.

2      Gadsden Point Cut, which is this small channel, or

3      west of Buoys 23 and 24 of Mullet Key.  So this

4      entire part of the channel you can't meet these

5      vessels.  They have a 500 yards floating security

6      zone.

7           And basically the issue with those is it -- I

8      mean, we spend, many times, hours trying to

9      coordinate traffic because we'll start at inbound

10      in to try and meet right at that point or we'll

11      start a vessel in early or start one from town to

12      try to meet vessel here at Gadsden, so it's just a

13      lot of planning, a lot of preparation.  And I

14      think we said in our application basically we want

15      to use that fee to pay for our dispatchers and --

16      because they do a lot of this work as well

17      coordinating these vessels.

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  And that only applies to

19      the vessel that restricts the traffic flow?

20           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Doesn't apply to both

22      vessels.

23           CAPTAIN BAKER:  No, the other is -- would be

24      a standard transit without the vessel that

25      restricts at that point.  So it would only apply
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1      to the vessel restricting.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Okay.  So what's the

3      difference between -- you got $15 and you got then

4      we've got the 100.  The 15 applies, it says, to

5      per regular inbound or outbound, and then we've

6      got the $15 on the training and technology that

7      was already approved.

8           So the $15 fee is for -- is that --

9           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It's also to --

10           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  -- relative to what you

11      said, or --

12           CAPTAIN BAKER:  It's also to help pay for our

13      dispatcher.  We provide a free service of our

14      pilot list, which is used by VTS agents, tug

15      companies, that we must maintain the servers for.

16      We pay a lot of money in IT fees to keep that

17      updated.  And essentially the port uses that list

18      to move and order vessels.

19           MS. STERN:  So is that the list that's on

20      your website --

21           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

22           MS. STERN:  -- that's open to the public, and

23      you can see which vessels are coming in at any

24      time on what day?

25           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Where they're going, what
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1      docks.  Basically everything the pilots use is

2      public.  It's a public resource.

3           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I'll make a motion to

4      adopt the port communication fee as proposed in

5      order to offset the pilots' expenditures and

6      dissemination of their information list for

7      arrivals and departures.

8           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  I'll second that.

9           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second Mike Jaccoma.

10           All those in favor?

11           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

15           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

16           MS. McNULTY:  All right, next is the pilot

17      station capital fund fee.  And previously it was

18      discussed about potentially having a status

19      report.  And then there's a question of how long

20      does that fee remain in place?

21           The application itself does not have and end

22      time.  I think there was discussion about it was

23      envisioned to be 10 years, but that's not actually

24      in the application.

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Let's include it in the
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1      motion.

2           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  In addition to that, is

3      it possible to have this fee implemented once

4      there is definition on the site?  Once we have

5      permitting, once we have maybe, you know, a

6      construction or engineering plan?  So I mean, we

7      would feel comfortable at that point to start

8      paying.  I just feel like that would be fair

9      instead of just leaving it open-ended, and as

10      everyone has said, the Port Authority has also

11      declared that we don't know if it's going to be

12      this side, may not be this year, it could be --

13      who knows when it could happen or where it could

14      happen at.

15           So I would like to say or I would like to

16      propose that once there is a site designated,

17      approved, and permitting in place for the

18      construction of the building, then this site --

19      then this charge could be implemented.

20           Is that possible for us to do?

21           MS. STERN:  You can make that motion.  Well,

22      do you want to talk, ask Tampa about that?  Or --

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Sure.

24           MS. STERN:  It's certainly possible to make

25      the motion.
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1           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Is that possible to write in

2      the Order?

3           MS. STERN:  It's possible to write in the

4      Order.  And so then the -- the fee or the $215 fee

5      wouldn't be implemented until the permitting was

6      in place.  So you know --

7           MS. McNULTY:  And submitted to the committee.

8      Prior --

9           MS. STERN:  You have a sure thing.

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Okay.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Well, or should be until

12      it's approved, right?

13           I mean, once -- once it's determined that,

14      hey, this site is it, whatever it takes to get to

15      that point or wherever that site is, guys, we're

16      building it right here; it's a done deal.  Then

17      that fees starts up.

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I would be in favor of

19      that, too.

20           MS. McNULTY:  But when you say "approved,"

21      approved by who?

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Well, wherever they're

23      going to do it at.  We don't know at this point,

24      right?  But there's going to be at some point some

25      conversation whether or not it happens at the site
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1      that the Port Authority has by the Skyway Bridge

2      or somewhere else in the port.

3           MS. STERN:  So are you saying the fee should

4      be used for construction of the building, which

5      will have to --

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I say these --

7           MS. STERN:  -- confer necessarily after the

8      permits to allow its construction of the --

9           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Once there's approval to

10      start the construction, then that fee starts.

11      Wherever it is, doesn't matter.  Wherever the site

12      is --

13           MS. STERN:  Okay.  Once there's approval to

14      start -- so I mean, you make that motion.

15           Do you want to get any feedback from anyone?

16           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Captain?

17           MS. STERN:  Oh, sorry.

18           MR. ROSE:  Tobias Rose with the Pilots.

19           There is a lot of -- we think there's going

20      to be a lot of different types of permits that are

21      going to be necessary for this project.

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I understand.  But right

23      now we're just going to be throwing money into a

24      bucket hoping something happens somewhere at some

25      point in time.  I'd like to have a little bit more
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1      definition as to where and when.  And that will

2      give us that once the permitting is done.  You're

3      going to have some initial costs upfront, I

4      appreciate that, but --

5           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Once the permitting is done,

6      would that apply from the 10 years from that

7      point?

8           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I think yes.  Yeah.

9           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Because that's estimated

10      costs, yes.

11           CAPTAIN BAKER:  We're okay with that as long

12      as -- we just don't want it to be -- have to be

13      that exact location because of --

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  No, he said any.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  He said any location.

16           CAPTAIN BAKER:  And permitting submitted to

17      the board.

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Is it possible to -- so

19      let's just say it ends up being another site, and

20      after eight years it's paid for, the construction

21      is paid for, you're all done.  Is there a way we

22      can put a clause in there that this fee stops once

23      the building construction is paid for?  It's --

24           MS. McNULTY:  We can craft something, but I

25      just want to -- I'm still stuck on the permitting
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1      part because there's so many different entities

2      that are -- that approve permitting.  So that's

3      kind of where my mind is getting hung up on.

4           MS. STERN:  That's what -- okay.

5           MS. McNULTY:  And I would start off saying

6      this rate would commence after submission to the

7      PRRC -- so, but what -- I mean, I'm not exactly

8      sure what is it that's being submitted?

9           Like what -- you say approval of permits, but

10      there are so many different entities that

11      approve --

12           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  What if they submitted

13      a loan approval?  They say they're going to have

14      to finance this.  That's tangible.  They've gone

15      to a bank, they've got an approval letter.  And if

16      they submitted that and say, see, now we have skin

17      in the game and this is -- it has started.  Maybe

18      that's a very simple way to -- once financing is

19      in place.

20           MS. STERN:  But does the loan approval --

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  The bank isn't going to

22      approve financing if they don't have the place.

23      They're going to have to have that information in

24      order to get the loan.

25           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  The banks would require
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1      that for the loan.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

3           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  The information that we

4      would require to start this.

5           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Uh-huh.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Makes sense to me.

7           MS. McNULTY:  Do the banks need the permit to

8      approve the loan?  Like, I'm not sure how that

9      works.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  No.

11           MR. ALLMAN:  No, they don't.  I built five

12      chemical plants in Florida.  And you get the money

13      when you go to the bank and then you worry about

14      permitting it.  It's not easy to permit chemical

15      plants.

16           I like the original motion, wait until all

17      the permits are in place.  There's not that many

18      permits.  You got a Corps of Engineer permit, you

19      have a county permit, and arguably the EPC permit.

20      Notice I said "arguably" because I don't think

21      they really have jurisdiction.  That's all there

22      is.

23           So make it contingent on permits.  And I like

24      the fact, you know, that 10 years, and until it's

25      paid for.  And it's paid for either through that
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1      fee or it's paid for by a combination of that fee

2      and grants, or it's paid for in a combination of

3      fee and the grants and if they make it big enough

4      they can move their office there and they can sell

5      their existing office and donate those proceeds.

6           MS. STERN:  Would it just be easier to say

7      the funds can be used to construct the building?

8      And that way we get away from the whole permitting

9      aspect?

10           Because that's -- that's what I'm hearing you

11      say, Commissioner Hodge, you want the funds to be

12      used for construction, not something -- once --

13      you want the funds to be used once all the

14      speculation is over about whether the building can

15      be built or not.

16           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Correct.

17           MS. STERN:  So I think we could just say --

18           MR. ALLMAN:  But it should be used not just

19      for construction, it should be used to pay their

20      engineering expenses, which are going to be

21      significant to get those permits.  So it should be

22      for -- they're going to front the money for the

23      permits.

24           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  They can pay their

25      own --
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1           MR. ALLMAN:  But once they get them, they're

2      going to --

3           THE REPORTER:  Wait.  Wait.  Wait.

4           MS. STERN:  I thought the problem was they

5      weren't sure they were going to get the permits.

6           MS. McNULTY:  They could be anywhere, though.

7      They're not sure where.  They can be any site,

8      wherever they decide to put it.

9           MS. STERN:  Right.  I know.  But is the money

10      going to be used for trying to get permits for the

11      Sunshine (sic) site and then if it doesn't go

12      through, they're going to use the money for

13      permits at a different site?

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We can simply say

15      "associated expenses."

16           MS. STERN:  I'm just --

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We don't have to pin

18      them down.

19           MS. McNULTY:  Yeah, I think that's right.

20           MS. STERN:  Is that what you were trying to

21      get at, Commissioner Hodge?

22           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I want the money to be

23      used once a site is located and it's determined

24      that that's where the building will be built.

25           At that point in time, if they need to be
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1      reimbursed for permitting for money that they put

2      up front to get to that point, that's fine in my

3      opinion.  But that's the starting point of the

4      $215 charge, in my opinion.  That's what I would

5      like to see.

6           And then I'd also like to see, once the loan

7      is satisfied or once the building is complete,

8      that the $215 stops.

9           Now, I don't know how we --

10           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Wrote that.

11           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  -- know when happens or

12      write that, but --

13           MS. ACKERMANN:  They offered to do an annual

14      report.

15           MS. McNULTY:  You want me to take a stab at

16      something?  This is subject to lots of discussion.

17           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Really quick, it is more than

18      just a building, it's fill, break water, docks --

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Right, that's

20      construction.

21           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  That's part of the

22      construction.

23           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Well, it's fill and land.

24      The land does not exist.  You have to fill the

25      land.
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1           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  So is there mitigation

2      in there as well, where you've got --

3           CAPTAIN BAKER:  FDOT said they have plenty of

4      places to mitigate.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  That's going to be an

6      added cost.  But that's okay if that's where it's

7      determined that's where the building is going and

8      that makes most sense for the Port of Tampa, I'm

9      all for it.  I just don't want the payment to

10      start until we get to that point.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Here is a suggestion.  Just for

12      purposes of discussion because I don't -- this is

13      your expertise, okay?  Rate to commence after

14      submission to the PRC of permits -- of necessary

15      permits for the pilot station to last for a period

16      of 10 years or completion of the station,

17      whichever occurs first.

18           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yeah.

19           MS. McNULTY:  This is just for discussion.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Do we need to have them

21      submit permits to us?

22           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Notification that the

23      permits have been --

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  They can notify us.  They

25      don't need to submit the permits to us.
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1           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I think after completion, the

2      project could complete, you know, let's say, in

3      three years.

4           MS. McNULTY:  Right.

5           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Then that would end.  So we'd

6      have to finance it over a three-year period and it

7      would be more than $215.

8           MS. McNULTY:  Oh, I see what you're saying.

9      Okay.  Right.

10           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  They want the loan to be paid

11      back.

12           MS. McNULTY:  Until completion of the loan.

13           MR. FLUKE:  Completion of the loan

14      obligation.  Completion of the loan obligation.

15           MS. STERN:  Is it 10 years?  Or -- I mean,

16      completion of the loan could go a long --

17           MS. McNULTY:  Whichever occurs first.

18           MR. FLUKE:  We're basing our tariff amount on

19      a 10-year loan.  And if you can structure the

20      language that basically -- you know, we want to

21      be -- we want to leave the tariff item in there

22      until the loan is extinguished, until it's paid.

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Satisfied.

24           MS. McNULTY:  But no more than 10 years.

25           MR. ALLMAN:  The language shouldn't say loan,
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1      it should say until the engineering and

2      construction costs have been paid for.  They can

3      be paid for partially by this, by selling

4      property, by grants.  There's all kinds of ways.

5           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That's true.

6           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Good point.

7           MS. McNULTY:  So somebody want to take a stab

8      at it?  Any ideas?

9           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Here we go with that

10      language thing again.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Yeah, words matter.

12           Any ideas?

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Until the construction and

14      related costs have been paid for in full, not to

15      exceed the 10 years.

16           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  So the rate is to

17      commence after submission of what?

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Notification --

19           MS. McNULTY:  After notification --

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  -- of PRC, the permits have

21      been obtained --

22           MS. McNULTY:  Obtained for the pilot station?

23           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Uh-huh, for a period of 10

24      years or until the construction costs are paid

25      for, whichever is sooner.
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1           THE REPORTER:  Which what?

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Whichever is sooner.  Well,

3      she's going to read it out loud.

4           MS. McNULTY:  I'm going to --

5           THE REPORTER:  I know, but when you speak I

6      have to hear you.

7           MS. McNULTY:  He's speaking to me.

8           THE REPORTER:  No, that's not the way it

9      goes.  If it's said, I need to hear it, or go off

10      the record.

11           MS. McNULTY:  Well, I'm his counsel.  That's

12      the way it goes.

13           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Attorney/counsel privilege.

14           THE REPORTER:  If it's loud enough for me to

15      hear, I'm writing it.

16           MS. McNULTY:  Okay, you can write.  Go ahead.

17           THE REPORTER:  Or just tell me it's off the

18      record.  That's generally my sign to stop.

19           MS. McNULTY:  Okay, please bear with me.

20      Sorry.

21           Okay.  This is for the pilot station capital

22      fund.  So rate to commence after notification to

23      the committee that permits have been obtained for

24      the pilot station for a period of 10 years or

25      until construction costs have been paid for,
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1      whichever occurs first.  Is that --

2           MR. FLUKE:  Does that sound good to you guys?

3           MS. PRICE:  Can you say it one more time,

4      please?

5           MS. McNULTY:  Yes.  So the rate is to

6      commence after notification to the committee that

7      permits have been obtained for the pilot station

8      for a period of 10 years or until construction

9      costs have been paid for, whichever occurs first.

10           MS. PRICE:  Can we say construction and

11      related cost since you're talking about --

12           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'd like to have

13      construction permits.  There's going to be

14      permitting that happens for, you know, mediation

15      that may not even get approved at the site, so --

16           MS. McNULTY:  That construction permits have

17      been obtained --

18           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Correct.

19           MS. McNULTY:  Blah, blah, blah, blah, or

20      until -- or say until construction-related costs.

21           MS. PRICE:  And related costs.

22           CAPTAIN O'CONNOR:  Not construction-related,

23      construction and related --

24           MR. ALLMAN:  You won't get the --

25           MS. McNULTY:  Construction and related costs?
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1           MR. ALLMAN:  You won't get the environmental

2      permits, like the Corps permits until you deal

3      with the remediation.

4           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Yeah.

5           MR. ALLMAN:  So you'll get all the permits

6      and --

7           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  You're not going to get

8      construction permit until --

9           MR. FLUKE:  It's going to be a package of

10      permits.

11           MS. McNULTY:  This is all new to me.

12           MR. FLUKE:  We've done this already.

13           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Okay, you have the

14      language, we need to now make a motion.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

16           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I make a motion to

17      adopt the pilot station capital fund fee as

18      proposed and written by Ms. McNulty.

19           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  I'll second that.

20           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Second by Hodge.  All those

21      in favor?

22           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

23           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

25           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.
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1           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  4 to 1.

3           MS. McNULTY:  And justification?

4           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Because Egmont Key is

5      in such a state of disrepair and erosion and the

6      absolute dire necessity for the Tampa Pilots to

7      have a modern, efficient pilot station, and

8      fuel -- pilot and fueling station.

9           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.  Thank you.

10           And the -- I think the last item is what I

11      call the escalator, where the 10 -- no, the second

12      to the last item.  The escalators.  And that's

13      independent of that --

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Did we do

15      cancellations?

16           MS. McNULTY:  Oh, wait.

17           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

18           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We did?

19           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yes.

20           MS. McNULTY:  Yes.

21           Now, so I'll say the escalators as a whole,

22      and then the next thing we would do after that

23      would be the --

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

25           MS. McNULTY:  -- reduction.
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1           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Where are we now?

2           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're going to do the

3      escalators, 6 percent and --

4           MS. STERN:  We're going to take up the

5      escalators and then --

6           MS. McNULTY:  The last thing on page 49, all

7      rates and fees including the pilot station shall

8      increase -- the last paragraph.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Okay.  I'll make a

10      motion that all rates and fees excluding the pilot

11      station capital fund fee shall be increased by 6

12      percent on the anniversary date following the

13      effective date of this order for three years, then

14      3 percent per year for a period of seven years

15      starting on the same anniversary date for the

16      years following.

17           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Do the justification.

18           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And the justification

19      is to increase rates to a fair, just and

20      reasonable rate.

21           MS. McNULTY:  You need to explain how.  I

22      mean, that's what all rates are supposed to be.

23           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Right.  Well, as it

24      was -- I have to say in their application --

25           MS. STERN:  Well, one thing, it's efficient
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1      because it keeps -- it prevents the need for

2      repeated rate cases.

3           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yep.

4           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  That was going through your

5      mind, wasn't it?

6           MS. McNULTY:  Yeah, it's -- that's stated in

7      their application, it says they believe it should

8      be very beneficial not only to the association but

9      to their customers, as this would give our

10      customers annual price stability for budgeting

11      purposes, and it says it will also reduce the cost

12      to the association of the state as there would be

13      no need for an adjustment during that period.

14           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  I second.

15           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

16           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

17           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

20           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  4 to 1.

22           Now we need to do a motion on this one, the

23      discounts.

24           MS. McNULTY:  We need to do this one and

25      then --
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1           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

2           MS. McNULTY:  The discounts are to be applied

3      after the escalator, so -- okay.

4           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So right now we need

5      to do this right here?

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

7           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  So I'll make a motion

8      to accept the discounts that were provided to us

9      by the Tampa Bay Pilots; Year 1 there would be a

10      vessel charge including all other fees would be

11      multiplied by .8, which would increase the average

12      vessel tariff in Year 1 by 16.8 percent over the

13      current rate; Year 2 of vessels charge including

14      all of their fees would be multiplied by point --

15      or 0.9, which would increase the average vessel

16      tariff by 22.5 percent over Year 1's rate; Year 3

17      there will be no multiplier, which equals a 24.6

18      percent increase over Year 2's average vessel

19      tariff.  This equates to a $6.7-million discount

20      to industry over two years.

21           MS. McNULTY:  So to be clear, so your motion

22      really is -- I guess it's a question -- is really

23      what is happening; not necessarily what Year 3 is.

24      I mean, those are just statements.

25           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Right, Years 1 and
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1      2 -- or Year 1 would get a 20 percent discount on

2      all vessel fees, and Year 2 vessel fees would be

3      decreased by 10 percent.

4           MS. McNULTY:  And they do not apply to the

5      station fee --

6           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Right.

7           MS. McNULTY:  -- and they do not apply to the

8      minimum adopted 1,500.

9           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Correct.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Correct.

11           MS. McNULTY:  And --

12           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  And the justification

13      is to, you know, take consideration of the rate

14      payers and support, give them some -- some break

15      from what was requested.

16           MS. McNULTY:  One thing I would like to ask,

17      and I'm not sure if I should ask this or not, but

18      regardless of the exact amount reduced, you still

19      feel strongly that even though there was some

20      concern about the exact projected number that is

21      going to be reduced, you still want to do this

22      because overall it has benefit to all the rate

23      payers?  Is that what you're suggesting?

24           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yes.

25           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Right.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  Okay.

2           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Second.

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  All those in favor?

4           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Aye.

5           COMMISSIONER HODGE:  Aye.

6           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Aye.

7           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Aye.

8           COMMISSIONER ASSAL:  No.

9           MS. McNULTY:  And then I've got a question

10      about the effective date.

11           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yeah, we should discuss

12      that.  Maybe six months?

13           MS. McNULTY:  Keep in mind that while you're

14      discussing all of this, we'll have to draft an

15      Order that will come back for your review, and

16      then if you approve it, that will be the -- you

17      know, it will be issued as a Notice of Intent to

18      approve what you voted today.

19           But you know, there will be -- there's always

20      a little bit of lag time with that.

21           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  So it's been about six

22      weeks in the past.  Is that what -- you sort of

23      have recommended a date in the past by thinking

24      ahead with the -- how much time needs to pass.

25           MS. McNULTY:  And I know we usually, like,
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1      put -- pick the ultimate date at the time of the

2      meet -- at the time we bring this back to you-all,

3      and then in the past there have been other -- I

4      haven't done this many of these, and sometimes

5      they'll say start it and they'll have a number

6      like January 1st or whatever they'll have a date.

7      But it might -- I'm looking for suggestions.

8           MS. STERN:  Well, I think it would be better

9      to vote on it once --

10           MS. McNULTY:  When we bring it back?

11           MS. STERN:  -- we have the draft notice of

12      intent.  Because we need to wait to get the

13      transcript and other things before we can write

14      the Notice of Intent, and we're not sure when

15      that's going to happen.

16           And yeah, Pilot -- I'm sorry, Pilots, do you

17      have a -- any thought on that?

18           CAPTAIN BAKER:  I mean, usually --

19           MS. PRICE:  I'm sorry, why can't it just be

20      written effective upon approval by the committee?

21           MS. McNULTY:  Because what happens is even

22      when they approve it, right, then it has to be --

23      the draft has to come back, they approve the

24      draft --

25           MS. PRICE:  That's what I mean.
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1           MS. McNULTY:  But it can't be that date.

2           MS. PRICE:  Following -- following the 21-day

3      period.

4           MS. McNULTY:  It's not even 21 days.

5           Well, it's 21 days you have to publish it in

6      the newspaper.  There's --

7           MS. PRICE:  But it is effective because they

8      can collect the money and then that is put into

9      escrow if that is --

10           MS. McNULTY:  That's if it's challenged.

11           MS. PRICE:  Right, so --

12           MS. McNULTY:  But it's not if it's --

13           MS. PRICE:  So the rate is effective for

14      purposes of being collected.  So I don't

15      understand why the date -- if you do the draft,

16      the committee reviews the draft, the date the

17      committee approves the draft, if they approve the

18      draft, why can't it be that date?

19           Just for a legal question, why can't that

20      date work?

21           MS. McNULTY:  It has to do with the noticing

22      of it.

23           MS. PRICE:  You would notice the draft, you

24      would notice the meeting where the draft is going

25      to be considered, the draft would say, "Upon the
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1      committee's approval" --

2           CAPTAIN BAKER:  How about May 1st?  Does that

3      work?  May 1st, that's two months.  That's about

4      how long --

5           MS. STERN:  No, it's going to take more than

6      that.

7           MS. PRICE:  It's going to take -- yeah, yeah.

8           MS. McNULTY:  Or June -- maybe we could try

9      for June 1st.

10           CAPTAIN BAKER:  June 1st?

11           MS. STERN:  We won't have an Order -- I don't

12      think that the actual rate should go into effect

13      until the Order is final, you know.  Not Final

14      Order as in Final Order after an appeal, if one

15      happens, but once we have the written, approved

16      Notice of Intent, that's the date, the soonest

17      possible date.

18           MS. PRICE:  That's what I mean, the date --

19           MS. STERN:  But not the date they vote on the

20      Notice of Intent, it should be the date that it is

21      clerked out, that it is -- that the official --

22           MS. PRICE:  Remind me what --

23           MS. STERN:  The filing date.

24           MS. PRICE:  Oh, the filing date.  Okay.  So

25      what's the time frame --
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1           MS. STERN:  The date the Order is rendered.

2           MS. PRICE:  The vote and the final --

3           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We've deferred that in

4      cases, too.

5           MR. FLUKE:  Is June 1st reasonable?

6           MS. STERN:  I think it's hard to set a

7      definite date --

8           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Okay, that's fine.

9           MS. STERN:  -- because there are unknowns in

10      how it's to happen.

11           MS. PRICE:  Just for ballpark, what's the

12      time frame between committee vote and that clerk

13      filing date you're talking about?

14           MS. McNULTY:  Committee vote of the Notice of

15      Intent?

16           MS. PRICE:  Yes.

17           MS. STERN:  That doesn't take very long.

18           MS. McNULTY:  That doesn't take very long.

19           MR. ROSE:  10 days following the vote?

20           MS. PRICE:  Can we say 10 days after the

21      committee vote?

22           MS. STERN:  No.

23           MS. McNULTY:  No.

24           MS. PRICE:  Why can't we say in the Notice of

25      Intent to become effective upon being
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1      officially -- to become effective when issued,

2      there's going to be a signature, there's going to

3      be an issue date --

4           MS. McNULTY:  No, it has to do when it's

5      published in -- not when it's issued, it has to do

6      with when it becomes final because it's a Notice

7      of Intent.

8           But I can't find my book here.  Can you see

9      my rate book?  I have -- oh, it's right here.

10           It's always complicated and it could be -- we

11      usually end up discussing this effective date

12      actually at the Notice meeting when we're getting

13      the draft back.

14           CAPTAIN BAKER:  That's fine.

15           MS. McNULTY:  Is that okay?

16           CAPTAIN BAKER:  Yeah.

17           MS. McNULTY:  We try -- I think the goal is

18      to get it out in and effective -- we try to go as

19      fast as we can.

20           MR. FLUKE:  That will be a public meeting?

21           MS. McNULTY:  Absolutely.

22           MR. FLUKE:  Okay.

23           MS. McNULTY:  But it will be probably --

24           MR. LAW:  Conference call.

25           MS. McNULTY:  We've done it conference call,
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1      like telephonically.

2           MR. FLUKE:  As long as we can participate --

3           MS. McNULTY:  Absolutely --

4           MR. FLUKE:  -- and be an active participant

5      in when it will become effective.

6           MS. McNULTY:  Absolutely.  As a matter of

7      fact, it's a public meeting, so people are

8      invited.

9           MS. PRICE:  If we were to set a date now --

10           MR. FLUKE:  Let's wait.

11           MS. PRICE:  Didn't we do something last time

12      where it was like on this date or?

13           MS. McNULTY:  We do that in the notice, but

14      it's very -- we have to look at the timing of

15      everything and it's always a little bit --

16           MR. ALLMAN:  You know, Mr. Chair, a lot -- a

17      lot of us need to inform customers.  I think the

18      simplest thing is to pick a date of June 1st and

19      if it ends up being later because of procedural

20      things, so be it.  The customer is not going to be

21      upset because it's June 10th.  But this way we can

22      tell all the customers of the port it's June 1st.

23      And if they get lucky and it's not until June 10th

24      because of your procedural stuff, great, the

25      customer is happy because he didn't get charged
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1      for 10 extra days.

2           MS. McNULTY:  We're not -- I think there will

3      probably -- there will be a subsequent meeting

4      and then that's when we'll know more about the

5      date.  Because there are too many variables right

6      now we need to figure out, when we get the

7      transcript, when we have the meeting.

8           I think, but the commitment is to do it as

9      expeditiously as possible.

10           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  As soon as we can, yeah.

11           MS. McNULTY:  And I think we'll fine-tune

12      that date at the next meeting.  Is that

13      acceptable?

14           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  To be determined.

15           CAPTAIN KURTZ:  And it's public.

16           MS. McNULTY:  It's a public meeting and it

17      will be noticed.

18           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Yep.

19           MR. FLUKE:  And we can participate.

20           MS. McNULTY:  Anyone can participate.

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  I mean, we'd like to give

22      you a ballpark date, but the ballpark for this

23      meeting was about 2:00 in the afternoon, so we're

24      going to miss the mark sometimes.

25           MR. ALLMAN:  The more advanced notice you can
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1      give people the better.

2           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Absolutely.

3           MR. ALLMAN:  And we'd like to go out tonight

4      and start letting people know.

5           MS. McNULTY:  It's going to take a little bit

6      of time to get a copy of the transcript.  It

7      always takes, you know, six weeks, eight weeks to

8      draft -- to get a really good solid draft of the

9      order, that is -- in the meantime, a meeting will

10      be noticed.  So just -- you're on notice, so pay

11      attention to what's going on, all right?

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We have a motion on the

13      floor.

14           MS. McNULTY:  What is the motion?

15           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  The motion was to adopt

16      the rates.

17           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  To adopt the rates.

18           MS. McNULTY:  Well, that's what you did.

19           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We did them one by one

20      but no --

21           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We don't have to do them

22      global?

23           MS. McNULTY:  No.

24           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  That's it?

25           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  We're done.
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1           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  We have to ask Mandie

2      about expenses when it is, where, stuff like that.

3           MS. ACKERMANN:  You'll submit that to Mollie.

4      You will leave her -- I'm sorry, she might have

5      the -- I don't see the forms over here, but we can

6      email you the expense report or you can just

7      provide us with the date of the times of departure

8      and arrival and we'll get that information from

9      you via email.

10           MS. McNULTY:  Are we missing anything?

11           MS. STERN:  I don't think so.

12           CHAIRMAN BENSON:  Okay, I want to thank

13      everybody for their patience and I would

14      understand if some people lost their patience, but

15      we are concluded.  And I appreciate everybody's

16      help in terms of getting us to where we are right

17      now.

18           Motion to adjourn?

19           COMMISSIONER JACCOMA:  Yes.

20           COMMISSIONER SEUTER:  Yes.

21           MR. FLUKE:  On behalf of the Tampa Bay Pilots

22      Association, we appreciate everyone's time today

23      and it was an arduous process, but we sincerely

24      appreciate it.

25           (The Meeting adjourned at 9:45 p.m.)
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